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Prologue
This dissertation is about the struggle of north Sri Lankan fishers to gain access to fishing
grounds. Yet, for reasons I will point out later, I start by looking at one of the most significant
political events in Sri Lanka’s short post-war history.
8 January 2015 was a nerve-wracking election day for many Sri Lankans. A few years earlier,
the incumbent president Mahinda Rajapaksa amended the constitution ending the two-term
limit to the Presidency, thus allowing him to seek an unprecedented third term in office.
Rajapaksa, who led Sri Lanka’s military to victory over the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam
in 2009 and built up an increasingly autocratic regime, appeared assured of victory. According to the president’s astrologer, even the stars guaranteed victory: “The president, he has
such auspicious time and so much power in his planetary position that he cannot be defeated
in an election.” (Barry 2015: 1). This performance of certainty, however, came under scrutiny
a few weeks before the elections. In a surprise move, Cabinet Minister Maitripala Sirisena
from Rajapaksa’s Sri Lankan Freedom Party registered as a candidate for the presidency, for
which he secured support from an historically unprecedented broad coalition including the
main opposition party (UNP), Sinhala nationalist and right-wing parties, Marxist-, Tamil-,
and Muslim parties, as well as former presidents and cricket heroes. Some analysts commented that Sri Lanka was at a crossroads: either it would enter into an era of consolidated
neoliberal, authoritarian family rule with extremely little space for minorities and dissent,
or it would enter into a new era of fragile hope in which people of different ethnicities and
opinions could start breathing once again.
A young resident from Mannar (in northern Sri Lanka) captured the thrilling Election Day
in a touching personal account:
There was no doubt that Tamils would vote for Sirisena. The lingering question was how
many would vote. If Rajapaksa was to be defeated, minorities needed to vote in large numbers. My fears of low voter turn-out ceased as early as 7.15 am on election day.
I woke up to the sound of my mother rushing through the gate (it makes a thundering noise).
She was back from the polling centre. This was the first time she had exercised her franchise
in almost twenty years. […] If my mother was so bent on seeing the back of Mahinda … there
was certainly hope.
It was Killinochi that first propelled Sirisena into the lead—a lead that Rajapaksa would often threaten but never assail right till the end. […] Around 3 am as Mahinda Rajapaksa, his
brother Gotabhaya and Chief Justice Mohan Peiris sipped soup and mulled over the possibilities of staging a military coup, I received a text message from a friend in Colombo: “Pres.
Secretariat is getting ready to welcome new president machan. Fuck yes.” […]
At around six in the morning news broke out that Rajapaksa had vacated the Temple Trees
[…]. I closed my eyes in a failed attempt to hold back tears. The fog of fear and repression
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that held sway over the country for a decade was slowly lifting, the filth of Mahinda was
already washing away… (Hoole, E. 2015: 1).

Sirisena was indeed declared winner, receiving 51.28% of all votes—3.7% more than
Rajapakse—in what some came to refer to as the rainbow revolution (e.g. Samaraweera
2015). Neither the period nor the topic of in this book covers this vital event in Sri Lanka’s
recent history. Yet, I dare to argue that it bears relevance for this thesis in various ways.
First, the emotions and sense of relief that are captured in the above account provide a
powerful illustration of the suffocating tension that prevailed during the post-war period in
which I conducted my research (2011–2013). I only realised how suffocating it was upon returning to the Netherlands after each ‘fieldtrip’ and how the prevalent tension had governed
my daily life in northern Sri Lanka, even though I hardly had anything to really worry about
compared to my local colleagues or fishers with whom I worked during my research. Second,
starting with a political event and anecdote in a thesis that is preoccupied with fisheries is
perhaps surprising, yet deliberate. What started out as research into a fisheries conflict between Indian and Sri Lankan fishers inevitably became a study of much more than fish and
fishers alone. Those who venture to the sea for a livelihood have multiple identities, linking
them to many other concerns, rights, ideals, hopes and anxieties in addition to those tied to
fishing. This thesis is a reminder that fisheries can and should never be studied in complete
sectoral isolation, however attractive that might be from a scientific or management point
of view. Rather fisheries must be analysed in particular social, economic, cultural, historical
and political contexts. For fishers in northern Sri Lanka, the implications of recent elections in terms of post-war minority politics, reconstruction, militarisation and relations with
India are all of great significance.
The reverse is equally true. Many writings on Sri Lanka tend to be intensely focused on
the ethnic question and the civil war, “which often reduces the national question to the
Tamil-Sinhala ethnic conflict” (Kadirgamar & Thiruvarangan 2015: para.10). As a result, Sri
Lanka is often primarily defined in terms of its ethnic divide. Societal domains, communities
and relationships that are not easily captured within this logic are therefore likely to receive
less attention. Without denying in any way the importance of the ethnic questions and the
immense scars left by the war, studying a topic like fisheries in northern Sri Lanka also
opens up other possible lenses of investigation. Discussions on caste, increasing debt, the
complicated workings of the fisheries cooperatives and even the implications of the position
of the moon on fish catches or are all of great interest and value. These issues also allow for
different types of engagement, as they are less loaded by the immense heaviness of the metaphorical elephant of ethnic tensions standing silently in virtually any room.
Finally, the election commentary is relevant for the way it crossed my path. In 2013 I was
enlisted into an email group used by Sri Lankan intellectuals and activists to share and
discuss articles of interest. It is also occasionally used for scrutinising articles by (usually
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western) commentators who have written in patronising tones on Sri Lankan affairs (e.g.
Solheim 2015; Goodman 2015). The ironic, intelligent, angry and disdainful reactions to
these writings helped me develop sensitivity to implicitly imperialist tones in articles talking
with indisputable authority about ‘the way forward’ for Sri Lanka. I consider this sensitivity
so important that I have added a second benchmark for my thesis: the question is not only
whether it will survive the academic scrutiny of the commission, but also whether it will (hypothetically) survive the scrutiny of this email group. This is part of a larger accountability
to the many people who helped me understand and encounter Sri Lanka and in particular
its fisheries in multiple ways.

vii

CHAPTER

1

Introduction

C hapter 1

1.1

Problem statement: inequalities in
accessing scarce resources

This book is about the reproduction of marginality of a fishing community in the context of
a transboundary fishing conflict. More specifically, this thesis deals with fishers 1 in northern Sri Lanka whose livelihoods are compromised by relatively powerful Indian trawlers
operating in Sri Lankan fishing grounds. This book is also an outcome of and a reflection on
an action-research project with the acronym REINCORPFISH that aimed to strengthen the
position of these northern fishers, being ultimately concerned with ‘contributing to a fair
and sustainable system of transboundary fisheries management’ in the concerned study area
(REINCORPFISH 2010).
Globally, there are increasing pressures on natural resources that are frequently subject
to struggles of access amongst competing users (Sowman & Wynberg 2014). Histories of
colonialism, modernisation, globalisation and liberalisation have fundamentally changed
the way in which natural resources are appropriated and utilised, where those most dependent on resources for their food security and livelihoods have frequently been pushed out
(Sowman & Wynberg 2014; Bavinck et al. 2014a; Gadgil & Guha 1995; Li 2000). The result
has been stark disparities between resource users in their opportunities to access, control
and benefit from natural resources, resulting in a multiplicity of environmental, social and
economic crises.
More specifically, this thesis is written keeping in mind the predicament of small-scale
fishers globally. The dominant scientific and popular discourses in fisheries have revolved
around the threat of overfishing and importance of managing fisheries ‘sustainably’. Many
have argued that global capture fisheries peaked in the mid-1980s and have since started to
decline, primarily because of over-exploitation and depletion of fish stocks, but also due to
a broader range of environmental pressures including pollution, environmental disasters,
climate variability and ecosystem change (Sumaila et al. 2011; Watson & Pauly 2013). From
an ecosystem service perspective, these trends raise concern not so much for the fish itself,
but particularly for the vital contributions (services) provided by global fisheries to human
wellbeing (MEA 2005). First, Teh and Sumaila (2013) estimate that globally 260 million
people are involved in marine fisheries 2, a number which is still on the rise (FAO 2015). Second, from a food security perspective, fish provides about three billion people with almost
20 percent of their intake of animal protein (FAO 2013), in particular the poorer sections of

1 Following a general yet contested trend in the literature (Branch & Kleiber 2015) I use the gender-neutral term
fisher rather than fisherman. I use this term to refer to people who fish, either as highly skilled operator of artisanal
gear, but also as—usually less-skilled—workers on larger scale mechanised trawlers.
2 This includes both full-time and part-time fishers and both jobs in the direct and indirect sector. FAO (2014)
reports 40 million people involved in actual capture fisheries, while 12% of the world’s population being dependent
on fisheries and aquaculture for their livelihood (FAO 2014: 77). The Hidden Harvests report (World Bank, FAO and
WorldFish 2010) speaks of 120 million people being directly dependent on commercial fisheries for their livelihood.
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the global population. Third, commercial fisheries are conservatively estimated to generate
USD 274 billion to the global economy (World Bank et al. 2010) and USD 130 billion in trade
as per the latest 2012 figures (FAO 2015) making it the most traded food commodity in the
world. Finally, fisheries are also of cultural value, representing diverse and vibrant sectors in
multiple localities and contexts 3 (Weeratunge et al. 2014).
Small-scale fisheries, leaving the definitional debate aside 4, are arguably the most important
sector within fisheries (World Bank et al. 2010). While small-scale fishers are responsible
for 46% of all capture fish, small-scale fisheries accounts for 91% of all fisheries related employment. Moreover, as fish caught by the small-scale sector is rarely for fish meal or fish
oil purposes, most of it is for human consumption, providing a vital contribution to food
security, especially for the poor (World Bank et al. 2010).
Given that small-scale fisheries and fishers are of such vital importance to society, it is empirically and analytically important to understand why they are so often marginalised. To
answer this question, ‘framing’ is of crucial importance. Framing a problem is more than
a theoretical exercise: it is crucial for determining what is worth researching, and imagining and shaping policy and action. For example, modernisation paradigms drove fisheries
development for decades, based on the belief that the sea provided an unlimited resource
base for fish that had to be tapped so that ‘catch potential’ was efficiently attained. In such
framing, small-scale fishers are remnants of the past and their extinction just a matter of
time given their inefficiency. This needs to be seen alongside conservation discourses that
have flourished and been popularised in particular in the global north, though also exported
to and imposed on the global south. Conservationist paradigms, somewhat stereotypically,
have turned fishers into criminals who exploit pristine nature and have called for transforming the ocean into no-take Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). The framing of fisheries
issues around the declining health of fish stocks and the need for marine habitats has led
to the ‘myth of too many fishers chasing too few fish’ (Davis 2003). This seemingly neutral
observation tends to reduce fishing problems to Malthusian explanations and equations related to effort, which may be justified at the aggregate level, but at the disaggregated level
fail to problematise inequalities in the distribution of benefits in particular contexts. Seen
together, sustainability and conservation paradigms on the one hand, and modernisation
and innovation paradigms on the other, however inclusive they may claim to be, have little
on offer for small-scale fishers.
More recently, blue growth and ‘blue economy’ framings have been popularised after their
inclusion in Rio +20 documents as well as the recently adopted Sustainable Development
Goals. Seen together they are visualised as the new “approach for the sustainable, integrat-
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See also http://toobigtoignore.net/research-cluster/diverse-ssf-values/ [accessed on 5 May 2015].

4 It is hard to provide a universal definition of small-scale fisheries since the conceptualisation of scale depends very
much on context (Johnson 2006).
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ed and socio-economically sensitive management of oceans and wetlands” (FAO 2015: 76).
They promise to be more inclusive than the earlier fisheries management paradigms. For
example The Future We Want report acknowledges “the need to ensure access to fisheries,
and the importance of access to markets, by subsistence, small-scale and artisanal fishers
and women fish workers, as well as indigenous peoples and their communities particularly
in developing countries, especially small island developing States” (UNGA 2012: 30). Yet, in
their mirroring of the green growth conundrum in framing oceans as engines of economic
growth, it is not yet clear whether the emerging blue growth and blue economy paradigms
will produce outcomes which are indeed as inclusive as they suggest (Silver et al. 2015). In
fact, these paradigms bear an uncanny resemblance to the practice of neoliberal conservation characterised by “win-win-win-win-win-win-win solutions, that benefits corporate
investors, national economies, biodiversity, local people, western consumers, development
agencies and the conservation organisations” (Grandia 2007, in: Igoe & Brockington 2007:
435). This paradigm entails a world in which endless value can be created, which produces
only winners and no losers, where there is no need for compromises, and where every problem constitutes an new opportunity for growth (Büscher et al. 2012).
More useful in terms of acknowledging the hard choices involved in governing oceans and
fisheries are the recently adopted “Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small Scale
Fisheries” 5 (FAO 2014). They were approved by FAO member states in 2014 after years of
consultation and intense negotiation (Jentoft 2014a). While its unambiguous rights-based
language leaves no doubt that small-scale fisheries have made it to the global agenda, whether they will be meaningful will depend entirely on how implementation proceeds (Jentoft
2014a).
This recognition of small-scale fisheries in the global domain is important as processes of
allocating fish resources are becoming increasingly significant and contentious. If it is true
that 90 per cent of known fisheries are either fully exploited or overexploited (FAO 2015),
this implies that most fisheries have become a zero-sum game: catches by one fisher compromise the potential catch of another fisher. This raises vital questions of social justice,
e.g. who can access and benefit from these limited resources and who cannot. If we take
the notion of law not as a single, natural, absolute and neutral phenomenon, we need to
ask questions like where do rule systems for allocation originate, how are they reproduced,
contested and legitimised, in whose interest do they work, and why are some resource users
unable to benefit from rights, while others benefit from available resources without having
rights? These questions are central to this thesis, and stem from a concern that inequalities
between user groups in accessing a declining natural resource base continue to exist.

5 The full name for the guidelines is “Voluntary Guidelines for Securing Sustainable Small Scale Fisheries in the
Context of Poverty and Food Security.”
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My research centres on the Palk Bay, a transboundary sea space between southeast India
and northwest Sri Lanka. Small-scale fishers from northern Sri Lanka, while recovering
from three decades of civil war, struggle to operate their craft in the face of continuous intrusions of Indian trawlers in their fishing grounds. From 2011 to 2014, I took part in an
action-research project (REINCORPFISH), that aimed at simultaneously understanding
and improving the predicament of these fishers.
This introductory chapter is organised as follows. I first contextualise the book by zooming
in to Sri Lanka’s recent violent history and the complex relationships it maintains with its
giant neighbour. Subsequently, in section three I frame the transboundary fisheries conflict
between Sri Lankan and Indian fishers and introduce the research questions that guide this
thesis. Section four engages with various conceptual and theoretical discussions that underlie the analysis of this book. I conclude by detailing the remaining chapters of the book.

1.2

Embedding the research in the context of
post-war Sri Lanka

1.2.1

On identity, ethnicity, the civil war and beyond

There is a vast literature on the origins and dynamics of Sri Lanka’s ethnic strife, the brutal
manifestations of the civil war, and the contested changes in Sri Lanka’s post-war landscapes. Here I neither aim to summarise nor add to this literature. Rather my aim is to provide the unfamiliar reader with a basic analysis of Sri Lankan history and politics necessary
for reading this book.
While Sri Lankan post-independence history is about more than ethnic strife, it is hard to
avoid discussing ethnicity-based identity politics. When I started my research, Sri Lanka had
just come out of a three decade civil war, and another three decades of divisive ethnic identity politics, understood by Krishna (1999: xix) as “a discursive process by which societies
produce categories such as insider-outsider, safety and danger, domestic and foreign, self
and other, nation and ethnic group.” Sri Lankan official demographic statistics distinguish
between Sinhalese (74,9%), Sri Lankan Tamils (11,2%), Indian Tamils (4,2%), Sri Lankan
Moors (Muslim) (9,2%), and others6 (0,5%) (Government of Sri Lanka 2011).
Arguably this differentiation in terms of ethnic identity was not so much a matter of primordial difference as it was about socially and politically constructed categories with origins in
the colonial period (Spencer 2004). This is not to say that the British invented ethnic identities, “yet they politicised and hardened them in their attempt to classify and govern the
population” (Wickramasinghe 2006, in: Menon et al. 2016: 402). Census categories turned

6

‘Other’ includes Burghers, Malay, Sri Lanka Chetty and Bharatha.
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complex and multifaceted identities into “objective features of people that could be delineated once and for all” which subsequently could be politically exploited (Wickramasinghe
2014: 47).
There are different interpretations as to how this creation of ethnic difference eventually led
to the onset of the civil war in 1983, but it is clear that its politicisation resulted in increasing
hostility between Tamils and Sinhalese. While Sinhala Buddhist nationalism emerged in opposition to colonialism, it gained increasing strength in the post-independence period based
on the claim that Tamils had benefited disproportionally from colonial entitlements. This
nationalism resulted in majoritarian politics that led to constitutional changes stipulating,
amongst other things, that Sinhala was the only official language (in 1956). Buddhism, moreover, was given a privileged position in the constitution. Subsequently, in 1972 Sri Lanka’s
constitution was reformed, making Sri Lanka a unitary state and ruling out the possibility of
federalism and constitutional protection of minority rights (Krishna 1999; Wickramasinghe
2014). This was followed by a series of anti-Tamil pogroms that culminated in the riots of
1983, often considered the beginning of the civil war.
The civil war was primarily between the Sri Lankan army and the Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam (LTTE), who in the course of time, after annihilating most other Tamil militant
groups as well as moderate Tamil leaders, claimed a monopoly over representing Tamils.
The LTTE, under the leadership of the iconic V. Prabakharan, built an ingenious military
machinery, which involved tens of thousands of men and women (many of them children),
and included an effective navy wing (Sea Tigers) and a separate group of suicide cadres
(Black Tigers) (Narayan Swamy 2003). The LTTE was sponsored (both voluntary and forcefully) by a sizeable Tamil diaspora who had escaped the violence. During the three decades
of war, countless young Sri Lankan men and women laid down their lives, either for the
cause of an independent Tamil homeland or for fighting Tamil terrorism.
After the failed Indian military intervention from 1987 to 1990, the war witnessed frontlines
pointlessly moving back and forth and immense suffering of the civilian population, something well documented through the courageous and humane accounts of a group called ‘University Teachers of Human Rights’ (Hoole, R. et al. 1990; Hoole, R. 2001,2015). Its reports
spared neither the LTTE nor the army and exposed “a web of deceit, ruthlessness, thuggery
and irresponsibility that seemingly damned everyone with a gun” (Kingston 2015: para 8).
Its records included detailed accounts of how LTTE cadres killed rivals and political leaders,
suppressed dissent among Tamils, forcefully recruited children, trained suicide bombers
and justified ruthless actions to achieve its secessionist ideals. At the same time it documented grave atrocities committed by the Sri Lankan armed forces, including gruesome massacres, frequent rapes and torture and systematic repression of witnesses, all resulting in
the creation of lawless landscapes of war (ibid.). Many of these findings are echoed in later
special reports by the United Nations (UN 2015; UN 2011).
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The 2002 ceasefire agreement and subsequent peace talks mediated by Norway brought
new hopes, but did not lead to a lasting peace agreement. The peace process gradually collapsed as “each time a possible compromise was on the table, one or the other party would
find reasons to walk away” (Uyangoda 2007, in: Menon et al. 2016: 402). The war resumed
in 2006 but unlike previous episodes of the war, the government cornered and eventually
defeated the LTTE in May 2009 (Klem 2013). The victory came at immense human costs.
While the number of people who died or went missing in the final months of war is heavily
contested, one particularly detailed and reliable analysis suggested that there were 97,900
dead or missing, including 67,600 civilians (Hoole, R. 2014). Civilians were trapped in a
narrow strip of land in the northeast of the country, used by the LTTE as human shields and
eventually indiscriminately shelled by the army (Hoole, R. 2014).
The end of the LTTE did not mean the end of the ethnic conflict. In other words, “a linear and
dichotomical understanding of ‘war to peace transition’ would be naïve and over-simplistic”
(Klem 2013: 10). In fact, rather than opening space for introspection, reform and reconciliation, the end of the war led towards re-strengthening the unitary and centralised ethnic
state which “effectively narrowed down the political space for state reforms in a direction
of ethnic pluralization” (Uyangoda 2011: 238). President Rajapaksa, surfing on a wave of
popularity among the Sinhala majority, claimed credit for liberating Sri Lanka from terrorism and consequently was re-elected in 2010, establishing an increasingly authoritarian
regime and heralding a period of ‘oppressive stability’ (Wickramasinghe 2014). Post-war
reconstruction policy was characterised by a forceful attempt at national integration around
a putative majoritarian identity and a “One Country One Nation” slogan. While this practice of majoritarian politics was intensely critiqued abroad, at home it was celebrated. The
Rajapaksa regime maintained power both through its popular nationalism and triumphalist
discourse as well as by keeping the military employed to secure its interests (Kadirgamar
2014). These particular modes and means of politics also provided excellent cover for widespread corruption and patterns of ‘accumulation by dispossession’ by a small but powerful
political elite (Marcus 2015).
Dealing with the historic grievances of ethnic minorities and the legacy of the protracted
civil war and its aftermath are arguably mammoth tasks (Kadirgamar and Thiruvarangan
2015). Alleged war crimes by the Sri Lankan government resulted in a powerful international human rights lobby calling upon the Sri Lankan government to initiate an accountability process, mediated by the UN’s Human Right Council. The regime’s response to this
‘Human Rights onslaught’ (Peiris 2009) has been aggressively defensive, arguing that the
West in particular is not only being hypocritical but also violating Sri Lanka’s sovereignty.
Kadirgamar and Thiruvarangan (2015: para 1) argue that the UN investigations into war
crimes in Sri Lanka can polarise as much as reconcile and that “it will achieve little unless
accompanied by real introspection by both Tamil and Sinhala communities”, replacing the
present dominant mode of self-righteous Tamil and Sinhala nationalisms.
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Characterising ‘the state of post-war Sri Lanka’ is arguably difficult. It is too simplistic to
reduce discussions to the ethnic question alone. According to Kadirgamar (2013a), northern
Sri Lanka faces a range of interconnected challenges. First, there is a need for a political
settlement that involves minorities in democratic governance and a Tamil politics that is
more focused on socio-economic issues as opposed to only an ideological political discourse.
Second, processes of demilitarisation, land re-allocation and further normalisation of life in
the north must occur. Third, post-war development must focus on rebuilding the livelihoods
of ordinary people. Massive investments in infrastructure have not provided livelihood
opportunities and huge amounts of credit have led to crippling indebtedness of an already
asset-poor population. Therefore one of the major challenges in economic terms is the provision of support to the primary and secondary sectors, including fisheries, which constitute
the backbone of the north Sri Lankan economy.

1.2.2 Sri Lanka and its ‘big brother’ neighbourhood
In an interesting article on place-making, Spencer (2014) wonders why academic literature
on Sri Lanka has so often employed some sort of ‘methodological nationalism’ and why this
literature has tended to isolate Sri Lanka from its wider South Asian context. By way of
an illustrative anecdote, he recalls how he had given a presentation a few years earlier in
Colombo in which he had taken the liberty to play with the question “what if things had
been different and Ceylon had stayed part of the Madras Presidency in the early 19th century” (ibid.: 10). The implicit notion that Sri Lanka could as well have been part of India
were it not for a few historical contingencies, led to angry retorts from the audience who
accused him of longing for the ‘empire’ (Spencer 2014). In 1945, Jawaharlal Nehru (the first
Indian Prime Minister) had run into similar anxieties (perhaps more grounded) when he
commented on the ethnic, linguistic and cultural similarities between India and Sri Lanka
and therefore support for a close union (Dubey 1989). Sri Lanka’s furious reaction led him
to quickly reassure her that “India had no intention to harm her sovereignty and territorial
integrity” (ibid.: 99–100).
These anecdotes are illustrative of the relationship between Sri Lanka and its giant neighbour, 50 times larger in area and 60 times larger in population. As this thesis revolves around
the Indo-Sri Lankan transboundary fisheries conflict, India’s intense and troubled involvement and entanglement with Sri Lankan affairs requires some background. During the past
few decades, the bilateral relationship between Sri Lanka and India has been shaped by the
steady stream of Tamil refugees fleeing the civil war to Tamil Nadu, the formation of armed
(Sri Lankan) Tamil militant networks in Southern India, the troubled military intervention
of 1987–1990, the killing of India’s prime minister Rajiv Gandhi and “most notably, the immense interest displayed by Indian Tamils in the State of Tamil Nadu in Sri Lankan affairs
affecting their co-ethnics” (Destradi 2012: 595). As there is no scope to discuss all of these
issues, I focus on two issues in Indo-Lankan relations which are of immediate relevance to
this thesis: the issue of maritime waters and the ‘Tamil factor’.
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Indian foreign policy specialists, from a defence and security perspective, have argued that
“Sri Lanka is as important strategically to India as Eire is to the United Kingdom or Taiwan
to China” and that there is no realistic defence strategy for India without Sri Lanka being
on her side (Kodikara 1992: 23). From this perspective it is of little surprise that the narrow
maritime space between the two countries, which in some places is no wider than 20 miles,
has for long been an important element of strife in bilateral relations. While the two countries ever since their respective independences have disputed who the island of Katchchativu
(located in the middle of the Palk Bay between the two countries) belongs to, additional tension built up when in 1956 India claimed jurisdiction over a 100 nautical mile zone beyond
her territorial waters, and in 1967 extended her territorial waters from six to 12 nautical
miles (Kodikara 1992). This basically forced Sri Lanka to do the same, resulting in overlapping maritime jurisdictions (ibid.: 29). After years of protracted talks and negotiations
the international maritime boundary was finally delimited through bilateral agreements in
1974 and 1976, with Katchchativu ending up on the Sri Lankan side of the border. According
to Dubey (1989: 101), these agreements should be “considered as a landmark in Indo-Sri
Lankan relations”. Upon ratification of the Agreement, the Joint Statement read: “The two
Prime Ministers are of the opinion, that the Agreement represents a historic landmark in the
friendly relations between the two countries and heralds an era of even closer and more fruitful co-operation for their mutual benefit” (Chandrahasan 2014: 55). Suryanarayan (2005)
has argued that this agreement should be read in the context of Indira Gandhi’s efforts in
the 1970s to appease and improve India’s relations with her neighbours. To date, the Tamil
Nadu government refers to this agreement as Indira Gandhi’s ‘surrender’ and consistently
contests the validity and legitimacy of the agreement (Stephen et al. 2013a).
The second issue in Indo-Sri Lankan relations that I choose to highlight is that of ethnic
anxiety. According to Krishna (1999), such anxieties became more apparent after national
boundaries post-independence came to mimic those of western nation-states and resulted in
multiple violent nationalisms in South Asia. As Van Schendel and De Maaker (2014) argue
for Asia at large, both land and maritime borders “owe their existence to colonial state making” and “divide people who share languages and ethic identities and who have been longstanding partners in realms as diverse as trade, agriculture, religious practice and marriage”
(ibid.: 3). The result is that Asian borders are a frequent locus of conflict.
A useful starting point to understand Krishna’s point is the affinity between Indian and Sri
Lankan Tamils. Both groups are a minority in their respective countries and share—and mutually influence—a post-independence history of dissident minority politics (Kodikara 1992).
While the Sinhalese are a majority in Sri Lanka, in the region as a whole the Sinhalese are an
ethnic minority. From a somewhat hard-core Sinhala perspective, they are rather a marginal
majority “dwarfed by the landmass and populace next door in Tamil Nadu from which incursions and annexations have originated many times in Sinhala history” (Jayatilleka 2015:
para 13). When, as a response to Sinhala discriminatory majoritarian politics, the emergent Tamil separatism in Sri Lanka received active support from Tamil Nadu in the 1970s,
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this understandably caused strong anxieties in Colombo and strained Indo-Sri Lankan relations 7. While the Indian government has never supported the demand of a separate Tamil
state in Sri Lanka, it has—often pressured by the Tamil Nadu government—generally taken a
protective stand towards Sri Lankan Tamils. As a result, India’s policy towards Sri Lanka has
typically been a balancing act between defending Sri Lanka’s unity, sovereignty and territorial integrity and consequently maintaining good relations with Colombo on the one hand,
while supporting the cause of Tamils in Sri Lanka on the other hand (Kumar 2007). This
ambivalent position was visible in the changing and often contradictory policy approach
that India pursued during the civil war, supporting both the Sri Lankan government—partly
because of anxiety about secessionist movements in India—while at the same time allowing Tamil Nadu to function as safe haven for Sri Lankan Tamil militants and pressurising
Colombo to accept a federal solution (Kodikara 1992: 38–48). After the Indo-Sri Lankan
Accord of 1987 led to a failed peacekeeping mission (1987 to 1990), India resorted to a more
hands off approach (Aliff 2015).
In the post-war years, India continued to play a major role both as development partner and
political mediator (Aliff 2015). In Tamil Nadu, anti-Sri Lanka rhetoric intensified in everyday politics. The British-based Channel 4 documentary, which highlighted atrocities against
LTTE politicians and civilians during the final stages of the war, created public outrage in
Tamil Nadu. The Tamil Nadu government passed a resolution in June 2011 in its legislative
assembly condemning war crimes and demanded that the Indian Government stop treating
Sri Lanka as a friendly country (Scholtens et al. 2013). The Indian government, as a result of
pressure from its political ally in Tamil Nadu, voted in favour of a UNHRC resolution against
Sri Lanka in 2012 and 2013 (though India abstained in 2014), straining Indo-Sri Lankan
relations. The Government of India also pressurised Sri Lanka to implement a meaningful
devolution programme. In 2013, elections were held in the Northern Province for the first
time in 25 years, resulting in a victory for the Tamil National Alliance (TNA). At the same
time, India was wary of putting too much pressure on the Sri Lankan regime, fearing that
it would only further strengthen Sri Lanka’s move towards China (Kelegama 2014). It is in
this charged historical and contemporary geopolitical context that this thesis needs to be
situated.

1.3

Framing the transboundary fisheries
conflict in the Palk Bay

A protracted fisheries conflict has raged for more than a decade in the Palk Bay, a narrow
sea located between the Indian state of Tamil Nadu and the northern part of Sri Lanka.
The two adversaries, if put in two simple categories, are the trawl fishers of Tamil Nadu
and the small-scale fishers of northern Sri Lanka. A key characteristic of this conflict is the

7 This is not to suggest that Indo-Sri Lanka relations have been foremost a function of ethnic anxieties, as cold war
politics in the 70s and 80s played a decisive role in deteriorating relations as well (Kodikara 1992).
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simultaneous commonality and difference between the two conflicting parties. In terms of
commonalities, both groups depend largely on the same fishing grounds for livelihood purposes. Both groups of fishers also share a Tamil ethnic identity, and a long history of mutual
political sympathies grounded in struggles for relative or absolute autonomy.
At the same time, both fisher groups are widely different. First, fishers from northern Sri
Lanka are recovering from a cruel civil war during which their fishing was severely curbed,
if at all permitted, while Tamil Nadu fishers benefitted from a countrywide modernisation
programme (Bavinck 2001; Menon et al. 2016). Second, given these divergent recent histories, fishers in Sri Lanka operate relatively small boats with minimal technology, while their
Indian counterparts often fish with sophisticated trawlers. Third, while Tamil Nadu’s fishing community receive strong support from the Tamil Nadu political establishment which
in turn has considerable influence in Delhi circles, north Sri Lankan fishers are politically
disempowered.
This thesis takes as point of departure the predicament of the north Sri Lankan fishers.
Due to encroachment of Indian fishers, north Sri Lankan fishers are unable to fish freely,
as the former often destroy their fishing gear, making it difficult for them to recover from
three decades of a brutal civil war. Arguably, I could take a straightforward approach to
studying the conflict: identify bilateral agreements and other legal arrangements applicable
to the Palk Bay, assess their adequacy, observe their lack of enforcement and formulate an
action plan. I believe such an approach would risk missing the crux of the matter. I have,
therefore, opted for a multi-scalar, multi-actor, multi-causal and multi-layered approach,
aligning with a larger trend in scholarship on natural resource conflicts, moving away from
mono-causal theories (Frerks et al. 2014).
This multipronged approach makes sense for various reasons. First, the fisheries conflict
has elicited attention well beyond the fisheries sector. Multiple actors are involved at multiple scales, including fishers and their multiple organisations from both countries, both
coast guards and navies, ruling and opposition parties, elected political officials, courts,
think tanks, NGOs and the media. All these actors have persistently engaged in the socalled ‘Indo-Sri Lankan fisheries problem’. As a result governance has become complex and
fragmented.
Also the lived experience and struggle of north Sri Lankan fishers is not one-dimensional.
Their marginality is a product of their inferior equipment vis-à-vis Indian trawlers, their
problematic political representation and their second-class citizenship status as Tamils. I
therefore aim to understand how relations at various scale levels, i.e. between Indian and Sri
Lankan authorities, between trawler and small-scale fishers and between fishers and their
respective states, produce marginalising outcomes for north Sri Lankan fishers.
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Given this framing, I have tried to compose a research question such that it can grapple
both with the multidimensionality of the Palk Bay conflict, unpack the reproduction of fisher’s marginality, and reflect on action-research intervention of the REINCORPFISH project.
These considerations lead to the following research question.
How is north Sri Lankan fishers’ marginal access to Palk Bay fishing grounds
(re)produced and contested and what does this imply for civil society efforts to improve
multilevel transboundary fisheries governance practices?
This question is further decomposed into four subquestions. The first part comes to terms
with the nature of fisheries conflicts in transboundary settings. The second part aims to understand the ‘wickedness’ of transboundary fisheries governance and how this limits what
governance processes can achieve. The third part makes sense of the thwarted efforts of
fishers to contest their limited access to fishing grounds and their overall marginalisation.
Finally, in the last part, I reflect upon the action-research project that I was engaged in and
question whether civil society networks are capable of assisting marginal fishers in changing
the status quo. For each of the above concerns I build on, draw from and contribute to various theoretical debates, which are introduced in the next section.

1.4

Theoretical inroads

1.4.1

Inequalities of resource access in fisheries settings

The precise meaning of access in the context of natural resources, and the mechanisms
through which resource users obtain access are matters of debate. I specify what resource
access means in the context of small scale fisheries in the South by distinguishing between
two approaches: one that understands access in terms of rights and one that understands
access in terms of abilities.
In terms of a rights based approach, Schlager and Ostrom (1992) posit that marine resources
are managed through two operational-level property rights: access rights and withdrawal
rights. Access is defined as “the right to enter a defined physical property”, whereas withdrawal refers to “the right to obtain the ‘products’ of a resource” (ibid.: 250). Such property
rights stem from rules, which are generally agreed-upon prescriptions that forbid or permit activities for a group of people (Benda-Beckman et al. 2006). Scholars of legal pluralism have pointed out that different—and potentially conflicting—rule systems (both formal
and customary) may in fact apply at the same time to a similar situation (Bavinck 2005).
Benda-Beckmann et al. (2009) note that situations of legal pluralism could both undermine
or reinforce inequality over resource access. On the one hand, plurality of law provides some
room to manoeuvre (forum shopping). On the other hand, “[f]requently it tends to be the
stronger parties that are those which can bring to bear their accumulated social, political
and financial capital, who determine which forum and which set of rules are to govern a
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particular situation”. Therefore, “plurality may actually reinforce structures of inequality as
the plurality of forums available decreases the binding power of any law” (Benda-Beckman
et al. 2009: 12). Needless to say, property rights are not constructed in a political vacuum, let
alone under Rawls’ veil of ignorance. Rather, they are likely to reflect power relations among
resource users (Agrawal 2001).
This rights-based approach presumes that people’s access is primarily a function of possessing rights to a particular resource and that the legitimising source of those rights is anchored
in laws of various kinds. However, outcomes of resource allocation and appropriation processes may be at odds with the allocation of rights. Ribot and Peluso (2003) unpack why
some people or organisations are able to benefit from resources, regardless of whether they
have rights to those resources. They define access as the “ability to benefit from resources”,
as opposed to only having the rights to benefit from resources. So whereas property relations
may be defined by rights, access is eventually “about ability, a term that is akin to power”
(ibid.: 155).
The concept of entitlements occupies a middle ground in this discussion. The entitlement
approach was originally put forward by Sen (1981) to explain how it is possible that people may suffer from famine in the absence of absolute aggregate food scarcity. Leach et al.
(1999), building on Sen’s work, elucidate an environmental entitlement approach to understand “how different social actors gain access to and control over resources” (ibid.: 232)?
Environmental entitlements, for Leach et al. (1999) refer to “sets of utilities derived from
environmental goods and services over which social actors have legitimate effective command and which are instrumental in achieving wellbeing” (ibid.: 233, my emphasis). This
connects to the discussion above. ‘Legitimate’ refers to command sanctioned by statutory or
customary rights of access, while acknowledging that different actors may have conflicting
sources and views of legitimacy. By highlighting the importance of ‘effectiveness’, they suggest that legitimate rights may also be ineffective as power relations determine the outcomes
of access conflicts. In other words, as the term ‘legitimate’ connects to the ‘rights dimension’
of access, the term effective connects to the ‘ability dimension’.
Let me now try to locate this discussion more specifically in the context of marine capture
fisheries. Fisheries are typically understood as common pool resources, i.e. “natural and
human-constructed resources in which (i) exclusion of beneficiaries through physical and
institutional means is especially costly, and (ii) exploitation by one user reduces resource
availability for others” (Ostrom et al. 1999: 278). The assumption underlying this argument is that fisheries are in principle open access, i.e. that property rights are incomplete
or non-existent (Jentoft et al. 1998). Open access resources are deemed problematic, as
the implied lack of rules to regulate them would invariably lead to a ‘tragedy of the commons’ (Hardin 1968). This belief that overfishing results from the open access nature of the
resource “has become one of the most influential theories guiding contemporary natural
resources management” (Kolding & van Zwieten, 2011: 279).
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Many scholars have argued that the assumptions underlying the above reasoning are fundamentally flawed (Ostrom 1990; McCay & Jentoft 1998; Jentoft & Onyango 2010). A first
stream of critique derives from those who observed that in practice many fisheries are subject
to some system of (self-) management, with property rights being produced, implemented
and adapted in line with local circumstances. In other words, formally open access fisheries may in daily practice be subjected to an elaborate system of customary rules regulating
access, effectively defining who is allowed to fish where, when, what, how and how much.
This richness in self-regulatory activity is not surprising given the importance of fisheries to
fishers. In the words of Dalton “resource allocation is never unstructured because continuity
in the production of basic goods is never unimportant” (Dalton 1967: 66, in: Bavinck 2001:
27). A different line of critique comes from Kolding and van Zwieten (2011) who argue especially in the case of low-tech small-scale fisheries that fishing effort is likely to be determined
by the state of resources as opposed to the other way around.
What these critiques share with Hardin’s thesis, however, is that they frame resource access
issues primarily around a concern for resource health. Without a doubt, this is an important
concern: without the physical availability of resources there is nothing to be extracted, or, to
put it more dynamically, dividing a shrinking pie is arguably tougher than dividing a stable
or expanding one. Yet, discussing resource access only with an eye on resource health masks
the distributional question of who gets what, how and why (Eide et al. 2011). I argue that
understanding inequalities in access is important for at least four reasons: 1) strong inequalities in resource access can result in conflicts that are more severe than conflicts around
scarcity of a resource; 2) for most fishers, issues of resource distribution evoke more passion
and concern than the status of the fish stocks they target (Bavinck 2005), 3) if resource
access is highly unequal, it is likely to undermine efforts to manage the resource sustainably,
and 4) unpacking ‘who gets what’ helps to identify the actual nature and locus of a resource
problem and prevents the potentially perverse Malthusian overpopulation framings of ‘too
many fishers chasing for too few fish’.
I have built on the above discussion on resource access to construct a simplified but useful
typology of resource users (Table 1.1).
Whereas categories A and D are rather straightforward, categories B and C are of particular
interest to the topic of this thesis. Admittedly, these categories are not absolute and more a
matter of degree. Particularly, the table does not acknowledge the possibility of legal pluralism, in which case different resource users may legitimise their resource appropriation by
referring to different sets of law to argue they possess legitimate access rights. Yet the table
makes a useful distinction between rights and abilities. Category B refers to people acquiring
wealth by accessing and withdrawing resources in the absence of property rights. Berkes et
al. (2006) uses the term ‘roving bandit’ to explain worldwide patterns of sequential overexploitation of marine resources by a certain group of fishers. “While local governance creates
a vested interest in the maintenance of local resources […] the ability of mobile agents—
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roving bandits in Olson’s terminology—to move on to other, unprotected resources severs
local feedback and the incentive to build conserving institutions” (Berkes et al. 2006: 1557).
Institutions may thus be unable to effectively co-evolve with the rapidly changing strategies
and mobilities of such ‘roving-bandit fishers’, leading to a vacuum of well-defined property
rights.
Table 1.1 Typology of resource users in terms of access.
Possessing property rights

Possessing no property rights

Ability to
acquire benefit

A: User with legally sanctioned and
effective access.

B: The roving bandit user who acquires
resources without possessing adequate rights.

Inability to
acquire benefit

C: Righteous user who is unable to get
property rights enforced.

D: The marginal user who may conduct small
activities under the radar.

Category C aligns with Sikor and Lund’s (2009: 4) observation that “people may hold property rights to some resources without having the capacity to derive any material benefit from
them”. The inability to benefit from one’s property rights may be the result of an absence of
necessary physical, financial or political resources to actually transfer rights into relevant
resources (Ribot & Peluso 2003), or simply due to displacement by more powerful users.
Therefore, category B and C may often co-exist in complicated and conflicting ways.

1.4.2 Fisheries conflicts as conflicts over access and rights
Rights and abilities to access fish resources are never fixed, but continuously reconstructed
and renegotiated in a dynamic interplay between actors, and therefore likely subject to
conflict. Conflict may be defined as “the process which begins when one party perceives
that another has frustrated, or is about to frustrate, a concern of his.” (Thomas 1992: 265).
Conflicts are not necessarily a negative phenomenon; they can provide vital energy and engagement to tackle complex problems and are often also an important element in emancipatory processes of change (Zeitoun & Mirumachi 2008; Laws et al. 2014).
Literature on natural resource conflicts has frequently focused on how conflict is the result of either resource abundance (popularised under the term resource curse) or resource
scarcity (Homer-dixon 1999; De Soysa 2002). As both of these popular theses have come
under substantial critique for being overtly reductionist and for missing the fact that institutional arrangements are often a critical intervening variable (e.g. Wolf 1998; Witsenburg &
Adano 2009; Frerks et al. 2014). “At present, scholarship tends to promote a multi-causal,
multi-level and multi-actor perspective in which the role of environmental factors is mediated through or combined with other factors, often of socio-political nature” (Frerks et al.
2014: 17). Despite this generic consensus, at least in the field of fisheries there are competing
approaches to explain their occurrence, intensity and potential for resolution of conflicts.
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Conflicts in fisheries are a worldwide phenomenon and manifest themselves in numerous
ways (Platteau 1989; Charles 1992; Bennett et al. 2001; Bavinck et al. 2014b). Partly resulting from the common pool nature of the resource, fisheries access is often contested
since “there may be more sea tenants imposing claims on similar sea territories” (Bavinck
2005: 811). Combining this observation with the notion of deteriorating ocean health easily
lead to Malthusian conclusions: “overfishing and multiple sources of fishing pressure in
Southeast Asian coastal waters [has resulted in] the reduction or collapse of important
fishery populations, leading to high levels of conflict among different users over remaining
stocks” (Pomeroy et al. 2007: 647). However, while fishers may eventually compete for fish,
in order to be analytically useful we need to disentangle technological and spatial components (Bavinck 2005). Competing claims can result in conflict when fishers operate the same
gear and target the same resource in a certain ecological niche, or when they operate two
incompatible gears such as active trawl nets and passive standing nets in an overlapping
territory. In addition, the market plays a role: the fact that the value of seafood products is
continuously increasing and their global markets still expanding, while simultaneously marine environments are generally deteriorating, further enhances these potentials for strife
(Bavinck et al. 2014b).
Although such an interest-based approach focused on material gain is useful, it needs to
be complemented with an institutional perspective. This derives from the observation that
(perceptions of) resource rights are embedded in local custom and may also be crucial in
determining the potential for conflict. As Johnson and Bavinck (2010) underscore, for
parties to become passionate and have resource conflicts escalate, there are usually strong
notions of fairness at play related to customary notions of rights. Building on such insights
for understanding fisheries conflicts, attention must also be paid to the socio-legal organisation and institutional arrangements at work.
According to Bavinck et al. (2014b) the likelihood of fisheries conflicts to expand and run
out of hand is eventually as much a matter of governance as a matter of the availability of
fish. Compared to pre-industrial eras, fisheries conflicts have both intensified, widened and
expanded. This is valid both for conflict between fisher groups (with some having gained the
technological capacity to move far beyond their traditional fishing grounds), and between
fishers and the state (with the state being now an important actor in most fisheries management practices). As a result, fisheries conflicts have also become more unequal, and their
governance more fragmented (ibid.).
Going back to the categories of the previous section, I suggest the possibility to integrate
an interest-based and rights-based approach to conflict. Building on table 1.1, a mismatch
between a group’s access rights—customary or formal—on the one hand, and its ability to
benefit from resources on the other, is a prime cause of strife. My hypothesis would be that
the more the notion of a certain right over accessing a resource is engrained in fishers’ minds
(individually or collectively), and the more their inability to make use of this right, the more
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this will frustrate relationships and the more passionate the conflict may become. This suggests a particular potential for strife between category B and category C as introduced in the
previous section.
If fisheries conflicts are so prevalent, it may be valid to question possible ways to handle
them. Just as there are no blueprints for managing fisheries effectively (Ostrom 2007), there
are no blueprints either for the types of institutions required to settle fisheries conflicts
(Kooiman et al. 2005). Rapoport’s (1974) taxonomy of social conflict does, however, make
a useful distinction between endogenous and exogenous conflicts. Endogenous conflicts are
those wherein the conflicting units “are part of a larger system that has its own mechanisms
for maintaining a steady state, which may include mechanisms for controlling or resolving conflict” between the respective units (Rapoport 1974: 175). Exogenous conflicts, on the
other hand, are between parties that do not belong to a larger institutional system, and there
are therefore no joint mechanisms for control or resolution. Exogenous conflicts arguably
posit a governance challenge in the sense that it is difficult to bring the conflicting parties under one functioning governance mechanism and, hence transform them into an endogenous
conflict. On a similar line, some scholars have argued that fisheries co-management—a
mechanism to redistribute power and responsibility—is holding much potential for mitigating conflict related to the allocation of resources (Bennett et al. 2001; Pomeroy et al. 2007).
The next section deals more explicitly with governance arrangements.
Chapter 4 will deal further engage with the context-specific nature of fisheries conflicts,
guided by the first sub-question: How have the geographical, historical and political configuration of northern Sri Lanka and its larger regional political economy shaped the
transboundary fisheries conflict in the Palk Bay?

1.4.3 Governing access to fisheries: interaction,
governability and scale
Patterns of natural resource access, exploitation and associated conflicts are typically subject
to some form, and often multiple and overlapping forms, of steering. Questions of how such
steering works, which institutions, rules and actors are involved, and under which conditions
such steering may function fairly and effectively, have become the domain of a rapidly expanding governance literature. While governance was traditionally associated with government and the power of political leaders, it re-emerged in the 1980s with a new meaning, now
referring to something broader than government (Kjaer 2004). The notion that governance
is not identical to the state arose at the same time that legal pluralism was also achieving recognition. This also coincided with the neoliberal turn, which deemed command-and-control
statist governance an outdated mode of steering society, and prescribed an enhanced role for
private sector involvement in public affairs. As such, governance promised to move beyond
the problems associated with ‘traditional forms’ of government, namely “being too closed,
formalistic, narrow-minded, conservative, rigid, uncoordinated, and exclusive” (Torfing et
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al. 2012: 9). The resultant surge of governance literature covers a wide variety of styles and
domains, ranging from the World Bank’s ‘good governance’ imperative, to Ostrom’s ‘governing the commons’, to the notion of ‘global governance’, and a variety of other domains
to analyse or prescribe new forms steering based on public-private collaboration (Levi-Faur
2014). A common dominator in these approaches is an appreciation for the presence of multiple actors at multiple levels in the institutional architecture.
In the field of fisheries management, the shift from government to governance has been
clearly noticeable. Following disappointment with decades of state-based top-down models of fisheries management, and with increasing acknowledgment of the importance of
small-scale fisheries, there has been a shift in discourse towards decentralisation, participation, collaboration and power sharing (e.g. Pomeroy & Berkes 1997; Jentoft 1989; Jentoft
& McCay 1995). This resulted in the propagation of various governance paradigms like
community-based management (Pinkerton et al. 1995), co-management (Evans et al. 2011;
Jentoft 2005) and human rights-based fisheries management (Allison et al. 2012).
Perhaps the most ambitious theoretical project embodying this shift has been the work on
Interactive Governance (IG) (Torfing et al. 2012; Kooiman 2003), which has matured in
its application to fisheries contexts (Kooiman et al. 2005; Bavinck et al. 2013b; Jentoft &
Chuenpagdee 2015c). The following definitions put forward by both Kooiman (2005) and
Torfing et al. (2012) suggest that interactive governance is essentially about complex processes of solving problems and achieving common objectives in society:
“The complex process through which a plurality of social and political actors with diverging
interest interact in order to formulate, promote, and achieve common objectives by means
of mobilizing, exchanging, and deploying a range of ideas, rules and resources” (Torfing et
al. 2012: 14).
“The whole of public as well as private interactions that are initiated to solve societal problems and create societal opportunities, including the formulation and applications of principles guiding those interactions and care for institutions that enable them” (Kooiman et al.
2005: 17).

IG builds on the conviction that governance in modern societies is characterised by involvement of a wide number of socio-political actors (both private and public) and that
governance is exercised through the interaction between governments, markets as well as
civil society (Kooiman 2003). “This interaction is considered so essential in and for societal
steerage—both from the viewpoint of social fact and norm—that it has found its way into the
designation of the approach” (Bavinck & Kooiman 2008: 3). IG has both normative and analytical dimensions. In a normative sense, the basic idea is that in modern society ‘interacting’ is often a more effective way of governance than ‘doing things alone’ (Kooiman 2008a).
Analytically and empirically, it refers to the alleged observation that many contemporary
issues are governed by a broad spectrum of actors rather than by governments alone.
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Kooiman’s et al. (2005) interactive governance theory works from a three systems model: a
governing system, a system-to-be-governed, and a system of governing interactions which
links the other two (Kooiman 2003). The governing system (GS) is made up of principles,
institutions and tools, and include organisations, formal and informal rules and regulations
as well as economic incentives. The system-to-be-governed (SG) is the object of governance
consisting—if applied to fisheries—of both ecosystems and resource users. IG theory argues
that governance is essentially about the interactions between the GS and the SG, which can
occur through various—hierarchical or more collaborative—modes. Conceptually, we could
envision these interactions both in the form of the steering through various institutions
(from GS towards SG), but also in the form of participatory action, protest, pressures or
mobilisation (from the SG towards GS) (Kooiman 2008b). The theory argues that fisheries
governance needs to reconcile four essential concerns: ecosystem health, food security, livelihoods and social justice.
Crucial in interactive governance theory is the assumption that social systems are diverse, complex and dynamic and that these traits pose challenges to the governing system
(Kooiman 2003). The fact that each situation has unique traits posing unique governance
demands implies that there is no governance recipe that would work in all settings (Jentoft
& Chuenpagdee 2015a). While this may sound obvious, it implies a strong criticism of the
generic blueprint solutions like marine protected areas (by ecologists and biologists), quota-based management (by economists) and community based management (by sociologists
or anthropologists) (Degnbol et al. 2006). Ostrom et al. (2007) makes a similar call for
context-sensitive management: in order to reflect an increasingly complex world and the
multi-scalar nature of human-nature interactions, there is a need for polycentric forms of
governance. Efforts to search for panaceas in resource management are counterproductive
as by definition they do not account for context (Scholtens 2009).
The extent to which governing systems are able to handle a system’s complexity, diversity and dynamics through institutional matching, attunement and responsiveness, determines whether a system is more or less governable, i.e. a system’s governability (Bavinck8
et al. 2013b; Scholtens & Bavinck 2013). Governability is both about the capacity of a
socio-political system to govern and be governed; and about the quality of governance processes and outcomes (Jentoft & Chuenpagdee 2015a). It is argued that each system has certain factors that make a system more or less governable, which can explain “how and why
governance implementation falls short of achieving desirable outcomes” (Chuenpagdee &
Jentoft 2009: 113). In order to identity such factors, some have proposed a governability
assessment framework that allows for systematic analysis of strengths and weaknesses in a
particular governance system (e.g. Bavinck et al. 2013b; Chuenpagdee & Jentoft 2013).

8 This is not to be confused with James Scott’s critical notion of ‘legibility’, given that even a very complex and
chaotic system may still have a high ‘governability’ due to a very capable and responsive governing system (e.g.
self-governance). The term also does not build on Foucault’s notion of ‘governmentality’, and subtle forms of power
imposition do not figure much in governability analysis yet.
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The question whether transboundary fisheries systems are facing particular governability
challenges is dealt with in Chapter 5. One element that requires some elaboration, however,
is the fact that transboundary fisheries governance inherently involves actors beyond a single jurisdiction and at multiple scale levels. The concept ‘multi-level governance’ emerged
about twenty years ago, when it was adopted as a concept to understand decision-making
dynamics within the European Union (Marks 1992, In: Piattoni 2009). Recent work has also
emphasised the relevance of multi-level governance in natural resource settings. The argument goes that multi-level governance is required since a) local governance may not be able
to deal with global driving forces yet, b) global governance may not be suitable for local level
challenges (Gupta et al. 2013). As Berkes (2008: 1) argues “commons research has a history
of emphasis on the community level, but community institutions are only one layer in a
multi-level world”. Garcia-Lopez (2013), pleading for institutions that provide cross-scale
linkages, identifies ecological, economic, social and political roles for multi-level governance
arrangements in common-pool resource settings.

1.4.3.1 Critiques on the proliferation of governance practice and discourse
The wide proliferation of the governance concept has come under scrutiny and criticism
from various directions, apart from being termed an ‘empty signifier’ due to the multiple
meanings attached to it (Offe 2008, in: Torfing et al. 2012: 12). I highlight three issues here
that are of immediate relevance to this thesis: the blurring of the prescriptive and the descriptive, the role of the state, and the conspicuous lack of power and political analysis in
many governance studies.
Torfing et al. (2012: 54) posit that most governance approaches are dominated by normative institutionalist perspectives. Such normative predispositions include preferences for features such as responsiveness, inclusiveness, institutional linkages, participation,
collaboration etc. While these terms may be perceived as positive by many, Armitage (2008:
25) suggests that “[o]ver-attention to normative principles, even when directed at building flexible and distributive institutional forms, can impart a perspective that governance
is much like a recipe”. Multi-level governance literature also typically has a normative tone,
in the sense that it prescribes institutions that facilitate cross-scale linkages. In a recent
special issue on multi-level governance, contributors argued that “the slippage from seeking
to understand how multi-level governance works to seeking to judge normatively how well
multi-level governance works is highly pronounced in the literature” (Stubbs 2005: 69, in:
Mwangi & Wardell 2012: 340, emphasis in original). Risse (2014) further posits that since
much of the governance debate is advanced by western scholars of public administration,
the governance literature is deeply rooted in a western-normative bias of what constitutes
‘good’ governance. He argues that whether governance is effective and legitimate should
rather be an empirical question, and not blurred by ideals of how governance should look
like. Kooiman et al. (2005) also make a clear distinction between analytical and normative
governance analysis.
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A second critique revolves around the assertion that the erosion of state power has been
overestimated (Torfing et al. 2012). While Ostrom (1990) and others have put together compelling evidence that self-governance arrangements are widely prevailing and often highly effective, and that many a community has effectively resisted state interference in the
governance of its affairs (Scott 2009) this does not mean that the state is typically absent
in resource management. Bavinck et al. (2014b) point out while fisheries are frequently
governed outside the purview of the state, with the onset of fisheries industrialisation and
associated value of its outputs, as well as competing interests related to coastal development, the state has actually become a more prominent actor in fisheries management in the
global South. Likewise, Sowman and Wynberg (2014) concluding their edited volume on
resource governance that “despite the rhetoric of new and reformed modes of governance,
and despite the frequently intended modes of bottom-up forms of governance, the de facto
situation is that the state remains the key governing actor and continues to hold the power
to make decisions” (ibid.: 343).
The third critique—to which I will pay more attention—revolves around the question whether
governance theories are able to deal with issues of power, politics and processes of marginalisation. Davis and Ruddle (2012), for example, argue that in the discourse of governance in
fisheries, there is a remarkable absence of power-based terminology, like inequality, class,
exclusion, exploitation, vested interests, wealth appropriation, capitalism and domination
(see also Schultz 2015). They imply that the jargon of governance is essentially a neoliberal
tool to eliminate politics out of the equation of fisheries resource management, which has
been particularly notable in the field of fisheries theory and policy (Davis and Ruddle 2012).
Mwangi and Wardell (2012: 95) argue that “[t]he continued de-emphasis in exploring power
relations in multilevel governance is of particular concern if we are to improve our abilities
to define policy and institutional responses to address the problems associated with processes of decentralisation and globalisation”.
Torfing et al. (2012: 54) provide three useful explanations for understanding why power and
politics tend to be downplayed in governance studies. First, Governance is typically focusing
on “the capacity to get things done” (ibid.: 55) and therefore easily construed as a “pragmatic
problem-solving process, devoid of politics and power” (ibid.: 50). Second, governance is
often defined in terms of horizontal exchange between different public and private actors,
which is then easily misconceived as if all actors are equal in terms of resources and strategic capabilities. Third, the assertion that governance and civil-society-lead steering is an
alternative to the ‘hierarchical government’ and the ‘competitive market’, discursively masks
experiences of conflict and disruptive power struggle.
The emphasis in governance literature on inclusive and collaborative interaction between
multiple actors (state and non-state) suggests that the state performs in a “morally and socially positive manner” as a “benevolent patron of the public interest” (Davis & Ruddle 2012:
244). My concern—in relation to the topic of this thesis—with governance approaches is
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that they pay little attention to how power relations tend to produce winners and losers in
the process of steering. Going back to the governance-as-recipe metaphor, Armitage (2008:
25) argues that we need to better understand “who makes decisions about which recipe is
followed, who gets access to the ingredients, and who benefits from the outcome”.
Schultz (2015: 1), in his recent dissertation aptly summarises this concern: “In fisheries and
other natural resource governance contexts, there is a strong likelihood that those actors
who are more empowered will exploit this advantage when engaging with actors who are
relatively disempowered, as a means to reproduce established patterns of power and benefit
distribution”. The dearth of power considerations in governance studies presents a paradox: while interactive, inclusive, collaborative and bottom-up governance approaches have
frequently been introduced and propagated by those concerned with the plight of marginal
resource users, the concepts are devoid of the jargon and tools to pinpoint dispossession and
exclusion. In other words: while power issues are central in concern, they remain marginal
in discourse.
IG scholars themselves have been all but ignorant to this paradox and have recently made
suggestions to address the shortcoming. In a recent book on IG for small-scale fisheries
Jentoft and Chuenpagdee (2015b) note that “[w]ithin interactive governance, one cannot
assume parity, equity and justice” and therefore “how it actually works, in the interest
of whom, and with what outcomes are issues to be explored” (ibid.: 739). They acknowledge that “[p]ower is therefore is always something to reckon with…” (ibid.: 739) and that
“[g]overnance challenges are rife with politics” (ibid.: 741). They assert that power is not
only something that can be studied in governance arenas, but also something that can be
interfered with from outside to enhance governability (ibid.: 740). While perhaps these
reflections remain an afterthought, they usefully suggest that there is no point in framing
governance approaches and power analysis as diametrically opposing fields of enquiry.
In the broader governance debate Kjaer (2011) suggests that the way forward is to involve
political economy tools and analysis in order to be able to incorporate aspects of interests,
power and conflict into the governance debate. Torfing et al. (2012) also suggest that we
need to advance a political account of governance, arguing that interactive governance could
well be analysed in terms of power. From their analysis we could derive four relevant questions to study power in relation to interactive governance.
1.

Power in IG: How does power work in interactive governance arenas? How do actors
mobilise their differing capabilities of bargaining and deliberation, and how is such
interaction shaped by the political context?

2.

Power of IG: What is the capacity of interactive governance, in the sense of its “power to
govern” through the capacity for joint action and societal regulation?
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3.

Power over IG: How do governments and other resourceful actors exercise power over
interactive governance arenas, in the sense of influencing what goes on in them and
steering the processes in a certain direction?

4.

Power as IG: How does interactive governance structure the field of possible actions?

The above analyses suggest that eventually power and politics may be addressed within the
framework of interactive governance. From this point of view, power relations and politics
affect governability, in the sense that they impact the capacity and quality of governance.
This conceptualisation provides space for making a governance analysis that is power-ridden
and cognizant of political struggle, with winners and losers, hegemons and subalterns. In
chapters 5 and 8 I will further explore whether questions of governability and questions
of marginalisation can be jointly addressed, as reflected in the second subquestion: What
factors limit the governability of the transboundary Palk Bay, and what implications does
this have for small-scale fishers marginality?

1.4.4 Marginality and contentious collective action
Building on previous sections, this section is concerned with the outcomes of governance
practices in terms of winners and losers, and examines how inequalities in access are reproduced, consolidated and contested. More specifically, I aim to explore the question how
marginality is reproduced and contested in contexts of conflict over natural resources. With
marginality, I refer to a state or process of social exclusion that emerges at the individual or
group level on multiple interrelated dimensions: material deprivation, insufficient access to
social rights, limited social participation and a lack of cultural integration (Jehoel-Gijsbers &
Vrooman 2007). I understand marginality as a relational phenomenon and marginalisation
as a relational process, in the sense that it is (re)produced in interaction between social actors. For this enquiry I draw on the field of political ecology, given its analytical strength for
understanding marginality, inequality, structural vulnerability, hidden costs and differential
power that produces unequal social and environmental outcomes (Robbins 2012, Walker
2006). I follow political ecologists Paulson et al. in conceptualising power “as a social relation built on the asymmetrical distribution of resources and risks and locate power in the interactions among, and the processes that constitute, people, places, and resources. Politics,
then, are found in the practices and mechanisms through which such power is circulated”
(2003: 205).
Political ecology draws on the theoretical traditions of post-structuralism and political
economy, and is concerned with the crisis in human-environment relationships and its social justice implications (Johnson 2015; Paulson et al. 2003). Political ecologists argue that
environmental problems are essentially the product of political and economic forces manifesting itself at different levels of scale. It is difficult, however, to provide an all-encompassing
definition of political ecology. In their foundational text, Blaikie and Brookfield (1987: 17)
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defined the field as “combining the concerns of ecology and political economy, encompassing
the constantly shifting dialectic between society and land-based resources and also within
classes and groups within society itself”. Political ecology’s study focus has changed considerably over time. According to Peet and Watts (2004), early political ecology was focused
on “punching a hole in the ‘pressure of population on resources’ view, as well as the market
distortion or management explanations of environmental degradation” (ibid.: 10). Later political ecology scholars have focused more on the struggle over resources and livelihoods,
arguing that access to and control over natural resources and environmental conflicts are
essentially manifestations of broader power relations (ibid.). According to Armitage (2008),
insights from political ecology could be a “valuable complement to the commons governance
literature, by drawing attention to how historical, socio-political contexts can play a fundamental role in the actualisation of the noble governance principles” (ibid.: 25).
Political ecology has received various critiques. Vayda and Walters (1999) argue that although “more attention to political influences on human/environment interactions and on
environmental change itself is no doubt a good thing”, self-styled political ecologists “insist
that political influences are always important, arguably more important than anything else”
(ibid.: 168). These authors have also criticised political ecology for making claims to understand or explain environmental change, while in fact only studying political contests
over natural resources without paying attention to how these resources are actually affected
(ibid.: 169). Finally, the title of a paper by Walker (2006) “Political Ecology: where’s the
policy” suggests another major critique to the field. While he clearly points out that it is “not
true that political ecology as a whole does not engage policy” (ibid.: 384, emphasis in original), he points to a clear difficulty, reluctance or at least ambivalence of the field to engage
with and impact on mainstream policymaking. He attributes this, amongst others, to the
lack of clear counter-narratives, the field’s inability to theorise-up, the lack of a clear identity
and the implicit or explicit roots in Marxian analysis, which can count on a hostile welcome
in policy circles. The field’s strength in terms of problem analysis should raise the question
“whether a degree of compromise and even subterfuge is justified to get the camel’s nose of
radical critique under the tent of mainstream policy” (ibid. 388).
Small-scale fishers have frequently been framed in terms of their marginality, vulnerability
and poverty (Jentoft & Eide 2012; Sowman & Wynberg 2014). The field of political ecology
may therefore be useful in understanding how such outcomes are produced. Yet surprisingly, its explicit application in the field of fisheries has been rather limited (although see
Menon et al. 2016; De Castro 2000; Greenberg 2006; Johnson 2015; Davis & Ruddle 2012)9.
It may help to understand how small-scale fishers’ access to fish resources is often compromised in the face of more powerful interests at different levels of scale. Political ecology
may also provide tools to understand how being small-scale is not only a cause of marginal

9 The list would expand considerably if including writings that deal with related themes that affiliate to the political
ecology field (for a possible overview see Johnson 2015).
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resource access, but also a consequence of a broader social-political marginality in the first
place. Such questions invite analysis of fisheries beyond the fisheries domain, and how the
marginal position of a resource user may intersect with ethnicity, caste or gender. Vulnerability is indeed “linked to a broader lack of freedom—the freedom to influence the political
economy that shapes one’s entitlements” (Ribot 2014: 667).
Given the pervasive inequalities in resource access, it is pertinent to ask what means marginal resource users have at their disposal to affect the governance processes and outcomes
in which they have a stake. While there is an impressive literature on how natural resource
users engage in collective action (Ostrom 1990, and all those inspired by her work), this
literature tends to reason from a concern with resource health rather than for social justice
and marginality. The ahistorical and apolitical tendency of this literature (Johnson 2004;
Agrawal 2003) makes it of limited use to understand why and under what conditions people
with disadvantaged resource access do mobilise or consent, and how they engage in contentious forms of collective action to challenge power relations. For these questions I borrow
from the social movement literature, which has so far not been applied to the fisheries field.
This literature questions how and under which conditions people engage in contentious collective action (Tilly 1978; Zald & McCarthy 1979; Tarrow 1998; Piven 2008). Here, collective
action is understood as a typically contentious strategy of ordinary people to pursue their
claims for social justice against better-equipped opponents, whether in the form of large
scale insurrections or in more covert forms of resistance (Scott 1987). This does not mean
that my research agenda is reduced to an exclusive focus on open rebellion and mobilisation.
As Jentoft (2007: 431) points out: “[a]symmetrical power relations do not necessarily spur
conflict, rebellion and chaos”, and the response of the powerless may as well be consent
and quiescence rather than disobedience. In this context, Scott (1990: 82) has asserted (in
opposing Gramsci’s (1971) notion of hegemony) that while a ‘paper-thin version of hegemony’ may hold, oppressed groups often have very good reasons not to openly dissent, which
should not be mistaken as support for a dominant ideology.
In chapter 6 I will engage with these questions in relation to the Palk Bay fisheries conflict,
focusing on the subquestion: How, and to what effect, do north Sri Lankan fishers collectively struggle for access to their fishing grounds in the face of the intrusion of South Indian
trawlers?

1.4.5 Facilitating access: empowering resource users
When small-scale resource users are entrenched in marginality, and spaces for individual
and collective agency are limited, it is worthwhile to ask whether, and under what conditions, civil society networks may support such users in (re)gaining access to resources. In
other words, what can be the role of civil society networks to support fishers whose resource
access is seriously compromised?
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I position this question in the field of development studies in which the role of NGOs in
aiding change and activating civic agency is debated. Since the end of World War II, NGOs
have emerged as key-actors in a variety of fields carrying out tasks such as “delivering development assistance, mediating social conflicts, setting standards for business, developing
expert knowledge and reconstructing societies after natural and social disasters” (Beer et
al. 2014: 325). NGOs have played a particularly prominent role in the development sector,
where they are “widely praised for their strengths as innovative and grassroots driven organisations with the desire and capacity to pursue participatory and people centred forms of
development and to fill gaps left by the failure of states” (Banks and Hulme 2012: 2). Carrying out tasks that belong traditionally to the domain of the state, it has been argued that the
prominence of NGOs is reflective of the alleged shift from government to governance (Beer
et al. 2014).
In an era in which (international) guidelines on natural resources management—including
those of fisheries—are replete with imperatives of participation, the role of NGOs has been
argued to be particularly important, for their assumed quality to be close to and therefore
able to represent the supposedly real interest of their beneficiaries. While often surrounded
by warm connotations of promoting social justice, delivering crucial needs, and filling in
gaps left by unaccountable states, NGOs have also received critical scrutiny. NGOs have
been criticised for their tendency to move along with donor priorities, upward accountability
and lack of democratic legitimacy. Another element of critique is that development NGOs
have tended to depoliticise poverty by treating it as a technical problem that can be ‘solved’
through their ‘expertise’, resulting in “little impact in tackling more structurally-entrenched
causes and manifestations of poverty” (Banks and Hulme 2012: 2). Biekart and Fowler
(2013) echo this criticism and argue for a renewed politicisation of civil society and NGO
practice for which they introduce the notion of civic driven change (CDC). CDC understands
social realities as “unfulfilled imaginations of a preferred situation, which inevitably creates
dilemmas of collective action calling for the initiative, energy and agency of many” (Fowler
and Biekart 2013: 471).
The important question that remains, concerns the role of civil society actors in empowering
marginal resource users. Empowerment is a notion at the heart of the alternative development paradigm (Friedmann 1992) and has been used in a variety of ways (Jentoft 2005).
Most empowerment theories assume that society is divided into different “groups and
classes, with differing levels of control over scarce resources, and that empowerment implies a redistribution of the power” (Jentoft 2005: 2). Mohan and Stokke (2000) distinguish
between what they classify as revisionist neoliberal and post-Marxist approaches to empowerment. From the first perspective, empowerment is a harmonious bottom-up building
of organisational structure. Here empowerment has the potential of a win-win situation,
with the assumption that bringing about positive change for marginal groups can take place
within existing power structures. The second perspective understands empowerment as social mobilisation that challenges hegemonic interests within the state and the market (ibid.:
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249). This perspective stresses that marginalisation is produced by socio-political interactions and that empowerment is therefore a relational phenomenon. The CDC perspective
emphasises “that citizens of all walks of life may initiate, drive and achieve social change”
(Berkhout et al. 2011: 10). If civic agency and energy are primary drivers of change, the
question is whether any institution or organisation can actually really support or aid a civic
driven change process without ‘killing’ those original energies? If social change happens all
the time, primarily unaided, what then is the role of NGOs to aid those processes? (ibid.).
Many have argued that NGOs and academics can play an important role in mediating
conflicts over natural resources, empowering marginalised communities, facilitating development, brokering agreements (Wynberg and Fig 2013; Kumara 2014; Giller 2008). Some
have also posited that civil society organisations may be well placed to deal with transboundary conflicts through a process of ‘track two diplomacy’, focusing on the facilitation of unofficial dialogue between contending groups where conventional diplomacy falls short (Jones
2008).
For addressing these questions the distinction between rights-based organisations with a
focus on political advocacy and service delivery organisations is pertinent (Beer et al. 2014;
Fernando 2007). The prevalence and position of these different types of NGOs, as well as
their relationship with the state, have changed considerably over time. For the South Asian
context, Nair (2011) argues that “NGOs evolved from institutions of charity and welfare,
mainly within the prerogative of kings and philanthropists, to become stakeholders in the
development process and the self-appointed well-wishers of poor and marginalized communities” (ibid.: 252). He observes that the NGO relationship with the state in this region has
frequently been marked by tension. In post-colonial Sri Lanka the NGO sector was strongly connected to the leftist movement and it mostly had a rights-based orientation rather
than one of service provision (Fernando 2007). Since the mid-1990s, however, rights-based
NGOs in Sri Lanka have come under increasing pressure (ibid.). In the post-war period
state-NGO relations have been particularly tense. Organisations being suspected of having
even the slightest connection to ‘western’ human rights agendas have been suppressed, defamed, threatened or banned from the country altogether.
Given the transboundary context and post-war, authoritarian setting of this thesis, it is important to investigate how the broader political context influences the opportunities of NGOs
to empower marginal resource users. For example, facilitating processes of collective action
and mobilisation arguably require room for manoeuvre that may not be assumed in all contexts. In chapter seven I will reflect on the efforts of a consortium of NGOs and academics to
support fishers in their struggle for gaining access to fishing grounds, guided by subquestion
4: What are the opportunities and limitations for civil society networks to support north
Sri Lankan marginalised fishers their struggle for enhancing resource access?
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1.5

Structure of the book

This book is organised in 8 chapters. Chapter 2 provides a detailed account of the research
methodology. This chapter positions the research in the context of post-war north Sri Lanka,
justifies the choices in relation to the rather eclective research approach and the various
methods employed, and reflects on the researcher’s positionality and politics. Chapter 3
profiles the fisheries sector in northern Sri Lanka in a context of post-war recovery and transboundary fishing conflict. By combining quantitative data on production, demographics and
profitability with ethnographic material from a selected number of villages, this chapter provides a rich account of a sector in trouble and forms a contextualisation for the remainder
of the book. The three introductory chapters are followed by four analytical chapters, three
of which are published as research article or book chapter. As a result, these chapters can
be read independently; this inevitably results in a limited amount of overlap and repetition.
Chapter 4 has a double purpose. First it provides insight in the daily dynamics of fisheries
conflicts in the Palk Bay and disentangles various conceptual approaches to fisheries conflict. Second, it aims to explain the Palk Bay fisheries conflict from a Sri Lankan point of view
to an Indian policy audience, and concludes with tangible suggestions for ‘moving forward’.
Chapter 5 builds on interactive governance theory and the concept of governability to make
sense of the fragmented multi-level governance landscape of Palk Bay fisheries. Chapter 6
employs contradictory approaches to the concepts access and collective action to understand why northern Sri Lankan fishers are hardly able to oppose their marginalisation at sea.
Chapter 7 provides a critical analysis of the REINCORPFISH project’s efforts to empower
north Sri Lankan fishers in their struggle for reclaiming access to the Palk Bay. Finally, chapter 8 concludes by drawing together the various lines of argument, providing an empirical
and theoretical answer to the research questions. I end with a reflection on some strategic
considerations derived from this research.
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2.1

Introduction

I first arrived in Jaffna, the northernmost district of Sri Lanka, on the afternoon of 10
December 2010. It had been one-and-a-half years since the civil war had come to its brutal
end. Apart from a suitcase, I had a research visa that had been endorsed by the University
of Ruhuna in southern Sri Lanka, a letter in Sinhala explaining my presence to authorities
and a clearance document from the Ministry of Defence that allowed me to visit Jaffna for
two weeks. After the five-hour bumpy bus ride from the border of the Northern Province to
Jaffna town, crossing through multiple checkpoints and destroyed and desolate villages, I
had two first impressions of Jaffna town: the intimidating omnipresence of military personnel and a dozen massive billboards advertising new consumer goods at the entrance of the
city. This remarkable conjunction of intense militarisation and the influx of capitalist force
have been quite typical for post-war Northern Sri Lanka.
Upon my arrival, I felt both excitement and desolation that this would be my research site for
the years to come. I hardly had any contacts in the area and no idea whether I would be capable of conducting meaningful research in a region that had been physically, economically,
socially and psychologically devastated by three decades of warfare. In the next few years, I
would go up and down from Colombo to Mannar and Jaffna dozens of times, each time with
a renewed permit from the Ministry of Defence, a longer list of questions, a larger pool of
friends and contacts, and a better sense of what I was doing there.
This chapter is organised as follows. I start with contextualising the political environment in
which I undertook this research. Subsequently the chapter deliberates on the choices I made
in demarcating the research, sets out the challenges of a multi-level research approach, and
addresses the limits of me not being well versed in Tamil—the local language of the North.
That is followed by a discussion of the various methods used and the value of a mixed methods approach. Finally, I reflect on research ethics, my positionality and personal politics in
relation to the action component of this research.

2.2

Conducting research in a post-war
authoritarian arena: suspicion, conspiracy
and the erosion of trust

Most of Jaffna District and Mannar Island had since 1996 been officially under the control of
the armed forces, while the Vanni 10, the battleground during the last years of war, under the
control of the LTTE. Although this meant that Jaffna and Mannar had witnessed less battle
and hence less destruction during the latter years, the war in Jaffna and Mannar Island con-

10 The Vanni refers to most of the mainland area of the Northern Province (excluding Jaffna and Mannar Island)
where the LTTE ruled a de facto state during much of the civil war.
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tinued until 2009 in more subtle but equally destructive ways. The deep infiltration of the
LTTE in both formal and informal, public and private domains alongside an army trying to
control the same by any means not only lead to continuous acts of terror and counter-terror,
but also to the demoralising compulsion of ordinary citizens to simultaneously serve two
contradictory masters (Thiranagama 2011; Bavinck 2014). The continuous threat of violence and actual experience of it left deep and traumatic scars in society (Somasundaram &
Sivayokan 2013). Without a doubt this intensely violent recent history and divisive contemporary politics had implications for my research. I focus here primarily on the issue of trust
and suspicion.
One of the first times I realised how deeply embedded suspicion was in the minds of people
in northern Sri Lanka was when streetlights were being repaired. What appeared to me as
a routine task of improving public infrastructure was seen by some of my Tamil friends as
a clear indication that the army was further tightening its surveillance apparatus under the
guise of rebuilding Jaffna. During my fieldwork I became increasingly aware of how suspicious people were of the Sri Lankan government and the enormous levels of mistrust.
If there is an ‘overarching conspiracy’ theory amongst Sri Lankan Tamils, it is that the army/
government/Sinhalese—categories that are often used interchangeably—are hell bent on
destroying the Tamil community. A few examples highlight this point. First, the increase
of alcohol shops, the introduction of drugs, pornography and prostitution, and the influx of
modern consumer goods to Jaffna are seen as part of a larger scheme to erode the purist values of the Tamil community. Second, the intrusion of Indian trawlers into Sri Lankan waters
is viewed as part of a plan of both the Indian and Sri Lankan governments to pit Tamils from
both countries against each other, in the process also conveniently destroying the marine
economy of Tamils. Finally, the slow economic revival of the north Sri Lankan economy is
perceived as a deliberate way to ensure that people are concerned only with their day-to-day
needs and not with politics.
Importantly, by using the term conspiracy, I do not intend to undermine people’s underlying
claims as this would be tantamount to dismissing people’s history, anxieties and practical
wisdom. Rather I wish to understand the underlying reasons for the prevalence of this mindset of suspicion. “Conspiracies involve multiple actors working together in secret to achieve
hidden goals that are perceived to be unlawful or malevolent” (Zonis & Joseph 1994, In:
Abalikana-Paap et al. 1999: 637). According to Abalakina-Paap et al. (1999) conspiracies
generally thrive among people with strong feelings of alienation, powerlessness, hostility and
disadvantageousness and are symptomatic of a context where trust has eroded. The prevalence of conspiracy theories, therefore, in northern Sri Lanka may be indicative of low levels
of trust due to three decades of warfare (Somasundaram 2007; Somasundaram & Sivayokan
2013). “Trust is the basic binding glue that keeps communities and societies together … and
has been gradually destroyed by war” (Somasundaram 2007: 14). Somasundaram (2007),
a psychiatrist working extensively in the northern Sri Lanka, even observed high levels of
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mistrust and suspicion within families as children were often forced to report their parents
to the LTTE. The targeted yet often unpredictable violence of both the armed forces and
the LTTE resulted in an overall atmosphere of public acquiescence and submission. The
implications of this insecurity and surveillance on trust relations are beautifully captured by
Thiranagama (2011: 38):
“As the LTTE stamped down on public protest and independent organisation, expressions
of discontent, dissent, and sharing of secrets moved into the home and interior spaces and
small networks of trust […]. Distrust of other Tamils, fearing that others could be undercover LTTE or report one to the LTTE, meant that people were constantly on guard in conversations with others and public encounters. Conversations required a participating self and
another self inside who constantly evaluated the other person and his/her intentions, and
decided what could be shared and not. K. Sritharan of the UTHR(J) 11 told me, “everyone
is reading between the lines, thinking that you are fooling them and they are fooling you”.

This rampant lack of trust and suspicion that seemingly originated during the war and appeared to continue during the authoritarian post-war years had various implications for my
research. First, my presence itself was subject to various suspicions. As I had few contacts in
the region, I did not have well-wishers who could introduce me to people and therefore I had
to start from scratch. I was very aware that most respondents found the story of a student
from the Netherlands arriving in this war-torn place to spend a prolonged period of time
researching the lives of fishers not automatically convincing. Fisheries research could well
be a cover for other motives. I dealt with this understandable suspicion by taking a step-bystep approach, never diving into sensitive issues right from the start, demonstrating sincere
interest in the dynamics and troubles of fishers and their families, repeatedly explaining
my own motives and interests, and returning time and again to the same places and people.
When I returned to Jaffna in the beginning of 2014, I found that I had indeed built up a level
of trust and understanding: visiting fisher leaders and fishing villages felt like re-visiting
friends, and conversations were possible even about difficult matters.

2.3

Research approach

2.3.1 The REINCORPFISH project and its implications
The research underpinning this thesis was conducted within the context of the REINCORPFISH research project. Being sponsored by both the Dutch Directorate General of Development Cooperation (DGIS) and the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO)
under the research programme called “Conflicts and Cooperation over Natural Resources”
(CoCooN), this project explicitly aimed to integrate a research and action agenda. At the
outset of the programme, it was envisaged that “in the CoCooN programme, more so than
11 University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna wing) is an organisation of University affiliated volunteers that
maintained meticulous records of human rights violations committed by both parties during the war, exposing themselves to considerable risk. The tragic killing of Rajani Thiranagama of the Jaffna University’s medical faculty was an
example of how high the risk was.
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in conventional research, researchers collaborate with action partners on work that they
consider important from a normative, societal viewpoint. Being interested in the situation of
those that are excluded, and therefore marginalised and poor, they strive to contribute to a
governance process that provides more equal benefits” (Bavinck et al. 2014a: 8).
The South Asian chapter of the REINCORPFISH project 12 comprised a consortium of Dutch,
Indian and Sri Lankan universities and NGOs, who jointly studied and engaged with the
Palk Bay transboundary fisheries conflict between December 2010 and March 2016. The
consortium’s objective was to address the transboundary resource conflict by working from
‘the bottom-up’ so as to eventually “facilitate the development and implementation of a new
framework for the regulation of fisheries in the marine border area between India and Sri
Lanka” (REINCORPFISH 2010: 6). One of the ways to fulfil these ambitious goals was to
empower north Sri Lankan fishers in their interaction with Indian fishers and various Sri
Lankan authorities.
My main role in the project, apart from small roles such as informal coordinator of activities
and financial manager, was that of researcher in northern Sri Lanka. While the project goals
provided broad contours, I had considerable freedom to pursue and design my own research.
Still, the opportunities provided by being part of the REINCORPFISH consortium did profoundly shape my research focus and process. Given the integrated nature of the project, my
research was on the one hand supposed to contribute to the action agenda of the NGO partner in Sri Lanka, while simultaneously I was expected to critically monitor and reflect on the
efforts and strategies employed by the consortium to influence policy processes. As a result,
my research came to have a strong component of action research. This inevitably involved
normative frames (Bavinck et al. 2014a); I thus openly sympathised with the project’s mission to contribute to the strengthening of north Sri Lankan fishers, yet simultaneously tried
to maintain sufficient distance to be able to reflect on the efforts of the consortium partners
I worked with to empower fishers in the Northern Province (chapter 7). Action research thus
implied that I was simultaneously a researcher and a change agent, which had implications
for my positionality and politics, to which I return in section 2.6. While at times this double
role was uneasy, being fully involved in a strenuous political process also allowed for a level
of understanding that a full outsider may not have been easily gained. In addition, being part
of a larger consortium also provided a useful sounding board of knowledgeable partners to
discuss my interim findings.

2.3.2 Demarcating space and scope
The study of a transboundary fisheries conflict comes with the practical complication of
having to be in two countries at the same time, with both a border and a sea in between.
12 The project also had a South African component that focused on inclusion of small-scale fisher interests in
post-apartheid policy processes. The total funding of this project was 1mln euro, of which approximately 25% was
allocated to activities in Sri Lanka.
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Being part of a consortium of researchers and NGOs in India and Sri Lanka, it was decided
keeping in mind practicalities that I would focus on the Sri Lankan side, while an Indian
colleague would focus on the Indian side of the Palk Bay (Stephen 2015). My earlier research work (2005–2008) on the struggles, overcapitalisation and governability of the
trawler fleet berthed on the Indian side of the Palk Bay (Scholtens 2006; Sathyapalan et al.
2008; Scholtens & Bavinck 2013) provided me with a solid understanding of Indian trawler dynamics. During my PhD research, I made two short visits to the trawler centres in
India, followed the trawlers’ vicissitudes through newspapers and regular phone calls and
meetings with my Indian colleagues. Yet an important implication of this demarcation of
research responsibilities is that I cannot claim to have studied the transboundary fisheries
conflict as a whole (which would require a more balanced engagement with both parties).
More detailed accounts of Indian trawlers’ compulsions can be found in an extensive literature (Stephen et al. 2013b; Menon et al. 2016; Stephen 2014; Stephen 2015).
The subsequent demarcation of my research area in Sri Lanka was done as follows: the spatial scope was limited to accessible areas on the Sri Lankan coast that were intensely affected
by Indian trawlers. I thus focused on the 370 kilometre coastal stretch from Point Pedro to
Talaimannar 13 that coincides roughly with the boundaries of the Palk Bay. This requires
some justification. While the waters in eastern Jaffna District (Vadamarachchi East) and
Mulaitivu district are also frequented by Indian trawlers, they were excluded since conducting research in these areas faced serious security-related restrictions.
From late 2011 onwards trawlers were also increasingly observed further south in the seas of
Trincomalee on the east coast and the Gulf of Mannar on the west coast, the latter affecting
the fishers in Southern Mannar and Puttalam Districts. While these two districts are relatively easily accessible, I excluded them from my study, both because they were not as intensely
affected as the areas in the North and because the geography, fishing activity, demography
and politics of the region differ considerably from the Northern Province. Kilinochchi district and northern Mannar, i.e. the west coast of the Vanni, were technically part of my research area, but in practice I visited these areas rarely due to the strict monitoring of armed
forces, which made it hard to conduct meaningful interviews. The fully militarised High
Security Zones were off limits for fishers and me alike, except that I was allowed occasional
interviews with a few navy commanders stationed in these zones.
Finally, my research focuses on those fishers and in particular their leaders who were affected by Indian trawlers. This meant that I hardly dealt with the substantial fishing subsector
operating small—often unmotorised—crafts in the lagoon and inshore areas.

13 Total coastal length of the three districts is 510 kilometres. I deducted 85 kilometres for Mannar South and 55 for
Jaffna East, making 370 kilometres.
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Figure 2.1 Map of the research area showing the Palk Bay, the International Maritime Boundary Line,
relevant trawler centres in Tamil Nadu, and major fishing villages in northern Sri Lanka.

Source: Department of Geography, University of Jaffna.

2.3.3 Practicalities of a multi-level research design
Studying struggles over access to natural resources in a large transboundary setting necessitates a multi-level research design. What is more, as struggles for resource access are
relational, they cannot be studied by looking at individual fishers alone. Hence, my interest
in how north Sri Lankan fishers manoeuvered given the intrusion of Indian trawlers also
necessitated engagement with actors within and outside the fisheries sector at higher scale
levels: e.g. local, district, provincial and national government officials and politicians, clergy,
Navy officials and NGOs. My research included micro-, meso-, and macro-level research
activities. First, at the micro-level I undertook three case studies in selected villages. Second, I engaged with fisher leaders in Jaffna and Mannar, which I will call the meso-level.
It was also at this level that the REINCORPFISH project aimed to intervene. Third, at the
macro-level I conducted interviews and maintained newspaper records (see section 2.4 for
details).
Data were collected during four periods adding up to 13 months of fieldwork—mostly in
northern Sri Lanka. In addition, I made three shorter return visits in 2013 and 2014 to at-
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tend fisheries related meetings and seminars and to validate some research findings. I thus
spent the following periods in the field:
•
December 2010–March 2011
•
August 2011–November 2011
•
February 2012–mid-March 2012
•
September 2012–November 2012
•
January 2013, January 2014, October 2014
During these periods I lived for the most part in Jaffna town as it placed me close to the
district headquarters of the fisheries cooperative leadership. I also based myself in Mannar
town, further south, for several short stints to study leadership dynamics in this district.
Being located in the district capitals provided the additional advantage of being close to
government officials, politicians, clergy and NGOs. From the district capitals, with distances
being relatively small, I travelled up and down to the villages of concern.
Yet, in order to increase my ‘grounding’ in the fishing villages, I stayed for several weeks in
each of three selected villages during later fieldwork stints. This was a must to understand
daily fishing patterns, leadership issues, the functioning of cooperatives and more generally
the vicissitudes of fishing villages. To address my macro-level concerns, I paid occasional
visits to Colombo and the Indian side of the Palk Bay and relied significantly on newspapers and information from Indian and Sri Lankan colleagues. Obviously, this multi-level
and multi-sited research sometimes created feelings of doubt “that I should have been
elsewhere, that I was not in any one place long enough to understand what was going on”
(Mathews 2011: 29).

2.3.4 Language and interpretation
My repeated visits to northern Sri Lanka meant that I slowly improved my understanding of the Tamil language. Although I underwent some language training at the start of my
research, and intermittently took classes in Jaffna, I did not opt for full-time language courses, as I was discouraged by experiences from other (western) researchers who pointed out
the enormous gap between official and colloquial Tamil. While my knowledge of Tamil was
adequate to conduct introductory chats and have basic discussions about fishing, fish and
gears, it was inadequate to have more detailed conversations about issues of relevance to my
research. I depended, therefore, on a translator. During my second field trip, I was lucky to
meet Mr. Nilam Hameed. As a Muslim from Akkeraipattu in the Eastern Province, a resident
of Colombo, and a retired English language teacher, Nilam was not only fluent in English and
Tamil, but he could also converse well in Sinhala. He was, therefore, able to have discussions
with both Tamils and Muslims and also with Sinhala speaking military personnel. Importantly, being a warmhearted and sociable gentleman, he easily put respondents at ease. His
ethnic and geographic background also meant that he was relatively ‘neutral’ in a caste- and
origin sensitive Jaffna. Importantly, he had worked as a translator and research assistant
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with various anthropologists (e.g. Dennis McGilvray, Timmo Gaasbeek and Ariel Sanchez),
which had made him familiar with the patience required for endless conversations over tea
and tedious repetition of questions. Nevertheless, working through a translator obviously
has limitations. I accepted early on that I often had only limited control over the conversation as Nilam’s relatively short translations most likely did not capture all the detail of longer
conversations. During the interviews I usually took furious notes that I then transcribed as
soon as possible on my computer, often cross-checking with Nilam when uncertainty arose.

2.4

Research methods

Table 2.1 provides an overview of the various methods applied. Two comments need to precede a discussion of methods. First, neither the research questions nor the research methods
were fixed at the start of my fieldwork. Rather, they developed during the process of research
in interaction with research subjects, supervisors and peers. I adjusted and integrated new
questions as they arose and adapted or added new methods when gaps in understanding
emerged that could not be filled with the methods applied so far. Second, the wide scope
of methods applied was possible since my research was embedded in a larger project and
allowed for utilising the capacities of the University of Ruhuna, the University of Jaffna, the
NGO NAFSO as well as academic and NGO partners in Tamil Nadu.
Table 2.1 Overview of research methods.
Method

When

With whom

Why

Engage with fisher
leaders

Jan 2011–
Jan 2014

Fisher leaders in Jaffna
and Mannar

Understand opportunities and pitfalls of
the REINCORPFISH project efforts to
empower fishers.

Participate in
action research

REINCORPFISH
partners (esp. NAFSO)

Three village level
case studies

Feb–March
2012; Sept–
Nov 2012

Fishers, cooperative
leaders and other core
village level actors

Get more grounded and gain insight
into the daily rhythm of fishing
practices, impact of Indian trawlers and
functioning of cooperatives.

Fisher household
survey

March–July
2011

999 fishers from Point
Pedro to Talaimannar

Gain a broad based understanding of
challenges faced by fishers in northern
Sri Lanka.

Fishing activity
and catch
monitoring

April 2012–
March 2013

12 boat owners (4
owners x 3 villages)

Quantify the material basis of fishing
operations. Gain a better understanding
of daily and aggregate catch patterns.

Interviews with
key actors, use of
secondary sources
and monitoring of
news

Jan 2011–
Jan 2013

Govt. officials,
academics, navy,
journalists and activists.
The Hindu and Daily
Mirror newspapers

Keep track of higher scale political
developments influencing the Palk
Bay fisheries dynamics and the (lack
of) opportunities for fisher leaders to
mobilise.
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2.4.1 Engaging fisher leaders
My interest in collective action and processes of governance made it essential that I focus
on fisher leaders, their various forms of organisation, their politics and their anxieties. The
organisational structure of the fisheries sector is complicated due to parallel organisations
functioning at village, divisional, district and provincial level. Overall, I conducted 83 interviews with 32 different fisher leaders who held various positions. I started my research early
2011 with a one-day visit to each of the Fisheries Cooperative Societies’ Unions (13 in Jaffna,
one in Kilinochchi, one in Mannar) and then made follow up trips to develop rapport and
acquire a basic understanding of their activities. Over time I focused increasingly on a more
limited number of leaders, i.e. those who maintained official positions in the selected case
study villages or important positions in the district level fisheries organisation. The fisheries
cooperative federation office in Jaffna Town, despite the difficulties it faced, remained key to
fisher organisation in the Northern Province and hence was a place I regularly visited. Given
my aim to understand a process that was unfolding in the present my interviews were mostly
unstructured as it was important to adapt to continuously changing circumstances. Topics
covered were mostly linked to the (lack of) functioning of fisher organisations, in particular
in relation to dealing with the ‘Indian trawler problem’. Usually, I visited fisher leaders in
their own villages or offices. Another crucial component of my research necessary for understanding fisher leaders’ activities was attending meetings convened by fisher leaders at the
village, district, and provincial level. In total I attended 16 such meetings, about half of them
convened by the NGO which was part of our research consortium. Following the leaders and
understanding their strategies was part of studying the NGO’s efforts at mobilising fishers
(see chapter 7). Through my endless discussions with these leaders in different settings I
came to slowly but surely get clues as to why the project’s strategy did not always work well
in practice. These discussions also helped track processes and link events at various levels of
scale so as to explain outcomes (Della Porta & Keating, 2008: 13).
Over time, as I became increasingly familiar with the dynamics and politics between fisher
leaders, it became more difficult to maintain constructive relationships with all parties. For
example, one leader in 2013 complained that I had become biased against his political position. Such accusations were particularly hard to avoid since I was not just conducting my
own research, but was also part of an action research initiative.

2.4.2 Getting grounded: three village case studies
I selected three villages—Point Pedro, Karainagar and Pesalai—for undertaking case studies.
A case study methodology is responsive to research questions of ‘why’ and how’ and allows
a focus on both processes and outcomes (Tellis 1997,4). Prior to selecting my case studies
during my third fieldwork visit, I had already made dozens of trips and conducted many
interviews with fishers from these and other villages. The reason for selecting these three villages was their diversity in terms of area, functioning of their cooperatives and dealings with
Indian trawlers. These villages had in common that they were a) highly affected by Indian
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trawlers, b) relatively large in size in the sense that they host the biggest landing centre in
their respective areas, c) accessible in the sense that military did not pose too much restrictions on my mobility, and d) accessible in the sense that I had build up good relations with
fishers and fisher leaders there during my preliminary research phase.
It would be fair to say that I engaged in participant observation, defined as “a method in
which a researcher takes part in the daily activities, rituals, interactions and events of a group
of people as one of the means of earning the explicit and tacit aspects of their life routines
and their culture” (DeWalt & DeWalt 2002: 1). I spent long periods of time walking on the
beach at times that fishers returned from the sea to chitchat and as well as observe carefully.
I also had more focused discussions during other times of the day with individual or small
groups of fishers, cooperative leaders and other relevant actors. While my core interests
were Indian trawlers, the functioning of cooperatives and understanding the limitations to
collective action, many other issues were also discussed, such as fishers’ gears, catches, and
experiences and frustrations of life. These case studies allowed me to gain a more grounded
understanding of the vicissitudes of daily life in villages, and equally importantly, build up
trust with fisher leaders. Nevertheless, I mostly remained an outsider, not least because of
my limited mastery of Tamil. To my frustration, despite being persistent, I only succeeded
two times in getting informal permission from a low level Navy officer to join fishers at sea 14,
and going without permission was out of the question.

2.4.3 Fisher household survey
I undertook the household survey early on in my research along with lecturers and 25
students from the University of Jaffna. My main goal was to broadly understand fishing
households’ characteristics and post-war challenges in the Northern Province. The survey
was carried out among fishing households throughout my defined study area, i.e. the coastal
stretch between Point Pedro and Talaimannar, covering most parts of Mannar, Kilinochchi
and Jaffna districts. The questionnaire was designed in English, translated into Tamil, and
subsequently translated by another translator back into English to check if any information
had been lost in translation. The questionnaire (see appendix II) was piloted in the field,
which allowed me to identify and address shortcomings in the revised version.
We took a representative sample of fishing households in a two-stage process, referred to as
multistage cluster sampling (Bryman 2004). First, the District Secretariats provided us with
a list of all fishing villages for the relevant areas, including the number of fishing households
in each of the Grama Niladharis (GN, the actual administrative unit which mostly coincides
with village boundaries). After excluding villages that were predominantly engaged in lagoon fishing, we ended up with a sample frame of 123 villages and 17,851 fishing households.

14 When I made formal requests to high-level Navy officers to permit me to go to sea, they invariably told me to
request permission from the Defence Secretary himself.
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From this frame we selected a sample of 1000 households once again by adopting a twostage procedure. In the first stage, 38 out of 123 fishing villages (organised from North-East
to South-West) were randomly sampled, in which we ensured that bigger villages had a proportionally larger chance to be selected. In the second stage, within the selected villages, we
chose a random sample of fishing households from the local administrative officer’s (GN)
household book. An important advantage to this two-staged approach was that respondents
were clustered in a limited number of villages making it easier for the students involved as
they did not have to travel much. Within the villages, students ended up sampling a larger
number of households than initially planned, which resulted in a total sample size of 1,150
fishing households. 130 non-response and 21 invalid interviews eventually provided 999
valid interviews. The response rate was as high as 87 percent due to the perseverance of
students (who returned up to three times to unavailable respondents) and the reliability
of household book data. I randomly checked surveys to ensure that they had been done
properly.
Table 2.2 Household survey overview, organised by area.
Coastal area

Number of Fishing HH in
sampling frame

Number
of GNs

Sampled
GNs

Valid
Interviews

Jaffna North

5,946

34

12

264

Jaffna Islands

4,608

45

11

242

Jaffna Town

2,711

4

4

199

Coastal Vanni

2,188

17

5

150

Mannar Island North

2,398

23

6

144

Total

17,851

123

38

999

A final note needs to be made about carrying out a household survey in a traumatised and
militarised post-war zone, where most residents endure high levels of physical and emotional insecurity, where anyone is easily suspected a traitor, and where speaking out has
certainly not been the best survival strategy over the past decades. While most topics dealt
with in the survey are rather irrelevant from a security perspective, there is good reason
to assume that respondents might have provided strategic answers to questions regarding
assets, impact of the war on their family, and main challenges to the fishing occupation. In a
more general way, it is doubtful what kind of knowledge surveys, which are based on a rather
rigid process of data extraction, exactly provide. If conducting research is a relational activity, then it is unclear why a fisher would provide sincere answers towards a person who is
entirely unknown to him. Adding my limited control over the full process, over time, I have
become more careful about using the results obtained in this survey and only used the data
that I deemed most straightforward.
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2.4.4 Mapping the catches
During the second year of my fieldwork, I felt that I lacked a proper understanding of the
materiality of the fishing profession, i.e. data on fishing effort, catches, seasonality and profitability of the sector. Obtaining such information through aggregate estimates is known to
be problematic, due to the extreme volatility of fishing activity. Therefore, in collaboration
with the University of Jaffna and the partner NGO, we decided in 2012 to collect detailed
data on fishing activity and catches from boat owners in the Northern Province for a oneyear period. We exclusively focused on the seagoing FRP boat sector, which constitutes the
dominant subsector in the Northern Province and is most heavily affected by Indian trawlers
(see chapter 3). We collected these data from four FRP boat owners in our three case study
villages.
For a one-year period (March 2012–February 2013) we asked an educated person from a
fishing family to note down daily details of fishing activity (e.g. gear and timing), catches,
and catch values of four selected boat owners in his/her village, for which they received a
small remuneration (see appendix III for question details). The selection of these four boat
owners was based on the prior existence of a trustful relationship as this was crucial to getting reliable data. Data was typically collected early morning through informal chats on the
beach between the data collector and the boat owners. Since both myself and a University of
Jaffna lecturer were actively supervising this process, it is likely that these data are of high
quality and reliability 15 . While we ensured that the selected boat owners represented different types of gear use in respective villages, the very small sample size prohibit to extrapolate
our findings to aggregate scale levels.
The University of Jaffna and NAFSO regularly collected the data from the data collectors
and students from the University of Jaffna subsequently entered the data into excel files.
In my regular visits to these villages I clarified doubts with data collectors and discussed
the reasons behind possible oddities in the data. I subsequently analysed the data by using
descriptive statistics to identify heterogeneity between villages in terms of catches, fishing
patterns and revenues.

2.4.5 Moving beyond fish and fisheries
If gaining access to fishing grounds is a relational process, i.e. determined by fishers’ relations with other actors, it is necessary to engage with actors beyond the local level. I therefore engaged extensively with non-fisher actors and kept an eye on developments at higher
scale levels. Table 2.3 provides an overview of the categories of people I spoke to and the

15 In fact we also collected the same type of data for Nachchikuda in Kilinochchi District. However, in hindsight I
realised that we had insufficiently monitored the data collection process, and that we therefore could not ascertain the
accuracy of the data. The high number of data entries that were exactly identical from one day to another confirmed
this assertion. Therefore I have not included the data for Nachchikuda in this dissertation.
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frequency of interviews with them. I used a combination of purposeful sampling and snowball sampling to decide who to speak to. To speak to officials an appropriate introduction
was usually required, which limited opportunities. I moved between fisher leaders, fisheries
officials, the Navy and politicians, in the process obtaining a richer—even though at times
confusing or contradictory—understandings.
Table 2.3 Overview of interviews conducted December 2010–January 2014.
(see appendix I for full list of interviewees)
Category

# interviews

# respondents

Fishers

51

40

Fisher leaders

83

32

Fish traders

14

12

Clergy

12

7

NGO and UN people

33

16

Government officials and politicians

27

20

Army and Navy officers

8

8

Academics

23

8

Others

7

7

Total

258

150

As my research took place predominantly in northern Sri Lanka, I followed the political
turbulence in and between Colombo, Chennai and Delhi from a distance. Together with my
Indian academic colleagues, we monitored English language newspapers in Sri Lanka and
English and Tamil newspaper in India as they pertained to the Indo-Sri Lankan fisheries
conflict. Mini-summaries of relevant articles were inserted in a large online excel file. This
provided a useful way to keep track of events pertaining to development of the Indo-Sri
Lankan fisheries conflict. Finally, I reviewed official documents (e.g. fisheries development
plans for the North, the draft Memorandum of Understanding between India and Sri Lanka
regarding fisheries, Joint Statements of bilateral meetings) as they helped elucidate official
discourses on fisheries development and bilateral relations.

2.4.6 Putting it together: mixed methods
This research has drawn on an eclectic variety of methods. As each method produces different types of data and knowledge the question is how all this fits meaningfully together.
The typical challenge of using mixed methods “is to see the analytic implications of linking
data derived from different methods rather than have findings from different methods ‘talk
past each other’” (Fielding 2012: 125). There are three possible ways how mixed findings
produced by mixed method research may interact: convergent validation, complementarity
and divergence. I have found each of relevance in my research.
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Convergence refers to the notion of triangulation, suggesting that using multiple methods
for studying the same phenomenon may “produce a composite representation that will be
closer to the ‘real’ world” (Mathews 2011: 26). Applying different methods has indeed been
useful to cross-validate findings, for example by using interviews to triangulate findings
from the household surveys, or confront information from interviews with actual observations on the beach or in fisher leaders’ meetings.
Complementarity suggests that each method may provide a different, complementary part of
the picture, given that each method encounters its own limitations and resistance (Mathews
2011). Complementarity is probably manifested the most in this thesis, as I have used different methods to study different things. It is the breadth of the survey, the details of the catch
data, the grounded understanding of the case studies, the engagement with fisher leaders
and the partner NGO, that each provided complementary parts of the puzzle, with insights
from each dimension, helping improve understanding of the other dimensions.
Divergence occurs when data from different methods do not line up easily. This can be interesting as it puts in doubt the validity of particular findings, but also allows for understanding
potentially interesting conflicts and contradictions. While data is not necessarily invalid
when it does not neatly converge in a process of triangulation, if data contradict each other
it obviously needs to be carefully checked. Yet, divergent outcomes may also be the result
of different inter-subjectivities, misunderstandings and strategic answering. For example,
fisheries officials and fishers provide contradictory sketches of the working of bureaucracies
while the Navy and fisher leaders provide contradictory stories about dynamics at sea. There
is thus no point in hiding these divergences, since—as Mathews argues (2011: 28): “it is …
the stubborn resistance, autonomy and unpredictability of real human subjects that makes
an ethnography or history convincing”.
In terms of validity, I found it encouraging that in 2013 after doing a large number of interviews information provided started to repeat itself. It was nevertheless unfortunate that
when I returned to Sri Lanka in October 2014 to discuss some of my findings with fisher
leaders for a final validation exercise, the government announced a new ban for unauthorised foreigners to visit northern Sri Lanka.

2.5

Ethics and precarity

The post-war authoritarian setting of my research had not only implications for developing
trustful relationships with respondents as highlighted in section 2.2, but also had ethical
implications.
It was in the late afternoon in Pesalai that I had an insightful conversation with a fisher leader from a nearby village. We had met a dozen times at earlier occasions and had therefore
built up a certain level of trust and understanding. Suddenly, under the pretext of looking for
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a room to stay in, three tall and well-sized gentlemen walked in around the corridor. After a
minute of looking around in an intimidating manner, they identified themselves as officers
from the Ministry of Internal Affairs and enquired about my reasons for being here and
asked me for my documents. My papers from the University of Ruhuna, the Sinhala name of
my local supervisor and a proper research visa sufficed. But I felt worried for my research assistant (“so you are his translator?”) and the fisher leader, who wasn’t asked anything at all.
While these moments of open surveillance were rare, I was acutely aware and had been repeatedly warned that I was a likely target of more discrete forms of surveillance. I was also
aware of the likelihood that intelligence officers would pay a visit to respondents after I left
to enquire about the type of questions I had asked. This heavy-handed security apparatus
and deep suspicion of Westerners because of their potential human rights agendas made my
research not only more difficult and also raised significant ethical questions. Thiranagama
(2011) argues that due to the political situation and the fear of the LTTE “open and formal
ethnographic participation, household surveys and questionnaires were out of the question,
as information gathering enterprises that potentially put those who talked to me at risk—one
does not have to do much to be called a traitor by the LTTE” (ibid.: 36). While during the
war it didn’t take much to be called a traitor by the LTTE, after the war it didn’t take much to
be called an LTTE sympathiser or be accused of providing sensitive information to western
human rights activists. These vulnerabilities implied that I had to be cautious both about
asking people to talk to me and in particular raising sensitive subjects like politics, military, surveillance, protests and collective action. Being never sure how much I could ask and
when I had to stop, I often avoided sensitive topics in the beginning and focused rather on
more technical dimensions of fishers’ occupation and wider sectoral issues. As respondents
were more knowledgeable of security concerns than me, I did what they asked me to do in
terms of where to sit, when to stop asking questions and what not to talk about. “The Tamil
community had learned to be silent, uninvolved and to stay in the background which would
have helped in survival. They have developed a deep suspicion and mistrust. For example
the Tamil people no longer trust the security forces, including the police. Their recent experiences have taught them otherwise” (Somasundaram 2007: 14). Or in short, the war had
taught people to be silent and ‘only open their mouth for food’, as one priest told me. This
also meant that conversations proceeded slowly at first and remained largely apolitical.
Given the above, recording interviews was out of the question, not only because it made
people even more cautious but also because I felt it was simply unethical 16. I rather relied
on interview notes which I typed out the same day. When interviews contained sensitive
information, I stored them online, and erased them from my own laptop. Finally, despite my
limitations in speaking and understanding Tamil, I am confident that I adhered to another
16 In retrospect I have sometimes wondered whether I gave up on recording interviews too easily as other scholars
have recorded interviews in northern Sri Lanka with equally difficult topics. Yet, I still believe that it would have been
both impractical and unethical to do so: people may have allowed me to do so but the risks would have been high and
the openness of the conversation limited.
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fundamental ethical principle of qualitative research, namely that of sensitive listening 17, i.e.
passionately and sincerely paying attention to the person one is speaking to or interacting
with, without necessarily removing one’s critical distance from the interviewee.

2.6

Positionality and politics

If research is produced as a result of interaction between the researcher and the research
subject rather than through a neutral and objective data collecting process, it is essential that
the researcher reflect on his or her positionality and politics as a researcher.
Fishers in northern Sri Lanka encounter different types of outsiders, including government
officials, politicians, NGO and UN workers, journalists, dry fish buyers and tourists from
various parts of Sri Lanka and on occasion from abroad. Though I did not fit into any of
those categories, being a white man in northern Sri Lanka came with its own set of framings,
most notably: ‘the NGO-man potentially bringing in resources’ or ‘the human rights activist
committed to revealing war crimes’. These framings influenced both my access to fishers and
authorities (positively and negatively), the flow of conversations and the type of answers I
received. When I met new respondents, some expected me to carefully note down the manifold injustices they had experienced and tell the world about it, while others expected me
to make a list of their material needs and if possible connect them to NGOs. I was also often
given the responsibility (especially by those outside the fishing community) to tell the world
the story of Tamil victimhood, and how ‘the Government’ had oppressed them in all aspects
of their life, which often also had an element of performance meant to internationalise the
plight of Tamils. This reduced over time when people knew that I had a certain level of understanding of ground reality. Fishers, moreover, took me into confidence and shared their
contempt for Tamil politics as espoused by the Tamil National Alliance (the main Tamil
political party).
In any case, the imposition of these various framings required me to continuously, genuinely and transparently explain my position and interests and also help as much as I could in
terms of revealing fishers’ plight due to Indian trawlers. The rather fatalistic mindset that I
frequently encountered helped to curtail big expectations:
So many people come and go; NGOs and media have come here to ask around [about the
trawlers]. Human rights organisations stayed here … and looked at the trawlers. We provided them accommodation and food and spent money on them. Pff, useless. So many people
do things, but the government has to do something (Parish Priest in Mannar District, 3
March 2012).

17 Andrea Nightingale, discussing research ethics at a summerschool at the University of Copenhagen on ‘politics of
environmental expertise’, 11–14 August 2014.
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Over time, I found that people’s expectation that I could help in some way was replaced by
a kind of acceptance that I just was the guy with the questions. I was often jokingly called
‘Indian trawler Joeri’, or ‘tamizh velaikaaran’ (Tamil whiteman), which I took as a compliment. Some people, however, remained suspicious about my ulterior motives.
Fisher leaders also increasingly came to associate me in relation to the University of Jaffna
and NAFSO—and equally importantly—with the Indian side. This was no coincidence given
that I attended meetings organised by NAFSO and often gave details of ‘the project’. My role
vis-à-vis NAFSO provided a difficult dilemma: when actively collaborating with NAFSO, I
was perceived as part of their action agenda. Yet, when I maintained too much distance,
I would lose the benefits of constructive engagement and undermine the ‘project’s spirit’.
I chose, therefore, to maintain a balance. For example, I did not help organise NAFSO’s
meetings because I thought it might compromise my ability to speak with fishers about
NAFSO. Yet, I was regularly involved in the ‘action part’ of their work. I found myself not
only trying to understand why collective action was not happening but also deliberating
with fisher leaders and NAFSO on strategies to ‘move forward’. I thus often considered myself an advocate for north Sri Lankan fishers. For example, I published newspaper articles,
gave presentations in India and Sri Lanka and co-authored policy briefs, all highlighting the
struggle of north Sri Lankan fishers, often with the specific aim of reaching an Indian audience. While this engagement at times compromised ‘keeping a distance’, it was also valuable
to understand and ‘feel’ the struggle of fisher leaders from within.
As pointed out earlier, my research was not only focused on the fisher struggle, but also
the efforts of the project consortium to support north Sri Lankan fishermen. This action
research presented a bigger methodological challenge, namely “researchers become part of
the governing process they are simultaneously studying” (Bavinck et al., 2014a: 10). The
litmus test of this challenge is highlighted in chapter 7, which aims to critically reflect on the
project as an intervention.
The positions I have taken above also imply a certain politics. It is inevitable that we make
conscious or unconscious choices in terms of the questions we ask, the people we speak to and
the answers we hear or ignore. These choices are not neutral but political—reality is much
messier (Mathews 2011). This means that research is a political activity that may meet with
distrust or be opposed by those who feel their interests will be undermined or misrepresented (Bavinck et al. 2014a). While research itself is thus inherently political, action research
is even more so. While taking positions was rather easy vis-à-vis the Indian trawlers, it was
much more difficult vis-à-vis the Sri Lankan authorities and north Sri Lankan fisher leaders.
This political dimension was apparent in the multiple discussions with my Indian colleagues. They felt that my questions were too much focused on ‘the Indian trawler issue’
and not enough on how north Sri Lankan citizen’s rights and freedoms were curtailed in Sri
Lanka. Simultaneously, I argued that the questions they asked—which focused on the so-
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cial-spatial relations of trawler owners and contextualised trawling in a history of State policies—too easily avoided an explicit normative stand on the trawler operation in Sri Lankan
waters, thus underplaying the incontestable destructive impact of trawling. While this dialogue caused occasional tensions, it was essentially insightful. I will regularly return to this
tension between understanding fisher’s marginality as primarily produced by Indian trawler
intrusions or rather by a larger set of socio-political relations throughout this dissertation.
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3

Profiling north Sri Lankan fisheries at a
time of post-war recovery

C hapter 3

3.1

Introduction

Fishing isn’t small fry in Sri Lanka. Virtually its entire 1,585 kilometre coastline is dotted
with villages, many of which have engaged in fishing for centuries (Sivasubramaniam 2009).
Sri Lanka has one of the world’s highest scores in the global ‘fisheries dependency indices’
(Barange et al. 2014), a somewhat crude measure aimed at understanding the importance of
the fisheries sector to livelihoods, food security and the economy of a country. According to
official statistics (MFARD 2015), Sri Lanka has 270,000 active fishers, who jointly operate
more than 50,000 boats while another 280,000 people are involved in pre- and post-harvest
fishery activities such as boat building, net manufacturing, ice production, processing,
trading and marketing of fish (Amarasinghe 2013). Fish is also crucial to Sri Lanka’s food security, given that its population derives 65% of animal protein intake from fish consumption
(MFARD n.d.). In addition to these material values, fisheries also has an historic-cultural
value with its vibrant and skilled fishing communities operating an immense variety of gears
and engaging in complex sea tenure arrangements (e.g. Alexander 1995; Stirrat 1988).
Decades of war decimated the fisheries sector in the Northern Province, which since 2009 is
showing ambiguous patterns of recovery and crises. The purpose of this chapter is to profile
the fisheries sector in northern Sri Lanka in a context of post-war recovery and in the midst
of a transboundary fishing conflict. This contextualisation provides a necessary foundation
to engage with the unfolding conflict between north Sri Lankan fishers and Indian trawl fishers, which I do in the subsequent four chapters. In order to go beyond generic descriptions of
fisheries and their aggregate numerical manifestations in the Northern Province, I provide
a multi-layered account of the sector, using both quantitative data from governmental departments, household surveys and catch monitoring, as well as more ethnographic material.
This chapter is organised as follows. The next section provides an introduction to the trajectory of north Sri Lankan fisheries and contrasts it to the development of the fisheries
sector in the rest of Sri Lanka. I subsequently sketch the geography of the north Sri Lankan
fisheries sector, including the legal geography, the ecosystem and current fishing practices,
demographics and institutional details. Thereafter I zoom in on the transboundary operations of Tamil Nadu trawlers in Sri Lankan waters. I end the chapter with three vignettes of
fisheries villages in the Northern Province.

3.2

Uneven trajectories of Sri Lanka’s fisheries

Until long after independence, Sri Lanka’s fisheries were primarily propelled by sail and
oar (Sivasubramaniam 2009). Even as late as 1981 60 percent of the fishing fleet was operated without engine (Soosai 2004). The first fishery modernisation plans for Ceylon were
compiled by the Japanese in 1958 and focused on improving self-sufficiency through fleet
mechanisation, construction of harbours and importation of boats. “Subsequent plans in
the 1960s and 1970s recommended and implemented a developmentalist programme for
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progressive mechanisation, with state support for infrastructure for fishing villages, harbours, freezing plants and mechanised boats” (Soosai & Stokke 2006: 243; Bavinck 1984).
Sri Lanka’s fisheries development was somewhat unique compared to other Asian nations,
where modernisation programmes in the sixties and seventies resulted primarily in the promotion of trawling so to tap the ocean’s riches (Bavinck 2001; Butcher 2005). While in Sri
Lanka also a very small trawler fleet emerged, due to its limited continental shelf the country
focused on developing off-shore gillnetters and long liners targeting shark and tuna, alongside incentivising the motorisation of the coastal fleet (Amarasinghe 2005). Sri Lanka’s
current off-shore fleet of approximately 4,000 so-called Multi-Day-Boats are relatively
small (28-55 feet) but yet able to travel long distances, traversing virtually the entire Indian
Ocean (Amarasinghe 2013).
In most OECD countries, Maximum Sustainable Yield assessments, Total Allowable Catches,
Individual Transferable Quotas and Marine Protected Areas have dominated fisheries management discourse and practice. Fisheries policy in Sri Lanka has, on the other hand, been
predicated with different targets in mind. The Sri Lankan Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources Development’s primary target for 2009 was food security related, namely to enhance fish consumption from 11 to 22 kg per capita per year. This goal was to be met through
ambitious production targets aimed at doubling marine fish production from 290 to 590
million kilograms between 2009 and 2013 (MFARD 2009b). This was to be achieved foremost by expanding the offshore fishing fleet, though emphasis was also put on rebuilding the
fisheries sector in northern Sri Lanka, which had been decimated in the course of the war.
Table 3.1 Unequal trajectories of the fisheries sector: northern Sri Lanka during the war versus Sri
Lanka as a whole.
Northern Province

Sri Lanka Total

Year

1982

2008

1982

2008

Fish production

76,740

13,840

184,730

274,630

Mechanised fleet (3,5 ton boats with inboard engine)

901

51

1,794

3,892

Source: compiled from MFARD (2009b); Anonymous (1983).

Prior to the war, the fisheries sector of what is now the Northern Province was the most
productive of the country, landing 34% of the total fish production in Sri Lanka. The war
period from 1983 to 2009 resulted in an uneven development of fisheries in Sri Lanka’s war
zones as compared to fisheries in the rest of the country. While fisheries in the southern and
western parts of the country gradually grew and modernised, fisheries in the north came to
a virtual standstill (see Table 3.1). The decline of northern fisheries was not a one-time affair
but a repeated process, i.e. from displacement and destruction to return and reconstruction
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and back, with considerable differences across fishing communities in terms of how the process played itself out. Benefiting from the 2002 ceasefire agreement, fishing communities in
the north gained significant breathing space, leading to a gradual rebuilding of the sector.
Yet only two years later, in December 2004, the Indian Ocean tsunami struck Sri Lanka, devastating much of its southern, eastern and northern coasts. The massive humanitarian relief
effort (often termed ‘the golden wave’) was uneven, contested and often insensitive to local
needs and conflicts (McGilvray & Gamburd 2010; Gaasbeek 2010), yet eventually resulted
in much equipment being replaced. In 2006, when the golden wave slowly ebbed away and
prospects improved, the war recommenced in full force, leading to new waves of restrictions,
refugees and displacements that halted fishing again. On top of this, the 2008 cyclone Nisha
hit the north of Sri Lanka hard, causing renewed devastation to equipment and infrastructure. It is hard to imagine the resilience required to withstand and recover from such a level
of repeated destruction. Since the end of the war, the fishing population’s resilience has been
tested in a different way, this time less related to ‘natural’ calamities and forces of war and
more to the unequal competition it faces from the Indian trawling fleet.

3.3

Contours of the Palk Bay

3.3.1 Legal geography of the Palk Bay
Sri Lanka’s maritime zones are stipulated in the Maritime Zone Act of 1976. In line with the
United Nations Convention of the Law of the Seas, Sri Lanka’s territorial waters stretch 12
nautical miles from its coastal baseline. Sri Lanka’s Exclusive Economic Zone, over which
it enjoys exclusive fishing rights as well as management responsibilities, stretches for 200
nautical miles (approx. 380 kilometres) from the coastal baseline. Sri Lanka’s EEZ covers
517,000 square kilometres and is eight times the size of its land surface (see Figure 3.1).
The legalities of the maritime zones located between India and Sri Lanka, i.e. the Palk Bay
and Palk Strait in the North, and the Gulf of Mannar in the South are both complicated and
contested. The 1974 Indo-Sri Lankan agreement, the background of which was provided in
chapter 1, created an International Maritime Boundary Line splitting the Palk Bay into two
parts, the south-eastern part belonging to Sri Lanka, the north-western part to India18. The
Sri Lankan side of the Palk Bay has been given the term ‘historic waters’ 19 , both in the Sri
Lankan Coastal Zones Act, as well as in the exchange of letters between the Foreign Ministries from both countries following the 1974 agreement. The Sri Lankan Maritime Zones
Act further stipulates that the historic waters in the Palk Bay and Palk Strait are part of Sri
Lanka’s internal waters, defined as waters in the landward side of the baseline from which

18 In fact, the British colonial administration, as far as the Palk Strait was concerned, had agreed on precisely the
same boundary line on October 25th 1921.
19 Historic waters are “waters over which the coastal State, contrary to the generally applicable rules of international
law, clearly, effectively, continuously, and over a substantial period of time, exercises sovereign rights with the acquiescence of the community of States” (Bouchez 1964, in: Symmons 2008, p.1).
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the limits of the territorial sea are measured. This is significant as it implies that the intrusion of Indian trawlers into the Sri Lankan side of the Palk Bay is not merely a matter of
cross-border fishing in its Exclusive Economic Zone, but an encroachment into Sri Lanka’s
sovereign territory.
Figure 3.1 Sri Lanka’s maritime zones, showing the 200 nautical mile Exclusive Economic Zone, Indo-Sri Lankan maritime boundary line and the historic waters of the Palk Bay.

Source: National Hydrographic Officer, Sri Lanka (n.d.).

The interpretation of Article 6 of the 1974 bilateral Maritime Boundary Agreement has
caused considerable controversy up until today (Suryanarayan 2005). This article states:
“The vessels of Sri Lanka and India shall enjoy in each other’s waters, such rights as they
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have traditionally enjoyed therein” (Suryanarayan 2005: 159). While in Tamil Nadu this
article is frequently referred to so as to claim fishing rights in the entire Palk Bay, according
to legal scholars in Sri Lanka, this Agreement must be read with the exchange of letters between the Foreign Ministries of India and Sri Lanka which accompanied the conclusion of
the 1976 Maritime Boundary Agreement (Chandrahasan 2014). One of these letters states:
“With the establishment of the Exclusive Economic Zones by the two countries, India and
Sri Lanka will exercise sovereign rights over the living and non-living resources in their
respective Zones. The fishing vessels and fishers of India shall not engage in fishing in the
Historic Waters, the Territorial Sea and the Exclusive Economic Zone of Sri Lanka, nor shall
the fishing vessels and fishers of Sri Lanka, engage in fishing in the Historic Waters, the
Territorial Sea and the Exclusive Economic Zone of India, without the express permission of
Sri Lanka or India as the case may be.” (In: Suryanarayan 2005, 164).20

In this exchange of letters the Indian External Ministry seemed to unequivocally recognise
the exclusive fishing rights of Sri Lankan fishers on ‘their’ side of the IMBL and arguably
eliminated the ambiguity in the wording of Article 6 of the 1974 Agreement in these letters
(Vivekanandan 2001). Until this day, the Tamil Nadu government considers the IMBL and
underlying agreements illegitimate, and has particularly made it a point to retrieve the island
of Katchchativu, which falls on the Sri Lankan side of the IMBL. The current Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister Jayalalitha has challenged the legality of the IMBL in the Indian Supreme
Court based on the fact that the agreements were not ratified by the Indian parliament. This
case was still pending at the time of writing. The Indian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, however,
maintains that the IMBL between the two countries is a settled issue (Rajappa n.d.).

3.3.2 The Palk Bay Ecosystem
While the area is commonly referred to as Palk Bay 21, it is in fact more typically a strait than a
bay (Stephen et al 2013b), with openings at both the northern side (to the Bay of Bengal) and
southern side (Adams Bridge)—into the Gulf of Mannar. The Palk Bay is a shallow flat basin
with a maximum depth of 15 metres and an average depth of 9 metres. This shallowness of
the Bay is considered to be critical for its primary production which in turn supports a wide
variety of fauna and flora (Kasim 2016).
The Palk Bay is known for its rich biological diversity with extensive coral reefs, sea grass
beds, pearl beds and shrimp grounds. The region is covered by mangroves, salt marshes,
tidal mud flats, sand dunes, sandy coastal islets, lagoons and estuaries including the largest
tract of intact mangroves in Sri Lanka (Kumara 2015). The area is also important as refuge,
feeding and breeding grounds for a range of marine and brackish water fish, shrimp species,
marine reptiles, sea birds and marine mammals (Kumara 2015). The sea bottom consists
20 Letter from Kewal Singh, Foreign Secretary to the Government of India, to WT Jayasinghe, Secretary in the Ministry of Defence and Foreign Affairs, Government of Sri Lanka, dated 23 March 1976.
21 It is named after Robert Palk, Governor of Madras Presidency from 1755 to 1763.
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mostly of mud and sand and the relative absence of hard bottom areas make it highly suitable for trawling operations. This particular geography, the relatively short distance from
India (31 to 72 kilometres from coast to coast), the shallow and muddy seabed, the availability of valuable prawn banks, and the high productivity have made the Sri Lankan side of the
Palk Bay attractive to Indian trawlers.
While the Palk Bay ecosystem’s integrity and biodiversity are reported to have deteriorated, solid scientific evidence hereto is poor and scattered. Researchers have pointed to an
erosion of sea grass beds and coral reefs in the area (Kumara 2015), and fishers on both
sides report significantly declining catches. Both are typically attributed to trawler operations that have been going on in the Palk Bay since the 1970s. In his historical overview of
fisheries in Sri Lanka, Sivasubramaniam (2009) ends his book somewhat prophetically with
a comment on fisheries in the Palk Bay. “The exploitation rates of fish and shellfish stocks
in the Gulf of Mannar, Palk Bay and Palk Strait, are ruthlessly high and stocks are in a disastrously critical state. The hope and aspirations of the fisher-communities of the Northern
and North-Western Provinces, to obtain good catches and have a satisfactory income, when
peace is re-established in those areas, appear to remain quite uncertain” (ibid.: 99).
The Northern Province’s coastal geography is characterised by several zones with distinct
features: 1) the east-coast (from Point Pedro down to Mulaitivu) with mostly sandy beaches
and relatively steep ocean bed, 2) the north coast that is dotted with lime-stone rocks, 3)
Jaffna Islands and lagoons which are characterised by tidal ecosystems and mudflats, 4) the
west-coast of the Vanni (Kilinochchi district and Mannar North), dotted with mangroves
and lagoons, and 5) Mannar Island with wide sandy beaches and an occasional mangrove
forest. Each of these zones is not only characterised by different types of coastal geographies,
but also has somewhat distinct fishing patterns, demographics, and (war) histories.

3.3.3 Typology of post-war fisheries in the Northern Province
The diverse physical geographies of Sri Lanka’s northern coastline facilitate a wide range of
fisheries activities. Distinctions between various types of fishing are often made by fishing
ground (off-shore fishing, coastal or lagoon fishing); by boat type (mechanised, motorised
or non-motorised fishing), or rather between various types of gear and target species (tuna
long-lining, trawling, gillnetting, trap fishing and so on). These distinct types of fisheries
could be called ecological niches (Tuomi-Nikula 1985), occupied by a specific group of fishers employing particular gears suitable for a particular ecological zone. While these niches
constitute distinct fisher groups and fishing practices, boundaries between them are not necessarily rigid and some fishers are involved in multiple niches throughout the year. Figure
3.2 provides a rough sketch of the geographical prevalence of these niches.
The primary niche of concern in this book, and also by and large the most sizable one, relate
to coastal gillnet fishing. This niche is occupied by fishers all along the northern coastline,
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using mostly fibreglass reinforced plastic (FRP) boats for overnight trips. Anonymous (1983)
traces the origin of these 17–23 feet FRP boats to a subsidy scheme for enhancing marine
production in 1979 so as to provide an alternative to the capital- and repair intensive mechanised boats, the introduction of which were generally considered a failure (ibid.). In other
words, FRP boats constitute a popular middle-ground option between the expensive harbour
based and far-reaching mechanised boats on the one hand, and the relatively short-ranging
traditional vessels on the other (Soosai & Stokke 2006). Propelled by outboard engines of
8–25 horsepower, fishers operate FRP boats as close as a few hundred metres from the coast
to as far as 50 kilometres from the coast. Gillnet fishing is a passive fishing method, with nets
being laid on the sea bottom or at the surface (fixed or drifting with the current) for a period
of time during the night before being hauled in. This includes gillnets with small mesh size
(1–3 inch) mostly for sardines, medium size gill nets (3–6 inch mesh size), and large size
gillnets (7–18 inch mesh size) to catch skate, barracuda, seer, shark and ray fish. Trammel
nets (locally called disco valai), crab nets and monophilament nets are employed in coastal
operations close to rocks and corals.
Figure 3.2 Geographical distribution of fishing niches in the Northern Province.

Source: own data and observations (with inputs from Prof. A.S. Soosai).

Fishers from northeast Jaffna District also regularly engage in offshore fishing for larger
pelagics with gillnets and long lines. This sub-niche is considered ‘big and risky fishing’ that
comes with considerably higher investments but also status as compared to fishing for crabs
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or sardines. These FRP boats operating at various distances from the coast with passive
gears are those most immediately hit by Indian trawlers during sea encounters. Another
small yet significant sub-niche entails a select group of mostly young fishers in Mannar district who engage in purse seining, a fuel-intensive technique typically operated by two FRP
boats at daytime, which targets schools of small pelagics by surrounding them.
A second niche is occupied by the small (approx. 200) aged fleet of 3.5 tonne boats (28–32
feet), a product of Sri Lanka’s fisheries modernisation in the 1960s and 1970s. Unlike the
FRP boats, these so-called ‘local trawlers’ (as opposed to the much larger Indian trawlers)
are equipped with an inboard engine (<50 horsepower). They only berth in a few places, i.e.
Gurunagar, Valvittiturai and Pesalai (see map 3.2). While focussing on bottom-trawling for
prawns and sea-cucumber, these boats also occasionally employ large mesh-size gill nets
suitable for off-shore fishing. Trawler owners occupy a distinct status in the fisher hierarchy,
but are continuously in conflict with other niches as a result of, amongst other things, the
incompatibility of trawl nets with other fishing methods22.
Third, the extensive lagoons of Jaffna district, and to a lesser extent the other northern districts, also provide a livelihood to thousands of fishers. Lagoon fishers use a wide range of
gears including stake nets, set nets, prawn nets, traps and cast nets. Some operate motorised
FRP boats, others non-motorised canoes, while the
most marginal fisher groups operate without any
Zoning northern fisheries
boat at all. Lagoon fishers for the most part, are a
For reasons pointed out in chapter 2, my
distinct socio-economic group with a lower status
research focuses on the area between
as compared to their sea-going counterparts.
Finally, two traditional techniques occupy a separate niche. Beach seining (karavalai) is a traditional fish surrounding technique employed by
one boat and a large crew hauling in the (sizable)
net from the beach. Yet another group practices
Kallankadi fishing, which is a fixed gear construction made of large wooden or steel poles up to one
kilometre from the coastline to trap fish. To employ this fixed gear type one requires hereditary
occupancy rights in specific places in the open
seas.

Point Pedro and Talaimannar. My primary data are thus collected along this
coastal area and are organised either
by (socio-ecologically distinct) coastal
zones, or by case study villages. These
categorizations, however, do not match
with district boundaries, which are typically used for official statistics. Hence,
as far as I rely on government data I
rather organise data at district and
province level, rather than by village or
coastal zone.

According to the Fisheries Department, the Northern Province had almost 12,000 fishing
boats in 2012 (Table 3.2), which is practically the same as the number of boats prior to the

22 I hardly deal with this conflict in this dissertation since its impact is minimal compared to the significantly larger
Indian trawlers.
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war. As Table 3.2 shows, only the number of mechanised boats appears to have decreased,
namely from 900 to less than 200, while the number of FRP boats increased, from about
4200 in the pre-war period to 5600 in 2012. These figures, however, conceal the devastating
impact of the war on the stock of fishing boats in the Northern province. Soosai and Stokke
(2006), for example, estimate that in the period between 1983 and 1998, more than 8000
boats were destroyed or damaged in Jaffna District alone. Most boats have over time been
replaced. This considerable ‘post-war recovery’ of boats is partially explained by the significant amounts of equipment donated by a range of international organisations in Mannar
and Jaffna during the cease-fire and tsunami recovery periods (2002–2006). This does
however not imply by any means that the sector is anywhere close to its pre-war status in
terms of the vibrancy of the sector.
Table 3.2 Comparison of pre-war (1983) and post-war (2013) fishing boat prevalence in the Northern
Province.

Jaffna district

Mannar district
Kilinochchi and
Mulaitivu districts
Northern Province

Year

3,5 ton IBM
boats

FRP-boats

Motorised
traditional

Unmotorised
traditional

1982

569

2048

1567

3843

2012

126

2786

639

3780

1982

319

1521

81

669

2012

73

2004

278

593

1989

13

633

162

442

2012

0

847

138

580

1982

901

4202

1810

4954

2012

199

5637

1055

4953

Source: 1982 data for Jaffna: DFAR 1999; 1982 data for Mannar: DFEO 1983; Kilinochchi and
Mullaitivu: MFARD 2009a. Data for 2012 and 2014, MFARD 2013 and MFARD 2015.

3.3.4 Fishers, households and demography
According to Sivasubramaniam (2009) the Northern Province has always been of considerable importance to Sri Lanka’s fisheries. He records that in 1911 out of the 29,680 fishers
counted by official records in Ceylon as a whole, 9071 were living in the Northern Province.
Table 3.3 summarises the demography of fishers in the Northern Province a century later,
with a particular focus on the pre-war to post-war differences.
Table 3.3 signals various important developments. First, in terms of general population, it
is noticeable that the total population in the Northern Province decreased by 20% during
the war, while Sri Lanka’s total population increased by 38% during the same period. This
decrease can be attributed both to war casualties and to the outmigration of the Jaffna elite
to Colombo and various western countries. Assuming that the Northern Province popula-
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tion would have naturally increased by the same rate as the country as a whole, the number
of ‘missing’ migrants or war casualties in these four districts would be 641,000. Given this
decline of the population as a whole, it is significant that the number of active fishers in the
Northern Province has actually increased by 17%. The discrepancy between fishers and total
population can likely be attributed to the fact that fishers lacked the means for outmigration
as compared to Jaffna landowners and therefore largely remained in northern Sri Lanka. A
second observation from this table, assuming that on average a fisher supports a family of
four, is that currently 18.4% (4.6*4) of the northern population is dependent on fisheries.
If one includes the indirect involvement of traders, suppliers of boats and gears, and other
services, it would be fair to assume that 20 to 30 percent of the north Sri Lankan population
is dependent on the fisheries sector.
Table 3.3 Active fishers and total population in the Northern Province.

Active fishers

Total population

Dependency
(Active fishers as % of
total population)

1982

2014

1981 census

2012 census

1982

2014

Jaffna District

24,839

24,440

831,112

583,378

3.0%

4.2%

Mannar

5,684

8,0981

106,940

99,051

5.3%

8.2%

Mullaitivu

3,183

3,150

77,512

91,847

4.1%

3.4%

Kilinochchi

1,103

4,960

91,641

112,875

1.2%

4.4%

Total Northern Prov.
(excl. Vavuniya)

34,809

40,648
(+17%)

1,107,205

887,151
(–20%)

3.1%

4.6%

14,800,000

20,400,000
(+38%)

Sri Lanka

Source: 2014 data: MFARD 2015; 1982 data: MFARD 2009b.

According to Shanmugaratnam (2003) fishers have been one of the groups hit hardest by
the civil war. Soosai and Stokke (2006) highlight the continuous displacements of fisher
families, either fleeing approaching violence, or being forced out by the battling parties. For
example, of the 22,000 fishing families living in Jaffna before the war, in 1999 only 10,688
still resided in Jaffna District (ibid.). Table 3.4 suggests that a staggering 91% of the fisher
households have been forcibly displaced during the war at least once (many families have
been continuously on the move for 20 years). In addition, almost 10% of the interviewed
fisher households lost a family member during the war. This was as high as 19% in the coastal Vanni (Kilinochchi and Mannar north) area.

23 I use the detailed fishing population report of the DFEO Mannar in 2012 rather than MFARD data. The MFARD
2015 fisheries statistics report 18,380 active fishers and 14,000 fishing families. This is not possible given Mannar’s
total population of 99,051 people (Census 2012). Other MFARD statistics, however, do align with that of official reports
on district fisheries.
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Table 3.4 Impacts of civil war on fisher households.
No. of
respondents (N)

Lost a family
member

Displaced
during war

Jaffna North

264

9%

92%

Jaffna Islands

242

7%

82%

Jaffna South-West (incl. town)

199

12%

99%

Coastal Vanni

150

19%

99%

Mannar Island

144

3%

83%

Total

999

9%

91%

Source: household survey.

Fishers belong to various caste groups. Despite the LTTE’s efforts to eliminate caste-based
practices, caste remains a salient element in the social life of northern Sri Lanka. In Jaffna,
most fishers belong to the Karaiyar caste, with the exception of small Mukkiyar and Timilar
communities in the western parts of the district. Karaiyars have claimed a kshatriya (ruler)
lineage (David 1972: 261, In: Kuganathan 2014) and have a proud history of contesting the
hegemony of the landowning Vellalar caste in Jaffna. The importance of the Karaiyars in
the LTTE leadership and the outmigration of much of the Vellalars has possibly further broken the latter’s erstwhile domination (Kuganathan, 2014). In Mannar, the dominant fisher
caste is Paravar (or Paratavar), similar to the dominant fisher caste across the bay in Tamil
Nadu. In both districts, other caste groups not traditionally associated with fishing (particularly so-called toddy tappers) are also engaged in fisheries, in particular in lagoon areas.
In terms of ethnicity and religion, the household survey demonstrates that a large majority
of fishers in the North are Tamil (92%) and either Christians (52%) or Hindus (40%). The
remaining 8% are Muslims, who are more prominent on Mannar Island.

3.3.5 Fish production: war-time restrictions and postwar recovery
The collapse of fish production in the Northern Province during the war was a result of a
number of factors: the destruction of physical equipment and infrastructure, internal displacement of fisher families, human losses, restriction on access to the beach caused by
High Security Zones (HSZ) and a range of restrictions on fishing itself (Stokke et al. 2008).
The latter restrictions on fishers related to maximum engine power (ranging from 0 to 15
horsepower), timeslots for leaving to and returning from the sea, maximum and minimum
permitted distances to fish from the coast, and a complicated bureaucracy of fishing passes.
For example, in 2008 in Jaffna the following restrictions were in place: “1.5 to 2 kilometers
from the coastal belt is allowed for fishing during the daytime (7:00 am to 4:00 pm) but
only for wind powered and man powered crafts” (UNOCHA, 2008). Figure 3.3 provides a
more detailed narrative of how the war impacted fishing activities in a selected village on the
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island of Karainagar. It should be noted that Karainagar is one of the less affected areas in
the North, with both the war and the tsunami only hitting it relatively mildly. The impact in
other places was often more restrictive and violent.
Figure 3.3 Narratives on fishing restrictions in Karainagar during 26 years of war.
<1983:

Fishing was really big here; we were doing really quite well and each fisher had his own facilities
to make dryfish.

84–87:

The LTTE is emerging and fishing gets prohibited. If you are seen at sea you may get shot by the
Navy. Still we go sometimes into the sea with kattumarams. At night we go for a short period and
come back before sunrise. It was relatively good these years, as the navy would in fact only shout
at us and fire warning shots.

88:

The Indian army comes in. They introduce fishing passes and control everything. Night-time
fishing was prohibited, but at least you could set your net for the night-time.

90–91:

The full war starts again and we all get displaced. Rich people move to the West, we fishers move
mostly to mainland Jaffna.

91–96:

Hardly anyone is living in Karainagar during these years.

96:

When we could finally come back, all our nets and boats had gone. They had ended up as
checkpoints, bathtubs and bunkers.

97:

We got nets from UNHCR and later kattumarams from UNDP. Also MP Mageshwaran helped
us out by acquiring nine engines. Fishing was done during daytime with Kattumarams without
engine, and only in the west of the Island, six kilometres from our home.

99–01:

It became a little better. Fishing was also allowed in the north of the Island, and the timings were
a bit relaxed: 4 am to 8 am and 2 pm to 4 pm. But in practice it was a daily negotiation with the
navy.

02–03:

Also fishing with FRP boats became possible now. We got a few boats back from the navy and even
nighttime fishing was permitted. However, one had to leave during daylight and come back during
daylight.

04:

Just as things were improving, the tsunami takes it all away. The tsunami kills only one person
here, but destroys most equipment. Action Aid and Alliance and other NGOs came to help. There
was a big influx of boats and most boats that you see now are from that time period.

06–08:

Everything was completely banned. This was the time when fishers were begging the navy to at
least let them go to sea without a boat, and do some cast net fishing and manual fishing. We went
swimming even. The navy set strict limits, and if you would come back too late, or stray into the
wrong area you’d be hammered.

May 09:

On the instigation of the Karainagar FCS and the Karainagar Navy a meeting was held with Basil
Rajapakse [Minister of Economic Affairs] and most restrictions were lifted.

Source: multiple interviews with FCS president Karainagar during 2011.
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The dynamics of war described above obviously impacted fish production. Figure 3.4 shows
the patterns of fish production in Jaffna District moving up and down during the different
episodes of war24. The graph suggests a booming and fast-growing fisheries sector before the
war started, then a gradual collapse, a recovery period during the cease-fire period (2002–
2006), another collapse in the final years of the war and finally a period of post-war growth
of production.
Figure 3.4 Estimated fish production (mt) in Jaffna District 1961–2014.

Source: adapted and extended from Soosai and Stokke (2006) with data from Soosai (2004) and
MFARD (2013).

While Figure 3.4 demonstrates that fisheries production has not yet reached pre-war levels,
figures released by the Ministry of Fisheries in 2015 suggest that by 2014 fish catches in the
Northern Province as a whole had surpassed pre-war levels again (see Table 3.5). This is a
surprising statistic in view of the dire condition of the northern fishing industry, and the
fact that in the pre-1983 period the Northern Province was known for its flourishing fishing industry, providing approximately 40% of the entire country’s fish production (MFARD
2009).
There are two explanations for this remarkable claim of recovery. One explanation is that
figures are artificially upgraded due to the Government’s commitment to demonstrate signs
of economic recovery in the Northern Province and meet the Ministry’s highly ambitious
catch targets. For example, the reported doubling of fish production in Mannar from 2013
to 2014, or skyrocketing of catches in Kilinochchi and Mulaitivu seem rather unlikely 25 . A
second explanation is the voluminous catches of low value (10–20 LKR/kg) herring and sar-

24 The terminology ‘Eelam war I to IV’ is generally used to describe various phases of the war between the LTTE and
the Sri Lankan armed forces (e.g. Stokke 2006).
25 Yet, this argument alone would be too simple, as the Department of Fisheries corrected the high production
targets presented in their 2013 report with actual figures in their 2015 report (downwards from 82,660 to 59,079 mt).
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dines through the relatively new purse seine technology in Mannar District. Given that one
purse seine operator catches 150–300 tonnes of fish per year (see section 3.6 for details) the
relatively high production figures for Mannar may well be correct. This validates the data in
Table 3.5 indicating that in Jaffna District fish production volumes are still below pre-war
levels, whereas in Mannar production has almost doubled. A species-wise catch composition
is provided for three selected villages in section 3.6 26.
Table 3.5 Fish Production in the Northern Province (inland + marine, in metric tonnes).
1983

2000

2009

2010

2013

2014

Jaffna district

49,000

6,650

13,150

20,970

21,380

25,890

Mannar district

13,400

1,430

8,310

11,010

11,870

23,410

770

0

1,370

9,035

9,465

Mulaitivu district
Kilinochchi district

13,600

0

0

570

15,275

16,240

Vavuniya district

n/a

0

260

420

1,519

1,283

Northern Province

76,000

8,850

21,720

34,340

59,079

76,288

Source: MFARD (2015).

This ‘recovery’ in terms of fish production compared to pre-war levels needs to be considered
keeping in mind nation-wide developments in the fishery sector. In Sri Lanka as a whole, fish
production and the number of fishers tripled while the number of boats doubled between
1983 and 2012 (MFARD 2013). This explains why despite the aggregate signs of recovery,
post-war Jaffna fisheries accounted for a mere 10% of Sri Lanka’s national production, compared to 27% in 1983.

3.3.6 Fisher incomes
The Ministry of Fisheries does not maintain statistics on fishing family or fishing boat incomes. I therefore rely on catch- and revenue data collected in three villages as described in
chapter 2.4. Using these data I calculated fisher incomes using the following formula:
(1) Net revenue = Catch Revenue - Variable Costs - Fixed Costs
(2) Fisher income= Net revenue/average crew size 27

26 Aggregate estimates of catch composition in the Northern Province are provided in the annual reports of the Department of Fisheries. However, they are said to be unreliable even by the data collectors themselves. They also poorly
match with my own observations in the field.
27 For formula (1), variable costs have been defined as fuel costs, while fixed costs have been defined as depreciation.
The reason for not specifying wages and profits is that most fishers in the Northern Province (particularly in Jaffna
District) operate through complex sharing arrangements, making distinctions between owners and crew often unclear.
In Karainagar and Point Pedro, for example, it is common that a boat owner and an engine owner jointly operate one
fishing ‘unit’ and share the profit. In addition, many boats are owned and operated by family members, who often do
not split revenue into wages and profit. I therefore considered it sensible to simply divide revenue, after deducting
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Results shown in Table 3.6 suggest that fisher incomes, despite considerable differences per
village (see section 3.5 for a more detailed discussion of these differences) are in the range
of 2000–2500 USD per year. These aggregate data, however, mask considerable differences
between individual fishers within villages (see appendix IV).
Table 3.6 Average annual fisher incomes in three north Sri Lankan villages.
Point Pedro

Karainagar

Pesalai

Frequency of trips

trips/boat/year

119

221

190

Average crew size

fishers/boat

2.2

2.4

5.2*

Catch volume

tons/boat/year

9.1

7.3

181

Catch revenue

USD/boat/year

7,092

8,502

24,639

28

Variable costs (fuel costs)

USD/boat/year

1,633

1,845

12,157

Fixed costs (depreciation29)

USD/boat/year

837

798

843

Net revenue

USD/boat/year

4,622

5,859

11,639

Fisher income

USD/year

2,101

2,441

2,238

Source: one year monitoring of catches and revenues of 12 FRP boats (April 2012–March 2013).
*Purse seines, the dominant fishing method in Pesalai, are operated by two boats.

3.3.7 Institutions in northern fisheries
Marine fisheries in Sri Lanka’s Exclusive Economic Zone are administrated by the Ministry
of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Development (MFARD), which was created in 1970 in
order to enhance the development of the sector (FAO, 2003). The Department of Fisheries
and Aquatic Resource Development implements sectoral policies through an elaborate network of District Extension Offices staffed by Assistant Directors and Fisheries Inspectors.
These officials face the complicated task of registering fishers and fishing boats, channelling
subsidies and pension schemes, implementing gear restrictions and permits, collecting fisheries statistics and dealing with regular conflicts among fisher groups or between fishers and
non-fishers.
In terms of fisheries management, except for a semi-formalised system of territorial user
rights based on a hereditary tradition (paadu) for beach seining and fixed gears (like set
nets and kallankadi), and several banned species and fishing technologies, the Fisheries De-

costs, by the number of fishers. This method might not be entirely accurate for Pesalai, which operates mostly through
so-called mudalalis, who are essentially fish entrepreneurs who employ fishers by providing them a minimum wage
plus a share of the catch.
28 Part of the reason for the relatively low number of fishing trips is that two of the four monitored fishers left the
village for several months. The average of the other two is 166 trips per year.
29 See Appendix V for calculations related to the depreciation of fishing equipment. We assumed one or two nets per
operator which is a very conservative estimate, as many owners have different nets for different seasons.
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partment does not regulate fishing effort in terms of how much and what marine resources
can be caught when and where (see also Wickramasinghe 2010). Having no presence at sea,
the Fisheries Department relies on the Sri Lankan Navy to implement gear restrictions and
prevent illegal fishing. While the navy has no formal mandate to manage fisheries, it has a
strong presence in virtually every coastal village and an interest in overseeing fishers and
fishing activity from a security perspective. In that capacity, it carries out regular checks on
fishing boats both on land and sea, and until 2013 it enforced an elaborate system of fishing
passes. Since 2013, the coast guard has joined the naval forces in the Northern Province to
deal with civil affairs at sea, including a mandate to prevent illegal fishing. Other relevant
national institutions in the fisheries domain include the National Aquatic Resources Research and Development Agency (NARA), the Coastal Conservation Department (CCD) and
the Ceylon Fisheries Corporation (CFC), but none of these were of much importance to my
research.
Perhaps the most salient institutions in north Sri Lanka’s fisheries sector are the fisheries
cooperative societies (FCS). Fisheries Cooperatives were popular in the global south as vehicles for development in the post-independence era, as they were assumed to be a remedy for a wide range of common fisheries problems, including income distribution, sector
coordination, fisheries regulation, and development innovations (Jentoft 1985). As early
as 1940 (under the Fisheries Ordinance No. 24 of 1940) the Sri Lankan government organised fishers into cooperatives for improving production and marketing (Wilamasena &
Rupamoorthy 2005; Anonymous 1983). Yet it was the State’s sectoral modernisation plans
in the 1960s and 1970s that provided the real stimulus for the formation of fisheries cooperatives across the country. The “Sri Lankan government strove to channel subsidies and credit
to enable asset-poor fishers to adopt new capital-biased technology” (Amarasinghe 2005),
resulting in a doubling of fisheries cooperative membership from 7,000 to 15,000 between
1970 and 1975 (Anonymous 1983). In decades that followed, reflecting a wider international
trend, due to poor design, political interference, overstretched expectations and a general
shift in macro-economic policy to economic liberalisation and privatisation since the 1980s,
the role of fisheries cooperatives diminished significantly (Amarasinghe & Bavinck 2011).
Notwithstanding these trends, fisheries cooperatives still persist in various forms around
the country. Cooperatives are guided by the Cooperative Societies Act No. 5 of 1972 and the
Fisheries Cooperative Constitution (ibid.) and are a devolved subject under the 13th amendment of the constitution (i.e. falling under the authority of the Provincial Councils).
In the Northern Province fisheries cooperatives emerged in similar ways as described above
(see for example Bavinck (1984) for an account of the functioning of fishing cooperatives in
the Northern Province in the late 1970s). However, whereas the cooperatives died in most of
the country, in the north they remained more or less intact. According to Shanmugaratnam
(2003) cooperatives remained strong in the Northern Province because the isolation induced
by the civil war increased the needs for cooperative arrangements and hampered the implementation of neoliberal market reforms at the same time. Cooperatives often functioned
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as the main channel for linking fishers with the outside world and were well recognised for
different purposes by INGOs, security forces, bureaucracies and the LTTE alike. With the
introduction of the fishing pass system in the late 1980s, membership of fishing cooperatives
even became compulsory. This lack of voluntariness, in addition to the lack of autonomy
(cooperatives were supervised and controlled by various political and bureaucratic agencies
both during and after the war), means that these cooperatives are not actual cooperatives
according to the definition given by the International Cooperative Alliance 30.
Table 3.7 Overview of Fisheries Cooperative functions in the three villages.
Functions

Karainagar

Point Pedro

Pesalai

Number of FCS members

283 (2005)
337 (2011)

410 (2005)
600 (2011)

1,186 (2011)

Organising fishing passes for the Navy

Until 2009

Until 2009

Until 2013

Providing loans for nets or boats

X

Fishers bank & saving service

X

Fish auction market management

X

Selling of ice, fuel and fishing nets

X

Fishers pension scheme management

X

X

Accident insurance scheme

X

X

Internal and external conflict mediation

X

X

Auctioning found nets

X

X

Liaising with Fisheries Inspector

X

X

Implementing fisheries regulations

X

X

Recommendations for acquiring boat
registration

X

X

X

Providing recommendations to acquire bank
loans

X

X

X

Providing financial contributions to village
festivals and projects

X

X

X

(Pre-)schooling services

X

Photo copy service

X

Nr of FCS employees (2011)

8

1

1 (+2
occasional)

Main source of income

Charge of 5% of
catch value, dryfish and fuel sales

150Rs/week per
active boat.

Fuel sales

Rarely

X

X

X

Source: author’s fieldwork data.

30 The International Cooperative Alliance defines a cooperative as “An autonomous association of persons united
voluntarily to meet their common economic, social and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and
democratically controlled enterprise” (ICA n.d.).
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Post-war, fisheries cooperatives societies (henceforth FCS) in northern Sri Lanka have
continued to function as multipurpose organisations, combining functions such as credit,
gear and fuel provision, insurance, dispute mediation, marketing and political representation (see Table 3.7). Fishing practices are also controlled to some extent by FCS rules and
norms, even though they have little role in engaging with national level fisheries policies
(Siriwardane 2015). In any case, it is hard to make generalisations: while some cooperatives
exist only on paper, others are dynamic organisations with multiple buildings, services and
employees functioning as the nucleus of the village.
Table 3.8 provides details of fisheries cooperatives in the three districts under concern. In
Jaffna district, cooperatives are organised in a three-tier hierarchical system with Fisheries
Cooperative Societies at the village level, Cooperative Unions at the interim ‘divisional’ level
and an apex body at the district level by the name of Fisheries Cooperative Society Union’s
Federation. In Kilinochchi and Mannar fishing cooperatives are organised in a two-tier
system.
Table 3.8 Fisheries Cooperative Societies and Membership 2013.31
District

Jaffna

Kilinochchi

Mannar

Fisheries Cooperative Societies

82

25

36

Fisheries Cooperative Society Unions

12

1

1

Fisheries Cooperative Society Union’s Federation

1

0

0

Membership (male and female)

22,900

2,140

9,487

Source: Northern Provincial Council 2014.

In a remarkable turn of events, and in response to the allegedly poor state of cooperatives in
the country, the MFARD in August 2010 established a new fisheries representative organisation called Rural Fisheries Organisations (RFOs) with the National Fisheries Federation
(Weerasinghje 2010) as their apex body, falling directly under the authority of the Fisheries Minister. While implemented in a delayed fashion in the Northern Province, by the
end of 2012 virtually every village had established one or more RFOs, largely in expectation
of receiving state resources. This implied the creation of a parallel fisheries representative
organisation alongside the existing cooperatives, which were too strongly rooted in most
villages to be simply replaced by a new institution. One of the important consequences of
this move (the implications will be worked out in more detail in subsequent chapters) was
that Fisheries Cooperatives no longer enjoyed protection and support from the Fisheries
Ministry. “Among its critics, RFOs were seen as playing a dual role in strengthening local-governmental patronage ties, while at the same time eroding the legitimacy of the older
FCS structure, which was arguably as politicised, but witnessed a greater form of pluralism
in terms of party allegiance and factionalism” (Siriwardene 2015: 156).
31 Excludes inland/freshwater and defunct cooperatives.
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Figure 3.5 Parallel organisational structures in the architecture of northern Sri Lanka’s fisheries.

Source: author.

3.4

Tamil Nadu trawlers and cross-border fishing

The sizable trawler fleet from Tamil Nadu constitutes another major contender in the Palk
Bay, operating alongside and in competition with Sri Lankan fishers. The purpose of this
section is to provide an informed estimate of the extent of intrusion of Indian trawlers into
Sri Lankan waters. A full socio-economic and institutional profile of the Palk Bay trawler
fleet in Tamil Nadu is provided elsewhere (Stephen et al. 2013b). Tamil Nadu’s total coastline
of 1,076 kilometres hosts 5,767 (Govt. of India 2010) trawlers. It is the 2,500 trawlers berthed
in the approximately 250 kilometre coastline between Nagapattinam and Rameshwaram
that are frequenting northern Sri Lankan waters with various levels of intensity (see Table
3.9).
While there are no exact data available on the frequency and extent of cross-border fishing
by Tamil Nadu trawlers, a reasonable estimate can be made based on daily radar-based
sightings by the Sri Lankan Navy 32, validated with data from Tamil Nadu and observations
from Sri Lankan fishers. Figure 3.6b shows that cross-boundary fishing takes place throughout the year with a major dip in April and May, which is the time of the annual trawl ban
along India’s east-coast (Bavinck et al. 2008). The extent of transboundary fishing (Figure
3.6a) has increased considerably after the war and peaked in 2011. The decrease observed in
2014 may be attributed to the higher frequency of trawler arrests by the Sri Lankan Navy in
2013 (see Table 3.10).

32 These numbers are based on radar images and are likely underrepresenting the actual number of intrusions due to
difficulties of counting during bad weather conditions (personal communication with Navy commander).
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Table 3.9 Size of the trawler fleet and dependence on Sri Lankan waters.
Trawler landing sites

No. of operational
trawlers *

Number of
owners *

Dependence on SL
waters **

Nagapattinam

600

n/a

Medium

Malipattinam

130

104

Low

Sethubavachatiram

75

44

Low

Kottaipattinam

280

107

Medium

Jegathapattinam

240

138

Medium

Soliyakodi

60

73

Low

Lanjiadi

55

120

Low

Thondi

7

211

Low

Mandapam

450

444

Medium

Rameswaram

610

453

High

Total

2,507

n/a

Source: (*) Stephen et al. 2013b; (**) Sathyapalan et al. 2008.
Figure 3.6a Total annual sightings of Tamil Nadu trawlers in Sri Lankan waters (2006–2015).

Source: Sri Lanka Navy (2016).
Figure 3.6b Monthly sightings of Tamil Nadu trawlers in Sri Lankan waters (average 2006–2015).

Source: Sri Lanka Navy (2016).
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These data—being collected and provided by the Sri Lankan Navy—could be argued to be
biased. Yet, knowing that trawlers in this area of Tamil Nadu are allowed to fish a maximum
of 83 days per year due to local regulations, and in practice operate less frequently (Stephen
2015), the data in Figure 3.6a and 3.6b match rather well. Second, given the fact that the Sri
Lankan Navy sends daily reports of trawler sightings to Sri Lankan and Indian authorities—
and includes the registration numbers of a selection of trawlers—the data should not be
dismissed too easily.
Table 3.10 provides a wealth of data on the arrests of trawl fishers by the Sri Lankan Navy
and are validated by data collected from newspapers presented in the same table. It demonstrates that during the initial years after the war the frequency of arrests was extremely limited, which changed in 2013 and 2014 along with the length that trawl fishers were kept in
custody. Yet even in these peak years, the percentage of trawlers arrested for cross-boundary
fishing never exceeded 0.5% of total trawl operations. The political dynamics surrounding
these arrests will be discussed extensively in this dissertation.
Table 3.10 Tamil Nadu trawler intrusions and arrests 2006–2015.
No. of TN
trawler
sightings in
SL waters

Arrested
fishers**

Arrested
Fishers

Seized
Trawlers

Chance
of getting
arrested
no. arrested
/ no. sighted

Total mandays in
custody

Average
days in SL
custody per
fisher

Newspapers

Newspapers

Source

SL Navy

Newspapers*

SL Navy
2016

SL Navy
2016

2006

11,246

-

-

-

-

-

2007

21,045

-

-

-

-

-

2008

31,780

-

-

-

-

-

2009

27,604

175

-

-

1,708

9.8

2010

40,820

56

50

9

0.02%

396

7.1

2011

49,462

182

159

30

0.06%

540

3.0

2012

46,243

205

177

29

0.06%

712

3.5

2013

45,167

730

670

125

0.28%

21,194

29.0

2014

33,024

-

807

167

0.51%

-

-

2015

40,544

-

450

70

0.17%

-

-

* Daily Mirror and The Hindu daily newspaper records
**A single fisher may have been arrested more than one time.

3.5

Zooming in: three vignettes of northern
fisheries

This section offers a picture of the three fishing villages in northern Sri Lanka that were selected for intensive study (see chapter 2). These vignettes provide a detailed socio-economic
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and institutional profile and an understanding of the interactions with the Tamil Nadu
trawler fleet. As a matter of fact, each of these three villages host one of the major fishing
sites in their respective area. Pesalai hosts the biggest FRP fleet in Mannar district, Point
Pedro is one of the major fishing towns in Vadamarachchi North (the north-eastern area of
Jaffna District), while Karainagar is the main fish landing centre on the Island of Karainagar
(see map in section 2.3.2). These villages are all severely affected by the intrusion of Indian
trawlers, but differ significantly in their recent war histories, their demographic and institutional set up, and the character of their fleet and fishing patterns.
Table 3.11 Summary table of three north Sri Lankan fishing villages.
Point Pedro
(Munai)33

Karainagar
(Sambalodai)

Pesalai

No. of fishing families*

440

135

622

No. FCS Members*

600

337

1,186

Nr. of FRP boats**

210

43

230

Source: (*) Local Fisheries Cooperative Administrations; (**) counting.

3.5.1

Point Pedro: cosmopolitism and former ‘periya
tozhil’-grandeur

Located on the utmost north-eastern point of Sri Lanka, Munai is a densely populated landing site and part of Point Pedro town. At the time of this research, it was bordered to the east
by a lighthouse cum Navy harbour and to the west by a small army check-point. The 440
registered fishing families are predominantly Catholics of the Karaiyar caste, and consider
themselves to be one of the superior fishing communities of the Northern Province. The
place stands out for its flourishing pre-war offshore fishery, its self-confident fishing population, the complete devastation caused by the 2004 tsunami, and for being a stronghold of
the LTTE during the war.
Facing the open ocean, Point Pedro fishers have a history of off-shore fishing, which give
them a sense of superiority over other fishers operating in the Palk Bay. Point Pedro fishers
sail to relatively distant offshore places (up to 50 kilometres from the coast) and consider
their work to be a periya tozhil (big work), as opposed to fishing close to the coast for sardine
or crabs (chinna tozhil). Depending on the season and particular time of the month, fishers
with sufficient capital are involved in the periya tozhil for ray fish, king mackerel, snapper
and seer fish. Elder fishers or those with less capital opt rather for the less risky but also less
profitable near-shore sardine fishing. Table 3.12 and 3.13 provide details of seasonality, gear
use and catches throughout the year for four boat owners I tracked carefully. Compared to

33 Point Pedro and Karainagar are the names used commonly when referring to these places, while Munai and Sambalodai are the actual names of the concerned fishing (sub)villages.
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other villages, what stands out is the low fishing frequency (on average one third of the days),
the popularity of ray fishing, and the large fluctuations of revenue throughout the year. One
FRP boat catches on average nine tonnes of fish per year with a value of approximately one
million LKR.
Point Pedro constituted an important battlefield during various episodes in the war, resulting
in numerous population displacements (especially in 1987 and 1996). “In fact, until 2006
the LTTE was in control here. The fishers were the spinal cord of the Tigers. We had no other
choice. That’s why we feared so much when the army took control in 2006” (Fisheries Cooperative Officer, Munai, 11 March 2012). During the war the coastline was mostly barb-wired
and fishing was banned except for fishing with kattumarams up to 500 metres from the
shore during daytime. And even when fishers fetched a good catch, marketing the fish posed
a hurdle due to restrictions on transporting fish to other parts of the country.
Munai also functions as refuge for a sizable fishing community that was displaced from the
nearby area (Myiliddy and Palali) declared a High Security Zone in the nineties, causing
regular tensions amidst an extremely high population density. The majority of resident families have a family member living abroad who provides an irregular flow of remittances and
a somewhat cosmopolitan allure to these families. These international connections are the
result of the sector flourishing economically before the war: “Today those who are rich are
not rich because of fishing, but because of foreign money; however, many people could go
abroad because pre-war our fishing was big” (boat owner Munai, 9 March 2012).
Physically, institutionally and morally the Church forms the nucleus of the village. The Fisheries Cooperative Society (FCS), located in a hall right on the beach, plays an important role
too, both within and beyond the fisheries domain. In the aftermath of the tsunami, it played
a key role in mobilising resources from international donors to finance new boats and gear.
The FCS also mobilised fishers to collectively contribute to the reconstruction of the church.
Although the FCS provides rather basic services to fishers and has hardly any control over
fish marketing, as an institution it is robust, with fishers tabling their problems and discussing their conflicts with the FCS’s board. Boat owners, moreover, mostly pay their weekly fees
of 150 LKR to the board. The Cooperative also implements local regulations regarding which
nets can be used in which season, although enforcement is increasingly problematic due to
the demoralising effect of Indian trawlers’ intrusions. While the FCS acts independently of
the Church, it asks the Church father to mediate communication with the Navy and other
outsiders, both for reasons of language and moral authority.
The Cooperative is part of the Vadamarachchi North FCS Union, the biggest union in Jaffna
District in terms of members and catches. This union had multiple cooler trucks running to
Colombo during the war, which have now been abandoned as the Union is unable to compete with private traders from the south. Fish is marketed through two channels: a small
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auction for mostly local consumption and through traders with cooler trucks who cater to
the Colombo and export markets.
Fishers, who fish in Sri Lanka’s north-eastern seas, are regularly confronted with trawlers
from Nagapattinam District in Tamil Nadu. Unlike trawlers from the districts in Tamil Nadu
adjacent to the Palk Bay, trawlers from Nagapattinam do not face restrictions that allow
them to operate only on alternate days. The result is that the night-time intrusion of trawlers
is much less predictable and off-shore fishing an increasing gamble.
Figure 3.7 Fishing frequency according to season, gear use and revenue in Munai (based on total of
four FRP boats during April 2012–March 2013).

Source: own data collection.

Table 3.12 Catch composition of Munai organised by weight (based on total of four FRP boats during
April 2012–March 2013).
English name

Tamil name

Weight (kg)

%

Value (LKR)

%

Ray fish

tirukkai

16,332

45

1,445,210

39

Sardine

suudai

10,798

30

583,595

16

Marbled spinefoot

sinna oddi

2,590

7

164,000

4

Snapper

tulumandai

1,253

3

338,520

9

Fish (species unclear)

miin

619

2

84,080

2

King mackerel

arakula

575

2

132,800

4

Lobster

dappi

556

2

135,400

4

Carangid

paarai

478

1

179,850

5

Crab

nandu

338

1

189,000

5

Others

2,936

8

443,020

12

Total 1 year 4 boats

36,475

100

3,695,475

100

Source: own data collection.
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3.5.2 Karainagar: marginality and pride
The sleepy and isolated Hindu settlement of Sambalodai is the biggest fishing village on
Karainagar Island and is located on the north-western end of Jaffna district. Throughout the
war, unlike on the Jaffna mainland, the Navy as well as the EPDP 34 maintained significant
control over the island and consequently limited the LTTE’s influence:
“People here supported the LTTE to a certain extent. They made contributions, and would
morally support them, but wouldn’t easily let their people be recruited. The fishers were
perhaps most supportive of them, but nothing like for example in Point Pedro” (Professor
Jaffna University, 16 Oct 2012).

In April 1991 rumours spread that the LTTE were going to invade Karainagar Island,
resulting in a massive exodus of the island’s population who feared armed confrontations.
The relatively wealthy land-owning elite mostly migrated to Europe and Canada, while most
fishers took temporary refuge on Jaffna mainland and in the Vanni. From 1996 onwards
people started to return, but the current population of 12,000 is still far less than the pre-war
40,000. Crucially, unlike in the other two selected villages, both fishers and the wider island
population had a relatively constructive relationship with the Navy. “The navy understood
that their best protection was our support, and thus they were quite flexible with the curfew for example” (Fisher Leader, 6 Sept 2011). During the cease-fire and in May 2009, the
Navy also supported the demand of the Karainagar Fisheries Cooperative to remove fishing
restrictions. This relatively constructive relationship broke down in 2012 when the army
took over from the navy and built a permanent camp at a location considered crucial to local
water supply.
Marginal as Sambalodai may be, it has a bustling FCS that won the best functioning cooperative prize in the Northern Province for three consecutive years (2011–2013) from the
Cooperative Department. After 1996, although the civil war was still crippling the economy,
armed violence mostly bypassed Karainagar, allowing the Cooperative to build up its facilities without much interference. The Cooperative currently has eight employees and runs,
among others things, a bank, a net shop, a makeshift fuel depot and a dryfish production
centre. The Cooperative also owns a cooler truck and a small ice factory, even though catches
are insufficient to run them profitably. Perhaps most significantly, and unlike anywhere else
in the Northern Province, the cooperative is in full control of the auctioning of catches. The
cooperative auctions fish catches to the traders, the traders pay the cooperative, and the cooperative pays the fishers, after deducting 5% for its services. Fishers also maintain personal
savings with Cooperative Bank and contribute to a small life- and sickness insurance system.
The Cooperative’s president sees to it that auctioning and payments are run with meticulous
discipline and efficiency.

34
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Karainagar fishers have a subtle sense of inferiority as they belong to the allegedly ‘lower’ Mukkiyar caste and not the Karaiyar fishing caste that is dominant in Jaffna District.
Karainagar fishers have a stereotype of Karaiyar fishers as brave and bold smugglers, fearless deep-sea sailors, and rowdies solving problems with their fists rather than through talk.
This stereotype also applies to the village’s fishing activity: people tend to make relatively
short trips, hardly go out beyond 15 kilometres from the coast, and target predominantly
sardines and crabs (see Figure 7 and Table 3.13).
Trawlers from various parts of the Indian coast come close to the shore three nights per week
and have a major impact on the village. According to the Cooperative’s meticulous records,
in 2010 and 2011 alone, fishers in Karainagar lost 3 million LKR (23,000 USD) worth of fishing nets to Indian trawlers. During trawl-nights fishers have developed various strategies to
avoid trawlers: some fish close to the shore, others only fish when good catches are expected
while yet others reduce the time they leave their nets in the water or do not venture to sea at
all. But most significantly, fishers report increasingly declining catches, which they attribute
to intense trawling activity. These factors together are pushing many (especially younger)
fishers to exit the sector, opting for local construction work in the district capital or for odd
jobs in the Gulf countries.
Unlike the other two villages, fishers from Karainagar have been reluctant to fully confront
Indian trawlers. Fishers argue that they are too aged and too small in number and that
the power of their engines is too limited and as such confrontation can only affect them
adversely. In addition, though their relationship with the Navy is relatively good, the village
leader lacks the support of the Church and local politicians, making confrontations all the
more risky. Chapter 5 and 6 will deal with their lack of mobilisation in more depth.
Figure 3.8 Fishing frequency according to season, gear use and revenue in Karainagar (based on total
of four FRP boats during April 2012–March 2013).

Source: own data collection.
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Figure 3.8 and Table 3.13 highlight strong seasonal fishing patterns in Karainagar, with
April–August being the low season with very low profits, whereas the two seasons thereafter
are more productive, one in terms of crab fishing and the other for sardine fishing. Crabs and
sardines account for almost 90% of fishers’ revenues. An average fisher makes 221 fishing
trips per year, but records in general low catches (both in volume and value) per trip.
Table 3.13 Catch composition Karainagar (based on total of four FRP boats during April 2012–March
2013).
English name

Tamil name

Weight (Kg)

%

Value (LKR)

%

Sardine

suudai

22,461

76

1,949,470

45

Crab

nandu

5,478

19

1,930,734

44

Marbled spinefoot

sinna oddi

197

1

56,125

1

Spotted seer

siila

179

1

53,430

1

Ribbon fish

vaalai

154

1

23,975

1

King mackerel

arakula

153

1

63,050

1

Big Sciaenid

kuural

110

0

122,700

3

Carangid

paarai

72

0

24,000

1

Sciaenid

panna

71

0

7,865

0

Others

569

2

145,580

3

Total one year 4 boats

29,444

100

4,376,929

100

Source: own data collection.

3.5.3 Pesalai: internal conflict, Indian ties and historic pride
Pesalai, located at the northern side of Mannar Island, is one of the largest fishing centres
in the Northern Province. Apart from a large FRP fleet, it also hosts a small fleet of trawlers,
which is a remnant of Pesalai being one of the centres of fleet modernisation in the 1970s
(DFEO 1983). which are present up until today. The majority of the 622 fishing households
in Pesalai are Catholics and belong to the Paratavar community, the dominant fishing caste
in Mannar district. During the war, the LTTE was never in full control of Mannar Island although they had considerable influence. In 1985, following rumours that the army was about
to move into the Island, the majority of Pesalai fishing families fled to nearby Tamil Nadu by
fishing boats. Two more waves of such displacements to India followed in 1986 and 2006,
which created a certain dependence on and loyalty towards Tamil Nadu. Families suffered
tremendous financial losses in this up-and-down migration and the war had a devastating
effect on this once prosperous town. In a dramatic event in June 2006 the LTTE launched a
surprise attack from fishing boats on the armed forces stationed in Pesalai, resulting in subsequent retaliation on fishers. The armed forces burned 40 fishing boats, 34 fishing huts and
hundreds of nets, and killed several people (Pesalai FCS records, 2nd July 2006). Post-war, in
Mannar district, the Navy maintained a much stronger hold on fishing activity as compared
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to in Jaffna district. Until late 2013 fishers had to register daily at one of the many Navy
booths along the beach, obtain a pass, and report and show the boat upon return. The Navy
argues that these measures were essential due to the high incidence of narcotic smuggling
occurring between India and Sri Lanka. Fishers remark cynically: “Indian fishers come here
freely, while we need a fishing pass to even put our feet in the sea” (fisher, 25 October 2012).
The Pesalai FCS’ buildings testify to a glorious past but are currently dilapidated and for
the most part empty of office bearers and fishers alike. Fishers are unable and unwilling to
pay back their outstanding loans, arguing that catches are too small and the Cooperative
corrupt with little to offer. During the war, the cooperative was a flourishing organisation
with multiple buildings. It provided loans, channelled aid money and possessed a monopoly
on fuel sales.
“We had 17 employees in 2003; we were flourishing. … This has all collapsed in about seven
years. The reason is simple: there’s no fish coming in. Fishers can’t pay back their loans, and
thus don’t want to come here anymore. No fish, no sangam. … Also there’s no external aid
coming in anymore to provide to fishers” (Former FCS leader Pesalai, 13 Sept 2012).

The traders and the church have filled up the institutional vacuum to a large extent. The
marketing of fish and provision of loans is almost exclusively in the hands of about 15
(mostly local) traders. These traders each control 10 to 50 fishing boats. With most fishers
being practicing Catholics (though Muslim, Hindu and protestant minorities are also there),
the church plays a key role in village affairs. Backed by the influential Bishop in Mannar,
the parish priest facilitates Cooperative elections, mediates internal conflicts and lobbies for
fishers with departmental and military authorities.
Compared to the other sample villages, Pesalai fishers are engaged in a wide diversity of
fishing activities, including gillnetting, crab fishing, purse seining and trawling. Since the
end of the war purse seining is the major fishing activity. This involves two FRP boats with
25 horsepower engines encircling schools of fish (mostly low value sardine and herring)
during daytime. Compared to regular gillnet fishing, purse seine operations are highly capital intensive, requiring 150 to 250 litres of fuel for a one-day trip. The diversity of mutually
incompatible boat and gear types and the controversy around and contested legality of purse
seines and trawl nets lead to continuous strife both within the village and between the village
and other fishing villages in the district.
An enormous fleet of 680 trawlers located in Rameshwaram just 55 kilometres westwards
has led to more devastation for fishers here than anywhere else in Sri Lanka. Three days a
week, “it’s like a carnival city of lights: they come to our house and take away our belongings”
(Fishers in Pesalai, March 2012). Going out fishing with gillnets at night time, more so than
in the other two sample villages, guarantees loss of nets. Fishers have therefore adapted
their fishing activities to the presence at night of Indian trawlers: the local trawlers operate
at the same time as Indian trawlers, the purse seiners operate during the day when the In77
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dian trawlers are not present, and the gillnet fishers go to sea after 3 am when the Indian
trawlers have left. While Pesalai fishers have proud memories of how they agitated against
Indian trawlers, in the post-war period demonstrations against trawlers have been absent,
at least partly due to similar reasons as in Jaffna.
“In Nov 2004 we went on strike for three days, and blocked the road with [captured] boats!
Those were the days. Eventually we had to stop as the army threatened us. Now we can’t do
such things; the army observes every move we make all the time. I’m even afraid to talk now”
(Pesalai, former FCS president, 13 Sept 2012).

Figure 3.9 Fishing frequency according to season, gear use and revenue in Pesalai (based on total of
four FRP boats during April 2012–March 2013).

Source: own data collection.
Table 3.14 Catch composition in Pesalai (based on total of 4 FRP boats during April 2012–March 2013).
English name

Tamil name

Weight (Kg)

%

Value (LKR)

%

Five spot herring

karaddai

346,458

48

3,700,774

29

Sardine

tondan

165,602

23

2,779,511

22

Oil sardine

piichalai

128,789

18

2,977,585

23

Belone

mural

25,188

3

45,197

0

Sardine

suudai

22,082

3

916,867

7

Lesser sardine

saalai

16,813

2

658,760

5

Catfish

kolaru

3,987

1

139,300

1

Big mullet

siraya

2,744

0

329,850

3

Crab

nandu

827

0

337,090

3

Others

12,949

2

867,073

6

Total 1 year 4 boats

725,439

100

12,752,007

100

Source: own data collection.
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In addition, since purse seiners and trawlers operate on the fringes of legality, Pesalai fishers
have reason to avoid confrontations with authorities, and hence refuse to participate in district wide protests against Indian trawlers.
Figure 3.9 and 3.14 reveal stark differences regarding fishing between Pesalai and Point
Pedro and Karainagar. This is the result of the particular economics of purse seining which
secures voluminous catches of low value sardine and herring. While catch volume per boat is
about 20 times those of other villages, the relatively high revenues are offset by equally high
fuel expenditures and salary costs due to large crew size (6 to 7).

3.5.4 Diversity of practice, common fates
The three vignettes presented in the above sections demonstrate that the various fisheries of
the Northern Province are not homogeneous. Besides for the physical diversity of the coastline, there are diverse fishing communities engaged in a variety of fishing practices. Table
3.15 captures a few of these differences.
Table 3.15 Overview of fishing patterns of three fishing villages in northern Sri Lanka (based on total
of four FRP boats during April 2012–March 2013).
Munai

Karainagar

Pesalai

No. of FRP boats

160 (+50 boats from
displaced fishers)

43

230

Dominant fishing gear

>5 inch gill nets

<5 inch gill nets

Purse seines

Fishing frequency
(Trips/boat/year)

119

221

190

Average crew/boat

2.2

2.4

5.2

Catch volume
(Tons/boat/year)

9.1

7.3

181

Catch value
(USD/boat/year)

7,092

8,502

24,639

Catch volume/trip
(Kg/trip/boat)

77

33

955

Catch value/trip
(USD/trip/boat)

60

38

130

General

Annual
averages per
boat

Averages per
fishing trip

Source: own data collection.

These villages host fishing communities of different castes, have endured different war
histories and have set up different institutional arrangements that govern everyday life in
the villages. If these places share any commonality, it is their struggle to deal with the more
or less predictable encroachment of trawlers from across the Bay. Each of these villages has
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been deeply impacted by trawlers, even though interactions with these trawlers differ due to
differences of fishing practices. Fishers in different villages also have different responses to
these intrusions, ranging from hijacking trawlers and opportunistic shifting of fishing gears
to silent adaptation, issues explored later.

3.6

Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter was to profile the fisheries sector in northern Sri Lanka in a
context of post-war recovery and transboundary fishing conflict. Given the lack of industrial and service sector employment in the Northern Province after 30 years of war, apart
from agriculture fisheries constitute the most significant sector in terms of employment on
which 20 to 30 percent of the district’s population depends. While most of the educated and
land-owning elite left the war zone during the peak period of the war, fisher families stayed
in the region, either at home or wherever the dynamics of war forced them to go. War-time
violence, displacements, destructions and restrictions crippled a flourishing pre-war sector;
post-war recovery has too been slow, partial and uncertain.
The chapter further demonstrated that the fishing grounds around northern Sri Lanka are
home to a range of fishing niches. While different groups of fishers occupying similar ecological niches causes occasional conflict among northern Sri Lankan fishers themselves, Tamil
Nadu trawlers from across the Palk Bay pose an outright obstacle and result in confrontation
of an entirely different magnitude.Soluptaes eicim quaectius velia el minctat.
Rum eturis sita volorup tiorum consequae. Nemporiatur, quosani hilibusci descide a eost,
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4.1

Introduction

On February 16th, 2011, the fishers of Point Pedro, a fishing town in northern Sri Lanka,
gathered to take action against Tamil Nadu fishers whom they deemed, ‘robbers of our
house’. Making use of small-scale fishing craft, they captured 18 Indian trawlers and 112
crewmembers from Nagapattinam, who were fishing in inshore Sri Lankan waters. One day
later, fishers from the northern Sri Lankan village of Mathagal took a similar course of action, apprehending an additional seven boats and 24 crewmembers from Kottaipattinam, a
trawler landing site in Pudukkottai district. Although all of the Indian fishermen, including
their boats, were sent home two days later following a diplomatic intervention at the highest
political levels, the Sri Lankan fishers had made their point clear. This spectacular event of
tambi (younger brother) standing up against annan (elder brother) was not only a fruitful
ingredient for weeks of energised discussions among fishermen, political moves and newspaper headlines, it also epitomises multiple dimensions of the fishing conflict in the region.
This is not the first time in South Asia that small scale fishers have stood up to the more
technologically advanced trawler fleets (Bavinck 2001, 2011; Kurien and Achari 1988).
Such uprisings are typically instigated by a strong sense of injustice that results from the
widespread destruction of small-scale fishing gear and frustrations with regard to the
appropriation of a large proportion of the marine resource by trawlers. From this perspective, it is of little surprise that the post war re-emergence of the small scale Sri Lankan
fishing fleet has led to a classical fisheries conflict with the sizeable Tamil Nadu trawler fleet.
After all, both are dependent on the same fishing grounds in the Palk Bay. What makes
this conflict unique and, in a sense, more difficult to grasp, however, is its setting in the
trans-boundary waters of the Palk Bay.
With an average depth of nine metres and well-known lack of turbulence, the Palk Bay is a
relatively shallow and calm basin. On its northern edge, it is connected to the Bay of Bengal.
In the south, a small chain of islands and reef shoals popularly known as Rama’s (or Adam’s)
Bridge, separate it from the Gulf of Mannar. As a consequence of the seasonal inflow of
nutrients, the Palk Bay is known for its exceptionally rich fishing grounds, particularly the
Pedro Bank, the Prawn Bank and the Pearl Bank (Sivasubramaniam 1995).
This paper aims to provide an understanding of how the fisheries conflict in the Palk Bay is
connected to the post war recovery of the northern Sri Lankan fisheries sector. The following
two sections provide a conceptual approach on the basis of conflict literature, as well as a
historical overview of the emergence of the Palk Bay conflict. Section four then describes the
research methodology. The subsequent section provides a contemporary review of north Sri
Lankan fisheries, after which section six assesses the impact of Indian trawler fishing on the
recovery of north Sri Lankan fisheries. Finally, section seven analyses how fishermen, government agencies and NGOs in Sri Lanka have reacted to the crisis in the Palk Bay fisheries.
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Understanding fisheries conflicts

Conflicts in fisheries are worldwide phenomena and manifest themselves in numerous ways
(Platteau 1989, Charles 1992, Bennett et al. 2001). According to Bennett et al. (2001: 366),
conflicts typically emerge when “the interests of two or more parties clash and at least one of
the parties seeks to assert its interests at the expense of another party’s interests”. Such interests may result from competition over fish stocks, fishing space or market access (Bavinck
2005). In extension of this perspective, and following Hardin (1968), neo-Malthusianists
suggest that a process of diminishing natural resource stocks generally constitutes an important source of strife (Homer-Dixon 1994).
Although an interest-based approach is a useful starting point for the analysis of conflicts
over natural resources, it neglects the role of both institutions and law. North (1992) pays
attention to the role of institutions in economic affairs, while legal anthropologists point out
the relevance of legal plurality (von Benda-Beckmann 2002). In line with the latter, Bavinck
(2005) argues that conflicting parties in fisheries often refer to different socio-legal systems
and that their differences relate to what the various involved parties view as being ‘fair’.
Johnson and Bavinck (2010) offer an analysis of the blue revolution that has transpired in
India since the 1950s and the conflicts they associated with it from the perspective of legal
pluralism. Building on such insights, a more comprehensive approach to understanding
fisheries conflict suggests that attention must be paid to the socio-legal organisation and
institutional arrangements.
Just as there are no blueprints that single-handedly manage fisheries effectively (Ostrom
2007), there is an absence of blueprints for the types of institutions needed to settle fisheries
conflicts (Kooiman et al. 2005). Rapoport’s (1974) taxonomy of social conflict does, however,
provide two useful entry points. First of all, Rapoport (ibid.) distinguishes between endogenous and exogenous conflicts. Secondly, he separates symmetrical from asymmetrical
conflicts.
Endogenous conflicts are those wherein the conflicting units “are part of a larger system
that has its own mechanisms for maintaining a steady state, which may include mechanisms for controlling or resolving conflict” between the respective units (Rapoport 1974:
175). Exogenous conflicts, on the other hand, are between parties that do not belong to a
larger institutional system, and there are therefore no joint mechanisms for control or resolution. Following this line of thought, Bavinck (2011), discussing the fishing wars that occur
between fishers from Tamil Nadu and Andhra Pradesh, concludes that the latter type of
conflict is potentially more explosive and of longer duration than battles that occur between
fishers from one state. It is reasonable to assume that exogenous conflicts posit a governance
challenge in the sense that it is difficult to bring the conflicting parties under one functioning
governance mechanism and, hence transform them into an endogenous conflict.
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Rapoport’s second distinction classifies conflicts according to whether they are symmetrical
and asymmetrical. Symmetrical conflicts include opponents of comparable weight, while
asymmetrical conflicts juxtapose parties that “may be widely disparate or may perceive each
other in different ways” (1974: 176). This distinction introduces the issue of power and its
effect on the societal dynamics of systems like fisheries (Jentoft 2007). Expanding on the
topic, Rapoport (1974: 176) argues that in the case of asymmetrical conflict it may be such
that “[t]he system revolted against ‘perceives’ itself as defending order and legitimacy; the
insurgents ‘perceive’ themselves as an instrument of social change.” The governance challenge here could be to prevent one group from imposing its will on the other, and, instead,
facilitating the brokering of an agreement that is judged fair (enough) by both parties.

4.3

The Palk Bay fishing conflict: drawing the
contours

In addition to thousands of newspaper articles, various scholars have been investigating the
Palk Bay fishing conflicts from different angles for a number of years. This collection of studies includes specialised accounts on the transnational identity of the Palk Bay fishers (Gupta
2009), the feasibility of a proposed buy-back programme for Indian trawlers (Sathyapalan
et al. 2008), the harsh effects of the civil war on Sri Lankan fishers (Soosai & Stokke 2006;
Stokke & Soosai 2006), as well as an investigation of governance problems affecting the Palk
Bay trawler fleet (Scholtens & Bavinck 2014). More macro analyses have also emerged. From
the Sri Lankan perspective these include detailed policy perspectives on trawler incursions
(Subramanyam and Keethaponchalan 2006, Hettiarachchi 2007, Amarasinghe 2011). On
the Indian side, a number of recent publications offer detailed legal-political accounts of
the contested nature of the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL) and Kachchativu
(Suryanarayan 2005; Suryanarayan & Swaminathan 2009). Vivekanandan (2004, 2010a,
2010b, 2011) also provides an applied perspective that highlights the multi-dimensionality
of the conflict, drawing on detailed accounts of the remarkable fisher dialogues that took
place in 2004 and 2010 (see section 7). Taken together, these publications provide a view
of the multiplicity of underlying causes, the complexity of the conflict and the stakes of the
parties involved.

4.3.1 The emergence of the Indian trawl fleet
With the introduction of trawlers in the 1960s, the fisheries sector in India witnessed a socalled, blue revolution, an allusion to the comparable green revolution in the agricultural
sector (Johnson & Bavinck 2010). The trawl boom in the Palk Bay, was particularly intense.
Between 1980 and 1996 alone, marine fish production in the area doubled (see figure 4.1),
this in a state where the total production increase was merely 38% (Vivekanandan 2010a).
Given the deployment of over 2500 trawlers, concealed within the relatively small Palk Bay
area, Sathyapalan et al. (2007) conclude that the Palk Bay trawler fleet is overcapitalised.
That is, the trawlers’ catching capacity exceeds the carrying capacity of the available fish-
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ing grounds. Tamil Nadu fishermen, small scale and large scale alike, consistently report
declining trends in available fish stocks (Johnson & Bavinck 2010, Scholtens & Bavinck
2014). In this context it is possible to understand Indian fishers’ compulsions to venture into
Sri Lankan waters, which were vacated by the Sri Lankans during the wartime. Tamil Nadu
hosts a trawl fleet of 5300 boats (Govt. of India 2005), of which approximately 2500 are fully
or seasonally dependent on the Sri Lankan waters to secure a profitable catch (Sathyapalan
et al. 2007, Vivekanandan 2010b).
Figure 4.1 Comparison of marine fish production from the Palk Bay between India and Sri Lanka35 (in
tonnes).

Sources: India: 1980–2001 data from Government of Tamil Nadu 1992 and 2004; 2002–2010 data
from Govt of India (2010). Sri Lanka: 1977–1982 data from Government of Sri Lanka 2000 in FAO
2003, after 1983 from Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (2011) and Soosai 2004.

Indian trawler fishers claim that the IMBL—which was drawn in 1974 in a bilateral agreement
(see Suryanarayan 2005) and formally separates the Palk Bay into two sovereign areas—is
an illegitimate line that cuts right through their traditional fishing grounds. Their desperation is evident from the fact that even the painful collisions with the Sri Lankan Navy and,
more recently, Sri Lankan fishers, have not deterred them from targeting Sri Lankan fishing
grounds. Especially during the Sri Lankan civil war, with a tense and suspicious Sri Lankan
Navy, the number of firings, injuries and deaths have been numerous. Although people dis-

35 The relatively sudden dive in Indian production is related to a change in the source of data in 2001. Indian Palk
Bay production is taken as the sum of Thanjavur, Puddukotai and 70% of Ramnad District landings (remaining 30%
Gulf of Mannar). Sri Lankan production taken as Jaffna and Mannar production combined.
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agree about the precise figures, estimates suggest that at least 100 Indian fishers have been
killed, while an additional 350 Indian fishers have been seriously injured (Suryanarayan and
Swaminathan 2009). Nevertheless, as Vivekanandan (2011: 11) observes, “It was an irony
that the Indian fishers had a free run of Sri Lankan waters right throughout the war period
while their Sri Lankan brothers were severely curbed from pursuing their livelihood”. In
other words, the civil war may have created a military threat to Indian fishers, but it also
provided a vacuum of fishing activity on the Sri Lankan side to be filled by Indian activity.

4.3.2 North Sri Lankan fisheries and the civil war
On the Sri Lankan side of the Palk Bay, fishers from the Northern Province are just recovering from a protracted civil war. Over the course of thirty years of armed conflict between the
LTTE and the Sri Lankan armed forces, many fishers were displaced from their villages and
fishing activity was heavily restricted for security reasons. Since 2009, when the war ended,
fishers have gradually been resettling in the area, restrictions are being lifted, and the sector
has witnessed a slow recovery. It is in the context of this recovery that fishing communities
encounter the much larger Indian vessels that trawl their waters. The incursions of Indian
trawlers result in the continuous destruction of nets and constitutes a major hindrance to
the livelihoods of Sri Lankan fisher households.
Figure 4.1 demonstrates that the fisheries sector in Sri Lanka’s Northern Province was
flourishing prior the start of the civil war. The production of Jaffna District alone (48,000
tonnes) contributed to 25% of the total Sri Lankan catch in 1982 (Soosai & Stokke 2006).
During the war, regional production plummeted to almost zero, with only two brief intermissions: the first during the presence of the Indian Peace Keeping Force and the second during
the 2002–2006 cease fire period. Reasons for the collapse of fish production during the
war include the massive displacement of coastal communities, fishing restrictions and the
destruction of gear (Soosai & Stokke 2006). In the year and a half since the end of the war,
with most equipment being gradually replaced, production levels have grown to only 42%
of pre-war levels, contributing a mere 6% of all contemporary Sri Lankan catch (MFARD
2011). On the Indian side, on the contrary, fisheries production almost tripled during the 30
years of civil war.
The war inflicted heavy damage on the north Sri Lankan fishing population. Ten percent of
the surveyed fishers recall having lost one or more household members, and 89% of them
have been displaced at least once. Many fishing households were continuously on the move
for prolonged periods of time (Soosai & Stokke 2006). In addition, most coastal areas were
designated as High Security Zones, implying restrictions that bound fishers to only a few
hours of fishing per day, within one kilometre of the shore and using only non-motorised
equipment.
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It cannot be denied that the resumption of Sri Lankan fisheries after the war has added
a significant dimension to the issue of transboundary fishing. Whereas prior to 2009 the
conflict was primarily an issue between the Indian trawlers and the Sri Lankan Navy, the
present-day conflict has become a struggle between small-scale and large-scale fishers. Furthermore, despite the deaths of several Indian fishers under unclear circumstances in the
Palk Bay since the end of the war, Indian pressure on Sri Lanka has resulted in strict instructions from Colombo that the Navy leave ‘bona fide fishers’ alone. Sri Lankan fishers argue
that when they beg their navy to curb the encroachment of Indian trawlers, they consistently
receive the message: “we’re sorry, but our hands are tied [by our Ministry]”. Our research
demonstrates that Sri Lankan fishers are desperate about this state of affairs. They point
out that while politicians in Tamil Nadu shed crocodile tears over ‘their’ trawler fishers, the
Sri Lankan government turns a blind eye to their plight to prevent the deterioration of the
relationship with a powerful neighbour.

4.4

North Sri Lankan fishermen: the status quo

At the Sri Lankan side, the Palk Bay (and Palk Strait) fishing communities are dispersed
over a 420 kilometres coastline (FAO 2003), stretching westwards from Point Pedro by way
of the Jaffna Islands conglomeration at the western side of the Jaffna peninsula, down to
Jaffna town. After crossing the Jaffna lagoon, it expands towards the scarcely populated
coastal Kilinochchi continuing further southwards through northern Mannar before reaching Talaimannar, the western tip of Mannar Island.
Table 4.1 Fishing population by district during and after the war.

District
Jaffna

Kilinochchi

Mannar

Total

Category

1999 (*)

2011 (*)

fishing households

10,698

17,579

fishing population

48,653

76,820

fishing households

n/a

3,220

fishing population

n/a

12,000

fishing households

4,165

7,840

fishing population

20,637

30,181

fishing households

n/a

28,639

fishing population

n/a

119,001

total population
2011 (**)

percentage
fishers 2010

567,229

14%

103,717

12%

95,430

32%

766,376

16%

Source: MFARD 2011 (*); Govt. of Sri Lanka 2012 (**).

Fully surrounded by seas and lagoons, and with marginal industrial or service sectors, it is
no surprise that fisheries quickly regained a prominent status in the Northern Province after
the war. In 2011, the total number of households involved in fishing in the three districts
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totalled 28,639 (MFARD 2011)36. This figure equates to a total fishing population of approximately 119,000 people (see Table 4.1). Considering the area’s total population of 871,000,
such figures point towards a substantial regional dependency on the fisheries sector.
Fisheries in the Northern Province are highly diverse, employing a wide range of boatgear combinations. Motorised, fibreglass reinforced plastic (FRP) boats of 18 to 23 feet in
length are the most commonly used boat type. These vessels provide fishers with an operational radius of about 40 kilometres. Traditional craft, which include wooden vallams and
kattumarans, are popular for operations closer to the coast and in the lagoons. The blue
revolution in Sri Lanka has also brought about a second, smaller category of so-called 3,5
tonne (28–32 feet) boats that are equipped with an inboard engine (<50 horsepower). These
include gillnetters, but also a small fleet of about 200 aged trawlers, berthed in Jaffna Town,
Pesalai and Valvittiturai. Finally, it is worth noting that out of the 444 boat-owning respondents, 83% own one boat, 15% two craft, while only 2% reported owning three or more craft.
The figures indicate a low level of ownership clustering and capitalisation.
Table 4.2 Overview boat types present in the Northern Province (2010).
District

One day boats
(incl. trawlers)

FRP OBM
boats

Motorised
trad. craft

Non-motorised
trad. craft

Jaffna

148

2,040

720

2,910

Kiliochchi

0

170

90

100

Mannar

286

2,410

380

590

Total

434

4,620

1,190

3,600

Destroyed boats
during war and
tsunami, Jaffna*

658

2,928

1,691

6,290

Sources: MFARD (2011); FAO (2003); Stokke et al. (2008).

Fishers use a wide variety of nets, each of which is suitable for particular species of fish that
prevail seasonally at specified locations. The predominant fishing method is gillnetting. This
is often labelled a passive fishing style, with nets being laid out on the sea bottom or at the
surface for some time during the night before being hauled in. Fishers use gillnets with a
1–5″ mesh size to target pelagic species, such as sardines and silver bellies. Small-mesh
monofilament nets (which have recently been banned) are used in Mannar and Kilinochchi
to catch crabs. Large size gillnets (6–18″) are used to catch shark, skate, barracuda, trevally,
seer and ray fish. The trammel net (locally called disco valai) is usually employed in coastal
operations close to rocks and corals. For deep-sea operations, fishers also equip themselves
with long lines and purse seines. Finally, fishers use a range of traditional gears, among

36 Of the 28,639 households, 17,501 were included in the household survey. This difference is attributed to the
exclusion of fishers fishing in the lagoon and in the Gulf of Mannar, south of Mannar Island.
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others stake nets, prawn nets and traps, beach seines and cast nets. Generally speaking,
scholars argue that, given the seasonality of the occupation, it is crucial for fishers to possess
or have access to a diversity of fishing nets (Bavinck 2001). A successful fisher in Mathagal or
Karainagar, for example, makes sure that he has access to at least a trammel, a sardine (1″),
an arrakottian (2–3″) and a seven-inch net.
We mentioned earlier that most fishing restrictions have now been removed and many High
Security Zones have been progressively lifted in the period from 2009 to 2011. This is not to
say that the situation has completely normalised. Several coastal areas are still not opened
to civilians, and Mannar and Kilinochchi fishers still require a navy approved pass for
fishing. Important fishing harbours remain monopolised by the navy, while army and navy
personnel are very much present in the landing sites of the Northern Province. In an effort
to understand the relative importance of different post-war obstacles faced by fishermen,
our survey respondents were asked in an open question to reveal the single most important
problem faced in their current life as a fisherman. The answers, which were re-coded in ten
categories, show that while poverty and lack of fishing equipment are dominating concerns,
26% (item 2 plus 5) of the fishers consider Indian trawler intrusion and the related poor fish
resources the primary obstacle in their livelihood. We will argue in the next section that the
first item, i.e. poverty, is also strongly related to the incursions of Indian trawlers.
Table 4.3 Self-reported most important problem currently faced by north Sri Lankan fishermen.
Rank

Issue

Frequency

Percentage

1

Poor income / poverty

203

22%

2

Indian trawler intrusion

180

19%

3

Lack of own boat and/or gear

140

15%

4

Banned nets (trawl and monofilament)

83

9%

5

Poor fish resources

67

7%

6

Weather, uncertainty and seasonality

54

6%

7

Security issues (pass system, Navy presence, HSZ)

45

5%

8

Lack of job opportunities

12

1%

-

Miscellaneous

113

12%

-

No answer

28

3%

-

Total

925

100%

Source: household survey .
37

37 The number of respondents used for analysis in this chapter is lower than number in the methodology section
(925 instead of 999). Reason is the exclusion of three villages from analysis which in hindsight proved mainly dependent on lagoon fisheries.
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4.5 Trans-boundary fishing: local impact
Although scholars have made some estimates to assess the damage inflicted by the Indian
trawlers to the Sri Lankan economy at large 38, our aim is to detail the impact of the trawlers
on fishermen’s livelihoods at the local level. Of the respondents in the household survey,
62% (N=569) indicate having been affected by the Indian trawlers, with the remaining 38%
consisting mostly of people operating traditional crafts. In an open question, those respondents who indicated that they had been affected were asked to describe the nature of the
impact (table 4.4), each of which will be shortly described in this section.
Table 4.4 Response to question “how are you affected by Indian trawlers”?
Loss/damage
of nets

Loss of
Income

Loss of
fishing days

Loss of fish
resources

Frequency

314

322

407

383

Percentage

55.2%

56.6%

71.5%

67.3%

Source: household survey (N=569, more than one answer possible).

Most tangible is the loss or damage of fishing nets, which tends to occur at night, when
(moving) trawl boats easily run through the long but invisible gillnets employed by the Sri
Lankans. 314 respondents indicate that they have lost nets since the end of the war. Table 4.5
provides a quantitative account of the extent of these losses for two villages.
Table 4.5 Financial losses of two cooperative societies resulting from gear destruction.
Karainagar Fisheries
Cooperative Society

Mathagal Fisheries
Cooperative Society

Reporting period

1 Feb 2010 to 1 April 2011

2 July 2009 to 16 Oct. 2011

Reporting duration

14 months

26.5 months

Total number of boats in the coop. society

43

83

Number of incidents with trawlers

76

124

Affected net owners

52

110

Total pieces of net lost

476.5

769.5

Total financial loss (LKR)

2,898,000

6,459,100

Average losses per boat (LKR)

67,395

77,820

Source: account books of the respective fisheries cooperative societies.
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Given the considerable risk of losing a net at sea, fishers are extremely wary of venturing out
to the sea during those nights that they expect visiting Indian colleagues. Trawler incursions
are rather predictable, as those trawlers berthed in Indian Palk Bay villages are subjected
to a rule that only allows them to venture out to sea on Saturday, Monday and Wednesday
nights 39. During these days, Sri Lankan fishers either take the considerable risk to venture
out to sea, opt for marginal fishing close to the coast or stay home all together. This explains
why 71.5% of the fishers report ‘loss of fishing days’ (see Table 4.4).
Table 4.6 Catch value difference between trawl-nights and trawler-free nights in Karainagar (values
in LKR)40.
Data origin ➔

FCS Auction

Private Trader

Period ➔

June 1st 2010–May 31st 2011

September 2011

Fishing night:

Total Catch Value

Total Catch Value

Friday–Saturdays (trawler-free)

3,597,940

83,762

Saturday–Sundays (trawl)

3,189,420

25,349

Sunday–Mondays (trawler-free)

3,981,780

197,486

Monday–Tuesdays (trawl)

2,299,740

48,270

Tuesdays–Wednesdays (trawler-free)

3,522,560

95,160

Wednesdays–Thursdays (trawl)

2,418,360

67,686

Total trawler-free nights

11,102,280 (58%)

376,408 (73%)

Total trawler nights

7,907,520 (42%)

141,305 (27%)

Missed income (difference)

3,194,760

2,821,242

Source: Ambal Fisheries Cooperative Society, Karainagar and Anai Seafoods.

Table 4.6 reveals the considerable differences of catch values between a ‘trawler night’ and a
‘trawler free night’ in Karainagar. The catch data, which represent approximately 75% of all
landings (auction plus one out of the two private traders), show an annual missed income
of approximately 6 million LKR (Sri Lankan Rupees), or 40,000 LKR per fisherman, which
constitutes about 20% of fishermen’s annual revenue. The reasons for the significantly higher difference for the private trader (right column) in comparison to the auction is the fact
that the former buys the high value catches, which are typically caught in the deep seas (inaccessible when trawlers come), whereas the auctioned fish for the local market is typically
caught closer to the shore. These values are likely a serious undervaluation of actual income

39 This rule, known as the 3–4 day rule, or alternate night rule, was implemented in the late 70s to separate small
scale and trawler fishing activity (Bavinck 2003). The rule does not apply to boats based in Nagapattinam, the fleet of
which thus operates any day a week around the North Eastern parts of Jaffna District.
40 Fridays are excluded as fishers often do not go to the seas on Thursday nights for religious reasons. Including
such data would therefore distort comparability. As September constitutes an average fishing month according to the
fishermen, the value for private traders is extrapolated to a one year period.
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loss, as it is reasonable to assume that catches would also increase on ‘trawler free nights’ in
case of a more durable absence of trawlers.
These losses have significant implications for the local economy. Crewmembers find themselves unable to cover their living costs by fishing for only three days per week and, instead,
move to find coolie work in town, hence making them unavailable for those days when their
labour is much needed. Hindu fishers confess that they have increasingly taken to fishing on
trawl-free religious days. “If the catches are good, we have to go on the trawler-free nights,
even if there is a festival” (cooperative society leader Karainagar). Some fishers have stopped
fishing all together, deeming the profession no longer profitable. This explains the large
number of idle boats that are found in the region’s coastal villages.
Notwithstanding these significant, direct impacts, fishers complain most vigorously about a
less visible aspect. That is, the destructive nature of the trawl nets employed by the Indian
fishermen. As one fisher notes: “These trawlers scoop up any fish; if this continues, what will
there be left to our children?” The harmful nature of the bottom-trawl net, which typically
sweeps the sea’s surface and is indiscriminate in its catch, is widely recognised (e.g. Pauly et
al. 2002). As mentioned earlier, there are indications that the trawlers berthed in the Palk
Bay have overexploited the Indian waters to such an extent that they have had to migrate
to more distant waters to secure a profitable catch, a phenomena aptly described by Berkes
et al. (2006) as a process of sequential overexploitation caused by ‘roving bandits’. The free
movement of Indian trawlers in Sri Lankan waters is felt to be particularly intolerable, as a
full ban on trawling was ordered in Sri Lanka on August 4th 201041. In this light, it is telling
that 65% of our survey respondents agree with the statement “I don’t care that Indian fishers
are crossing the boundary, their trawl net is the problem”.

4.6

Fisher responses to trawler intrusion

Given the challenged posed by the trawlers to the north Sri Lankan fishermen, it is of considerable interest that we investigate if and how the latter is reacting collectively. In this regard,
it is worthwhile to consider the activities of Fisheries Cooperative Societies (FCS), which
function as the primary representative bodies of fishermen. The FCS’s, which are present
in every landing centre in the Northern Province, are collectively organised in Unions, with
in Jaffna the District Cooperative Society Union’s Federation forming a third hierarchical
layer. Whereas the cooperative movement in other parts of Sri Lanka has lost its significance
over the past decade (Amarasinghe & Bavinck 2011), FCS’s in the north continued to play a
significant role in fisheries affairs (Shanmugaratnam 2003).

41 Govt. of Sri Lanka (2010) Gazette No. 1665/16 Article 4: “No person shall engage in any dredging at the sea bed
or undertake trawling operations within Sri Lanka Waters in relation to any activities specified in this regulation for
which a fishing operation license has been issued”.
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Apart from the apprehension of trawlers in February 2011, which generated ample media
attention, it is the insignificance of the FCS’s actions that stand out. About 100 fishers from
the Mathagal FCS held a demonstration in front of the Indian High Commission, showing
broken nets and having their mouths muffled with black scarves. The FCS Federation also
wrote a wide range of letters to Sri Lankan Ministers and Members of Parliament, as well
as to Jayalalita (chief minister Tamil Nadu) and former Indian President Abdul Kalam, begging them to take up their plight. In addition, FCS leaders sought, and sometimes found,
media attention. Perhaps the most promising of efforts, however, was the formation of the
‘Northern Province Fisher People’s Alliance’ in March 2011, which was supposed to become
a collective platform of all FCS of the Northern Province. The poor manner in which this
body has been functioning during the past year, resulting from internal competition between
fishing leaders and political interference, is illustrative of the situation. In fact, fisher leaders
are rather lost when it comes to giving shape to their struggle. We argue that is the result of
three interlinked factors:
First, in the post-LTTE context, the political climate restricts Tamil fishers’ ability to mobilise
and take their struggles into their own hands. At least two initiatives to come together for a
demonstration were cancelled before they could materialise as a result of fisher leaders’ fear
for possible repercussions. That fact that the Sri Lankan Navy arrested Jaffna fishers who
tried to chase the trawlers provides further illustration.
Second, the fishermen’s stance towards the trawlers and Tamil Nadu is ambivalent. Although
their livelihood is severely affected by the Tamil Nadu trawlers, “[t]he warmth and hospitality shown by the Indian fishers to the refugees [during the civil war] had also created a deep
sense of obligation” (Vivekanandan 2011: 12). The fact that 67% of the respondents agrees
with the statement that “Indian fishers are my brothers as we are all tied by the same sea,”
while 55% subscribes to the statement that now they have become enemies, is illustrative
of the ambivalence of the relationship. So too is a quote from a letter written by the Jaffna
Fisheries Federation to CM Jayalalitha, after her recent electoral victory. It reads,
“Honoured Chief Minister, … Our relatives of Tamil Nadu, who are related to us through
our umbilical cords and blood, encroach our sea area with their trawlers and scoop up our
marine resources destroying our equipment which we acquired in indebtedness” (Jaffna
Fisheries Cooperative Societies Union’s Federation, 2011).

In other words, the fact that Tamil Nadu has been a strong ally for Sri Lankan Tamils during
and after the civil war, while now being the source of misery, creates a mental and political
stalemate. This factor also causes the Sri Lankan Tamil political representation not to take
up the issue.
Third, over the course of the past year, fishers have become increasingly divided along
regional and political lines. The recent inauguration of a completely new fisheries organisation, the ‘Rural Fisheries Organisation,’ which was set up by the Ministry of Fisheries and
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Aquatic Resources Development and appointed a new set of fisher leaders in Jaffna district,
created a further confusion, inhibiting effective fisher leadership.
The net result of these factors is a fishing population eager to take collective action, but
trapped by a strong sense of powerlessness. Ordinary fishers are also starting to lose faith in
the capacity of the FCS to take any measures in their interest, resulting in a further erosion
of the legitimacy and functioning of this important body of fisher representation.

4.7

Civil society and government responses to
trawler intrusion

The inability of fisher representative bodies to give voice to their struggle questions the extent to which more structural efforts to settle this conflict have materialised. Two types of the
structured efforts are worth mentioning in this regard: 1) at the bilateral level, the two governments held a number of meetings between (representatives from) the relevant ministries
to address the controversies, and 2) NGOs 42 have attempted to find a solution by initiating
and facilitating dialogues between fishers from both sides.
The first bilateral meeting regarding the fisheries problems between the two countries was
held in New Delhi on the 21st of April 2005, in response to agitations of Tamil Nadu fishers and their political leaders (Amarasinghe 2011). Here, a MoU was drawn up between
the respective ministries, which made a provision for the establishment of a bilateral Joint
Working Group of fisheries (JWG). The MoU sought for “enhanced surveillance to minimise the problem of incursions of fishing vessels from both sides in each other’s waters”, as
well as providing modalities for dealing with fishers “straying inadvertently into each others
waters”.
Although the MoU has never been officially approved, three JWG meetings were subsequently held; one in 2008, one in March 2011, and most recently in January 2012. In 2008,
with the war still going on, the resultant joint statement suggested that “Indian fishing vessels will not venture into these identified sensitive areas” (Joint Statement in Suryanarayan
& Swaminathan 2009: 16). This indirectly implied that Indian fishers were allowed to fish
in the rest of Sri Lankan waters. The 2011 and 2012 Joint Working Group meetings avoided
the tough questions, with the Indian government reiterating that any violence against bona
fide fishers is unjustifiable and the Sri Lankan authorities stressing that the International
Boundary Line has to be respected.

42 These include SIFFS (South Indian Federation of Fisheries Societies), ARIF (Alliance for the release of innocent
fishermen) and FishMarc on the Indian side and CARITAS and NAFSO (National Alliance for Fisheries Solidarity
Movement) on the Sri Lankan side.
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Termed “a silver lining in an otherwise bleak horizon” by Suryanarayan and Swaminathan
(2009: 12), there have been two occasions where NGOs facilitated a dialogue between the
contestants by bringing a group of fishers from Tamil Nadu to north Sri Lanka (May 2004)
and from north Sri Lanka to Tamil Nadu (August 2010). Vivekanandan (2004) aptly summarises the results of the 2004 meeting from the viewpoint of the Indian trawl fishers as:
Fishing for a Favour, Netting a Lesson. While Indian fishers came to kindly seek permission from the Sri Lankan fishers to fish in Sri Lankan waters under certain conditions to
be specified, Sri Lankan fishers were so resolute in their refusal of the trawl technique that
eventually the Indian fishers came to agree that trawling should eventually be stopped bearing in mind that such a change would require time and government assistance. In the ‘return
visit’ of 2010, a group of 23 Sri Lankan fishers toured the Indian coast from Rameshwaram
to Nagapattinam and were given a spirited welcome. The tour converged into two days of
negotiations in Chennai and resulted in a detailed agreement stating that trawling in Sri
Lankan waters was only permitted under strict temporal and spatial restrictions (e.g. 70
specified days per year). These restrictions would expire within a year, after which trawling should be stopped all together (Vivekanandan 2010b). The agreement was submitted to
both governments for approval, but dismissed with the following statement:
“ … I wish to inform you that the Government of Sri Lanka nor the Government of India have
appraised of the proposals that have been agreed upon by two fishing communities from
Jaffna and Tamil Nadu during the Chennai meeting” (MFARD 2010).43

Although these exchanges were indeed promising in terms of creating a mutual understanding between the fisher contestants, the lack of full support from the governments, despite
formal statements in which authorities from both sides tended to support them, was a clear
weakness. Just as the bilateral JWG meetings were devoid of considerations fishermen’s
perception of the problem, the bilateral fisher-to-fisher agreements had come about in the
absence of foreign affairs and defence considerations. Indeed, from a foreign affairs or defence perspective, it was probably too awkward to have fishers deciding upon the conditions
of the IMBL, even if it would solve some of the problems. In this context it is telling that
the JWG participants and fisher leaders have never had a single joint meeting. The most
important lesson of these interactions is that to reach any viable solution, fishers and the
governments need to work together rather than act in isolation of one another in search for
a solution.

4.8

Conclusion: the way forward

We posited that fisheries conflicts typically revolve around the allocation of fishing rights,
i.e. who is allowed to fish when, where, and how. Using endogenous versus exogenous conflicts as an important distinction, we also put forth the notion that the presence of appropri-

43 Quote from letter sent by Sri Lankan Ministry of Fisheries to NAFSO, one of the conveners of the dialogues. Dated
30 September 2010.
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ate institutions is a core factor in settling such disputes. The nature and intractability of the
Palk Bay conflict is well explained by this framework.
It has become clear that the contestants’ livelihood interests are considerable. A large group
of Sri Lankan fishers have resumed their occupation and are encountering a large group
of Indian fishers in pursuit of the same fish resources using incompatible fishing methods.
These interests primarily revolve around the allocation of fishing rights, the contestations
of which have clear spatial and technological dimensions. The Sri Lankan civil war, which
resulted in the securitisation of the Palk Bay, the unequal technological developments in the
fishery sectors of both sides and the politicisation of the Tamil versus Sinhala dichotomy,
further exacerbated the tensions.
The conflict has generated a multiplicity of governance efforts, carried out by the fishers
at the lowest level and the state governments at the highest level, that have missed their
targets due to their fragmentation. Given the absence of a larger institution that provides
an umbrella mechanism for control or resolution, the Palk Bay conflict is thus an archetypal
example of an exogenous conflict. In addition, the power balance of the conflict weighs heavily to the Indian side, both in terms of fishing technology and at the level of geopolitics.
This points to a conflict that is highly asymmetrical in nature. Accordingly, as foreseen by
Rapoport (1974), the paternalistic stance adopted by the dominant party is another obstacle
towards brokering an agreement that is acceptable to both parties.
We have demonstrated that the asymmetrical and exogenous nature of the conflict has
caused great difficulties in channelling these conflicting interests in a constructive manner.
The net result is a poor wellbeing of both Indian and north Sri Lankan fisher communities,
while the diplomats responsible for Indo-Sri Lankan ties are continuously confronted with
relatively minor, albeit complex, issues stemming from the conflict.
Our analysis suggests that many of the currently circulating proposals are inappropriate; not
a single one of them responds to the core characteristics of the conflict. These include fishing
on alternative days by Indian and Sri Lankan fishers (this is de facto the present status quo);
providing trawlers with GPS or advanced warning systems (Indian fishers know the location
of the boundary perfectly well); making the Palk Bay a common fishing ground for all (misses
the point of unequal technological capacities); pursuing stock enhancements (misses the
point of allocation); and finally, India leasing or acquiring Kachchativu (misses the fact that
the lion share of the trawler activity is undertaken in waters far beyond Katchchativu).
Although it is not our pretension to prescribe a solution for the conflict, our analysis does
provide several necessary ingredients for building towards a settlement.
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•

First, it needs to be recognised that with the post-war resumption of the Sri
Lankan fishermen, this is primarily a conflict between two groups of technological
dissimilar fishermen, rather than one between poachers and armed forces.

•

Second, we need to recognise that the major driver of the conflict is the overcapitalised trawler fleet in Tamil Nadu, which is primarily a fisheries management issue.
As Indian authorities are increasingly admitting 44, this fleet needs fundamental
restructuring. Guided by a proper understanding of the limitations of the easily
overvalued deep sea resources, some parts may be decommissioned, while other
parts may be converted to deep sea vessels.

•

Third, governments need to realise that however many meetings the JWG and
experts may have, even if they touch upon the tough questions, the conflict is
doomed to muddle through without the genuine involvement of the fishermen.
Fishers know the conflict from the ground, they know what is practically feasible,
as well as what would be acceptable to them. Enforcing an agreement that does not
have their support is therefore not only undesirable, but unfeasible as well, requiring a prohibitively expensive enforcement infrastructure.

•

Fourthly, finding a long-term solution is not only a matter of getting the modalities
right, but engaging in an institution-building process. Recalling Rapoport’s (1974)
terminology, the Palk Bay conflict is an archetypical example of an exogenous conflict due to the fact that there is clearly no available umbrella institution that provides a platform of interaction for all relevant parties. The major challenge, therefore, is the transformation of the conflict into an endogenous one, in turn implying
the creation of a platform and a vision that integrates all relevant stakeholders.

Afterword
This chapter was published as an article in the popular Indian scientific journal Economic
Political Weekly, which enjoys a wide readership amongst Indian scientists and policy
makers. A mere week after its publication, the equally popular Tamil nationalist website
tamilnet.com (which at that time was banned in Sri Lanka and run mostly by diaspora
Tamils) published a critical review under the title “EPW article on Palk Bay fishermen misses crux of the matter”. I quote one section:
The Mumbai-based Economic and Political Weekly (EPW) in a 23 June article on
trans-boundary fishing incursions in the Palk Bay reduces the issue as arising from mere
“unequal technological developments” between the sides of the bay. The article misses or
doesn’t want to see the larger issue: the overlapping imperialist and genocidal agendas

44
See, for example, http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/chennai/article2747704.ece “Chief Minister seeks
special financial package for State” [Accessed May 13, 2016].
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respectively of the establishments in New Delhi and Colombo carrying out a two-pronged
attack on the nation of Eezham Tamils 45, ultimately to grab their coasts and seas. Colombo’s military and Sinhala fishermen occupying the coasts of Eezham Tamils and New Delhi
setting Tamil fishermen on either side against each other are not two different issues. The
fundamental flaw of the EPW article is that it sees the affected party as ‘Sri Lankan fishermen’ while in truth even the Sri Lankan state doesn’t see them in that spirit…46 (TamilNet
2012).

This response is interesting for various reasons and links back to both the prologue of this
book, section 2.2 on conspiracies as well as section 2.6 on politics and positionality. On the
one hand, one could dismiss this review as a stereotypical Tamil nationalist position on the
Palk Bay fisheries issue, in which the marginality of north Sri Lankan fishers is framed as
the result of a Sinhala-military colonisation of northern Sri Lanka plus a smartly devised
divide-and-rule conspiracy against Tamils planned by Indian and Sri Lankan authorities.
One problem with this analysis is that it starts with a fixed Tamil-versus-Sinhala framing
and interprets any phenomenon on this ethnic fault line. However, this framing conceals the
fact that trawlers run by Tamil Nadu fishers are ruining the livelihoods of their ‘Sri Lankan
Tamil brothers’ across the bay. It also ignores the hypocrisy of Tamil nationalist politics in
relation to the Palk Bay and the fact that this fisheries issue may not be easily captured in
Tamil-versus-Sinhala terms.
On the other hand, the review usefully demonstrates how much the domain of fisheries is
entangled with the domain of ethnic politics. It suggests that studying and understanding
fisheries issues in isolation from their political context would be naive. My EPW article,
while touching upon power asymmetries, does not explicitly contextualise or historicise the
struggle of Tamil people, their systematic marginalisation within Sri Lanka, and how they
are ‘betrayed’ by India at various points in history. In this light, the point that the TamilNet
reaction is probably making, is that we are focusing too much on fisheries in isolation, while
there may be other—more dominant—concerns in the Palk Bay, connected to political agendas on both Indian and Sri Lankan sides, that influence the way fishing disputes are treated.
Chapter 6, 7 and 8 will deal more extensively with these tensions.

45 The term Eezham Tamils, which has a strong separatist connotation, refers to Tamils who live in North and East
Sri Lanka.
46 The full review is available at: https://www.tamilnet.com/art.html?catid=79&artid=35348 [Accessed May 13,
2016].
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transboundary fisheries: implications for
small-scale fishers in northern Sri Lanka
and beyond

This chapter is a minor revision of the published book chapter:
Scholtens J. 2015. Limits to the governability of transboundary fisheries: Implications for
small-scale fishers in northern Sri Lanka and beyond. In: Jentoft and Chuenpagdee eds.
Interactive Governance for Small-Scale Fisheries: Global Reflections. Dordrecht: Springer,
pp. 515–536.
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5.1

Introduction

Exploitation of natural resources across political boundaries, like transboundary fishing, is
a worldwide phenomenon that raises concerns of ecological sustainability and social justice.
Challenges pertain both to effectiveness in terms of environmental sustainability outcomes,
as well as to the inclusiveness of the arrangements, particularly in terms of providing space
for small-scale fisheries (Chuenpagdee et al. 2005). Various international and transnational
institutions have been tasked with the governance of transboundary fisheries but their
achievements have been notably poor (White & Costello 2014; Cullis-Suzuki & Pauly 2010).
This gives rise to the question of why transboundary fisheries are such a tricky governance
subject that demand understanding of the governability challenges involved, in particular as
they pertain to small-scale fisheries.
This chapter derives its insights from a case study in the Palk Bay, where South Indian
trawlers are fishing in large numbers in north Sri Lankan waters, obstructing the operations
of thousands of small-scale fishers. These north Sri Lankan fishers are thus involved in a
transboundary fishing conflict with technologically superior Indian trawlers. This marginal
position is partly the result of the recent civil war (1983–2009) that crushed the livelihoods
of north Sri Lankan fishers (Soosai & Stokke 2006) and partly due to the lack of power and
political representation in post-war local and national politics. Such multidimensional marginality of small-scale fishers is by no means unique and in fact a common phenomenon of
small-scale fishers (e.g. FAO 2014). While reallocating resources to small-scale fisheries and
reinstituting their rights may be goals worth striving for, the question is why these are so
difficult to achieve in practice.
The problem of transboundary fishing in combination with small-scale fishers’ marginality
has many elements of a wicked problem (Rittel & Webber 1973). First, it does not lend itself to straightforward definitions of problem and solution. Stakeholders strategically frame
the problem in accordance with their own images and interests, realising that any future
solution is shaped by the framing of the problem (Jentoft et al. 2010). Second, wicked problems are typically not contained—but rather embedded in and interconnected with issues at
higher levels of scale, making it hard to solve them in isolation. According to Chuenpagdee
& Jentoft (2013), such problems cannot be solved through techno-rational fixes, but rather
require a governability analysis which deconstructs the governance challenges at hand. This
chapter aims to derive lessons from the Palk Bay fisheries conflict regarding the governability limitations of transboundary fisheries, particularly as they pertain to livelihoods of
small-scale fishers.
The remainder of the chapter is organised as follows. The next section provides an overview
of global transboundary fisheries and their impact on small-scale fisheries. Section 3 zooms
in on Palk Bay fisheries, mapping out key characteristics of the system-to-be-governed
and the governing system. Section 4 analyses how governance functions in the Palk Bay by
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evaluating various modes of governance that give rise to a range of governability problems.
Section 5 reviews the Palk Bay’s governability challenges, while section 6 concludes by drawing out the wider implications of this study.

5.2

Transboundary fishing and impact on
small-scale fishers

Transboundary fishing is defined as the activities of fishers appropriating marine resources across boundaries, typically, but not limited to state borders 47. Such cross-border
appropriation includes both fishers following transboundary target species (e.g. shared,
straddling or highly migratory fish stocks) or simply by the lure of transboundary fishing
grounds, which have come within operational reach. Transboundary fishing has a long
history (Butcher 2005; Christensen & Tull 2014) and has more recently gained particular
attention in connection with concerns over overexploitation of migratory stocks (White &
Costello 2014). While that discussion focuses on areas outside Exclusive Economic Zones
(EEZ), for small-scale fishers the fisher fleets appropriating marine life inside foreign EEZs,
by legal or illegal means, is the primary concern.
Table 5.1 reveals the vast scope of transboundary fishing by the worlds’ largest distant water
fleets, acquiring resources from foreign coastal areas. According to a recent study (Pauly et
al. 2013) China’s distant water fleet alone operates in 93 EEZs and is responsible for five per
cent of global marine landings.
Table 5.1 Non-domestic marine fish catches by major fishing fleets (in million metric tons).
Year of data

Total marine
fish landings

From foreign
EEZ

From High
Seas

EU

2001–2005

6.1

1.12 (19%)

0.62 (10%)

Japan

2001–2005

4.0

1.2 (30%)

0.80 (20%)

US

2001–2005

5.1

0.56 (11%)

0.30 (6%)

China

2000–2011

12

4.6 (38%)
(mainly from foreign EEZs)

Source: calculated from Swartz et al. 2010 for EU, US and Japan; Pauly et al. 2013 for China.

Transboundary fishing has been problematised either as a poorly managed and controlled
fishing practice, or as a traditional practice being disrupted by state driven processes of territorialisation. In line with the former approach, White and Costello (2014: 1) argue that
transboundary fisheries, on the high seas in particular, “pose perhaps the greatest global
challenge to sustainable fisheries management”. Berkes (2010) discuss fisheries in terms of

47 Contrary to most literature on the issue, our focus lies on transboundary fishing rather than on transboundary
resources, as fisheries tend to be governed through the steering of people rather than fish.
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‘roving bandits’ depleting marine resources sequentially from one place to the other, often
crossing boundaries. International law, voluntary guidelines and multi-lateral agreements
have been developed over the past decades to manage transboundary fisheries, but with notably poor results (Russell & Vanderzwaag 2010; Cullis-Suzuki & Pauly 2010; White & Costello
2014). In the second perspective, the concept of transboundary fishing is problematised as
a state-biased construct that ‘criminalises’ an age-old phenomenon of mobile resource exploitation (Gupta & Sharma 2008). For many fishers, mobility—including transnational
migration—is a fact of life, much like the livelihood patterns practiced by pastoralists and
nomads (Adhuri & Visser 2007).
The impact of transboundary fishing fleets on small-scale resident fisheries and their implications for governance has been poorly established in academic literature, albeit with some
exceptions (Swartz et al. 2010; Kaczynski & Fluharty 2002; Alder & Sumaila 2004). These
studies show that even when ‘cash-for-access agreements’ are carefully negotiated, benefits
tend not to trickle down to the resident [small-scale] fishers (Kaczynski & Fluharty 2002).
Rather, small-scale fishers tend to bear the burden of declining fish stocks and foreign fishing fleets tend to have a negative impact on local (fish) food security (Alder & Sumaila 2004).
Factors that shape the capacity and quality of transboundary fisheries governance, i.e.
their governability, cannot be a priori established. They emerge from a systematic journey
through a particular system-to-be-governed, its governing system and the interactions between them. This journey is partly guided by the framework suggested by Chuenpagdee and
Jentoft (2013).

5.3

Mapping out the Palk Bay fisheries systems

This section draws out the basic features of the system-to-be-governed and the governing
system for the transboundary Palk Bay fisheries. Although transboundary fisheries in the
Palk Bay involves the Indian and Sri Lankan side of the Bay, this chapter focuses on the Sri
Lankan side where I conducted 14 months of mixed method fieldwork during 2011 and 2012
among small-scale fishers, their leaders and various representative organisations. I will deal
with the Indian side in passing, building on secondary literature, media coverage and earlier
fieldwork in 2006 and 2007.

5.3.1

Natural system-to-be-governed

The Palk Bay and Palk Strait constitute a relatively confined sea area bounded by the Indian
coastline to the west, Sri Lanka’s coastline to the east, a bridge of shoals called the Adams
Bridge that separates the Palk Bay from the Gulf of Mannar to the south, and the Bay of
Bengal to the northeast. It is a shallow basin with an average depth of nine metres and is
known for its lack of turbulence (Scholtens & Bavinck 2013). The bay is 137 kilometres in
length and 30 to 80 kilometres in width.
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Figure 5.1 Graphical representation of the system-to-be-governed. The arrows represent the origin and direction
of Indian trawlers48.

Source: Dept. of Geography, University of Jaffna 2013.

48 There are no data available on the precise number of boats crossing into Sri Lankan waters. The dotted arrows
also do not necessarily indicate a daily flow. The arrows are based on frequent anecdotal information from both Indian
and Sri Lankan fishermen.
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The Palk Bay hosts a wide diversity of fish, sponges, molluscs, crustaceans and seaweeds. A
survey of Indian catches revealed 56 different species (Stephen et al. 2013b) while a catch
survey on the Sri Lanka side identified 63 different species. The quantity of fish catches and
extent of biodiversity, however, seem to be declining (Vivekanandan & Kasim 2011; Bhatal
2014). Commercially speaking, the area’s prawn banks and sea cucumbers are the primary
attraction. On the Indian side, a number of species have reportedly disappeared (including
catfish, white sardine and sea turtles) and a range of species declined in number (including ray fish, silver bellies, anchovy, seer, lobster) (Vivekanandan & Kasim 2011). On the Sri
Lankan side, fishers have observed declining catch for a given unit of effort, even though
aggregate catches may have actually increased due to more purse seining. Fishers also observe that they rely on an increasingly limited number of (low value) species, most notably
sardine which constituted over 50% of catches. Vivekanandan and Kasim (2011: 23) conclude that “one can safely say that overfishing—both biological and economic—is definite in
Tamil Nadu [even though] the extent of overfishing, the potential losses due to over-fishing
and the long term consequences of this are not known”.

5.3.2 The social system-to-be-governed
On the Indian side about 1900 trawlers are berthed in ten landing centres along the 294kilometre Palk Bay coastline (Stephen, Menon & Anbazhagan 2013). These trawlers of 30
to 50 feet in length are estimated to account for 70% of total catches, the remainder being
landed by the small-scale Indian fleet (Vivekanandan & Kasim 2011). They are owned by
about 1600 owners and operated by an average of four crewmembers per boat. In addition, about 2000 merchants and 2000 auxiliary workers derive their livelihood from the
sector (Stephen et al. 2013b). Indian trawler owners and crew constitute a highly diverse
community in terms of caste and religion, many of them originating from the agricultural
sector, investing in trawling only in recent decades (Bavinck 2014). Regulations dictate that
trawlers can operate maximum three days per week, beyond five kilometres from the coast
but not beyond the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL), which is located 15 to 46
kilometres from their coastline. However, due to the large fleet in relation to very limited
fishing grounds (Sathyapalan et al. 2008) in practice trawlers operate deep into Sri Lankan
waters, where Sri Lankan fishers report the ‘incoming city of trawlers’ with great anger and
frustration.
In northern Sri Lanka, apart from a few small trawl boats, all fishing activity can be safely termed small-scale. Fishing communities along the Palk Bay and Strait are spread over
120 villages along a 400-kilometre coastline 49. The majority of fishers are (Tamil) Catholic,
but substantial groups of Hindu, Muslim and non-Roman Catholic fishers also fish. The
large majority of fishers belong to traditional fishing castes, namely Karayars and Paratavars. There are about 6000 18 feet Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (FRP) boats with outboard

49
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engines of 8 to 25 horsepower. These FPR boats operate predominantly at night time, using
gill and drift nets with mesh sizes varying from 1.5 inches (for sardines) to 18 inches (for ray
fish). Nets are skilfully selected based on species targeted, location, seasonality, direction
and strength of the wind, the position of the moon, as well as the demand of the market.
Given the technological limitations, fishers often have to fish as far as 30 kilometres from
the coast. Based on a one year monitoring of fish catch and income, the monthly income
of fishers in the village of Karainagar appeared to be on average 200 USD50, about 60% an
average rural household income in Sri Lanka.
Table 5.2 Comparison of fishing capacity and fishers operating on the Sri Lankan and Indian side of the
Palk Bay. In white the dominant subsectors are given.

Sri Lankan
Palk Bay
fisheries*

Indian
Palk Bay
fisheries52

Mechanised boats51

Motorised boats

Non-motorised
boats

Number of
active fishers

317 boats

6,003 boats

5,350 boats

47,680

trawlers & gill netters
30 feet
30 hp IBM

FRP boats
18 feet
8 to 25 hp OBM

kattumarams and
wooden canoes
9–15 feet

1,907 boats**

4,141 boats *** 53

3,864 boats ***

bottom & pelagic trawlers
30–50 feet
70–190 hp IBM

vallams & FRP boats
18–30 feet
5–30 hp

vattais and
kattumarams
12–15 feet

61,162 ***

Sources: *Govt. of Sri Lanka 2013; **Stephen et al. 2013b; ***Govt. of India 2010.

Table 5.2 reveals significant differences in technological capacity. Indian trawlers are
equipped with engines up to 190 horsepower compared to 8–25 horsepower engines of
north Sri Lankan fishers. These differences result in significant inequalities in the capacity
to access Palk Bay resources. In 1974 and 1976 the maritime boundary line was settled in a
bilateral agreement between the two countries. In Tamil Nadu, the settlement of this boundary is, until this day, perceived as a ‘gifting away’ of historical fishing grounds to Sri Lanka.
The officially demarcated boundary, however, initially had little adverse impact on fishers,
as their fleets were small and the boundary line poorly guarded. This changed with the onset

50 An average boat in Karainagar earned 8502 USD from fish landings between April 2012 and March 2013. Subtracting 1845 USD for fuel costs and 789 USD for depreciation costs means that a boat annually earns 5859 USD. This
amount is to be shared with 2.4 fishers on average, making 2441 USD per year. This estimate is on the high side as
interest payments and non-fuel operational costs are not accounted for.
51

For this categorization I follow Bavinck (2001).

52 This include fishing villages from Rameshwaram to Thiruvarur. Nagapattinam District is excluded: even though
they are regularly active at the North Eastern Sri Lankan waters, they rarely frequent the Palk Bay.
53 These motorised boats from Tamil Nadu, operating mostly monophilament nets banned in Sri Lanka, are also
increasingly fishing in Sri Lankan waters since 2011, but this is beyond the scope of this chapter.
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of the civil war in Sri Lanka in 1983, when the Palk Bay became part of the battleground
between government forces and the ‘Sea Tigers’, the navy wing of the Tamil Tiger guerrillas.
While fishing in northern Sri Lanka came to a virtual standstill, the rapidly developing trawler fleet in India fished the rich Sri Lankan fishing grounds, and were also involved in regular
smuggling. Several hundred fishers lost their lives, mostly killed by the Sri Lankan Navy.
Fishers from both sides are Tamils, sharing a language and ethnicity. Even though ‘Sri Lankan
Tamils’ and ‘Indian Tamils’ constitute two different, and sometimes antagonistic, identities,
both during and after the war Tamils from India have provided passionate support to the
Sri Lankan Tamil plea for a separate Eelam (nation). Post war, the Sri Lankan government
has taken a majoritarian approach embracing Sinhalese-Buddhist nationalist sentiments to
the detriment of Tamil and Muslim minorities. The Chief Minister of the Northern Province argued that, paradoxically, the end of the war has actually deepened the ethnic conflict.
A major development has been the process of militarisation, in the sense of the military
increasingly controlling public institutions to guard regime interests (Kadirgamar 2013a)
resulting in a state of ‘oppressive stability’ (Wickramasinghe 2014). These developments
have received consistent and passionate responses from Tamil Nadu, which has consistently
lobbied New Delhi to take a strong anti-Sri Lanka stand. These larger bilateral political dynamics provide the context within which transboundary fishing takes place.
Figure 5.2 Comparison of fish catch volumes from the Palk Bay between Indian and Sri Lankan fleets.

Sources: Sri Lankan data: MFARD (2013). Indian data: 1980 to 1996 Vivekanandan (2010). 1997–2007
and 2011 Govt of Tamil Nadu (2012), 2008–2010 Govt of India (2010).

Figure 5.2 reflects some of these historical patterns in terms of fish catches as well as the
unequal catch capacities of both fleets. On the Sri Lankan side, it is noticeable that higher
catches occurred during relatively calm periods of the war. Post-war, Sri Lankan fishing activity grew rapidly as a result of the step-by-step elimination of fishing restrictions, and the
adoption of purse seining by several villages in Mannar.
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Indian trawlers move deep into Sri Lankan waters because of their overcapacity and the fact
that Sri Lankan fishing grounds are rich. It is estimated that about 2000 Indian trawlers are
fully or partially dependent on Sri Lankan waters so as to secure a profitable catch (Scholtens et al. 2012). Trawler intrusion obstructs Sri Lankan fishers from operating their gillnets
which get damaged or destroyed completely when trawler gear is operated at the same time
and place, especially at night. Thus, when trawlers operate, Sri Lankan fishers either stay at
home, engage in some marginal fishing very close to the coast, or run the risk of substantial
losses. In conclusion, trawler fishers from Tamil Nadu and small-scale fishers from northern
Sri Lanka are engaged in a transboundary fishing conflict defined by deep technological and
political inequalities between the two groups of fishers (Scholtens et al. 2013).

5.3.3 The governing system
The problematic transboundary fishing grounds of the Palk Bay are governed by a plethora
of state and non-state institutions at multiple levels at both sides of the boundary. Figure 5.3
provides an overview of this complex multi-layered governance architecture. This section
maps out the various authorities. The actual functioning of these authorities in relation to
the system-to-be-governed is the subject of next section.
At the international level, guidance for the regulation of transboundary fisheries is provided
by various treaties and soft law agreements (Russell & Vanderzwaag 2010) which also apply
to the Palk Bay. UNCLOS (United Nations 1982) provides Coastal States with sole exploitation rights of natural resources in their exclusive economic zones (Art. 56.1) and dictates that
“nationals of other States fishing in the EEZ shall comply with … laws and regulations of the
coastal State” (Art. 62.4; see also Art 73). The FAO has drawn up the voluntary Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (1995), and various tools have been developed to address ‘Illegal, Unreported and Unregistered’ fishing, and more recently the Voluntary Guidelines for
Securing Sustainable Small Scale Fisheries (FAO 2014). These regulations place obligations
on both the Indian and Sri Lankan government but are in practice only rarely called upon.
At the national level, various ministries are involved in both India and Sri Lanka. In India,
the Ministry of External Affairs in terms of being in charge of Indo-Sri Lankan relations, the
Ministry of Defence, with Indian Coast Guard and Navy having significant presence in the
Palk Bay, and the Ministry of Agriculture, which deals with fisheries, are the ministries that
play an important role Fisheries management itself is a state level subject. Fisheries on the
Indian side of the Palk Bay is governed by the 1983 Tamil Nadu Marine Resources Act as well
as a range of regulations specific to the Palk Bay region, collectively placing restrictions on
trawlers in terms of gear, time, and location (Scholtens & Bavinck 2013). Despite repeated
High Court rulings that Indian fishers have no fishing rights beyond the IMBL54, the Tamil
Nadu Government continues to claim ‘historical rights’ for Tamil fishers beyond the IMBL55.
54

The New Indian Express newspaper 23 January 2014. Accessed on May 30 2014.

55

India Today online news; September 7th 2013. Accessed on May 30 2014.
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Figure 5.3 Graphical representation of the multi-level governing system.

Source: author.

In Sri Lanka, fisheries come under the Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Development (MFARD). The Palk Bay, which is considered part of Sri Lanka’s internal waters 56,
is regulated by the Maritime Zones Act of 1976 and the Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
Act No. 2 of 1996. Significantly, an amendment adopted in August 2010 prohibits bottom
trawling in Sri Lankan waters. Post-war security concerns have also resulted in significant
authority over fishing affairs being given to the Navy and the Army, while the Ministry of External Affairs is in charge of fisheries negotiations with India. The recently elected Northern
Provincial Council has its own Minister of Fisheries, but his authority is restricted to inland
waters. Being strongly dependent on political support from India, the provincial government has kept an unholy silence about the intrusion of Indian trawlers.

56
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The Indian and Sri Lankan governments signed bilateral agreements in 1974 and 1976 to
demarcate the international maritime boundary line. While the implications of this agreement on fishing rights of Indian fishers were initially ambiguous (Suryanarayan 2005), later
letter exchanges by the Ministers of External Affairs in 1976 clarified that Indian fishers have
no fishing rights in Sri Lanka57. In 2005 a bilateral Joint Working Group of Fisheries was set
up to deal with transboundary fishing issues.
In terms of non-state institutions, on the Indian side the trawl owners are organised in
associations that develop their own forms of fisheries management. These Boat Owner Associations have significant political agency (Scholtens et al. 2013) and lobby with the State and
Central government for a firm stand vis-a-vis Sri Lanka, noting that trawler fishers should
not be harassed by the Sri Lankan Navy, and (often implicitly) claiming that the Palk Bay is
part of their traditional waters.
On the Sri Lankan side, Fisheries Cooperatives play a significant role at the village and district
levels in defining indigenous territorial rights. In 2011, MFARD created parallel representative bodies named Rural Fisheries Organisations with the ‘National Fisheries Federation’ as
their national apex body. Finally the ‘Northern Province Fisher Peoples Alliance’ is a loosely
organised fisher body at the provincial level. The autonomy of all of these organisations is
limited due to strict strong surveillance by State authorities.
Facilitated initially by local NGOs (2004 and 2010) and later taken over by the two States
(2012, 2014), five dialogues have been held between fisher representatives of both countries.
These dialogues have led to concrete results on occasion (Stephen et al. 2013a), including
the commitment of Indian trawler fishers in 2010 to stop trawling after a year’s time, implementation of these agreements have proven extremely problematic, partly because of the
lack of endorsement by the State governments.
A few things are worth noting based on this brief review of existing institutions and rules
governing fishing in the Palk Bay. First, the Palk Bay is characterised by significant legal
pluralism, with multiple rule systems applying to fishing in the Bay (Benda-Beckman et al.
2009). Secondly, governance is mediated at multiple (spatial) scale levels, including small
fishers’ organisations as well as government authorities in both countries. Thirdly, even
though occasional horizontal bilateral interaction has occurred in the form of state-to-state
and fisher-to-fisher dialogues, there is no institution with authority over the full Palk Bay.
Section 5.5 will discuss the implications of these features for Palk Bay’s governability.

57 “[…] no fishing vessels and fishers of India shall not engage in fishing in the historic waters, the territorial sea
and the exclusive economic zone of Sri Lanka nor shall the fishing vessels and fishers of Sri Lanka engage in fishing
in the historic waters, territorial sea and the exclusive economic zone of India, without the express permission of Sri
Lanka or India, as the case may be […]” (quoted in Suryanarayan 2005: 164).
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5.4

Governance interactions in the Palk Bay

While the previous section provided a baseline of who is governing and what is being governed, this section analyses how governance takes place. According to interactive governance
theory, governance takes place through interactions between the governing system and the
system that is being governed through various modes of governance: hierarchical governance, co-governance and self-governance (Kooiman et al. 2008). These are essentially
heuristic categories that emphasise different types of governance interactions, defined as
“the institutions and processes through which the system-to-be-governed and the governing
system relate to one another” (Chuenpagdee & Jentoft 2013: 344). The governability of a
fishery “depends to a large extent on the ways in which the three governance modes are
developed and attuned to each other” (Kooiman & Chuenpagdee 2005: 346), and whether
the combination of the three can be responsive to the situation at hand. These different governance modes are thus used as analytical tools to shed light on various types of interactions
between the governing system and the system-to-be-governed.

5.4.1 Hierarchical governance: the realm of governments
Sri Lanka is one of the most fisheries dependent countries in the world, especially in terms
of employment and food security (Barange et al. 2014). The small-scale (inshore) sector contributed 62% of total marine fish landings in 2012 (MFARD 2013) and is recognised by the
state as vital for the country’s food security. The official ban on bottom trawling in 2010 (a
rarity in Asia) is an example of a pro-small scale fisheries policy, even though implementation
has proved to be troublesome. The state’s involvement in fisheries has focused historically
on increasing production through fleet modernisation. Whereas in India modernisation programs resulted in the promotion of a trawler fleet that interfered with small-scale fishers
(Bavinck 2001), in Sri Lanka the focus was on developing off-shore long liners that rarely
interrupted the practices of the sizable small-scale fleet (Amarasinghe 2005).
As a result of the recent violent history in the Palk Bay region and the continued political
sensitivity of Palk Bay matters, both governments have dealt with Palk Bay fisheries first
and foremost from a security perspective, illustrated by the deployment of numerous Navy
and Coast Guard vessels on both sides of the boundary. In Sri Lanka, while fisheries department officials are officially tasked with implementing the State’s fisheries regulations
and provisions, in the North especially the Sri Lankan Navy dictates matters at sea. Most
fishing villages have one or multiple ‘navy points’, where uniformed armed men maintain a
surveillance system, which is justified in the name of providing security. Even though since
2012 the actual restrictions imposed by the Navy are limited, their very presence fuels a
continuous sense of powerlessness amongst fishers.
Illustrative of the security focus maintained by both governments, is the continuous arrest
of fishers. During 2013 the Sri Lanka Navy arrested 730 Indian fishers (see Table 5.3). and
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impounded approximately 200 boats. While the number of arrests is a small relative to the
alleged number of incursions (the Sri Lankan Navy spotted Indian trawlers 45,167 times
crossing the boundary in 2013) 58, these arrests result in outrage in Tamil Nadu. Sri Lankan
fishers have asked for heavier state involvement, by repeatedly requesting the Navy to take
action against trawlers. But as a navy commander said in 2013: “it’s like having our hands
tied behind our back; whenever we arrest fishers it becomes a bilateral political issue” (anon.
2013). The compulsion to arrest trawlers at the one hand, and diplomatic pressures on the
other have resulted in a remarkable dynamic of arrest and release (see Figure 5.4).
Table 5.3 Arrests of Indian fishers in Sri Lankan waters.
Year

No. of
arrests *

No. of arrested
fishers**

Average duration
in custody (days)

Total man-days
in custody

2009

12

175

9.8

1,708

2010

10

56

7.1

396

2011

6

182

3.0

540

2012

10

205

3.5

712

2013

27

730

29.0

21,194

Total

65

1,348

24,530

*Excluding remands for alleged drug smuggling (8 fishers).
**A single fisher may have been arrested more than one time.

Source: The Hindu and Daily Mirror digital newspaper records.

Figure 5.4 Number of Indian fishers in Sri Lankan custody between September 2009–March 2014.

Source: The Hindu and Daily Mirror digital newspaper records.

58

Personal communication Navy Commander, January 2014.
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In 2005, the two governments set up the Joint Working Group (JWG) of Fisheries, consisting
of delegates from the relevant Ministries of both countries, as a mechanism to deal amicably
with the transboundary fisheries issue. Four such working group meetings have been held
since the inception of the JWG. These meetings resulted in diplomatic joint statements; however, sensitive issues remained largely unaddressed. The last meeting was held in January
2012, after which meetings were suspended due to political obstacles and negotiations on a
Memorandum of Understanding failed. What was also noticeable in these meetings was the
lack of representation from the fishing community, even though on occasion they have been
consulted in advance.

5.4.2 Self-governance: the realm of fishers’ rule
Self-governance is when “fishers govern themselves, without external interference or support,
outside the purview of government” (Kooiman & Chuenpagdee 2005: 334). Self-governance
does not so much denote individualised governance, but is rather a specific expression of
community based collective action (e.g. Ostrom 1990).
In India, Boat Owner Associations manage day-to-day trawler activity, in addition to (often successful) lobbying the political establishment. In Sri Lanka, fishers in the Northern
Province have cooperative societies that have survived decades of civil war. Whilst being
closely monitored and controlled by the cooperative department, fisheries department, and
the intelligence and security forces, these organisations have considerable control over those
issues that are beyond the state’s interest. This includes fish marketing, solving internal
conflicts, managing insurance schemes, contributing to social development and regulating
appropriate timing of gear use. In the aftermath of the war, however, these organisations
have been significantly weakened for a couple of reasons. First, in 2011 the Ministry of Fisheries founded a new fisheries representative body, appointing leaders loyal to the government, which created a politicised parallel institution to the cooperatives; this also marked
the end of financial contributions of the Fisheries Ministry to fisheries cooperatives. Even
though these parallel institutions suffer from a lack of local legitimacy, state support and
patronage gives these organisations significant power. Secondly, there was political interference in cooperative elections in 2011 and 2012, resulting in autonomy being lost. Both these
developments have strengthened a patronage-based system where fisher leaders are tied to
the interests of particular politicians, compromising their ability to represent actual fisher
concerns and fuelling a strong sense of scepticism among fishers.
Sri Lankan fishers’ self-governance is also limited, given their inability to shield themselves
from the intrusion of outsiders (i.e. Indian trawlers), which is a vital pre-condition for
self-governance (Ostrom 1990). Self-governance is adversely impacted by and interlinked
with processes at higher scale levels. In 2011, fishers from two villages in Jaffna District took
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the law into their own hands and hijacked 36 Indian trawlers (Scholtens et al. 2012). This
characterised a strong act of village level collective action, even though the authorities may
have provided silent support.
More constructive forms of self-governance include the dialogues between fisher representatives from both countries held in 2004, 2010, 2012 and 2014. In 2010, fisher representatives
from both countries had lengthy negotiations and reached a concrete agreement, even though
it was subsequently dismissed by the Sri Lankan government and not adhered to by Indian fishers (Stephen et al. 2013a). Both governments have at time endorsed these dialogues
through official Joint Statements, but have been equally quick to dismiss them. The Tamil
Nadu establishment, in particular, has repeatedly employed delaying tactics due to fear that
these meetings may expose frictions in pan-Tamil political identity (Sathya Moorthy 2013).
Self-governance thus has clear limitations in this multi-scalar, transboundary and politically
charged environment and many fisher leaders have lost both confidence in self governance
as it exists and a sense of agency. As one leader responded to my repeated questions as to
why fishers remained silent about trawler transgressions: “Joeri, this is not something for
fishers to solve. Don’t you see that politics have crept in, what can we do?”

5.4.3 Co-governance: the realm of collaboration
The third mode, co-governance, suggests a form of collaboration between different stakeholders, including the state. Co-governance has been widely propagated as a means to draw
on the capacities of both fisher communities and the government, while compensating for
the inherent limitations of both.
Neither in Sri Lanka nor in Tamil Nadu is there a co-management system in place, in the
sense of an institutionalised form of power-sharing and rule-making between state and
fisher groups. In both countries, interaction between fisheries department officials, security
forces and fisher representatives tend to take place on an ad hoc basic (Scholtens & Bavinck
2013), although recent initiatives in both countries are promising 59. Various authorities each
operate on the basis of an internal logic and distinct norms, which, depending on the circumstances, accommodate, ignore, support or compete with the norms of others (Bavinck
et al. 2013a). As a notable exception in Sri Lanka, the Assistant Director of Fisheries participates regularly in the Jaffna District Fisheries Cooperative Union’s Federation meetings.
Whereas at the institutional—technical level differences between India and Sri Lanka are
insignificant, at the political level the nature of fisher-government collaboration differs significantly between the two countries. North Sri Lankan fishers, being part of an entrenched

59 See for example the Lagoon Fisheries Management Authorities in Sri Lanka, and the FIMSUL project in Tamil
Nadu.
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and long-term ethnic conflict, have a deeply distrustful relationship with the state, obstructing any constructive forms of interaction. In fact, many fishers believe that the Sri
Lankan government has a hidden interest in allowing Indian encroachment to prevail, as
it would undermine the Tamil economy in the North and create a welcome breach between
the Tamils of both countries (Scholtens et al. 2013: 4). While these conspiracy framings are
not necessarily in line with the demonstrated commitment of the Sri Lankan Fisheries Ministry and Navy to stop transboundary fishing, Sri Lankan politicians have few incentives to
attend to north Sri Lankan fishers’ concerns, not least because they do not form an electoral
constituency for the dominant parties. The irony is that although in principle Sri Lankan
Tamil fishers’ interests are aligned with the Sri Lankan government as far as the Palk Bay
is concerned, the hegemonic Tamil versus Sinhala discourse blocks effective collaboration.
In India, on the contrary, fishers enjoy significant political agency vis-à-vis the Tamil Nadu
political establishment (Scholtens et al. 2013). Not only are fishers well represented in major
political parties, the fishing issue provides perfect fuel for the State Government and fishers
to jointly rally against the Central Government to demand more attention to the plight of
fishers. Fishers’ plight also feeds well into strong anti-Sri Lankan sentiments in Tamil Nadu
making fisheries a popular subject for politicians to rally behind (ibid.). These differences in
trust and collaboration between the two countries imply a highly uneven playing field from
where fishers can stake their claims.
What further stands out is the limited role of civil society groups. Whereas in India civil
society actors occasionally act as intermediaries, or on behalf of various fisher groups, the
Sri Lankan government has ruled out any NGO involvement in Palk Bay issues. NGOs who
have tried to mediate have been threatened and accused of conspiring with Tamil Nadu, ‘the
West’ or both.

5.5

Discussion: limitations to Palk Bay
fisheries’ governability

Governability challenges are embedded in the system-to-be-governed, the governing system
as well as in their interactions (Chuenpagdee & Jentoft 2013). Based on the journey through
these various systems made in the previous sections, I identify six crucial factors limiting the
governability of the Palk Bay. Each of these issues has an element of wickedness, in the sense
of disagreement between stakeholders about what the problem actual is, where the problem
starts and ends, or how it is embedded in wider issues.

5.5.1

Boundaries and scalar mismatch

Inherent in the governance of transboundary fisheries is a mismatch “between the geographic
scale of ecosystem functioning and the spatial extent of the institutional arrangements managing such a system” (Duraiappah et al. 2014). The Palk Bay provides an exemplary case of
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the problem of mismatch between institutional, ecosystem and fishers’ operational scales.
While the ecosystem and the spatial extent of fishing operations generally coincide with the
expanse of the Palk Bay, these do not correspond with the spatial scope of any of the multiple
legal systems (Scholtens & Bavinck 2013). According to Berkes (2010: 236) this “gross misfit
of … scales is one of the fundamental reasons why management often fails”. However, he
also argues that seeking an exact fit may often not be very realistic given the highly dynamic
and mobile nature of both fish stocks and fishers. Rather, mismatches need to be addressed
by having appropriate interactions, both horizontally (at a single level) and vertically (between levels) as only then various overlapping jurisdictions can coordinate efforts (Fanning
et al. 2007). In order to enhance the ‘institutional fit’, bridging organisations can be valuable
in providing linkages that allow crossing scales and boundaries, and enable the grassroots to
influence national level authorities (Nayak 2011).
The bilateral Joint Working Group and fisheries dialogues between the two groups of fishers
provide in principle valuable transnational linkages. However, not only have the number of
actual transnational meetings been minimal60, but such meetings have also been regularly
co-opted by the respective State governments. While fishers from Tamil Nadu are able to
assert their interests vis-à-vis their political establishments, north Sri Lankan fishers’ relationship with their government is one of distrust, avoidance and fear (Scholtens et al. 2013).
These mismatches of scale and the lack of functioning bridging organisations have a limiting
effect on the Palk Bay’s governability.

5.5.2 Institutional fragmentation
In a transboundary fishery, multiple state and non-state actors are involved, generating an
array of legal arrangements vis-à-vis fishing. These arrangements include international law,
bilateral agreements, state law and community institutions, none of which enjoy exclusive
authority over the fishing grounds. These legal systems are both fragmented in terms of the
scale at which they operate, and the qualitative differences in terms of substance as well as
process.
High levels of legal pluralism in the Palk Bay result in fragmented governance. For both
India and Sri Lanka, the Palk Bay is primarily a space requiring attention in terms of security
and sovereignty, reflected by the deployment of significant navy and coast guard fleets on
either side. Fishing communities, however, have their own notions of legitimacy in terms of
who can fish, where fishers can fish and when and how they can fish. The repeated arrests of
Indian fishers by the Sri Lankan Navy, as well protests against arrests by fishers, are illustrative of the lack of congruence between the numerous legal systems.

60 In the period of 2004 to 2014, six meetings between fisher groups and four by the Joint Working Group have
materialised.
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5.5.3 Conflicting problem images
Directly related to institutional fragmentation is the absence of a shared discursive image of
the problem among stakeholders. Images are mental models of how the world functions or
should function and which inform policy (Mahon et al. 2005). The conflicting stakeholders
in the Palk Bay strategically pursue different framings of the problem that reflect their particular interests. Indian fishers and the Tamil Nadu Government frame the problem as an
over-assertive (Sinhala) Sri Lankan Navy that is keen to harass Tamil trawler fishers while
they fish in their traditional fishing grounds. Sri Lankan small-scale fishers emphasise the
destructive trawler gear and their status as victims post-war. The Sri Lankan government
frames the problem as a violation of boundaries and sovereignty and emphasises the big
brother attitude of India and the hypocrisy of the Tamil Nadu government. The Indian government has generally taken a soft stand, recognising the IMBL as it is, but nevertheless
condemning the Sri Lankan Navy.
The news media have an important role in (re)producing or nuancing these entrenched
frames of reference. While media on both sides mostly echo the dominant discourses of
their audiences, since late 2012 some Indian newspapers have occasionally questioned the
actions of Indian trawlers. These conflicting images and entrenched frames thus represent
worldviews connected to vested interests, contributing both to the wickedness of the problem (unclear problem definition) and constituting a governability problem by itself.

5.5.4 Power imbalances
Governance interactions are mediated by power, which has both an enabling and restricting
role (Jentoft 2007). Chuenpagdee and Jentoft (2013) suggest that power imbalances can
constitute an important governability problem and even bring the entire governing process
to a halt. According to Araral (2014), productive cooperation in the regional commons in the
presence of asymmetric power relations is extremely difficult.
Current governance in the Palk Bay produces outcomes that consistently marginalise north
Sri Lankan small-scale fishers. Fishers are the weaker party both in an ethnically grounded
conflict with Sri Lankan authorities, and in a livelihood-grounded conflict with Indian fishermen. They are technologically marginalised by Indian trawlers and they are ethnically
marginalised by an increasingly repressive government. Added to this, the Sri Lankan Tamil
political party (TNA) that is supposed to represent Tamil interests maintains an unholy
silence over the fisher issue, unwilling to confront Tamil Nadu. The result is that northern fishers have no powerful ally to turn to in order to form a potentially useful coalition.
These asymmetrical power relations lead to a lack of representation of small-scale fishers’
interests, hampering the system’s capacity and quality of governance.
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5.5.5 Issue linkage
The Palk Bay fisheries conflict is deeply embedded in national and regional politics and has
been consistently immersed in the politics of ethnicity. In Tamil Nadu, the fishing conflict
is linked to the aggressiveness of the Sinhala Navy. In Sri Lanka, the government highlights
the hypocrisy of Tamil Nadu and the TNA. These ‘ethnic’ framings undermine the fact that
the conflict is one of technological mismatch between two sets of fishers.
The recent decision of the Sri Lankan President to release all arrested Indian fishers in Sri
Lankan custody, immediately after India abstained from backing a resolution against Sri
Lanka at the UN Human Rights Council once again highlights how the fisher issue is intertwined in wider geopolitics. The Indian Foreign Secretary confirmed this act of horse-trading
by stating that “India’s stand [regarding the UNCHR resolution] would help resolve the
problems of fishers from Tamil Nadu …” (Kollapan 2014: para 5). The fisheries conflict is
thus a pawn in larger geopolitical relations between Indian and Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka’s northern fishers pay the price for this.
Although politicising an issue can bring attention to it, connecting the fisheries conflict to
highly charged ethnic tensions makes the fishing problem practically unsolvable. In addition, politicisation also leads to fragmentation, with its tendency to emphasise difference
and connect it to unrelated but popular issues.

5.5.6 Path dependency of Indian trawlers
Fisheries policies tend to have a strong element of path dependency (e.g. Hersoug et al.
2000). The industrialisation of Indian fisheries (Bavinck 2001) has a strong degree of
irreversibility that contributes to the problem’s wickedness (Chuenpagdee & Jentoft 2013).
While at one level, a possible solution is to reduce the size of the trawler fleet, such a decommissioning scheme is difficult to implement for a few reasons. First, past and ongoing
capital investments have created an entrenched sector. Second, boat owners are enrolled
in complex systems of loans and advances with traders and crewmembers, which provide
incentives to continue fishing. Third, alternative livelihood options are poor. Finally, the
diesel subsidy provides a subtle incentive to stay in trawling, a sector which enjoys strong
political support. Trawler owners have argued consistently that the government is responsible for them trawling and now they are simply not in the position to stop overnight, even
though virtually everyone agrees that the sector is overcapitalised. This entrenched nature of
the Indian trawler economy provides an additional governability challenge with no easy fix.

5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has aimed to understand how a fleet of almost 2000 trawlers continues to
fish in Sri Lankan waters though it violates international law, Tamil Nadu fisheries law, Sri
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Lankan fisheries law and Indo-Sri Lankan bilateral agreements and despite the presence of
naval forces and angry affected Sri Lankan fishers and significant media attention.
The Palk Bay is characterised by an asymmetrical fisheries conflict, with north Sri Lankan
fishers struggling to carry out their work in the face of Indian trawlers who encroach deep
into Sri Lankan waters appropriating most of the fish resources. The governing system is
characterised by its intense fragmentation, with a large variety of actors at different scale
levels, each with high stakes, and each embedded in different legal systems that are conflictual. This has resulted in the problematic functioning of self- and hierarchical modes
of governance, and the virtual absence of co-governance. The involvement of state boundaries and state sovereignty in transboundary fisheries provides obvious limitations to
self-governance. Governments too have not been successful in dealing with transboundary
fishing. While co-governance is in theory crucial for transboundary governance to be more
responsive to the situation at hand, building constructive interactions is hampered by a
range of factors embedded in the governing system, the system-to-be-governed and their
interactions.
The governability analysis has identified six factors that limit the capacity for and quality of
transboundary fisheries governance: scalar mismatch, institutional fragmentation, politicisation of processes, power imbalances, conflicting problem images and path dependency
of trawling. All of these collectively result in the governance process ‘getting stuck’ and the
interests of north Sri Lankan small-scale fishers’ interests being undermined.
In order to make sense of marginalisation through a governability assessment, I argue that
we need to be careful about only looking at system’s features like diversity, complexity,
dynamics and scale as it makes us blind to relational processes of marginalisation. This
chapter demonstrates that marginality of small-scale fishers is not a given feature of a system, but is continuously (re)produced through interactions between actors. I believe that
this has been a neglected issue in interactive governance theory.
I contend that even though this chapter does not provide clear-cut policy proposals, its utility
is twofold: 1) it provides an understanding of why fisheries are so difficult to govern in the first
place and highlights where governance ‘gets stuck’; and 2) it helps in doing a ‘reality check’
on potential interventions, to assess their feasibility and potential effects. Take, for example
a prominent policy proposal that suggests a partial decommissioning scheme for trawlers.
The governability challenges would indeed support the relevance of this idea, but a more
relational approach would highlight the political sensitivity of doing so. Moreover, solving
the trawler problem will not necessarily address Sri Lankan fisher problems given their poor
political representation. The practice of doing a careful governability assessment—one that
reveals the limitations and opportunities for governance interventions—thus may eventually
contribute to improving a system’s governability.
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This chapter has demonstrated the governability challenges of a transboundary fishery and
its impact on a small-scale fishing community. The question is to what extent these insights
have larger validity and wider implications beyond this particular context. While there are
unique features to this region and fishery, scalar mismatch, power imbalances and (geopolitical) subject linking, and processes of small-scale fishers’ marginalisation are issues that
affect the governability of many transboundary fisheries around the world. In terms of future research, it would be fascinating to see how the governability problems described in this
chapter apply to the European and Chinese fleets fishing (with or without permits) in foreign
EEZs and, no doubt affecting domestic (small-scale) fisheries.
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6

The elusive quest for access and collective
action: north Sri Lankan fishers’ thwarted
struggles with a foreign trawler fleet

This chapter is a minor revision of the following article:
Scholtens J., 2016. The Elusive Quest for Access and Collective Action: north Sri Lankan
Fishers’ Thwarted Struggles with a Foreign Trawler Fleet. International Journal of the
Commons, 10(2), pp.1-24.
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6.1

Introduction

Natural resources are frequently subject to contestation over access and control. Scholars
have developed various conceptual frameworks to understand the mechanisms that enable
and regulate resource access for users. New institutionalists such as Elinor Ostrom have
analysed the conditions under which people develop institutions that allocate access rights.
Political ecologists, on the other hand, have been interested in how power differences translate into inequalities of resource access and thus study the strategies that people employ to
contest systems that undermine their rights and livelihoods. This paper, building on the friction between these approaches, enquires into the struggles of small-scale fishers to access
fishing grounds when confronted with a foreign fishing fleet.
North Sri Lankan fishers61 are struggling to regain access to their fishing grounds after 26
years of a debilitating civil war, during which Indian trawl fishers came to seize ‘their’ fishing
grounds. In the current post-war era, north Sri Lankan fishers are fighting an uphill battle
to regain control over their fishing grounds, which are still frequented by an Indian trawler
fleet. In Sri Lanka’s Northern Province, fishing is a major occupation, and one of the sectors
hit hardest by the civil war between the Sri Lankan army and the guerrilla forces of the
‘Liberation Tigers for Tamil Eelam’. The aim of this paper is to understand how, and to what
effect, north Sri Lankan fishers struggle to gain access to their fishing grounds in the face of
intrusion by technologically superior South Indian trawlers. I will deal with this question by
looking into collective strategies adopted by fishers in northern Sri Lanka.
Collective action in relation to resource use is usually studied with a focus on resource
management, i.e. how resource users collectively devise institutions to achieve sustainable
resource use. This form of collective action assumes a certain level of control over space as
well as a ‘sovereign self’ (Agrawal 2008). With a large foreign fleet intruding into Sri Lankan
fishing grounds, and with high levels of repressive militarisation prevalent in the area, the
assumption of such a ‘sovereign self’ is likely problematic. This paper will explore a more
political perspective for understanding collective action processes in such contexts, focusing on the ability of fishers to mobilise and contest their exclusion from resource access. In
the course of history, fishers have formed movements, unions and cooperatives in many
countries and even in circumstances of extreme power asymmetries, they adapt, respond,
strategise and search for opportunities to gain access (for an overview see Kurien, 2013). The
conditions and manner in which they do so, and the consequences of their actions, should be
central to the study of collective action (Jentoft 2007).
The next section theorises competing approaches to resource access and collective action,
after which section three discusses fieldwork methodology. I subsequently contextualise

61 This refers to fishers living in the Northern Province of Sri Lanka, in particular in the districts Jaffna, Kilinochchi
and Mannar.
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the marginality of north Sri Lankan fishers in order to understand their inability to gain
meaningful access to Palk Bay fishing grounds. Section five then discusses in detail the impossibility for north Sri Lankan fishers to engage in collective action, concluding that we
require a more relational and political approach to access and collective action in order to
understand the reproduction of marginality in commons settings.

6.2

Resource access and collective action

The purpose of this section is to develop a conceptual understanding of how unequal access
to commons is (re)produced and contested. More specifically, I aim to understand how, and
to what effect, small-scale fishers contest encroachment of competing foreign fishing fleets
into their territories. I do so by engaging with different approaches to two key concepts:
resource access and collective action. Building on the useful distinction in commons literature identified by Johnson (2004)62, I contend that we need to make two shifts: one is from
understanding access as a bundle of rights to access as a bundle of power (Ribot and Peluso
2003); and two is from collective action geared at fostering institutions for resource stewardship towards collective action geared at contesting power structures.

6.2.1 Access: right or ability?
The precise meaning of ‘access’ to natural resources, and the mechanisms through which
access is obtained has been the subject of much academic debate. I distinguish between two
approaches: one that understands access in terms of rights and one that understands access
in terms of abilities.
The first approach is a rights based approach. In their seminal article on property rights and
fisheries, Schlager and Ostrom (1992) posit that marine resources are managed through two
operational-level property rights: access rights and withdrawal rights. Access is defined as
“the right to enter a defined physical property”, whereas withdrawal refers to “the right to
obtain the ‘products’ of a resource” (ibid.: 250). Such property rights stem from rules, which
are generally agreed-upon prescriptions that forbid or permit activities for a group of people
(von Benda-Beckman et al. 2006). This approach presumes that people’s access is the result
of their property rights to a particular resource, and the legitimising source of that right is
anchored in laws of various kinds (customary or statutory, local, national or international).
However, outcomes of resource allocation and appropriation processes may be at odds with
the allocation of rights. Ribot and Peluso (2003) unpack why some are able to benefit from
resources, regardless of whether they have rights to them. They define access as the ability to

62
Johnson (2004) makes a distinction between ‘mainstream common property discourse’ (which is mostly
concerned with understanding conditions under which institutions can foster resource stewardship) and the more political and historically specific entitlement approach (which is normatively concerned with sustaining resource access
for vulnerable groups).
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benefit from resources, rather than merely having the right to benefit, arguing that whereas
property relations may be defined by rights, “access is about ability, a term that is akin to
power” (Ribot & Peluso, 2003: 155). Similarly, Sikor and Lund (2009: 4) emphasise that
“people may hold property rights to some resources without having the capacity to derive
any material benefit from them”. To clarify their position, Ribot and Peluso (2003) define
a range of possible ‘mechanisms’ through which people may gain, control and maintain
access, apart from right-based mechanisms. These mechanisms are often determined by
the relations between resource users with power holders and include access to technology, authority, knowledge and identity (ibid.). To explain why social actors have differential
access to resources, the authors put forward the idea of a ‘bundle of powers’, as opposed to
a ‘bundle of rights’ 63. This relational approach to access suggests that controlling access to
resources is determined by individuals’ and communities’ relationships with other resource
users and authority holders at various scale levels.
When fishing communities were isolated entities, access would likely have been a matter
of negotiating access rights within the community, resulting in a form of self-governance
outside the purview of the state. However, in an increasingly interconnected world, fishing communities are usually interlinked with and impacted by processes originating at
supra-local levels (Berkes 2008; Bavinck et al. 2014b). Commons scholars have extensively
engaged with the multi-level drivers of institutional erosion. Berkes (2008: 3), for example,
argues that “local level rules are necessary but insufficient to deal with commons management in a multi-level world”. These observations have led to various prescriptive values
around the notion of multi-level governance, such as building cross-scale partnerships
and multi-layered, vertical and horizontal institutional linkages. While these normative
assertions may provide some direction to governours, they may also easily conceal the mechanisms through which some users may be excluded from access (Armitage 2008).
Nayak and Berkes (2011) nicely illustrate this by asking ‘whose rights and entitlements’,
‘who has power and control’ and ‘who take the decisions’, pointing out that interactions
between actors at multiple scale levels often drive processes of ‘decommonisation’, typically
associated with dispossession and marginalisation. A focus on how power is mediated across
scales may help to understand how higher level political-economic forces often drive processes of marginalisation (Blaikie & Brookfield 1987; Adger et al. 2005) and why normative
governance principles may often not become actualised in practice (Armitage 2008). This
also corresponds with Agrawal’s (2014) call for more research attention to how differentiated outcomes in commons settings are shaped.

63 This is not to suggest that rights are unimportant: “While rights may have no value at a certain point in time, the
fact that they are somehow enshrined in legislation or recognised by some politico-legal institution may come in handy
if circumstances change” (Sikor and Lund 2009: 6).
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6.2.2 Collective action: self-governance or contestation?
Scholars concerned with collective action seek to understand under what conditions people
are able to cooperate in pursuing shared goals and producing public goods. I distinguish
two different approaches. The first approach departs from the game theoretical question
of whether and how individual actors are able to overcome egoistic, free-riding behaviour
and engage in collective action for producing public goods. In the context of common pool
resources, Ostrom (2000) concludes that “[e]xtensive fieldwork has by now established that
individuals in all walks of life and all parts of the world voluntarily organise themselves
so as to gain the benefits of trade, to provide mutual protection against risk, and to create
and enforce rules that protect natural resources” (ibid.: 138). This perspective on collective
action has been widely used to “explain why and how individuals and groups, who rely heavily on specific natural resources, develop autonomous institutions for their management”
(Bavinck et al. 2014b: 147). This approach to collective action suggests a certain capacity
for self-governance, in the sense of communities being capable of exercising control over
their fishing grounds by establishing, implementing and monitoring rules, sanctioning
violators, and curbing outsiders. Ostrom and others have identified a range of attributes
of the resource, the community, institutions and the ‘external environment’ that make
self-governance of natural resources through collective action likely to occur (e.g. Agrawal
2001). Three of these preconditions are of immediate relevance to this paper: a clear definition of boundaries between user and non-users (principle 1), a minimal recognition of
rights to organise by external government authorities (principle 7) and a nested system of
governance if common pool resources exceed the local level (principle 8) (Cox et al. 2010).
Although Ostrom’s approach to collective action has achieved wide recognition, it has also
received critique for being too apolitical, too functionalistic and too ahistorical (Agrawal
2003; Forsyth and Johnson 2014; Hann 2013; Saunders 2014; Johnson 2004). Araral
(2014: 15) argues that ‘Ostrom’s school of thought’ is largely valid for “small-scale, locally
governed commons, which have been relatively insulated from external factors and rapid
states of change”. Agrawal (2008) adds to this by highlighting the limits of framing communities as ‘sovereign subjects’ as if they were operating in isolation from higher-level
political structures and interests. Another critique relates to its focus on achieving ecological sustainability, which is problematic because “[t]here are reasonable grounds, building
on contributions by scholars of resistance and subalternity—to think about other social
aspirations and values that compete with sustainability—among them equity and political
engagement” (Agrawal 2008: 58).
These critiques bring us to a second approach to collective action, which has—to my
knowledge—so far not been applied to the fisheries field. This approach questions how and
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under which conditions people engage in contestatory 64 collective action in the form of protests and social movements (Tilly 1978; Zald & McCarthy 1979; Tarrow 1998; Piven 2008).
Here, collective action is understood as a typically contestatory strategy of ordinary people
to pursue their claims for social justice against better-equipped opponents, whether in the
form of large scale insurrections or in more covert forms of resistance (Scott 1987). “Collective action becomes contentious when it is used by people who lack regular access to
representative institutions […] who behave in ways that fundamentally challenge others or
authorities” (Tarrow 1998: 3). I draw here on Van Zomeren et al.’s (2008) extensive review
of the collective action literature and their identification of three key-conditions that can
spur people’s collective mobilisation. These factors can serve as hints of where to look for
understanding obstacles faced by resource users engaging in contestatory collective action.
Perceived injustice—Following observations that neither objectively identifiable grievances
nor relative deprivation predicted mass mobilisation accurately, people’s subjective feelings
of injustice in terms of group-based inequality or deprivation came to be understood as a
crucial factor spurring collective contestation (van Zomeren et al. 2008).
As Sen (2010) has eloquently argued, despite considerable ambiguity pertaining to what
perfect justice may entail, humans are typically very capable of identifying situations of
strong injustice. In the context of fisheries, Bavinck and Johnson (2008) argue that fishers’
perceptions of injustice are triggered when they are unable to act upon locally ingrained fishing rights. Perceived injustices related to frustrated access rights may thus spur passionate
responses and lead to furious collective agitation. Yet, while perceived injustice is important
in understanding people’s motivational drivers, it is unable to explain when and how collective action is ignited or repressed.
Perceived efficacy—Resource mobilisation theory interprets collective action not so much
as a passionate response to experienced injustice, but rather as a calculated strategic undertaking. For grievances to be translated into collective action, it requires the availability
of and access to organisational networks, the availability of leadership figures and other
resources (Zald and McCarthy 1979; Rademaker 1993: 246). While collective action can take
place without an organisation, its success will likely be limited to short-term mobilisation
for limited ends (Kurien 2013). Jentoft (2014b) argues that small scale fishers must have an
organisation so as to speak with one voice and get others to listen, enhance their bargaining power, and engage in various forms of collective action. Focusing on collective action
in high-risk contexts, Loveman (1998) emphasises the importance of linkages to churches, political parties, labour unions, universities, and NGOs to “provide potential activists in

64 The phrase ‘contestatory collective action’ has been used instead of the more common ‘contentious collective
action’, to avoid the ambiguity whether it is the process of collective action or rather the term itself that is contested. I
thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
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high-risk contexts with resources such as funding, information, and access to physical and
symbolic space” (ibid.: 484). Finally, people’s expectations are seen as a critical factor in determining whether collective action is effective in achieving its goal(s) or not (van Zomeren
et al. 2008). Perceived efficacy thus “refers to a sense of control, influence, strength, and
effectiveness to change a group-related problem” (ibid.: 513).
Social identity—Cultural approaches “highlight the rhetorical and performative work that
organisers do to construct sensibilities and generate moral shocks that draw people into
participation” (Jasper 2011: 289). Social identity construction is argued to form a third
necessary condition for collective action, since “[p]oliticised identity connects people to the
structural plight of the disadvantaged group, resulting in an inner obligation to participate
in social movement activities” (van Zomeren et al. 2008). Nicholls and Fiorito (2013: 10)
argue that for social movements “storytelling is a strategic technique for constructing a political self that conforms to the established discourses of a struggle”. An effective story is one
in which the storytellers are portrayed as the victim of an injustice, which resonates with and
creates a moral shock among a large audience. More specifically, Li (2000) points out the
importance of strategically articulating and positioning such stories around identity in a way
that resonates with elite audiences.

6.2.3 Synthesis: dynamic contestation of access mechanisms
In order to understand how and to what effect small-scale user groups contest (processes
leading to) marginalised access outcomes, I propose to take a political and relational approach to access and collective action. Resource users can secure access both by appealing to
rights as well as through other structural and relational mechanisms. But such mechanisms
and outcomes are not static, and when fundamentally incompatible with the fishers’ notions
of justice, these outcomes may become the object of contestatory collective action. Whether
such collective agitation actually ignites, and whether it succeeds in having an impact on the
various access mechanisms at play, hinges on its ability to develop collective organisational
strength and mobilise around a politicised social identity, as well as a conducive political
context (figure 6.1). Institutional design principles are powerful to diagnose why institutions
that allocate access rights are (un)able to lead to effective resource stewardship, but they
do not easily help in understanding underlying power-ridden struggles for access (Johnson
2004). I therefore argue that when we are primarily interested in why some groups are able
to benefit from resources and others not, and how this changes over time, we need to study
collective action more explicitly in terms of confrontations between unequal resource users, especially collective engagement with supra-local factors that allow or restrain ability to
benefit from resources.
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Figure 6.1 Dynamic scheme of access and collective action in a transboundary fisheries context.

Source: author.

6.3

Methodology

Studying a transboundary fisheries conflict comes with the practical complication of having to be in two countries at the same time (with both a border and a sea in between), and
with having to deal with actors at various scale levels. Being part of a larger research project (see acknowledgement), my Indian colleagues focused on the trawler dynamics on the
Indian side of the Palk Bay (e.g. Stephen 2015; Menon et al. 2016), allowing me to focus
on northern Sri Lankan fisheries. This study builds on 14 months of mixed method fieldwork research in northern Sri Lanka carried out in various periods between 2011 and 2014.
First, I lived in three villages (Munai, Karainagar and Pesalai) for 20 days each so as to
participate intensively in fishers’ daily routines and discussions, both before going to, and
after returning from the sea. Actually joining them to the sea was prohibited by the omnipresent navy. The villages were all heavily affected by Indian trawlers, but differed in their
recent (war) history, social and religious profile and cooperative functioning. Second, my
research entailed repeated interactions (20 to 30 times) with nine village and district level
formal (cooperative) and informal fisher leaders. These interactions consisted both of open
interviews and discussions, as well as participation in their meetings at the village, district
and national level, and were aimed at understanding their strategic deliberations. Third, I
undertook a daily monitoring of fish catches and profits of 12 boats (four boats each in three
villages) for a one-year period (April 2012–March 2013), which allowed for a basic level
of bio-economic grounding. Fourth, 117 interviews with 71 fish traders, village authorities,
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academics, government officials, politicians, NGO staff, activists and clergy at different levels were held to relate the fisher struggles to the wider political context.
The post-war context and transboundary setting provided specific research challenges.
Given the sensitivity and rampant suspicion attached to the topic of Tamil mobilisation
(Somasundaram & Sivayokan 2013), winning fishing leaders’ trust posed an obvious challenge. As Azmi et al. (2013: 109) point out, “conducting interviews with silenced populations
has implications for what can be addressed and what can be revealed by the fieldwork”. As a
priest from Point Pedro aptly explained: “it’s a saying here that we only open our mouths for
food” (6 November 2012). In terms of protecting respondents’ anonymity, I never recorded
interviews and rather worked on the basis of interview notes. In this paper I have kept the
actual village names intact but ensured that quotes cannot be traced back to the respondent.
I further dealt with these challenges by frequently returning to the same places and the
same fisher leaders, and by spending a lot more time than originally anticipated discussing
technical (i.e. less sensitive) topics such as fishing gears and seasonality which slowly built
relationships of trust.

6.4

Elusive access amidst political repression
and foreign trawlers

This section aims to explain why north Sri Lankan fishers, despite being in the possession of
fishing equipment and being endowed with fishing rights, have been unable to gain meaningful access to the Palk Bay. The fisheries sector in Sri Lanka’s Northern Province consists
of 11,800 fishing boats and employs 39,400 active fishers (MFARD 2013). If indirect employment is included approximately 20% of the province’s population is dependent on the
sector. Looking at the number of fishers and boats in operation and the level of fish catches,
one could argue that the fisheries sector in northern Sri Lanka had by 2013 ‘recovered’ from
the civil war, as they had passed pre-war levels 65. In socio-economic terms, however, the
sector is a mere shadow of its pre-war self, when it was flourishing and boat owners generally
enjoyed a high economic status (Bavinck 2015). Based on data from three selected villages in
northern Sri Lanka, Table 6.1 highlights the current marginal economic status of the sector,
with an average fisher making around 2000 USD per year 66, less than half of an average
Sri Lankan rural household. Fishers argue consistently that catches are poor and declining,
dominated by low value sardine, which results in building up increasing debts. The dire condition of the sector is the result of a complicated intersection of both post-war militarisation
and fishers’ associated lack of political access, and the intrusion of Indian trawlers.

65 Fish catches increased to 83,000 mt in 2013, compared to 76,000 mt in 1983. However, during the same period,
in Sri Lanka as a whole fish production tripled (MFARD 2013).
66 Income was calculated as catch value minus fuel costs minus depreciation and maintenance divided by the number of fishers involved.
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Table 6.1 Fishing activity details of an average FRP fishing boat 67 in three north Sri Lankan villages.
Munai

Karainagar

Pesalai68

No. of fishing families

440

135

622

No. of FRP boats (not all active)

210

43

230

Frequency of fishing (trips/boat/year)

119

221

190

Catch volume (tons/boat/year)

9.12

7.36

181

Sardine/herring as % of annual catch volume

30

76

94

Catch value - fuel costs
(USD/boat/year)

7,092-1,633=
5,459
(2–3 fishers)

8,502-1,845=
6,657
(2–3 fishers)

24,639-12,157=
12,482
(5–8 fishers)

Source: author’s data collection.

6.4.1 Post-war militarisation
Fisheries do not exist in sectoral isolation, but are shaped by and intertwined with the larger
regional political economy. The victory of Sri Lankan armed forces over the Liberation Tigers
of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) in May 2009 marked an end to decades of armed conflict. Contrary
to optimistic predictions, the end of the civil war did not make way for a process of dialogue,
introspection and reconciliation to come to terms with the brutalities of the recent past. Capitalising on having crushed the LTTE, the government established a totalitarian corporatist
State (David 2013), in which Sinhala chauvinist forces had a free hand to triumph over Tamil
and Muslim minorities who hold second rank citizenship. The regime was also characterised
by a high level of militarisation, by which I mean the increasing control of armed forces over
public institutions to guard regime interests (Kadirgamar 2013b). In 2014, it was estimated
that between 80,000 and 200,000 armed forces personnel 69 were stationed in the Northern Province (with a total population of about one million). The post-war military project
to monitor and control the lives of people in the north has continued and reinforced the
war-time atmosphere of suspicion and fear. The ubiquitous, overbearing and intimidating
presence of the military, in conjunction with non-uniformed intelligence agents, co-opted
former LTTE cadres, and other recruited informants has created a suffocating climate of
surveillance (Kadirgamar 2014).
Fisher communities have arguably been among the worst hit civilian victims of the war. As
Shanmugaratnam (2003: 24) explained during the war, “the pass system, restrictions on

67 Fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) boats (18 feet) with outboard engines (9–25 horsepower) are the most
common boats used in northern Sri Lanka.
68 The significantly higher figures in Pesalai are the result of purse seining. Higher fuel and labour costs make that
per capita incomes are similar to the other two villages.
69 Faced with international pressure to demilitarise, figures of military presence are highly controversial and vary
considerably (see CrisisGroup 2014 for details)
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mobility and harassment in the name of security checks by Navy personnel made them feel
like aliens and poachers in their own fishing areas”. Since 2010, the number of villages for
which fishers require a Navy-issued fishing pass has decreased significantly, and spatial and
temporal restrictions on mobility have been lifted. Yet, the armed forces continue to have
a highly visible presence in all fishing villages, allegedly to combat smuggling of narcotics
and provide security along the coast and at sea. Although the military hardly restricts fishing activity per se, several areas of the Northern Province coast are still designated as High
Security Zones. This meant that in 2014, 90,000 people were still internally displaced, many
of them from fishing communities (Glatz 2016). Also, most of the proper harbours 70 are used
by the Navy and are therefore inaccessible to fishers who are interested in acquiring slightly
larger offshore fishing boats. Then, in some places the authorities provided privileges to migrants from Southern Sri Lanka, for example a de facto monopoly on exploiting the lucrative
sea cucumber. Finally, at a subtler but equally significant level, its presence stifles opportunities for fisher organisation amidst a culture of fear and backs up political interference in
fisher institutions (see section 5).

6.4.2 Transboundary intrusions into Sri Lankan waters
While the International Maritime Boundary Line (IMBL) between India and Sri Lanka was
established in bilateral agreements in 1974 and 1976, in practice fishers from both countries
continued to operate without restrictions across the Palk Bay (Vivekanandan 2011). There
were occasional tensions over fishing technology, but regular interaction on the mid-sea
island of Katchchativu (ibid.) as well as quick crossovers to Tamil Nadu for trading goods
and watching the newest popular Tamil movies had created an overarching sense of brotherhood. The onset of civil war in 1983 radically changed this scenario in two ways. First, the
border became securitised and cross-border fishing by Indian trawlers became entrenched
in the dynamics of civil war that also played out at sea. For example, the LTTE regularly used
the Indian trawlers as cover and for transporting goods and people across the bay (Gupta
& Sharma 2008). The Sri Lankan Navy therefore considered Indian trawlers a significant
security treat and was permitted to open fire against encroaching boats as per a government
decision in August 1984 (Hettiarachchi 2007)71. Related to the securitisation with the onset
of the war, while the north Sri Lankan fishing sector was crippled due to heavy restrictions,
in Tamil Nadu the trawler fleet rapidly expanded aided by State modernisation subsidies
(Bavinck 2001; Menon et al. 2016). The limited size of the Palk Bay and the abundance of
prawn resources across the IMBL compelled Indian trawlers to increasingly operate in north
Sri Lankan waters on which they became dependent over time.

70

i.e. Kankesanturai, Karainagar, Point Pedro, Myliddy and Talaimannar.

71 The latest report of Indian fishers being allegedly killed stems from April 2011, when four fishers from
Rameshwaram disappeared.
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When Sri Lankan fishers resumed their operations during the cease-fire period (2002–
2006) and especially after 2009, they were confronted by the presence of approximately
2000 trawlers frequenting their waters (Scholtens et al. 2012). The small Sri Lankan boats
stand no chance against the 32–60 feet trawlers, which are equipped with engines up to 200
horsepower. Sri Lankan fishers have furiously opposed the trawlers on legal, ecological and
social justice grounds. Tamil Nadu trawl operators, however, have consistently argued that
they enjoy traditional fishing rights in the Palk Bay and that the legal basis of the maritime
boundary agreements is slippery (Menon et al. 2016).
Figure 6.2 illustrates how fishers from different parts of northern Sri Lanka are confronted
with trawlers from various parts of Tamil Nadu. While the sizable Sri Lankan Navy should
technically be capable of stopping trawl fisher incursions72, since 2011 the Navy’s activity
has been limited to chasing away trawlers using beam lights, and on occasion arresting trawl
fishers 73. Whenever such arrests occur, it is typically followed by intense agitations by trawler
owners that eventually result in India’s Prime Minister and Sri Lanka’s president resolving
matters by releasing Indian fishers. This is a reflection of the politics of scale exercised by
Indian trawler owners, who have consistently and effectively lobbied high level politicians
to lash out against the Sri Lankan government for the allegedly brutal behaviour of its Navy
(Stephen et al. 2013a).
In terms of access, north Sri Lankans now live in the ironic situation, that while enjoying fishing rights after 30 years of war, they are unable to really ‘benefit from the Palk Bay resources’
in the face of a powerful trawler fleet. Reasons for this include Indians’ superior trawler
technology, their considerable political agency and access to authority, the mobilisation of
India’s regional hegemony and the successful exploitation of ethnic identity politics in which
the Sri Lankan Navy is framed as aggressive oppressor rather than as border guard. Sri
Lankan fishers, on the contrary, neither have access to technology, nor to political agency at
the local or national level. It is these dynamic mechanisms that explain the marginal access
of north Sri Lankan fishers. Their limited ability to contest these mechanisms are elaborated
in the next section.

6.5

Limitations to fishers’ collective action

This section aims to understand limitations to effective forms of collective action among
fishermen, building on the three preconditions for contestatory collective action as introduced in section 2.

72

Personal communication with a Navy officer, January 2014.

73

For details on trawler arrests see Scholtens (2015).
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Figure 6.2 Graphical representation of the Palk Bay. The dotted arrows represent the origin and direction of Indian trawlers 74. The rectangles indicate three case study villages.

Source: modified from University of Jaffna, Dept. of Geography (2013).

74 There are no data on the precise number of boats crossing into Sri Lankan waters. The arrows, which do not
necessarily imply a daily flow, are based on anecdotal information from Indian and Sri Lankan fishers as well as direct
observation.
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6.5.1 Perceived injustice
North Sri Lankan fishers are furious about Indian trawling intrusions for at least four reasons. First, Indian trawl fishers catch a disproportionate amount of fish to the detriment of
their own catches. “When they come it’s like a city of lights. It’s as if they are breaking into
our house and stealing our belongings” (fisher in Pesalai, March 2012). Second, trawlers
come during the darkness of night and regularly destroy local fishers’ nets, causing enormous financial losses 75:
“The trawler problem is very real here, with every day the uncertainty being there. […] We
are lost. Last month alone five people already lost their nets: they can’t go fishing anymore”
(fisher leader Munai, 19 February 2012).

Due to this risk, fishers often stay home or resort to less profitable operations very close to
the coast.
“These trawlers are hitting hard on our stomach; for 20 years we weren’t allowed to fish,
now we are [allowed to go], but we can’t […]. The problem with the trawlers is that they
come without lights because they’re afraid of the navy. But that’s why we can’t see them in
advance and take measures” (group of elderly fishers in Munai, 8 March 2012).

Third, echoing international concerns with trawl gear (Pauly et al. 2002), fishers are furious
about the practice of bottom-trawling which, they argue, turns the sea bottom into a lifeless
desert. Finally, north Sri Lankan fishers feel betrayed because: “Indian fishers come here
freely, while we need a fishing pass to even put our feet into the sea” (fisher Pesalai, 25 October 2012).
The latter argument demonstrates that fishers’ frustrations are not about material interests
alone. As argued in section 2.3, fishers’ perceptions of injustice are triggered when they are
unable to act upon locally ingrained fishing rights. Based on longitudinal research on fishing
rights in northern Sri Lanka, Bavinck (2015) argues that territorial user rights have survived
the war and are still subscribed to by the fisheries cooperatives. The intrusion of foreign
trawlers challenges these customary held territorial rights, causing outrage and a strong
feeling of injustice.
In this situation of intensely violated rights in addition to material deprivation, one may
intuitively expect fishers to engage in strong collective agitation. As demonstrated in Table
6.2, fishers have indeed mobilised in several occasions in the form of demonstrations,
strikes, petitions, press conferences and even the hijacking of trawlers. The next sections
will explain, however, why these agitations remained utterly marginal in terms of changing
access outcomes in the Palk Bay.

75 The FCS in the village of Karainagar estimated that in 2010 and 2011 alone, approximately 23,000 USD of damage was done to fishing nets, resulting in many families incurring debts.
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Table 6.2 Instances of collective agitation by north Sri Lankan fishers (2011–2013).
Date

Instances of collective agitation

Feb. ’11

Point Pedro and Mathagal fishers apprehend 25 Indian trawlers

Feb. ’11

Fishers demonstrate in front of Jaffna’s Indian High Commission against Indian trawlers

Mar. ’11

Fisher leaders hand over petition to Indian High Commission and hold press conference

Sep. ’11

Mannar fishers protest against Indian trawlers and hold press conference

Oct. ’11

Media briefing regarding Indian trawlers problem by Mannar fishers

Oct. ’11

Fisher leaders meeting in Jaffna North to plan large demonstration

Oct. ’11

Jaffna fisher leaders write letter to Tamil Nadu Chief Minister

Nov. ’11

Point Pedro fishers try to hijack trawlers but get arrested by SL Navy

Dec. ’11

Mannar FCS protest and strike regarding fishing pass and trawler encroachment

Jan. ’12

Jaffna leaders hand over petition to former Indian president Abdul Kalam

Feb. ’12

Fishers from northern Jaffna strike regarding fuel price hike

Feb. ’12

Demonstration against Indian trawlers in Mannar, geared at Gov. Agent and Fisheries Dept.

Apr. ’12

Demonstration in Jaffna north with 14 FCS against Indian trawlers

Nov. ’12

Demonstration by Jaffna District fishers in front of IHC and District Secretariat

Jan. ’13

Fisher leaders explain their plight to French ambassador

Feb. ’13

Mannar cooperatives organise protest against Indian trawlers

Mar. ’13

Mannar Union holds demonstration against local and foreign destructive fishing practices

Source: own data, based on monitoring of events.

6.5.2 Perceived efficacy 1: militarisation and disillusion
In the immediate aftermath of the war, fishers had expected a new form of freedom and
fisher leaders had actively discussed ways to curb trawlers. In a remarkable turn of events, in
February 2011, fishers hijacked 25 trawlers that were fishing close to their coastline. Trawlers had destroyed many of their nets in the preceding months, adding to earlier frustrations
as the straw that broke the camel’s back. Crucially, fisher leaders had been able to secure
implicit guarantees from politicians and security forces that they would not be punished
for taking such action. The action was significant in terms of media attention, even though
trawlers were released after three days following high-level intervention. In October 2011
fishers tried to take similar action, but this time the 33 fishers involved were arrested by the
Sri Lankan Navy for planning to hijack Indian trawlers. This has had implications for further
plans:
“We could tell the fishers to go and catch the trawlers… they can do so immediately…. But
the navy orders us not to do this. If we really call to catch them we’ll end up on the list of
disappeared people” (Point Pedro fisher leader, 7 November 2012).
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This incident is illustrative for post-war Jaffna, where a close and hardly accountable network of military, politicians and intelligence maintain stringent control over civil affairs. The
strategic role of the Tamil fishers in the LTTE militancy may have caused authorities to be
particularly suspicious of collective engagement of the fishing communities. The following
quotes are illustrative for this suffocating surveillance climate and associated fear:
“Within a few hours officers from the armed forces had come to enquire about why we had
not asked permission for doing this [announcing a strike] … If you strike, you have to inform
the Navy; but they would not allow us to go on strike. So now how can we launch a strike? I
hardly dare talk” (FCS officer Point Pedro, 20 February 2012).

The relatively higher prevalence of collective agitation in Mannar District (see Table 2), is
explained by the following:
“Muslims 76 generally don’t go against the government… so the government is a bit more with
us and takes us seriously. In Jaffna [however] all sangams are Tamil: when they open their
mouth the government will look at it like some insurgent shouting … This is why we could
organise some demonstrations, while Jaffna kept quiet. When we do so … we make sure that
none of the banners says anything against the government, but just make livelihood statements; asking the government to give attention to our problems. … The forces always want
to know when and where we are having meetings. An intelligence person will participate and
sit at the meeting as if he were a representative …” (fisher leader Mannar, 5 March 2012).

Fisher leaders are particularly vulnerable and seek political patronage prior to organising
any form of collective protest. In one incident in March 2012, thousands of fishers from
northern Jaffna held a lengthy march holding banners reading ‘do not enter our territorial
waters’, ‘do not cut our nets’ and ‘do not destroy our natural resources’. The march was
organised by the local Fisheries Union, whose leadership had just been realigned under
the patronage of a local politician loyal to the government. As a result, this demonstration
became as much a political parade as a protest against trawlers, resulting in cynicism of
observers and insiders alike.
In addition to visible forms of intimidation, the lack of perceived efficacy also relates to
war-related psychosocial problems prevailing in the area, including domestic violence,
alcoholism, a strong sense of insecurity, distrust and powerlessness, which according
to close observers (Somasundaram & Sivayokan 2013) negatively affect people’s sense of
agency. Over time, fishers have become increasingly disillusioned by their lack of agency and
the impossibility of engaging in a meaningful way with the Navy, politicians and government
officials in curbing trawlers.

76 In Sri Lanka, Muslims are generally considered a distinct ethnicity, even though the majority speaks Tamil as
first language.
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This minimum level of agency has been leading towards a silent and somewhat fatalistic
process of adaptation, in which fishers have resigned themselves “to live with trawlers as a
disease; perhaps this is our fate” (elder fisher Karainagar, 11 Feb 2012). This adaptation has
manifested itself, amongst others, by resorting to less profitable operations near shore to
prevent encounters with trawlers or by resorting to purse-seining operations during daytime
(when there are no trawlers) even though they deem this gear highly destructive themselves,
or by staying home altogether. The trawler ‘problem’ has also pushed younger fishers to
leave the sector, opting instead for manual labour work in the district’s capital or in Gulf
countries.

6.5.3 Perceived efficacy 2: weakening organisation
A second element crucial to understand fisher’s ability to act collectively is their organisational set-up. The primary form of organisation among northern Sri Lankan fishers are the
fishermen’s cooperative societies (FCS or sangams), which were set up by the Sri Lankan
government in 1941 with the aim to strengthen the socio-economic standing of fishing communities (Wimalasena & Rupamoorthy 2005). FCSs operate under the jurisdiction of the Cooperative Department and the Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Resource (DFAR), and
have therefore only limited autonomy. Compared to the historically defective functioning
of fishermen’s cooperatives in most parts of Sri Lanka (Wimalasena & Rupamoorthy 2005;
Amarasinghe & Bavinck 2011), both fisher leaders and senior Department officials contend
that cooperatives in the North have functioned exceptionally well. In Jaffna District, cooperatives are organised in a three-tier system: each coastal fishing village has a sangam, at the
divisional level these 117 sangams are jointly organised in 13 Unions (samaasam). These
Unions subsequently come together in an apex body at the district level under the name
of Fisheries Cooperative Society Union’s Federation (sammelanam). In the other northern
districts, the system is two-tiered, with village level FCSs and one Union at the district level.
The role and strength of the cooperatives differs significantly from one village to another,
but they all have faced a common set of challenges after the war. The first challenge concerns
political interference. During the war, both the government and the LTTE saw control over
the cooperatives as a way to gain strategic control over the coast. The LTTE had a vital interest in maintaining the cooperative system so as to raise funds through them. The Sri Lankan
Navy also used the cooperatives for allocating fishing passes, which were compulsory until
2011.
Post-war, a different type of political interference affected the cooperatives. In 2011 the
Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Development (MFARD) set up parallel fisher representative organisations throughout the country. Obtaining government subsidies
was made conditional on membership of these ‘Rural Fisheries Organisations’. As a result,
within a year, a parallel structure based on political patronage had emerged throughout the
country. While most fisher leaders came to refer to these new organisations cynically as
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‘Minister’s organisations’, they resulted in significant ruptures among fisher leaders at the
district level. In addition, political parties in the North interfered in cooperative elections,
which were regularly cancelled following a ‘wrong candidate’ being elected. The resulting
messiness in the cooperative system has led some observers to refer with a sense of nostalgia
to the time when the Tigers where in charge:
“These days cooperatives are losing importance; things have become chaotic, look at how
cooperative elections were cancelled. Private traders are taking over things, and corruption
has increased. There is no control as in the days of the LTTE” (former Fisheries Department
official, 15 November 2011).

Second, cooperatives were vital in allocating financial aid to fishing communities during
the war. During the ceasefire period (2002–2006) and the aftermath of the tsunami, large
amounts of foreign funds were made available through the cooperatives. After the war, funding both from the government and foreign NGOs dried up. In Pesalai, where FCS buildings
are in a dilapidated state and hardly frequented by office bearers and fishers alike, a leader
points to another vital reason:
“We had 17 employees in 2003; we were flourishing. … This has all collapsed in about seven
years. The reason is simple: there’s no fish coming in. Fishers can’t pay back their loans,
and thus don’t want to come here anymore. No fish, no sangam. … Also there’s no external
aid coming anymore to provide benefits to fishers” (former sangam leader Pesalai, 13 Sept
2012).

Third, post-war development of roads linking the north to the south has resulted in an influx
of fish traders, credit providers and suppliers of fisheries materials. While during the war
many cooperatives had a virtual monopoly on marketing and transporting of fish, the provision of loans, the provision of fuel and net materials, the post-war ‘opening-up’ of the market
has eroded the importance of the cooperatives.
In sum, cooperatives have demonstrated remarkable resilience during and after the war, and
their layered structure of meetings and representation is still intact, and in many villages the
fishing cooperatives remain important. Yet, their collective capacity to build collective rules,
mobilise fishers and represent them to the outside world has become extremely limited.

6.5.4 Socio-political identity: lost in ambiguity
In section 2.2, I argued that another precondition for effective contestatory collective action
is a group’s ability to politicise its identity, and articulate its struggle in a way that resonates
with larger (elite) audiences. This provides north Sri Lankan fishers with a dilemma. The
hegemonic Tamil discourse, promulgated by the Tamil elite to secure significant international support, frames ethnic Sri Lankan Tamils as victims of Sinhala oppression. Within
this framing, Sri Lankan Tamils can count on powerful allies, including Tamil Nadu, a sizable Tamil diaspora, and to some extent India and even the larger international community.
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The fisheries conflict in the Palk Bay, however, is one between two sets of Tamil fishers and
therefore cuts into this usually powerful alliance. As a result, fishers are caught in a dilemma
of how to strategically frame their plight.
Sri Lankan fishers have on occasion framed their problem as a manifestation of the TamilSinhala ethnic dichotomy, for example by accusing the Sri Lankan government of deliberately letting Indian fishers fish in their waters in order to create friction between Tamils
from both countries (TamilNet 2013). Fishers have also accused the Sri Lankan government
of using the conflict as a geopolitical joker, which can be used whenever there is the need to
improve rapport with India77. However, fishers simultaneously realise that they need to get
the Sri Lankan government on their side to settle this bilateral fisheries conflict.
Fishers have therefore increasingly accused Tamil Nadu of destroying their livelihood, and
appealed to the Sri Lankan Navy and Sri Lankan government, begging them to be stricter
with the Indian trawlers. This counter-hegemonic framing, however, is silenced by the Tamil
elite, who are unwilling to confront Tamil Nadu because of Tamil Nadu’s support for the
wider Tamil struggle. As an MP of the major Sri Lankan Tamil political party put it: “We
really first have to solve the ethnic problem—after that we can easily solve this fishing problem with India as well” (interview, 22 Nov. 2012). The reflections of a priest on the trawler
hijacking incident are equally illustrative:
“We can’t do such things again, I won’t allow the fishers. It is used by our government to
undermine our relation with India, and that’s precisely what they are looking for […]. We
shouldn’t fall into that trap. Not that I care about those international relations, but it would
harm my people. The government wants to get Tamils to oppose India” (Parish priest: 11
November 2011).

In sum, the lack of alignment between regional ethnic politics, and the particular structure
of the fisheries conflict, does inhibit fishers from politicising their identity and generating a
powerful process of mobilisation.

6.6

Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to make sense of small-scale fishers’ struggle for resource access
when confronted with competition from a foreign fishing fleet. I framed this in terms of the
capacity of fishers to engage in a process of collective action geared at securing access to
marine resources. During post-war years northern Sri Lankan fishers came to possess full
fishing rights in Sri Lankan fishing grounds. However, these rights proved futile in the face
of the intrusion of the technologically-superior Indian trawlers. This paper has reflected

77 For example, the Sri Lankan president regularly released groups of Indian fishers as a gesture of goodwill prior to
important bilateral meetings (Scholtens & Bavinck 2014).
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extensively on how we should approach fishers’ collective action under such circumstances
of unequal and frustrated access.
Drawing on literature of contestatory collective action proved useful in demonstrating the
hurdles faced by fishers to mobilise and lay effective claims on their fishing grounds. Postwar militarisation and associated surveillance, inadequate political representation of the
Tamil population, a weakening cooperative organisation and the inability of ethnicity to
form a basis of collective action proved crucial factors. The presence of these factors effectively block fishers from confronting trawlers or compelling authorities (to assist them) in
doing so. This not only compromises the livelihoods of small-scale fishers in northern Sri
Lanka, but also results in an absence of resource management. The lack of political space for
collective contestation has forced fishers into a process of silent adaptation to the reality of
trawler intrusions.
These observations have led to two conclusions. First, I have argued that possessing legitimate rights (derived from statutory or customary law) to access and exploit local fishing
grounds, without the capacity to curb outsiders like foreign fishing fleets, constitutes a
fictitious form of access. To understand why fishers are unable to compete with, or confront
foreign trawlers, we need to appreciate the relational nature of resource access. Even though
the lack of secure access of fishers is the direct result of the intrusions of foreign trawlers,
a community’s capacity to control and exploit a resource is a function of their ability to get
support from state and non-state actors to effectively prevent external actors from infringing
on their rights.
Deriving from this I draw a second conclusion. In situations such as these, our attention
needs to shift from collective action geared at self-governance for resource management,
to contestatory collective action geared at gaining support from state- and non-state actors.
Collective action in terms of self-governance has been valuable in explaining how fishers engage in local resource management through age-old practices of collective action. However,
this literature is less able to explain how powerful forces external to the local system (such
as foreign fishing fleets) undermine local systems of management. In line with Agrawal’s
observations (2003), I argue that, in such circumstances, assuming a level of sovereignty
or self-governance of the community is problematic. I therefore conclude that struggles for
resource access are not only struggles for legitimate property rights, but equally about the
ability to influence the multiple mechanisms of access through processes of contestatory
collective action.
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Facilitating change from the bottom-up?
Reflections on civil society efforts to
empower marginalised fishers
in post-war Sri Lanka

This chapter is a minor revision of an article with the same title that will be submitted shortly
to Development and Change with Maarten Bavinck as co-author (see page 11 for details on
co-authorship).
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7.1

Introduction

Development studies entail the analysis of societal change as well as the pursuit of directed
progress (Lund 2010). In a stereotypical way, the first is the domain of social scientists who
describe and reflect; the second is the domain of the development practitioner, in possession
of forward-looking, professional optimism (Lund 2010). These domains do not operate in
isolation: they are conceptually and empirically blurred and influence each other.
In the spirit of overcoming the duality of science and practice and facilitating transdisciplinary
engagement in development studies, the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
(NWO), together with the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs, funded an innovative
programme that was geared toward addressing ‘conflict and cooperation over natural resources’ (CoCooN) in various parts of the world (Frerks et al. 2014). So it happened that one
year after the end of the Sri Lankan civil war (2009), a consortium of Dutch, Indian and Sri
Lankan universities and NGOs commenced a research-cum-development project known as
REINCORPFISH focusing on the governance of a transboundary fisheries conflict in the
Palk Bay, South Asia.
The Palk Bay is a secluded marine area of approximately 12,000 square kilometres intersected by a maritime boundary that separates Indian and Sri Lankan waters. However, trawl
fishers from the South Indian state of Tamil Nadu operate in large numbers on northern
Sri Lankan fishing grounds, where they compromise the fishing opportunities for a large
population of small-scale fishers. This creates extreme economic hardship and also prevents
recovery from the effects of the war.
The consortium’s objective was to address the transboundary resource conflict on both sides
of the Palk Bay by working from ‘the bottom-up’, and thereby to “facilitate the development
and implementation of a new framework for the regulation of fisheries” (REINCORPFISH
2010: 6). On the Sri Lankan side, it strove to advance its objective by empowering northern
Sri Lankan fishers in their interactions with Indian fishers as well as the Sri Lankan authorities. The central question addressed by this paper is to what extent such civil society-based,
sectoral initiatives are capable of facilitating meaningful change from below. Having experienced severe challenges, we tease out a selection of lessons that relate to the approach 78.
Theoretically, we draw both on the literature of bottom-up, participatory governance of natural resources, as well as on notions of empowerment and civic-driven-change (Fowler &

78 We aim to be reflexive on the assumptions, the theoretical inspirations and implications of the project, as well as
our own positionality. Being insiders of the project, we also acknowledge the limitations of such self-reflections and
invite outsiders to comment. Note that we do not aim to evaluate the project objectives and its achievements, a process
which has been taken care of by the CoCooN programme.
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Biekart 2013). Our focus is on the process as it unfolded on the Sri Lankan side of the Bay,
largely leaving aside its accomplishments in India.79
The paper is structured as follows. The next two sections provide a theoretical perspective
and sketch the political contours of fisher struggle in northern Sri Lanka. Section 4 then
describes the composition and rationales of the project. Section 5 empirically describes the
four main activities that took place (aside from research): 1) facilitation of transboundary
fisher-to-fisher dialogues, 2) creation of a supra-local fisher organisation, 3) building of rapport with the Sri Lankan state and 4) engagement in advocacy. Section 6 and 7 reflect on the
project’s assumptions, highlighting the seductions of bottom-up governance, the limitations
of a sectoral approach, the path dependencies that are inevitably produced, and the need to
better articulate context-specific opportunities and constraints for civil society actors.

7.2

Theoretical inroads

7.2.1

Bottom-up governance of natural resources

Following disappointment with decades of state-based top-down models of fisheries management, as well as increasing concerns over declining fish stocks and crises in the legitimacy
of resource management practices, an extensive body of research on fisheries governance has
emerged since the 1980s. The resulting conceptualisation has both analytical and normative
dimensions: “governance is both what is and what should be, both reality and potential”
(Kooiman & Bavinck 2005: 16). Analytically, governance proceeds from the observation
that a plethora of other actors at various scale levels take part in the act of societal steering
(Kooiman et al. 2005). It suggests, amongst other claims, that “the solution to many present
day challenges does not rest with government alone but must also involve other sectors of
society” (Chuenpagdee & Jentoft 2009, 111). The narrative in this literature often proposes a
view “of governance as a space of interaction, collaboration, deliberation and problem solving” (Sowman & Wynberg 2014: 8).
Such ideas have inspired the promotion of bottom-up governance models in fisheries. Active
involvement of user groups in formulation, implementation and monitoring of institutions
has become the popular paradigm. The underlying rationale is that when rules and norms
are set up in cooperation with those affected, this enhances the probability of legitimacy,
fairness, compliance and hence effectiveness (Jentoft 2004). Such thinking has spurred
the promotion of approaches with resounding titles such as self-governance (Kooiman et
al. 2005), community-based governance (Ostrom 1990), participatory governance (Gray
2005); co-management (Pomeroy & Berkes 1997; Jentoft 1989); and bottom-up governance
(Ginkel 2009; Christie & White 2007). We take the latter concept as starting point for this

79 REINCORPFISH activities in Tamil Nadu, India, have been discussed elsewhere (Stephen et al. 2013af; Stephen
2015; Menon et al. 2016).
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paper. “Bottom up governance refers to policies that may be ratified by governments but
that are propelled and unfold mainly outside the halls of government” (Rosenau & Czempiel
1992: 82).
This embracing of bottom-up modes of governance reflects a wider trend in the field of
development studies and practice, termed the ‘participatory turn’ by some (e.g. Mosse 2007:
9), which has since been critically scrutinised. For example, the ideal of participation has
been critiqued for being apolitical and ahistorical (Agrawal 2003), for romanticising community (Li 1996), for underplaying local inequalities and power relations, and for being
ignorant of scale levels beyond the local (Mohan & Stokke 2000). Fowler and Biekart (2013)
suggest that participation is too often understood as inviting ‘participants’ to take part in
change processes defined by others. Green and Lund (2015) argue that elite capture and
unequal distribution of benefits is common in cases where resources are managed participatorily. Cooke and Kothari (2001) have made a strong case for calling ‘participation’ the ‘new
tyranny’, shaped by top-down agendas and implemented to the benefit of the few. In fisheries contexts critiques have not been as loud, yet Davis & Ruddle (2012: 248) suggest that
notions of co-management and participation constitute a “betrayal of small-scale fishers”, as
key concepts that explain their marginality like “social class, wealth appropriation, power,
and exploitation are notably absent”. Concurrently, scholars have pointed out that there is
a dearth of attention for the phenomenon of power in governance literature (Torfing et al.
2012), studies of natural resource management (Nuijten 2005) and fisheries governance
literature in particular (Jentoft 2007).

7.2.2 Empowerment for resource access
Empowerment is a notion at the heart of the alternative development paradigm (Friedmann
1992). It can be understood as a process or an outcome—as a goal in itself, or rather valued
instrumentally for achieving other ends (Jentoft 2005). From an instrumentalist perspective, for example, empowerment can be seen as useful for realising effective resource
management and fair allocation. It entails “bringing previously excluded, disenfranchised
and sometimes alienated user groups and stakeholders into the management decisionmaking process, by reshuffling power and responsibility among those who form the fisheries
management chain” (ibid.: 1). Framed as an outcome, empowerment may be achieved when
“resource users are in a position to participate as equal partners in negotiations, give input on management decisions, and ultimately achieve self-control’’ (Sowman 2003). In this
paper we understand empowerment as the process of improving resource access of marginal
users, with access defined as the ability to benefit from resources (Ribot & Peluso 2003).
To understand the nature of empowerment processes, the above demarcation needs to be
complemented with Mohan and Stokke’s (2000) distinction between two approaches labelled
revisionist neoliberal and post-Marxist. From the first perspective, empowerment entails a
harmonious process of building bottom-up organisational structures. Here empowerment
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has the potential of a win-win situation, which can be achieved through multi-stakeholder
deliberations, with the assumption that bringing about positive change for marginal groups
can take place within existing power structures (ibid.). The notion of capacity building and
bottom-up governance with civil society as facilitator in delivering empowerment fits into
this approach.
The second perspective understands empowerment as social mobilisation that challenges
hegemonic interests within the state and the market (Mohan & Stokke 2010: 249). From this
perspective, empowerment is a conflictive and potentially zero-sum game that cannot occur
without disempowerment; “those who are being empowered are doing so at someone’s expense” (Jentoft 2005: 2). This perspective stresses that marginalisation is produced by often
conflictuous socio-political interactions and that empowerment is therefore a relational phenomenon. Fowler and Biekart (2013) further this understanding of empowerment in their
work on civic driven change (CDC). In their perspective, processes of change are not always
harmonious and civic resistance is required to challenge authority holders. CDC understands social realities as “unfulfilled imaginations of a preferred situation, which inevitably
creates dilemmas of collective action calling for the initiative, energy and agency of many”
(Fowler & Biekart 2013: 471). Civic-driven change entails citizen-driven approaches to social
problem-solving and has a strong bottom-up orientation. To this end, these authors propose
empowerment through ‘civic agency’ as a tool for targeting disempowering structures.
In terms of empowering resource users for gaining resource access, the difference between
these two approaches is significant. A harmonious approach to empowerment may entail
negotiating collective outcomes with competing resource users and building organisational
capacity to improve lobbying potential. A confrontational approach may rather entail challenging and confronting exclusion, associating for public protest and challenging rights and
discourses that privilege dominant resource users (Fowler & Biekart 2013). We suggest that
bottom-up governance, while conceptually leaning more towards a harmonious, apolitical
process, could also be taken as a process concerned with reversing patterns of domination
and increasing the power of primary stakeholders vis-à-vis others. The most strategic form
of bottom-up engagement arguably depends on the political spaces available to civic groups
in a given context.

7.2.3 Empowerment: what role for civil society?
An important question that remains concerns the role of civil society actors in such empowerment processes. Or more focused to the context of this paper: what is the role of civil
society in supporting marginalised groups, i.e. north Sri Lankan fishers, to gain meaningful
access to fish resources? Mosse (2007) argues that the era of development interventions has
been replaced by a global expert consensus on the need of local ownership, participation and
empowerment. This has rephrased the role of the outsider from expert to that of facilitator
(see also Banks & Hulme 2012).
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Fowler and Biekart (2013) however contend that mainstream civil society discourse has
become too depoliticised to provide a framework for meaningful change (ibid, 465). According to the same authors (2011), development cooperation as “currently envisaged and
applied is too seldom able to support endogenous civic agency without undermining it” and
development practices require “a better and more honest appreciation of power and the limited role of outsiders” (ibid.: 27). Outsiders can usually withdraw when change gets rough,
“while insiders have to cope as best they can with what remains of good intentions gone
wrong” (Fowler 2013: 9). This is particularly problematic when efforts to mobilise actors are
“instigated by institutions or actors who do not belong to the milieu in question” (Olivier de
Sardan 2005: 25, In: Lund 2010: 21).
However valid these critiques may be, they provide little alternative guidance to the practitioner. Kesby (2005) takes notice of penetrating critiques to empowerment-throughparticipation, but expresses discomfort with the lack of a “viable substitute for the energy,
optimism and practical utility of participation” (ibid.: 2043). He suggests that while critiques are valuable, a sense of proportion is required before simply rejecting any form of
constructive participatory engagement. Some forms of participation and empowerment
may actually be instrumental to facilitate and enable resistance to more oppressive forms
of power (Kesby 2005).

7.3

Political contours of the northern Sri Lankan
fishers’ struggle

The fisheries conflict between India and Sri Lanka and the marginalised position of the
northern Sri Lankan fishers therein needs to be understood in relation to larger national
and regional political contexts.

7.3.1

Sri Lanka’s post-war anxieties

The regional ethnic configuration can function as useful entry point for Sri Lankan political
analysis. While the Sinhalese form the ethnic majority (75%) in Sri Lanka, seen from a regional perspective that includes the neighbouring state of Tamil Nadu, they constitute a minority
(17%). According to some analysts, this has given rise to an existential angst and has fuelled
many a wave of Sinhala nationalist politics (Bandarage 2009). The armed forces’ victory over
the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE)80 in May 2009 marked a bloody and uncertain
end of three decades of civil war. While the end of the war promised the possibility of reconciliation, some authors describe the first post-war period—that terminated with the election
of a new president in January 2015—as one of ‘oppressive stability’ (Wickramasinghe 2014).
According to this analysis, the ruling coalition, capitalising electorally on the war victory,

80 The LTTE was the armed wing of the Tamil resistance movement fighting for an independent State covering the
northern and eastern parts of the island.
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established a nepotistic state characterised by chauvinist family rule. The sizable military
gained a new role of safeguarding regime interests and controlling public institutions, resulting in a culture of fear and impunity, in particular in Tamil majority areas (Kumar 2013;
David 2013). Economically, a neoliberal growth and development agenda, financed mostly
by Chinese loans, brought significant physical reconstruction. However, the rehabilitation
of the rural economy and associated livelihoods hardly received attention, leading to further
economic marginalisation and indebtedness of an already war-traumatised society in northern Sri Lanka (Kadirgamar 2013b). Meanwhile, the continuing nationalist Tamil politics
also repressed any meaningful reflection and public deliberation about the violent history of
the LTTE and the daily livelihood struggles of the Tamils apart from grand political devolution (Hoole & Arulingam 2015).
Post-war, the alleged commitment of war crimes generated a powerful international human
rights lobby calling upon the Sri Lankan government to initiate an accountability process.
The Sri Lankan government however responded utmost defensively to what it argues to be a
deeply intrusive and hypocritical western human rights agenda interfering with Sri Lanka’s
sovereignty. Concomitantly, local and international NGOs in Sri Lanka received threats,
counter-allegations and public embarrassments. According to Wickramasinghe (2014: 408)
this was for NGOs and citizens a time of “total compliance or desperate revolt”.
Meanwhile, in the neighbouring Indian state of Tamil Nadu, anti-Sri Lanka rhetoric was an
important constituent of daily politics, and in 2011 the Tamil Nadu Assembly even adopted
a resolution declaring Sri Lanka to be an enemy state (Scholtens et al. 2013). The Central
Government of India, which has a history of interference in Sri Lankan affairs (including a
military intervention from 1987 to 1990), also pressured Sri Lanka to implement a meaningful devolution programme; it also voted twice in support of the UNHCR resolution against
Sri Lanka. It is in this charged geopolitical context that the struggle of northern Sri Lankan
fishers needs to be interpreted.

7.3.2 North Sri Lankan fishers’ marginalities
The precarious situation of fishers living in northern Sri Lanka is the product of multiple
interlinked and reinforcing processes of marginalisation. During much of the civil war,
fishing in northern Sri Lanka had been restricted by security forces, partially to prevent
LTTE guerrillas from launching attacks. In the post-war setting, these restrictions have been
reduced step-by-step allowing fishers to slowly resume operations again. However, fishing
is still challenged, in particular by a large Indian fleet that frequents Sri Lankan waters on
a regular basis81. This fleet consists of approximately 2000 trawlers with powerful engines

81 The frequency of cross-boundary fishing varies by origin of the trawl fishers, but most of them operate seasonally
in Sri Lankan waters, many operate consistently for three days per week in Sri Lankan waters.
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(<192 horsepower) 82. The Sri Lankan fishers, operating small boats (8 to 25 horsepower)
and passive fishing gear, have to avoid the trawlers lest they run a risk of their nets being severely damaged. The consequences of trawler intrusions therefore result not only in
damage to gear and natural habitat, but also in many days of non-fishing, reduced incomes,
and increased indebtedness (Scholtens et al. 2012).
Figure 7.1 Annual observations and arrests of Tamil Nadu trawlers in Sri Lankan waters.

Source: Sri Lankan Navy (2016).

Given the illegality of cross-boundary operations 83, the Sri Lankan Navy’s rate of arresting
trawl fishers is remarkable low (see figure 7.1). The trawl fishers can count on significant political support in Tamil Nadu, where politicians are eager take up the plight of their fishers to
capitalise on anti-Sinhala sentiments in their constituencies (Scholtens et al. 2013). Hence,
whenever the Sri Lankan Navy arrests Indian trawl fishers, Tamil Nadu politicians frame
these arrests as a continuation of Sinhalese violence against Tamils. Such arrests usually
result in political drama in which Sri Lanka eventually bows to Indian pressure, leading to
the early release of detained Indian fishers (Scholtens & Bavinck 2014). Due to the limited
political influence of northern Sri Lankan fishers, the arrest and release of Indian fishers is
occasionally also employed by the Sri Lankan government as a useful pawn in its broader
negotiations with India (ibid.). This political reality therefore imposes limitations on the Sri
Lankan Navy to take more decisive action against boundary transgressions.

82 Since 2012 there is also a large fleet of smaller boats with outboard engines from Tamil Nadu venturing illegally
in Sri Lankan waters with monophilament nets.
83 The Indo-Sri Lankan International Maritime Boundary Line was approved through bilateral agreements in 1974
and 1976 and follow up letters. These stipulate that both countries have exclusive fishing rights on their respective sides
of the boundary (Suryanarayan 2005; Chandrahasan 2014).
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A third layer of marginality is added by the fact that the main Tamil political party in Sri
Lanka (the Tamil National Alliance, or TNA) is reluctant to take on the cause of its fisher
constituency. One reason for this may be the TNA’s historical bias towards the Tamil landowning caste (Kuganathan 2014). In addition, however, the TNA estimates that it requires
support from ‘big brother’ Tamil Nadu to achieve its objectives of a devolution of power
and non-discrimination. The resulting political orphaning of northern Sri Lankan fishers is
beautifully captured by two local authors:
“TNA parliamentarians maintained a stony silence even as Indian trawlers exhausted marine resources of the northern seas and wreaked havoc on our fishermen’s equipment. It
took almost six years for the TNA to finally come out of its shell on this matter. The criminal
nature of the Indian trawler enterprise and the severe damages that it unleashed upon the
resettled northern Tamil fishing communities somehow escaped Tamil nationalist attention—both here and abroad. While the Indian fishers successfully lobbied the Tamil Nadu
and the central Indian governments to their aid, our fishers were bereft of political agency
as both the Tamil leadership and the Sri Lankan government evaded confrontation” (Hoole
& Arulingam 2015: 74).

The northern fishers are thus entangled in a complex matrix of political motives in which
supporters are few. It was against this background that the REINCORPFISH project
commenced.

7.4

The making of the REINCORPFISH project

7.4.1

Actors, roles and relations

The REINCORPFISH project was initiated in 2010 by the second author of this paper, in collaboration with like-minded academics and activists in India and Sri Lanka. All participants
had a history of research or activism in the fisheries sector of South Asia, and were familiar
with each other’s work. At the same time, the project also created new collaborations across
Sri Lankan ethnic identities (Tamil-Sinhala), countries (Sri Lanka-India-Netherlands), civil
society sectors (NGOs-universities-media) and academic disciplines (marine ecologists,
economists, geographers and anthropologists).
On the Sri Lankan side of the project, the consortium included a university in the Sinhaladominated south and another in the Tamil-dominated north, a Sri Lankan NGO for which we
use the pseudonym Sri Lankan Fishers Unity (SLFU), an Indian NGO familiar with the Sri
Lankan situation, and the University of Amsterdam. The SLFU’s primary role was to pursue
the project’s action agenda. SLFU had a history of fisher mobilisation across the country and
pursued a rights-based approach. It enjoyed considerable legitimacy among northern fishers
not least for its island-wide mobilisation of fishers during the ceasefire period (2002–2006),
demanding a reduction of the security-related restrictions imposed on the northern fishing
population. SLFU derives its funds from various—mostly western—donors, and is closely
connected with other rights-based NGOs in the country. The Indian NGO liaised with SLFU
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and with the other partners to develop an appropriate country strategy. The Sri Lankan
university partners undertook parts of the research of REINCORPFISH, hosted meetings
and conferences on the fisheries struggle and occasionally joined SLFU in its advocacy activities. Further on in the history of the project, the consortium also developed links with local
researchers and journalists who helped in developing a media strategy.
The ‘University of Amsterdam team’ comprised the authors of this paper. The second author
has a long history of studying Indian and Sri Lankan fisheries (e.g. Bavinck 2001; Bavinck
2005). As project coordinator, he was responsible for adjusting plans, and keeping the project
on an even keel. The first author conducted PhD research in northern Sri Lanka from 2011
to 2013 and occasionally took on the role of informal country coordinator. He conducted 13
months of mixed method fieldwork, primarily in Jaffna District, which included three sets of
activities with relevance to this paper. First, by spending one month each in three selected
villages, he studied the impact of the Indian trawler activity and the functioning of local
fisher organisations. Second, he engaged extensively with village and district fisher leaders
(83 open interviews), joining their meetings at village, district and national level whenever
possible (16 district and national meetings). Finally, he interacted regularly with the SLFU
by joining their meetings with fisher leaders and engaging with its staff separately as well.
The first author had a double role of conducting research while simultaneously participating
in the project’s action agenda. This entailed a balancing act inherent in action research and
also implied close cooperation between the researchers and NGO. In order to maintain space
with fisher leaders to openly discuss the project’s interventions and politics, he also tried to
maintain some distance from SLFU, for example by avoiding to function as an intermediary
between the fisher leaders and SLFU. While some fisher leaders associated him closely with
SLFU, with most of them it was rather easy to discuss about the project’s role and limitations.
The involvement of two Europeans in the project raised various expectations, including
‘the NGO-man potentially bringing in resources’, or the ‘human rights activist focused on
revealing war crimes’. Both influenced our access to fishers and authorities, and the flow
of conversations, and generated various suspicions. The existence of these various expectations required a continuous explanation of our position and interests.

7.4.2 REINCORPFISH Rationales
Although the consortium partners had diverse backgrounds, motives and aspirations, they
agreed on the following: 1) The governance of fisheries in the Palk Bay was in crisis and
an effective and fair resource governance framework could only be achieved through the
active involvement of fishers from both sides; 2) After decades of war, northern Sri Lankan
fishers occupied marginal positions vis-à-vis Tamil Nadu trawler fishers and their respective governments, and their plight required particular support. The project imperative was
therefore “to develop a common governance framework between parties who have previously
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occupied different [fields] confirming the rights and responsibilities of small-scale fishing
populations” (REINCORPFISH 2010: 7). While the Indian partners in REINCORPFISH
were to focus on understanding the logics of transboundary trawl fishing and ultimately
bring this sector ‘under control’, the Sri Lankan partners were to focus on promoting the
agency of small-scale fishers in the Northern Province. In the course of its five-year duration
(2011–2016), in addition to supportive research, the project engaged in four major activities
(see table 7.1 and figure 7.2).
Table 7.1 Project activities in relation to bottom-up governance.
Project activities

What

Rationale

Transboundary
fisher to fisher
dialogues

Facilitate negotiation through
dialogues between fisher groups
from Tamil Nadu and Sri Lanka.

Build on commonality of (Tamil) fisher
groups in Sri Lanka and India and facilitate
process of bottom-up governance of the
transboundary fishing space.

Organising fisher
leaders

Bring fisher leaders from different
northern Sri Lankan districts
together in one ‘Alliance’.

Building collective intentionality among
fishers is crucial for raising their profile and
to engage in public action.

Gaining
government buy-in

Inform, assist and collaborate with
government in the development of
a governance framework and the
resolution of fisher conflicts.

The Palk Bay fishing conflict cannot be
resolved without the commitment of
governments (Sri Lanka and India).

Advocacy for
fishing rights

Organising conference, stakeholder
meetings, engaging media and
sensitising Tamil and Sinhala
authorities.

Put the fisheries conflict, and the struggle of
north Sri Lankan fishers therein, higher on
the societal and political agenda.

Source: author.

7.5

The project in practice: rationales confronted

7.5.1

Indo-Sri Lankan fisher dialogues

The fact that Tamil Nadu and northern Sri Lankan fishers shared language, profession and
culture was assumed to provide fertile ground for dialogue. SLFU and the Indian NGO had
already been involved in facilitating dialogues between Indian and Sri Lankan fisher representatives in 2004, while REINCORPFISH initiated the dialogue in 2010 (Stephen et al.
2013a). The Sri Lankan government sent observers to both events (see table 7.2). In 2010
both groups of fishers actually reached an agreement stipulating that Indian trawl fishers
would terminate trawling after one year; during the transition period, they would be allowed to continue fishing in a limited section of Sri Lankan waters for a total of 70 days (see
Stephen et al. 2013a for details).
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Figure 7.2 Actors and REINCORPFISH’ suggested pathways to facilitate change in the Palk Bay
fisheries conflict.

Source: author.

While the consortium viewed the 2010 dialogue as a promising start of bottom-up governance to be continued, the Sri Lankan government soon rejected the terms of the fisher
agreement, and subsequently opposed the dialogue process in all terms. It lashed out at
SLFU that was accused of hand-picking LTTE-affiliated fisher delegates to suit its own
political needs. It was also charged with buying into the logic of ‘sharing waters’ with India,
compromising Sri Lanka’s sovereignty and of effectively inviting trawlers to come to fish
in Sri Lankan waters. Fishers in northern Sri Lanka subsequently reported that they were
warned not to deal with SLFU anymore.
The ferocity of the backlash in 2010 had several causes. First, during the dialogue visit to
Tamil Nadu, some Sri Lankan delegates had capitalised on the presence of an eager Tamil
audience to criticise the Sri Lankan Government in the face of its representatives. Second,
it reflected a larger tension between Sri Lankan authorities and (rights-based) NGOs in Sri
Lanka, and SLFU was considered one of the major ‘troublemakers’. Third, while the organisers of these dialogues viewed the issue mostly from a livelihoods and fisheries management
perspective, for the government issues of sovereignty and security were of relevance. The
Fisheries Ministry subsequently announced that the transboundary fishing conflict was an
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issue for the two governments to solve, that there would be no more dialogues with Tamil
Nadu, and that there was no role for third party involvement.
Ironically, due to the bilateral stalemate over the fisheries conflict, in 2011 both governments
took the initiative for a next round of fisher dialogue. The Sri Lanka Government hosted a
meeting between fishers from both sides, but there was no room for fishers to negotiate as
the meeting was primarily used for reprimanding Indian trawler owners 84. The political establishment in Tamil Nadu subsequently blocked any further fisher dialogues, from which
it felt that it had little to gain (Sathya Moorthy 2013). When the Sri Lankan government
significantly increased the number and duration of trawler arrests in 2013 (Scholtens 2015),
Tamil Nadu fishers started to push for new negotiations through a hunger strike, leading
to two new dialogue meetings in 2014. While these dialogues did not lead to any concrete
agreement, they did help to expose the uncomfortable reality to Indian and Tamil media that
Tamil Nadu trawlers were causing major harm to their ‘brothers’ across the Palk Bay.
Table 7.2 Overview of fisher-to-fisher dialogues in the period 2004–2014.
Date/location

Organisation

Outcome

May 2004
Mannar &
Colombo

Initiated by NGOs with
government observers
attending

Agreement that trawling is harmful and has eventually
to be stopped. Trawlers promise to avoid fishing within
3 nautical miles from the SL coast.

August 2010
Ramnad &
Chennai

Initiated by REINCORPFISH
with encouragement from
both governments.

Trawling in SL waters will be stopped in one year. In
the interim period, 70 days are stipulated when trawlers
can cross the border. Governments do not endorse
agreement.

March 2011
Colombo

Sri Lankan government
invites fisher representatives
from both countries for a
meeting.

Only preliminary discussions in tense environment.
Were to be followed up by a meeting in Chennai, which
did not materialise.

January 2014
Chennai

Fisheries ministries take
charge, after much pressure
on Tamil Nadu.

Sri Lankan fishers frame the conflict as a livelihood
issue. Indian fishers promise not to cross over for a onemonth period as goodwill measure

June 2014
Colombo

Fisheries Ministries take
charge.

Tamil Nadu fishers ask for more time to stop trawling.
Sri Lanka fishers harden their stand and do not wish to
give more time to TN fishers.

Source: own data, based on monitoring of events.

84

Personal communication, V. Vivekanandan, January 2014.
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7.5.2 Building the Northern Province Fisher People Alliance
Since early independence fisheries cooperatives have been vital multi-purpose institutions
in Sri Lankan fisheries (Amarasinghe & Bavinck 2011). At the inception of the project in
early 2011, fisher leaders in the Northern Province85 spoke rather wistfully of their fisheries
cooperatives, which had emerged relatively unscathed from the war but were rapidly losing
influence. With the aim to found an umbrella organisation through which northern fishers
could represent their interests, SLFU hosted a meeting for northern Sri Lankan fisher leaders in March 2011. The participants to this meeting—divided by political affiliation, caste,
district of origin, and fishing gears—concurred, believing that such an organisation would
potentially increase their influence. The Northern Province Fisher People’s Alliance (henceforth ‘the Alliance’) presented itself the same day to fisher groups from southern Sri Lanka,
as well as the press, handing over a petition to push for the cessation of trawling to the Indian High Commission in Colombo.
During its first year of existence, mostly facilitated by SLFU, the Alliance held meetings
which led to the formulation of a constitution and several letters and petitions to Indian
and Sri Lankan authorities. Yet, its leaders were obviously dragging their feet, ignoring
SLFU’s suggestion to register and open a bank account, postponing meetings and cancelling
planned demonstrations. We argue that several factors explain why this Alliance was unable
and unwilling to act as the strong voice of northern Sri Lankan fishermen.
1. Political interference: The Alliance was built on the institutional logic of the fisheries
cooperative system, and had drawn its members from the Fisheries Cooperative Unions of
the relevant districts. Yet, post-war, this cooperative organisation was being increasingly
undermined. First, the Ministry of Fisheries, for reasons of its own, came to set up a new
fisher organisation in parallel with the cooperatives: the Rural Fisheries Organisations. The
appointed leaders of the new organisations enjoyed patronage from the Fisheries Ministry, while the cooperative system had been pushed into an oppositional position by the end
of 2012. The resultant parallel organisational structure created considerable frictions and
divisions within the fisher leadership. Second, during 2012 local politicians came to interfere in the elections of the cooperative unions in the Northern Province, ensuring that their
followers would attain office. These shifts of leadership at the ground level were not accepted
therefore not transferred into the Alliance leadership, which furthered the Alliance’s oppositional identity while simultaneously losing its alignment with the cooperative system.
2. Leadership crises: the respected fisher leader who assumed the chair position passed
away not long after, leaving disagreements about who might replace him. The leaders who
took over lacked the legitimacy enjoyed by the erstwhile president, and lacked the necessary
effectiveness. Some fishers came to cynically remark that the Alliance’s primary reason of

85
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existence was to provide leadership positions to leaders who lost leadership positions resulting from the political interference. Leadership was of particular importance since it required
considerable authority to have the multiple internal divisions not taking over the consensus
on Indian trawlers. In Alliance meetings most attention came to be devoted to contentious
internal issues, such as local gear conflicts, local trawler operations, and privileges of fishers from southern Sri Lanka. In addition, reflecting long historical tensions, fisher leaders
from Mannar District argued that the leadership from Jaffna District was arrogant and operated too much singlehandedly. The leadership crises reached its climax mid-2014 when
the Alliance’s president was allegedly forced by the authorities to speak out publicly against
Alliance plans for a major demonstration in Jaffna that would involve fisher groups from the
entire country.
3. SLFU marginalisation: An overarching problem faced by both the Alliance and SLFU
was the extremely limited space to operate in the face of a regime with intense suspicions
of NGOs as well as of Tamil collective action, and a commitment to keep any activity under
control by means of patronage politics or repression. Fishers were well aware that organisations like SLFU—in particular when operating in the north—were closely monitored by
the Central Intelligence Department and that any protest against the government would be
easily framed as a western conspiracy to confront the Government (e.g. BBC Sinhala 2012).
The SLFU urged the Alliance to assert itself, hold demonstrations and demand attention for
their plight. Fisher leaders nodded in response and sometimes planned demonstrations,
but these were typically called off a few days in advance. Rumours were spread through the
newspapers that SLFU was using the northern fishers as a pawn for the purpose of securing
donor funding. SLFU’s precarious position in the country peaked in February 2012, when
the government was quick to accuse SLFU of organising the protest against the fuel hike,
which eventually forced the staff to flee the country. For fisher leaders this created difficult
dilemmas.
“We have to achieve our goals not through opposition but by going with the politics. But we
need something strong to hold on and to climb up. Some army commander or whatever, it
has to be a Sinhalese. We don’t want to oppose anyone; we just want our problem solved.
We have to reach out to the government. Going against the government is useless, that is the
position of our country now, especially here in the north. This is the problem with [SLFU’s]
approach… The thing is that their approach works very well in the south and the director’s
doing very important work, but this way doesn’t work in the north. When we go to jail nobody will look after us; here there is no use of demonstrating against the government. That’s
why we didn’t want to do any of those demonstrations suggested by them. But we also need
SLFU. They are important to get the different [northern] districts together. … We are also
just tired of going against the government. We have tried it with arms for 30 years…” (Fisher
leader from Jaffna District, 10 Nov. 2012).

4. Ambivalent alliances: Rather than confining itself to the issue of Indian trawler intrusion,
SLFU was keen to take on a broader package of issues faced by northern fishers. This meant
that it also mobilised around more sensitive issues like land dispossessions, ‘High Security
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Zones’, the plight of Internally Displaced Persons and the patronage of migrant fishers from
the south of the country. This combined approach, however valid, provided strategic difficulties, since both struggles imply opposite ‘opponents’ and ‘alliances’: while for building
momentum against Indian trawlers one inevitably requires support from the Sri Lankan
government, mobilising over topics related to militarisation and citizenship imply confrontation with the Sri Lankan government and require Indian support. This ambiguity over who
to confront created further confusion, internal strife and demobilisation.
The combination of political interference, militarisation, internal strife, suspicion and lack of
single issue around which to build a movement made it virtually impossible for the Alliance
to flourish; instead, it became a passive and toothless institution.

7.5.3 Achieving government buy-in
Taking the side of northern Sri Lankan fishers, confronting Indian trawlers, and not focusing
on ethnic discrimination and human rights discourses that dominated most international
involvement in the country, the consortium initially assumed relatively easy collaboration
with the Sri Lankan Government. However, this soon proved incorrect, for reasons that
have already been touched on. The political sensitivity of the project emerged already during
preparations for the first project workshop hosted by the University of Jaffna in January
2011. Indications were a police enquiry into possible LTTE-connections of the Sinhala
academic representing the University of Ruhuna, and a letter from the Sri Lankan High
Commission in New Delhi pointing out the risks of having Indian participants present.
Although the Netherlands embassy subsequently made every effort to introduce the project
coordinator to the Minister of Fisheries and, in the words of a high Dutch official, “overcome the anxieties generally caused by this kind of project”, this meeting was never realised,
despite many attempts from the project side. Tensions increased further after the SLFU
director, having received undefined threats to his life, fled the country and the Netherlands
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) requested the Minister of Fisheries to ensure his
safety. The academic representing the University of Ruhuna was subsequently blacklisted by
the Ministry, and Ministry officials were denied permission to attend the two academic conferences that were initiated by the project on the Palk Bay fishing conflict. At an official level
almost no interaction therefore came about between government and project. The reasons
for this condition are complex and partly still obscure. Several external factors seem to have
played an important role, however:
1.

The post-war government’s wariness if not antagonism towards western interference in
its affairs, fed by events at the UNHRC council meetings in Geneva;

2.

Linked to point 1, the post-war government’s antipathy toward all NGO-activity and the
Minister’s personal dislike of SLFU;
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Fear for a resurrection of Tamil guerrilla activity and suspicion of all project activities in
the Northern Province, particularly if they had an Indian component.

These factors were largely external to the project’s strategy, as is brought out by the fact that
they partly melted away with the change of government in 2015 (which is beyond the scope
of this paper). One may therefore wonder whether in the post-war context of Sri Lanka a
negative fallout could at all have been avoided. The difficulties faced resulted in more emphasis on advocacy.

7.5.4 Advocating fisher rights
To create momentum for the plight of northern Sri Lankan fishers in a broader Sri Lanka
constituencies, both the universities and the SLFU tried to organise workshops and seminars in the north and the south of the country and inform and engage Sri Lankan and Indian
media. The hope was that such pressure would entice the Sri Lankan government to act
more assertively towards India on the fisheries issue, which otherwise easily figured as a
useful pawn in bilateral negotiations.
Highlighting the injustice incurred on northern Sri Lankan fishers was difficult as for emphasising this framing of injustice, the consortium needed to reckon with three powerful
competing framings. These framings include 1) Indian trawl fishers are the main victims
in this conflict due to their continuous arrests by the Sri Lankan Navy (Tamil Nadu); 2) a
patronising India interferes in national affairs (Sri Lankan nationalism), and 3) any challenge to Tamil people is the result of Sinhala oppression (Tamil nationalism).
The anxieties surrounding the organisation of a workshop at the northern university, which
aimed to host officials, academics and civil society members from around the country are
illustrative for these difficulties. First, as a local professor clarified in March 2012, the
upcoming voting round in the UNHRC made that Sri Lanka was now in the international
spotlight and the northern university should be reluctant to provide any opportunity to the
Government to show off internationally in a ‘reconciliatory’ workshop of this kind. Second,
the university staff would also likely be suspicious towards such a north-south bridging
workshop: speaking out against trawlers would imply confronting Tamil Nadu which was
found unacceptable in these days around UNHRC; the Tamils should close the ranks. Third,
the internal division amongst fisher leaders (see point 7.5.2) posed dilemmas: not only was
it impossible to get all relevant leaders to a meeting of this kind, internal disagreements may
lead to an embarrassing show to visiting government officials, which was to be avoided at
all costs. Fourth, it was feared that the meeting would attract attention from the intelligence
agencies, and government-affiliated politicians, effectively securitising the meeting and potentially bringing in the military to the university campus. Fifth, both university staff, fisher
leaders and clergy found it increasingly useless to hold meetings, which they argued would at
best end up as a university show-off, without any use for the fishers’ plight. Fishers felt that
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the caste-based arrogance of most University staff, or any other elite for that matter, towards
fishers made it unlikely that such meeting bore any sincere relevance to them.
Hence, fisher leaders, clergy and university staff all felt reluctant about such advocacy
meeting for their own reasons, knowing that one misstep could compromise their position or
lead to some form of retaliation, while chances for success were limited. This was not unique
to fisheries, but reflected a larger social-psychological lethargy in Jaffna (Somasundaram
& Sivayokan 2013). It was the more remarkable that after countless postponements and
cancellations, eventually a year later a small seminar materialised at the northern university
generating considerable media attention.
SLFU meanwhile organised meetings throughout Sri Lanka providing fishers a platform
for speaking out. While in the north these meetings were always surrounded by security
tensions, organising meetings in Colombo proved more feasible. By bringing fishers of various parts of the country together SLFU aimed to build a national social movement in Sri
Lanka based on cross-ethnic sympathies. In February 2013 it organised a large meeting in
Colombo with fishers from various parts of the country, academics from various universities,
politicians and clergy attending. Later, with the buy in from five Sri Lankan universities,
the consortium organised a fisheries conference in the capital in 2014 providing renewed
momentum, even though government officials from the Fisheries Ministry and External Affairs were instructed not to attend. These meetings were arguably significant in terms of
sensitising new constituencies of the fisheries struggles, and enticed journalists to dive into
and report on the livelihood challenges of the north Sri Lankan fishers. Press coverage on
northern fisheries increased considerably over time both in quality and quantity.
Finally, a major advocacy challenge was to break the silence of the Tamil elite, in particular
the Northern Provincial Council and the TNA. According to one TNA politician: “Though
New Delhi has been committed to our cause, we need Jayalalitha [Chief Minister Tamil
Nadu] to pressurise New Delhi periodically. We know that the Tamil Nadu fishers are at
fault, but we cannot afford to antagonise Tamil Nadu, which has backed us for so long”
(Srinivasan 2014: 3). Fishers complained furiously about the elitist nature of the TNA and
its neglect of daily livelihood needs of the Tamils. Yet a full fledged advocacy to embarrass
the TNA was not desired by many leaders, who also considered it crucial to keep up the appearance of a united Tamil front towards Colombo (at least until 2014).

7.5.5 Reincorporating the excluded?
While this article does not intend to comprise a project evaluation, we cannot avoid the
question whether the project succeeded in helping north Sri Lankan fishers to improve their
resource access. Convincing outcomes are limited, as in 2015 Tamil Nadu trawl fishers still
had a relatively free run of Sri Lankan fish resources, compromising the viability of fishing
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operations for north Sri Lankan fishers. Table 7.3 summarises the various strategies employed by the project and the various obstacles with which they were confronted.
Table 7.3 Project activities and obstacles faced.
Element of bottomup governance

Element of
empowerment

Obstacles faced

Transboundary
Dialogues

Start with fishers in
proposing rules and
norms

Negotiating
collective
outcomes,
building linking
capital

• Suspicion by SL government
• Governments’ unwillingness to
back-up
• TN fishers’ lobby too powerful
• Entanglement in bilateral politics

Alliance
building

Build institutional
capacity for fishers
as precondition for
self- and/or comanagement

Creating a shared
vocabulary,
asserting rights
and associating
for public action

• Internal frictions on strategy
• Political interference and inability to
align with patronage networks
• Post-war suppression of mobilisation
• SLFU repression

Government
buy-in

Achieve recognition of
the problems’ urgency
and the need to involve
fishers in a solution

Striving to bring
the Alliance into
the negotiating
process

• Unwillingness of the SL government
to engage with NGOs
• Suspicion towards project’s motives
• Negative path dependency

Support fishers in
voicing concerns

Challenging
discourses and
mobilising
support

• Unbridgeable ethnic divide
• Lack of political space for
engagement
• Resistance from Tamil nationalist
agendas

Advocacy

Source: author.

Transboundary dialogues among fishers appeared a logical mechanism for creating Palk Bay
level institutions, yet were met with suspicion by both governments and a powerful lobby of
trawler owners. The effort to realise such dialogues finally became entangled in nationalist
anxieties and bilateral politics. Yet the continuation of the dialogues, now under government
control, while not leading to concrete outcomes, usefully exposed the livelihood impacts
caused by Tamil Nadu trawlers. SLFU’s strategy to build an alliance of northern fisher leaders initially seemed logical with an eye on fishers’ post-war fragmentation, their need for a
united voice and their lack of strategic relationships. However, in the post-war militarised
environment there was little space for such mobilisation; its alignment with SLFU and lack
of political patronage therefore propelled the Alliance into a highly vulnerable position. The
strategy to advocate fishing rights was confronted by powerful Tamil nationalist agendas, a
hardly bridgeable ethnic divide and repression of political mobilisation.
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Despite these obstacles, between 2010 and 2015 a major change occurred in the public discourse regarding the Palk Bay fisheries conflict, both in India and Sri Lanka. In 2010 ‘the
Palk Bay fisheries issue’ was predominantly framed as the Sri Lankan Navy harassing Tamil
Nadu fishers, with Sri Lanka being in a mostly apologetic position, and north Sri Lankan
fishers figured nowhere in the discussion. In the course of 2013, both the vernacular and
English media in Sri Lanka and India started to give increasing attention to the impact of
trawling on northern Sri Lankan fishers, Sri Lankan authorities (both Tamil and Sinhala) became more assertive about fishers’ rights. Also at the other side of the Palk Bay, the negative
impact of trawlers is now reluctantly acknowledged and governments of Tamil Nadu and
India are investigating and experimenting with various options for curtailing and restructuring the trawl fleet. While attribution problems are obvious, the external project evaluations
concluded that the project likely made important impact to this regard86.

7.6

Discussion

7.6.1

Reflections on bottom-up governance

This paper commenced by analysing the emergence and rationale of bottom-up governance
in natural resource management literature. The notion of bottom-up governance was
inspired by the recent popularity of non-hierarchical modes of governance in the field of
fisheries management, emphasising the importance of creating ownership, participation,
collaboration and open deliberation. The bottom line of this approach, which was adopted
by the project, is that without inputs and engagement from fisher organisations, there cannot be a fair and effective governance arrangement.
In the Sri Lankan context, several challenges emerged to this approach. First, bottom-up
governance suggests that fishers and civil society can act as primary change agents, with the
state being at the receiving end. This endorsement of the normative notion of governance
beyond government, however, was defied by evidence of an extremely strong government.
While fisheries governance practices of near shore fishing in isolated villages may attract
little attention from the state, the transnational setting of the Palk Bay fisheries implied the
strongest possible entanglement with state priorities like security and sovereignty. Second,
the post-war context and prevailing ethnic tensions ensured strong state control over any
activity in northern Sri Lanka. While the consortium had expected a certain level of power
politics, it had not anticipated this intense level of suspicion, interference and anxiety.
With the benefit of hindsight, one could argue that the project had underestimated the sensitivity of trying to empower Tamil fishers in a period in which the government and the
military were committed to full control over the Northern Province. In this context, there

86 See Dijkhorst, H. van 2016. Project review REINCORPFISH. Unpublished CoCooN report. The Hague: NWO/
WOTRO.
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was simply no space for bottom-up engagement unless under the patronage of cabinet-level
politicians, military or other authorities. The rather liberal notion of bottom-up governance,
assuming a certain level of open space for collaboration and engagement, does not easily
agree with such patronage politics and authoritarian post-war situations.
The above does not mean that bottom-up governance is an inoperable concept, and neither
does it disprove the assumption that effective governance starts with fisher involvement.
Nor does this mean that asymmetrical national and bilateral power relations should always
be taken as point of departure, a situation which would preclude ‘bottom-up governance
interventions’ almost by default. What our analysis does demonstrate, however, is that space
for bottom-up processes cannot be assumed. It also asks for a more context-bound understanding of how bottom-up processes may work. For example, in the Sri Lankan post-war
context, some media engagement was feasible and so was a certain category of intellectuals
able to speak out. Rather then assuming such space, one needs to carefully read the available
openings for engagement in such closed systems.

7.6.2 Reflections on empowerment
The conceptual analysis highlighted two contrasting approaches to empowerment that are
both reflected in the project, since empowerment did not have the same meaning for all project
partners. For the SLFU, the project’s goals implied the mobilisation of fishers from the north
to create a national social movement of fishers, which would be fighting for their legitimate
rights. With both Indian trawlers and the government infringing on northern fisher rights in
various ways, this approach implied inevitable confrontations with authorities. For others,
however, the project rather meant engaging fishers in creating a step-by-step negotiation
process both with Indian fishers and Sri Lankan authorities. These two approaches towards
empowering fishers were arguably mutually conflictive in the post-war Sri Lankan context.
SLFU’s approach and the resulting adverse relation with the government in 2012 created
tensions in the project consortium. As a result of the government’s outright repression of
SLFU, not only did the Alliance come to be marginalised, but also university partners’ access
to state officials became blocked, thus impeding a more negotiated approach.
Some project partners and fisher leaders were of the opinion that SLFU’s confrontational
approach moved fishers farther away from their goals. On the other hand, taking a more
constructive approach would probably have implied full co-optation and a lack of pressure
on the Government to undertake action. To complicate things further, trying to simultaneously create dialogue with the Sri Lankan government and with the trawl fishers from Tamil
Nadu was also mutually conflictive: the project’s efforts to facilitate bilateral fisher dialogues
were after all met with the greatest suspicion by the Sri Lankan government. At the same
time, efforts to build linkages and gain support from Colombo were undermined by Tamil
nationalist sentiments.
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This demonstrates how the extremely restricted space to manoeuvre in the Sri Lankan postwar context easily divides actors with similar objectives. Hence, while working constructively
with all parties towards a negotiated solution may have been sensible from the logic of
multi-stakeholder deliberation, it was out of the question in this hornet’s nest. In the context of ethnic and bilateral tensions and suspicions, any form of empowerment of one actor
towards another was thus destined to end in a political minefield. One can only speculate
whether an alternative approach, e.g. one that would have operated more subtly through
established channels of power, would have generated different outcomes.

7.6.3 Reflections on civil society as change agent
The REINCORPFISH project was framed as an asymmetrical fisheries conflict requiring a
process of bottom-up governance, with civil society playing an important role of change
agent. This framing aligned well with both the proposal’s starting point of transdisciplinary
action research, and with the literature on resource governance that ascribes significant
roles to non-state actors. Two assumptions underlied these framings.
First, it assumed that scientists and activists of different origins—the civil society project
consortium—would be able to perform a role as change agent to help fisher communities
in voicing and addressing their concerns. The Palk Bay fisheries conflict and the marginal
position of north Sri Lankan fishers therein, however, offered extremely little space for civil
society to operate and the consortium’s agency was thus severely constrained. The position of civil society vis-à-vis the Sri Lankan state was heavily restricted in the first post-war
phase, and the freedom to operate too limited to empower fishers vis-à-vis the Tamil Nadu
trawl fishers and the Sri Lankan state. Moreover, the entrenchment of the fisheries conflict
in bilateral and ethnic politics and the suspicion of both governments towards third party
mediation in ‘internal disputes’ further marginalised the role of civil society. This suggests
that civil society does not work in universal ways and that their potential roles need to be
assessed more context- and problem specifically.
Second, the framing of the project as a fisheries conflict and the believed necessity of a
focused intervention implied an implicit adoption of a sectoral approach, assuming that the
problems to be tackled existed within the domain of the fisheries sector. Some project partners argued that the project’s ‘fisheries focus’ concealed how northern Sri Lankan fishers’
marginality resulted not only from poaching Indian trawlers, but also from a broader set
of relations beyond the fisheries domain. The fisheries conflict was indeed entangled in bilateral geopolitics and paramount ethnic tensions which as such had little to do with fish and
fishers. Fishers also possess multiple identities including caste, ethnicity, nationality, each
of which produces their own marginalities which cannot be understood through a sectoral
approach. Taking a sectoral approach, in other words, has the danger to isolate a specific and
localised issue from wider contexts, ignoring structural conditions that create the troubles in
the first place (e.g. Li 2007). While the project strategies worked with a relational approach
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to ‘reincorporate the excluded’ and appreciated the multidimensionality of fishers’ marginality, inherent project compulsions to adopt ‘goals’, a ‘timeframe’ and a ‘theory of change’,
construct certain controlled realities that allow for a sector-specific intervention.

7.7

Conclusions

This paper has enquired into the limitations of a project facilitating bottom-up governance
for the resolution of a transboundary fisheries conflict immediately after the conclusion of
a vicious civil war. The qualifications ‘transboundary’ and ‘post-war’ are obviously relevant
to the results achieved. A transboundary conflict necessarily includes a larger number of
parties and more complex negotiations than conflicts that take place within one nation state.
Project dynamics in Sri Lanka were thus very much dependent on events that took place in
Tamil Nadu and India. As the trawl fishers of Tamil Nadu who were poaching in Sri Lankan
waters enjoyed political support throughout the post-war period, and their activities were
barely being curtailed from the Indian side, it was difficult to identify paths of engagement
in Sri Lanka and achieve meaningful change. The fact that REINCORPFISH was initiated
immediately after the civil war ended also played a decisive role. The Sri Lankan state was
clearly in a victorious military frame of mind, suspicious of any dissent, and the Tamil fishing population in the north too vulnerable for collectively mobilisation.
Arguably, this particular post-war, authoritarian and geopolitical context makes for an
extreme case study, which does not automatically allow for theorising-up and for drawing
larger implications. Yet, such an extreme case powerfully exposes the limitations to the notion
of bottom-up governance. For bottom-up governance to work, this requires political space,
whether invited by the state, claimed by citizens through mobilisation or protest or negotiated between the two (Baud and Nainan 2008). Empowerment processes, co-management,
and multi-stakeholder deliberation require minimal spaces for agency and engagement. In
the absence of such political space, actors are set-up against each other, leadership is neutralised and civil society is in no position to facilitate a process of ‘bottom-up governance’. In
fact, under these conditions, bottom-up governance may almost be a misnomer.
In the period under consideration the Sri Lankan state was disdainful and suspicious of civil
society involvement in public affairs. Civil society in Sri Lanka in general, but certainly in the
war-torn north, was correspondingly weak and accorded limited political space. A project
that makes use of a bottom-up governance approach will, under these circumstances, clearly
face adversity. The consortium’s preference for civil society engagement and the initial neglect of governmental channels lead to its marginalisation by government authorities. Once
the tone was set, path dependency precluded a major breakthrough of project relations
with government. We finally highlight three theoretical implications of the problems that
REINCORPFISH has faced.
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First, contemporary governance theory emphasises the plurality of governing actors and
the importance of interactions between them (Torfing et al. 2012; Bavinck et al. 2013b).
Although this perspective also has validity in authoritarian contexts like that of post-war
Sri Lanka, it tends to downplay the role of the state. Where natural resource conflicts touch
upon crucial state interests, however, governance efforts cannot avoid engaging with the
state, if only because of the risk of obstruction. This is all the more true in contexts where
civil society is weakly developed or actively curtailed. Governance theory thus needs to provide more recognition of the differential roles of the state.
Second, empowerment theory contains two strands, the first emphasising the possibility
of win-win outcomes between marginalised and dominant actors in society, the second
stressing conflict and confrontation. As we have noted above, REINCORPFISH included representatives of both strands of thought. Although the two strands are anchored in
divergent theoretical and disciplinary perspectives (public administration versus political
ecology), we suggest that in development practice these approaches often come together.
As resource conflicts progress in time, cooperation often alternates with strife (Zeitoun &
Mirumachi 2008).
Third, reviewing the role of civil society for creating meaningful change, Fowler and Biekart
(2013) point out the political nature of development and the potentially problematic role
of outsiders in the process. While agreeing with this position, we suggest that committed
networks (or consortia) with clever, adaptive strategies may also assist in changing an unfavourable and unjust status quo. The pathway to doing so, however, is not predetermined.
Moreover, such issues frequently take more time and effort to address than is generally
available in a project-based approach. The important question is how critical analysis can be
combined with genuine and potentially fruitful efforts of international consortia to empower
marginal groups and bring about societal change.
In his seminal enquiry on ‘making social science matter’, Flyvbjerg (2001) argues that social
scientists “must take up problems that matter to the local, national, and global communities
in which we live, and we must do it in ways that matter” (ibid.: 166). We hope to have demonstrated that the Palk Bay fishing conflict fits into this category. Our research aligns with what
Flyvbjerg et al. (2012) call phronetic research through ‘tension points’. This implies studying
issues in which power relations “are particularly susceptible to problematisation and thus
to change, because they are fraught with dubious practices, contestable knowledge and potential conflict. Thus, even a small challenge—like problematisation from scholars—may tip
the scales and trigger change in a tension point” (ibid.: 288). It is in this direction that we
suggest that development studies should move.
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8.1

Introduction

In this dissertation I have documented and analysed the struggle of a fisher population in
dire straits. The aim of this concluding chapter is to pull the insights of the various chapters together, both in terms of making relevant generalisations and position these insights
in wider academic debates and exploring ways forward for north Sri Lankan fishers. The
microscopic focus of studying a fisher who is furious about his broken net widens considerably if we learn that he is also speaking about the TNA, Colombo, Tamil Nadu, India,
bilateral relations and geopolitics, and if we consider his multiple identities as Sri Lankan,
Tamil, fisher and Karaiyar and his lack of political representation.
While this thesis has discussed the particularities of the Palk Bay fisheries conflict and the
predicament of north Sri Lankan fishers therein at length, it now generates the important
question ‘of what is this a case’ (Lund 2014)? This is not a trivial question, since—as I argued
in chapter 2—social science research findings are always bound to a certain spatial and
temporal context, while at the same time the identification of larger patterns and broader
inferences is necessary to move beyond mere description of the unique and particular. It
is a distinguishing feature of social sciences that, contrary to natural sciences, they cannot
control for context (Dilley 1999).
Lund (2014: 225) argues that any social science “research has the potential to be a case of
many things depending on the configuration of our specifications and generalisations, and
our concretisations and abstractions”. This assertion is reflected in a useful matrix (Figure
8.1) that presents two open-ended continua stretching between specific and general, and between concrete and abstract. This figure suggests the conduct of research to be a continuous
journey of moving between contextualisation and more general reasoning, concretisation
and abstraction, specification and generalisation. The conclusions we draw in our research
are typically positioned in various parts of this matrix and it is by moving between dimensions that a case is built up.
In terms of drawing conclusions, we could then build on the above and follow Lund’s (2010)
suggestion that:
“There is a nested hierarchy of conclusions, where the most concrete may be very precise
and substantiated by a wealth of evidence, but also be somewhat circumscribed to the precise context. On the other hand, the more general conclusions with a wider scope can often
be drawn from the same researcher. They will be more abstract and refer to a gradually
de-contextualised set of observations with a decreasing degree of specificity.” (Lund 2010:
31).

The challenge of this chapter, then, is to provide such a nested hierarchy of conclusions,
moving from specific and concrete conclusions on fishers in northern Sri Lanka, to more
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general and abstract conclusions on inequality of access to natural resources, the predicament of small-scale fishers, transboundary fisheries conflicts, fisheries governance and the
reproduction of marginality.
Figure 8.1 Analytical matrix for social sciences.

Source: adapted from Lund (2014: 225).

This concluding chapter is therefore organised as follows. Section 8.2 revisits each of the
research questions. Section 8.3 integrates the findings to answer the main research question
specifically with regard to north Sri Lankan fishers and the Palk Bay. Section 8.4 then draws
out a broader set of conclusions with regard to the relationship between governance and
marginality and formulate implications for the study of and engagement with the world’s
small-scale fisheries.

8.2

Revisiting the research questions

This thesis set out to answer the question ‘How is northern Sri Lankan fishers’ marginal
access to Palk Bay fishing grounds (re)produced and contested and what does this imply for
civil society efforts to improve multilevel transboundary fisheries governance practices?’
This question engages with a range of conceptual debates on resource conflict, (multi-level)
governance, marginality, contestation, collective action and empowerment. I have framed
the discussion foremost around the concept of resource access. The meaning of access in
natural resource contexts has been subject to debate, most crucially whether access should
be understood as a bundle of rights or as a bundle of powers (Ribot & Peluso 2003). As
understanding the reproduction of marginality has been my main interest, understanding
access as the actual ability of people to benefit materially from resources has been crucial.
This necessitates clarity about outcomes of resource access patterns and the inequalities
involved—i.e. who benefits from resources and who does not—something which has been
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often lacking in studies of the commons so far (Agrawal 2014). The subsequent concern has
been to understand the multiple mechanisms through which governance practices, rights
struggles, collective action, and civil society interventions (re)produce or potentially change
these access outcomes.
In order to deal with the various components to this question—relating resource access to
conflict, governance, collective action and empowerment respectively—the main question
has been divided into four subquestions. While each question corresponds roughly with a
particular chapter, I draw from multiple chapters for an integrated answer.

8.2.1 Access and transboundary fisheries conflicts
This thesis deals with a conflict between fisher populations in two countries. I start with
an analysis aiming to understand the nature and intransigence of transboundary fisheries
conflicts, and the one in the Palk Bay in particular, answering subquestion 1: How has
the geographical, historical and political configuration in the region shaped the transboundary fisheries conflict in the Palk Bay, and how does this affect north Sri Lankan
fishers’ resource access?
Fisheries conflicts have been characterised and analysed in many different ways. One
starting point is the notion of competition between different users over a limited resource
base, which typically has a spatial and a technological component. As there can be more
users imposing claims on the same common pool resource, this can result in conflict, in
particular when the two parties target the same resource or operate incompatible gear. This
aligns with the neo-Malthusian perspective which suggests that diminishing natural resource stocks typically provide an important source of strife (Homer-Dixon, 1994). Bavinck
(2005), however, argues that although fishers may eventually compete for their material
interests, in order to be analytically useful and understand the passions involved, scholars
also need to acknowledge the role of both institutions and law. In this line, conflicting parties
in fisheries often refer to different socio-legal systems and their differences relate to what
the various involved parties view as being ‘fair’ (Johnson & Bavinck 2010). This rights-based
approach to understand fisheries conflicts suggests that attention must be paid to institutional arrangements and perceptions of rights. This analysis also holds true for fisheries
conflicts that are transboundary in nature.
My research found that the conflict dynamics over the Palk Bay fisheries could be partly
understood along the lines identified above. It is safe to conclude that an important element
of strife is the fact that two parties compete for fish resources in the same ocean space with
gears that are fundamentally incompatible. The impact of Indian trawlers on Sri Lankan fishers has been disastrous, as the real threat of losing a net frequently prevents the latter from
going to sea at all. In the simplest terms this is a conflict over limited fish resources. A rightsbased perspective adds depth by explaining the conflict also in terms of contestations over
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law, institutions and perceptions of fairness. While according to formal bilateral agreements
Indian trawler operations are illegal, their owners argue that this bilateral agreement itself is
unlawful and illegitimate, a statement for which they receive considerable political support.
The frustration of Sri Lankan fishers has never been primarily that Tamil Nadu boats operate in ‘Sri Lankan waters’ as such, but rather that trawler boats operate gears that they deem
destructive, in areas they consider rightfully theirs. However, while Sri Lankan fishers may
be the rightful users of their ‘historic waters of the Palk Bay’, which is also acknowledged in
bilateral agreements and confirmed by the Central Indian government, they are unable to
have these rights enforced and actualised. Table 8.1 captures this friction between property
rights and the ability to acquire benefit from Palk Bay resources. Building on the different
strands of the ‘access concept’, I argue that it is foremost the friction between rights and
abilities to benefit from resources that lies at the heart of the conflict.
Table 8.1 Tamil Nadu and Sri Lankan fishers in user typology.
Possessing property rights

Possessing no property rights

Ability to
acquire benefit

[A: User with legally sanctioned and
effective access]

B: Tamil Nadu trawler: access
without rights: The ‘roving bandit
user’ exploiting resources without
possessing adequate rights

Inability to
acquire benefit

C: Sri Lankan Fisher: rights without
access: righteous user unable
capitalise on legitimate property
rights

[D: The marginal user, who may conduct
small activities under the radar]

Source: author.

To understand whether institutions are capable of handling conflicts, I have used Rapoport’s
conflict typology (1974). His distinction between endogenous and exogenous conflicts, and
symmetrical and asymmetrical conflicts is useful as it brings larger institutional and political configurations into the equation. The Palk Bay conflict is an archetypical example of an
exogenous conflict due to absence of an umbrella institution that would allow the creation
of joint mechanisms of conflict resolution and rule making. The consequence of this is a
considerable fragmentation of institutional responses to the prevailing crisis. Chapters 4
and 5 have demonstrated a multiplicity of uncoordinated governance efforts, carried out by
the fishers at the lowest level and the state governments at the highest level. Secondly, the
asymmetrical character of the conflict manifests itself in the power inequalities between the
conflicting parties at various scale-levels, most notably between the Indian and Sri Lankan
government, and between small-scale fishers versus trawlers.
Although these insights reveal some basic elements of the conflict, I contend that they have
only partly touched upon the actual origins and drivers of the conflict, and neither explain
the conflict’s depth, the contestant’s ambiguous relationships, and why Sri Lankan fishers
have lost out, nor why the conflict perpetuates itself. The nature of the crisis is not just a
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matter of fishers fishing in each other’s waters and contesting the allocation of rights. For
understanding why north Sri Lankan fishers are unable to capitalise on their rights in the
Palk Bay, and why Tamil Nadu fishers are able to access Sri Lankan waters without adequate
rights, we need to appreciate the geographical, historical and political configuration in the
region. As has been demonstrated in chapter 4 and 6, the dynamics of the Indo-Sri Lankan
transnational fishing conflict need to be understood in relation to 1) the history of ethnic
strife and the debilitating impact of the civil war; 2) the specific geography of Tamil minorities in the region and the trawlers’ linkages with the LTTE; 3) the post-war politics that
undermine north Sri Lankan fishers’ agency and 4) the bilateral politics and ethnic anxieties.
These various mechanisms eventually undermine the ability of Sri Lankan fishers to access
fishing grounds in the Palk Bay.
This results in three conclusions. First, transboundary fisheries conflicts cannot be fully understood in fisheries sectoral terms, but only by revealing their embeddedness in regional
political and historical geographies of ethnicity and nationhood (Menon et al. 2016). Second,
it is not so much the allocation of rights per se that are at stake, but rather the processes
behind the actualisation of fishing rights. Third, although Rapoport’s categorisation is
useful to explain some of the structural features of the conflict, it reveals less in terms of
its dynamics. The distinction between endogenous and exogenous is particularly useful to
identify the potential for a particular type of conflict resolution mechanism, yet it has an
element of determining the solution prior to identifying the nature of the problem. It essentially assesses a resource conflict against a normative benchmark: the existence of umbrella
institutions that have mediating power over the conflicting parties. It is clear, however, that
creating umbrella institutions is not always a feasible option, and pushing for them without
understanding the political impediments may well be unproductive.

8.2.2 Access and transboundary fisheries governance
Building on a governance approach (particularly on chapter 5), this section aims to generate
a more systematic understanding of why transboundary fisheries are so difficult to manage,
why the resulting conflicts can be so intractable, why there may be limits to how ‘governable’
such systems actually are but also how it produces winners and losers. The more specific
question to be answered here is: What factors limit the governability of the transboundary
Palk Bay, and what implications does this have for small-scale fishers’ access marginality?
Ocean boundaries have emerged and proliferated since the 1970s, facilitated and governed
by the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). Yet, neither ecosystems
nor fishers have been necessarily disciplined by these boundaries, and almost by definition
the creation of boundaries has also spurred the phenomenon of transboundary fishing. The
inevitable reality of transboundary movements has given rise to transnational institutions
for governing transboundary waters and transboundary fleets. The latter reflects a desire to
transform exogenous conflicts into endogenous ones.
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I have used the notions of interactive governance and governability to understand why the
Palk Bay transboundary fisheries are so messy, or wicked if you will. The rationale here is
that systems can have a range of features that make them more or less governable. I therefore
asked the question which factors prevent transboundary fisheries governance arrangements
from becoming effective and fair. To this purpose I analysed the Palk Bay as a system-to-begoverned (i.e. the Palk Bay ecosystem and the various fisher groups using it) and a governing
system (any organisation or institution that undertakes efforts to steer the dynamics in the
Palk Bay). Arguably, these two systems interact through various modes, and by doing so produce certain outcomes. By studying the various forms of interaction, in chapter 5 I derived
six issues that challenge the overall system’s governability (see also figure 8.2, section 8.3).
1.

the mismatch between the scale of governance practices and the scale of the
problem (i.e. the exogenous character of the problem);

2.

the high level of institutional fragmentation with limited, constructive
cross-linkages;

3.

the fundamentally incompatible problem framings on both sides of the Bay,
and the actors’ strategic framings of the nature, causes and solution of the
problem;

4.

the power asymmetries between Sri Lankan and Indian fishers, between
India and Sri Lanka; and between north and south Sri Lankan interests;

5.

the deep politicisation that links the fisheries issue to higher level ethnic and
geopolitical conflicts;

6.

the path dependency of the Indian trawl sector which makes it hard to
develop feasible alternatives.

These six issues establish the Palk Bay fisheries issues as a wicked problem, in the sense that
it is difficult to demarcate what the problem actually is, where it starts and where it ends. The
problem is not contained within the fisheries domain, but is interlinked with and embedded
in a range of other phenomena of national and bilaterally international interest making it
impossible to solve the Palk Bay fisheries problems through a purely sectoral approach.
Transboundary fisheries conflicts across the world arguably face similar issues as those identified above, including scalar mismatches, path dependencies, and power asymmetries. Yet,
since context matters, each will require a separate governability assessment for the identification of the precise systemic bottlenecks. In addition to such governance analysis, however,
for understanding how small-scale fishers lose out systematically in these conflicts a more
politically grounded analysis may be required.
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How then could I assess the value of interactive governance theory and accompanying
governability assessment methods in this context? In analytical terms it was useful to
visualise an interactive governance arena, indicating a plurality of social and political actors
at multiple levels of scale with diverging interests interacting to achieve certain objectives
“by means of mobilizing, exchanging, and deploying a range of ideas, rules and resources”
(Torfing et al. 2012: 14). The governability assessment, even though somewhat arbitrary
in its assessment criteria, has been useful to deconstruct the problem at hand. In terms of
governability, both the quality and capacity of governance in the Palk Bay is arguably low:
the ecosystem is deteriorating, tens of thousands of fishers are losing their livelihoods, and
even for Tamil Nadu trawlers the status quo is far from optimal. At the same time there is
little capacity to govern the system, with deeply fragmented institutions that work from disconnected and conflicting problem images and values, resulting in a governance arena that
is arguably ‘stuck’.
Interactive governance and the governability concept are powerful in their systematic
appreciation of and engagement with the complexity and dynamics of the issue at hand,
their preference to consider a system as a whole with all its interlinkages at various levels of
scale, and their assumption that a governing system in its current shape may be ill-suited to
tackle the challenges it is faced with.
Normatively, while IG does not prescribe a single solution, it does have a clear inclination
to argue for improved collaboration and interaction, assuming that this will generally improve the responsiveness of a governing system to the situation at hand. While enhancing
collaboration and establishing cross-scalar institutional linkages may in theory be crucial for
transboundary governance to be more responsive, my governability analysis has explained
why in the context of this research such constructive collaborative practices are difficult, if
not impossible, to achieve in practice.
Yet a more substantive problem is that while governability assessments provide enough
conceptual space to understand how multi-scalar politics and power dynamics obstruct a
system’s governability, they are essentially an apolitical undertaking. This is for three reasons. First, IG assumes that governing actors try (by definition) to solve problems and create
opportunities (Kooiman et al. 2005), but does not explicitly question whose problems and
whose opportunities. Second, societal change is understood as a matter of attuning systems
and getting the interactions right, rather than a matter of political struggle over language,
representation, resources and power. IG scholars may argue that when an issue is heavily
politicised or subject to power inequalities, this could itself be considered a governability
issue. Yet through such a detached view, a governability analysis will not easily expose or
confront power relations. Finally, limits to governability are typically attributed to systemic
features and failures, which can conceal deliberate forms of power abuse. I therefore conclude that governability assessments on their own may not be the most adequate tool for explaining the reproduction of marginality, i.e. why small-scale fishers lose out systematically.
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In section 8.4 I will deal with the question whether a conceptual arrangement between IG
and political ecology might help overcoming these shortcomings.
The first two subquestions have been focused on structural issues, paying little attention
to individual and collective strategies and manoeuvrings by fishers and others to change
the status quo and challenge the system’s features. I now turn to this issue in the next two
sections.

8.2.3 The thwarted struggle for collective action and access
This section addresses subquestion 3: How, and to what effect, do north Sri Lankan fishers
collectively struggle for access to their fishing grounds in the face of the intrusion of South
Indian trawlers? This question aims to understand mechanisms of exclusion of access to
resources, and the (in)ability of small-scale resource users to employ (collective) agency to
challenge such exclusion. I build on chapter 6 in which I explained how unequal access to
commons is (re)produced and contested by providing an empirical account of the obstacles
faced by north Sri Lankan fishers to engage in collective mobilisation to reclaim access to
the Palk Bay. This enquiry started with an (in my eyes) initially surprising observation: how
is it possible that, despite the massive material hardship faced by thousands of fishers in the
Northern Province, which they attribute to trawler intrusions, and despite their effective
system of cooperative organisation, there is such a dearth of collective action against Tamil
Nadu trawlers?
I answered this question by looking into the thwarted and often half-hearted attempts of
small-scale fisher organisations in post-war northern Sri Lanka to contest encroachment
of an Indian trawler fleet. In chapter 6 I explained how Indian trawl fishers’ superior technology and political agency constitute an effective mechanism for maintaining access to Sri
Lankan waters. North Sri Lankan fishers are not only deprived of such mechanisms, but
I demonstrated that they also have been unable to collectively challenge this status quo.
Reasons for this include: a) post-war political repression by the Sri Lankan state, b) the postwar erosion of, and political interference in fisheries cooperatives, and c) fishers’ inability
to articulate and politicise their Tamil identity due to cross-border Tamil nationalist sympathies. Their inability to challenge the status quo has forced fishers into a silent adaptation
of their gear, fishing locations and timings of operations to the reality of trawler intrusions.
Building on the literature of resource access and collective action, I contend that for understanding marginality in the commons we need to make two conceptual shifts. The first has
been common ground for political ecologists, i.e. from understanding access as a bundle of
rights to understanding access as a bundle of powers (Ribot & Peluso 2003). My research
has shown that we can only understand (the lack of) resource access by looking at a wide
range of relations between resource users and other groups at various levels of scale (see
also figure 8.2). Struggles for resource access are therefore not only struggles for legitimate
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property rights, but also for influencing the multiple mechanisms of access through processes of collective action.
This brings me to the second proposed shift, which is less common. This entails a shift from
studying collective action aimed at fostering institutions for resource stewardship towards
studying contentious collective action aimed at contesting mechanisms that (re)produce
marginal access. This implies a critique of the commons literature as applied to fisheries settings. Ostrom’s (1990) notion of small-scale users of the commons devising institutions for
effectively managing their own resources has pointed out the limitations of Hardin’s influential ‘tragedy of the commons’ theorem and the evolution and importance of social norms.
However, this view of collective action has limitations in explaining how powerful forces
from higher levels of scale penetrate into local resource dynamics. If higher scale actors or
drivers dictate opportunities for resource access at the local level, we should not assume a
‘sovereign community’ engaged in self-governance, nor that such collective action would be
primarily geared at resource management. Fisher efforts aimed at countering dispossession
and addressing demands for social justice require political, not managerial engagement.

8.2.4 Facilitating change from below?
As north Sri Lankan fishers are unable to effective claims their fishing grounds and collectively challenge this status quo, the question whether civil society actors are able to
meaningfully empower these fishers is significant. This section therefore reflects on the
question: What are the opportunities and limitations for civil society networks to support
north Sri Lankan marginalised fishers in their struggle for enhancing resource access?
This question is embedded in debates regarding the role and value of civil society actors
in natural resource governance, resource conflict resolution, bottom-up governance, and
processes of empowerment in particular. First, the notion of bottom-up governance as a
constructive participative process has faced criticism from more political approaches in
development studies. Second, there has been a tension between understanding empowerment as the facilitation of capacity building processes or rather the facilitation of social
mobilisation to confront existing power relations. The notion of empowerment also establishes a role for outsiders, i.e. those who are supposed to facilitate empowerment processes.
If resource access is relational, which I have argued to be the case, empowerment processes
need to essentially empower fishers in these relevant relations.
Empirically, I have reflected on the efforts of an international consortium of academics and
activists aiming to assist north Sri Lankan fishers in their attempts to respond at multiple
levels to the trawler intrusion, in a context of limited political space. The REINCORPFISH
project entailed the facilitation of dialogues between conflicting fishing groups across the
Indo-Sri Lankan maritime boundary line, the creation of a unified fisher organisation in
northern Sri Lanka and a series of advocacy activities aiming to sensitise the public debate
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and develop a national movement around the fishers’ predicament. While the project eventually strived to contribute to transboundary fisheries governance, partly through addressing
transboundary fishing conflicts, the power asymmetries involved led to the Sri Lankan part
of the consortium becoming foremost concerned with empowering north Sri Lankan fishers.
While the project managed to raise fishers’ profile through various media interventions, its
efforts became entangled in and thwarted by Sri Lanka’s polarised ethnic tensions, post-war
military swagger and allegations of conspiracy. These allegations resulted both from the postwar allegation that NGOs—and especially activist ones—were part of a western conspiracy
against the regime, and the fact that the project aimed to work constructively with Indian
fishers in search for a mutual solution, which was easily interpreted as compromising Sri
Lankan interests. The consortium’s limited ability to empower fishers invited a reflection of
initial assumptions. What can be learned regarding the feasibility of civil society to initiate
‘bottom-up governance interventions’ in politically charged and repressive contexts?
First, while civil society is typically framed as a change agent in bottom-up governance processes, in the given context of geopolitical power play, ethnic tensions, and deep suspicion
towards any NGO activity, civil society clearly has little room to manoeuvre. It has become
clear that empowerment processes, co-management, or multi-stakeholder deliberation
require some space for civic agency and political engagement. In the absence of such space,
civil society actors are themselves marginalised and in no position to facilitate a process
of ‘bottom-up governance’. In the extreme context of post-war authoritarianism, ethnic
strife and geopolitical wrangling, collective action may not be the most realistic option for
escaping marginality.
Second, in chapter 7 we highlighted the limitations of a sectoral approach and a perspective
that centre stages fishers over the state. Viewing the Indo-Sri Lankan fisheries conflict as one
occurring in the fisheries domain—and searching for a solution within this same domain—
did not adequately recognise the influence of broader political conflicts and ethnic tensions.
Third, due to the transboundary factor, we found that the situation of north Sri Lankan
fishers and the opportunities to change their situation in the end depends on political developments in India. The prominent role of fisheries in Tamil Nadu politics, the dynamics
of state-centre relations in India, and India-Sri Lanka relations are vital in setting the parameters of the game. Fourth, although modern governance perspectives are not necessarily
invalid in authoritarian contexts like that of post-war Sri Lanka, their tendency to downplay
the role of the state and emphasise the ‘multiplicity of actors behind the steering wheel’ may
be deceptive.

8.3

Concluding on the predicament of north
Sri Lankan fishers

The main question in this thesis was “How is north Sri Lankan fishers’ marginal access to
Palk Bay fishing grounds (re)produced and contested and what does this imply for civil
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society efforts to improve multilevel transboundary fisheries governance practices?” Here
I will answer this question with regard to the Palk Bay fisheries specifically, drawing on
figure 8.2 which integrates the various elements of this conclusion.
This thesis has established the unenviable situation of a sizeable population of small-scale
fishers in northern Sri Lanka. After decades of warfare, loss of life and livelihood, displacement and restrictions on their occupation, peace was promising in terms of the potential
for revitalising and rebuilding the sector. While only a few years after the war the aggregate
catch quantities reached pre-war levels, fisher’s access—in terms of their actual ability to
benefit from the marine resources—remained marginal. Despite the promises of living without war, the marginality of fisher’s livelihoods has therefore been ‘reproduced’.
This reproduction of marginal access is multi-causal and multi-layered, and relevant mechanisms are contested and all but trivial. Most directly, I have argued marginalisation to result
from illegal encroachment of technologically superior trawlers originating from the Indian
state of Tamil Nadu. The intrusion of Tamil Nadu trawlers until a stone-throw distance from
the north Sri Lankan coastline has not had only ecological and catch reduction impacts, it
also turns fishing operations into risky ventures in which one could lose a year’s income
worth of nets overnight. The socio-economic impacts for the fishing population have been
devastating and while a quantification of debt proliferation yet needs to be established, it is
clear that post-war recovery has been an idle promise for this sector.
This predicament is partly the result of 26 years of war: while north Sri Lankan fishers were
being curbed by war, the fishing fleet in Tamil Nadu continued to modernise and expand.
While in 1983 north Sri Lankan fishers were socio-economically relatively prosperous and
technologically relatively advanced, in the post-war period their small boats stood no chance
against the much more powerful trawlers that intrude with relative ease into Sri Lankan
waters.
Yet the trawlers’ encroachment cannot be understood simply as a product of technological
inequalities grown in the years of war. Rather it has been facilitated and reinforced by the
functioning of institutions and the character of political relations at various levels of scale.
These include the debilitating post-war repression by the Sri Lankan regime and limited
citizenship enjoyed by Sri Lankan Tamils, the interests of Tamil nationalism to silence the
fishers’ predicament in northern Sri Lanka, the political leverage enjoyed by trawlers in
Tamil Nadu and the vicissitudes of Indo-Sri Lankan relations. The combination of these
mutually reinforcing factors explain the success of Indian trawl fishers to maintain access to
north Sri Lankan waters at the costs of northern Sri Lankan fishers during post-war years.
This is not to say, despite allegations thereto, that there is evidence that Sinhala-dominated
governments in Colombo, Tamil nationalist parties in the north, or the Indian government
for that matter have been encouraging Indian trawlers to poach in Sri Lankan waters. Yet,
none of these actors have championed the cause of northern Sri Lankan fishers, effectively
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turning the latter into political orphans deprived of opportunities to challenge the status
quo. The observation that it is the multiple relationships between the fishing population and
other actors at various levels of scale that eventually determines whether they have access to
the Palk Bay or not, brings me to the conclusion that resource access is at heart a relational
phenomenon.
Figure 8.2 Multi-level interactive governance arena leading to marginal access outcomes for north Sri
Lankan fishers.

Source: author.

The marginality of north Sri Lankan fishers within the national context becomes particularly visible by looking at their limited ability to contest their access exclusion. The efforts
of fisher organisations, despite being relatively strong and having considerable membership and legitimacy, to mobilise have been mostly unfruitful due to the absence of political
space to manoeuvre. For one, this is the result of repression generally experienced by Tamils
and other minorities in post-war Sri Lanka as well as related militarisation in the northern
part of the country. For northern fishers, however, there have been two additional hurdles.
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One is the social position of fishers in the caste-sensitive North, whose interests are easily
side-lined by the landowning Tamil elite. Second, in the post-war arena where Tamil versus
Sinhala dichotomies are the dominant frame through which politics are framed, issues that
do not align with this dichotomy are hard to mobilise around. The cross-border fisheries
conflict has been counter-intuitive in that two groups of Tamils (i.e. from Tamil Nadu and
northern Sri Lanka) are in opposition, a reality that is eagerly suppressed or ignored by
Tamil elites from both sides of the boundary. Fishers have simultaneously been reluctant to
allow Sinhala nationalist forces to capitalise on this intra-Tamil strife. As a result, it has been
virtually impossible for northern fishers to get politics working for them, create powerful
alliances, and have their interests resonate with any elite.
One reservation needs to be made. Understanding ‘north Sri Lankan fishers’ as a homogeneous marginalised category is arguably problematic. There are substantive processes of
domination and suppression going on within the fisher population as well, most notably
along the lines of caste hierarchies. Within these relations, the fishers figuring in this dissertation, i.e. those who operate at sea with FRP boats and are most affected by Indian trawlers,
constitute the dominant category. The processes of marginalisation of lagoon fishers (mostly
from oppressed caste groups) by dominant fisher groups have gained little attention in this
thesis, for the reason that lagoon fisheries are of little relevance to the transboundary fishing
conflict. Yet it is important to note that marginality is relative, and those marginalised in relation to a certain issue may themselves be engaged in imposing marginalisation of another
social category.
Going back to the research question, what do these findings ‘imply for civil society efforts to
improving multilevel transboundary fisheries governance practices’ in the case of the Palk
Bay? This thesis was written as part of an action research project that aimed at ‘improving’
transboundary fisheries governance practice in the Palk Bay, with particular concern for
‘reincorporating’ north Sri Lankan fishers. An analysis of governance actors and practices
in the Palk Bay points to an intensely fragmented landscape of actors, with highly asymmetrical powers, conflicting sets of interests, references to different sets of rights, and very few
constructive linkages between them. Due to the transboundary character of the Bay, no actor
is primarily concerned with or responsible for governing fisheries in the Palk Bay as a whole.
As a result, fisheries governance processes in the Palk Bay are essentially guided by political
concerns that have little to do with fisheries per se.
Given this transboundary setting, the presence of a top-heavy authoritarian post-war regime
and the presence of significant bilateral stakes, the space for engagement by civil society
actors in Sri Lanka has been very small. In fact, the same relations that reproduce marginality of north Sri Lankan fishers are also blocking civil society’s efforts to support them and
engage with national and bilateral fisheries governance practices. In this context of extremely limited spaces for engagement, the REINCORPFISH project efforts to facilitate a process
of bottom-up governance could only achieve limited impact. Yet, this is not to say that there
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is no place for universities, media and NGOs to support fisher groups, but rather that their
roles cannot be assumed and fixed a-priori. In this context it is a matter of strategic and careful navigation within the limited spaces available, making use of small political openings as
they emerge, whether in the Sri Lankan regime, the Tamil establishments on either side of
the boundary, or in the Indian centre. In order to identify ‘room for manoeuvre’ in situations
where transboundary stakes, post-war anxieties and ethnic politics all come together, NGOs
or other change agents require more careful recognition of the interconnectedness of one
domain of intervention with a broad range of issues at different scale levels.

8.3.1 Looking ahead: the challenge of building up a multilevel pressure field 87
Considering the problem analysis as presented above that understands marginality as a
reflection and outcome of a range of relational processes, what opportunities can be identified to improve the fate/resolve of north Sri Lankan fishers?
In terms of investment in north Sri Lankan fisheries (e.g. boats, gear, harbours, technology,
processing), it is doubtful whether this could be of much significance to support the livelihood fishing community as long as Indian trawlers are not restricted. While the suggested
release of existing harbours from the navy (or the reconstruction of new ones) and the development of a small offshore fleet in northern Sri Lanka would be welcome, this would make
little or no difference for the majority of small-scale fishers in the region. Employment alternatives remain absent except for occasional construction work and unenviable jobs in Gulf
countries or special economic zones around Colombo. One meaningful immediate step to
consider would entail a compensation scheme for those who are losing (and lost) their nets
to Tamil Nadu trawlers and possibly also compensate for lost fishing days.
The problem of the Palk Bay’s allegedly deteriorating resource health and declining fish
stocks can also not be dealt with in isolation of the transboundary fishing problem. As long
as the cross-boundary encroachment is not curtailed there is little scope for improving fisheries management in north Sri Lankan waters. Restricting fishing effort or creating protected areas as an effort to improve ecosystem functions at the Sri Lankan side, if feasible at all,
would be certainly meaningless in the wake of the uncontrollable influx of Indian trawlers.
This suggests that resource health problems, however severe, cannot be addressed prior to
understanding and addressing distributional questions of access.
The root cause of the problem in the Palk Bay lies in the overcapitalised trawler fleet that
is out of control in Tamil Nadu. Trawl owners are still upgrading their boats, there are few
restrictions on new entrants, and fisheries conflicts between different subsectors in Tamil

87 This section benefits from two unpublished policy briefings written in 2015 (A. Kadirgamar and J. Scholtens
2015) and 2016 (O. Amarasinghe, A. Kadirgamar, J. Scholtens and N. Kadirgamar 2016).
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Nadu continue to proliferate (Vivekanandan & Kasim 2011). While Tamil Nadu trawler owners could be framed as benefitting from the status quo, the status quo is suboptimal for
them too: trawler owners are confronted with decreasing profits, a degrading ecosystem and
continuous insecurities in relation to risky arrests by the Sri Lankan Navy (Stephen 2015).
Proposals for downsizing or restructuring the Palk Bay trawler fleet have been around for
almost a decade, yet the trawler sector has proved extremely resilient for pressure from
outside. This results from the fact that their plight has become a political instrument for
capitalising on wide spread anti-Sinhala sentiments in Tamil Nadu. Openly suggesting that
trawlers need to be curbed and drafting proposals for downsizing the trawler fleet equals political suicide in the current Tamil Nadu context. This implies that restructuring the trawler
fleet is, apart from a technical challenge of how to devise a fair and effective instrument,
foremost a political challenge.
The practical question is therefore how to build up sufficient pressure to corner the Tamil
Nadu government and to expose the hypocrisy of championing the cause of the Sri Lankan
Tamils and simultaneously providing full support to the destruction of one its major economic sectors. Only significant pressure and smart political framing may arguably break the
current deadlock and push the Tamil Nadu establishment to embrace alternative venues for
its trawler fleet. These alternatives will not be easy and may require significant funds for fleet
decommissioning, restructuring or conversion, embedded in a larger vision of fisheries management. In the following I—somewhat speculatively—analyse how the relations at different
levels of scale may play a role in building up such pressure. In most of these relationships
fisheries is only one concern, with other concerns overshadowing the fisheries agenda.
Bilateral avenues (no. 7): In the introduction I sketched the anxieties that have historically shaped Indo-Sri Lankan asymmetrical relations. Regardless of whether Sri Lanka is
inclined to move more towards China or to the West, it will not be able to ignore ties with
its big brother neighbour. This means that—for as far as the Ministry of External Affairs is
concerned—the plight of northern fishers will always be weighed along with heavier concerns
like trade and security, with fishers being only one pawn in a larger game of geopolitical
chess. Yet whether the pawn is ‘sacrificed’ or not depends at least partially on the extent to
which diplomats feel they can sell such sacrifice at home to their dominant constituencies.
This in turn is dependent on the extent to which the plight of northern fishers moves beyond
the status of ‘Tamil concern’ to the status of national concern88.

88 Fishers in northern Sri Lanka frequently rumoured that if foreign trawlers would operate in Hambantota waters
(the native place of former President Rajapakse) they would have been long kicked out by the Navy. Yet, even if the Sri
Lankan government would push the issue to the fullest and risk a confrontation (for example by fully confiscating or
destroying trawlers, as has been the recent response to foreign trawlers by the Maldivian, Australian and Indonesian
governments recently), whether this will translate into a sustainable solution is questionable.
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Figure 8.3 Multilevel avenues for engagement and pressure.

Source: author.

National avenues: For the Sri Lankan government to take interest in northern fisheries,
the issue thus needs to be ‘nationalised’, i.e. it has to become a topic of concern for the
Sinhalese constituency as well. This has been partly achieved through significant media
exposure (no. 4), and the fact that the conflict easily aligns with the generic antipathy of
Sinhalese constituencies towards India and Tamil Nadu in particular. Yet, it will not be easy
for any party to really accept such a counter-intuitive situation where the Tamils, the government and the armed forces have a ‘joint national interest’ where it comes to a bilateral issue
with India. Whereas nationalisation of the issue may be reassuring to the northern fishing
community and vital for building up joint pressure against India, Tamil nationalist forces
will be extremely wary that this could be used to break cross-border Tamil sympathies. So
far Tamil parties have been able to ignore occasional efforts by Sinhala hardliners to publicly
embarrass them for their ignorance of their fisher constituencies. A shift in Sri Lanka towards a more moderate regime may potentially change this stalemate. Such change may lead
not only to more freedom at the side of the fishers to organise and voice their concerns (no.
4), but also it may soften the hard positions and open up space for north-south collaboration. Optimistically, in such a scenario the fisheries issue could in fact constitute a potential
avenue of cross-ethnic trust building (no. 3)!
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International avenues (no. 11): Yet another avenue is to internationalise the issue by
appealing to international law (UNCLOS), building up an international campaign to confront India with the fact that its trawler fleet is technically engaged in Illegal Unregulated
and Unreported (IUU) fishing in Sri Lankan waters. Various countries across the world
have faced fish export bans to EU and US as a result of non-compliance with IUU fishing
standards, including—the irony—Sri Lanka itself 89. Since international law does not operate
in a political vacuum, though, this can be a tricky move and may easily boomerang given
Sri Lanka’s marginalisation in international arenas and the unlikely willingness of western
powers to confront India, let alone to ban its fish exports. Nevertheless, in particular when
undertaken by civil society actors rather than by Sri Lankan State, it may further expose
Tamil Nadu’s poaching, make Indian seafood exporters nervous and thus build up additional pressure on Tamil Nadu (no. 10 and 6).
Subnational cross-border avenues: Given the limitations to the international, bilateral and national approaches, subnational avenues are of significant complementary
importance. Here, we can distinguish between the TNA, the Northern Provincial Council
and the fisher organisations, each of which can engage with and pressure Tamil Nadu in
a way that differs considerably from formal channels. Each of these parties require a preparedness to subtly confront Tamil Nadu’s hypocrisy, appealing to Amma 90 for concern with
its impoverished fisher populations (no. 8 and 9). Neither the Tamil Nadu establishment,
nor its fishers will be able to politicise or ethnicise such appeals, which is precisely why
the fisher-to-fisher dialogues had some effect. These dialogues made the Tamil Nadu media
to expose the uncomfortable fact that apparently Indian trawlers induced harm upon their
ethnic brethren across the Palk Bay. The opportunities for such fisher-to-fisher pressure
will remain (no. 1). While the conflict has hardened over recent years, there remains an
underlying level of mutual understanding and sympathy grounded in a common occupation
and ethnicity. Sri Lankan fishers need to keep exposing the moral and ecological argument
(more than legal arguments), for which neither Tamil Nadu fishers nor its general public
and politicians, will have no easy answer. Such pressure may thus help creating the required
political space in Tamil Nadu. When the Tamil Nadu trawler owners are prepared for change
(no. 5), it will be much more easy for the Tamil Nadu government to come forward with a
restructuring scheme, even though Chief Minister Jayalalitha may continue her firing of
letters to Delhi.
Apart from fishers’ groups—as frequently pointed out—neither the TNA nor the NPC has
so far taken up the above challenge in a major way. This suggests a task for the northern
fisher organisations to become stronger in exposing their Tamil representatives (no. 2). Also
here a more moderate regime in Sri Lanka would make a major difference, as it will be felt

89 Sri Lanka received a so-called red card from the European Union in November 2014 for non-compliance with
IUU regulations, effectively banning fish exports to the EU.
90
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less costly for these parties to break the ‘Tamil ranks’, break the silence and confront their
Tamil neighbours (no. 9) as well as making fisheries a primary concern in their relatively
frequent meetings with the Indian government representatives (no. 10). In any scenario, a
major challenge for northern fishers will be to maintain some form of unity despite the organisational fragmentation, as keeping up the pressure in each of the directions will require
considerable organisational perseverance.
In conclusion, it is through these multiple avenues at various levels of scale that pressure
on the Tamil Nadu government needs to be built up. This will be a bumpy and unpredictable road, yet there is probably no other realistic way. It is precisely the difficulties involved
in each of these avenues that are responsible for the reproduction of marginality of north
Sri Lankan fishers. Sticking to the chess-metaphor, the game is eventually about depriving
your opponent of agency, removing his options and eventually making anything he undertakes look hopelessly insignificant. In these terms, by the end of 2014 Sri Lankan fishers still
figured prominently on the losing side.
In sum, northern Sri Lankan fishers are ultimately dependent on developments on which
they have very little influence, if any, including regime changes, movements in Tamil
National sentiments and the dynamics of bilateral geopolitics. This situation resembles what
Paul Durrenberger (1992) tried to capture with the phrase “it’s all politics” that he heard
time and again from his respondents and to which he eventually attributed the title of his
book. Reflecting on the meaning of that phrase:
“I think … that the oyster catchers who were repeating the refrain [‘it’s all politics’] were
recognizing that they had no power, that issues were out of their hands, whether they be the
effects of pollution, the conservation of oysters, the planting of shells, the granting of funds,
the deepening of channels, the disposal of dredge spoil, the enforcements of laws, or any
of the other many issues involved in their day-to-day lives and livelihoods” (Durrenberger
1992: 1–2).

8.4

Conclusions on fisheries governance and marginality

This section seeks to create broader insights drawing from the specific conclusions in the
previous sections. It commences with an effort to conceptually compare and integrate
debates in political ecology and interactive governance. This subsequently results in a discussion of the challenges for the study of and engagement with global small-scale fisheries
and marginal resource users more in general.

8.4.1 Navigating political ecology and interactive governance
Previous sections have tried to make sense of the reproduction of marginality in fisheries
settings. In this section I suggest that the underlying problem may be captured by understanding the tensions between the fields of political ecology and interactive governance.
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Both approaches—at least if applied to natural resource questions—have in fact much in
common. Both agree that environmental problems are primarily social and political rather
than technical or managerial in nature, and therefore demand analysing the “complex social,
economic, and political relations in which environmental change is embedded” (Neumann
2009: 228). Both approaches embrace multi-scalar and interdisciplinary analysis, aiming
to re-examine the nature of society-nature relations, and eschewing panaceas to solve environmental problems. Both interactive governance and political ecology align in trying to
move the attention away from nitty-gritty first order governance, towards understanding
larger structural trends that undermine systemic failures. Finally, both approaches are normatively concerned with the fact that small-scale or marginal users are frequently losing out
in conflicts over natural resource use, and that there are “very likely better, less coercive, less
exploitative, and more sustainable ways of doing things” (Robbins 2012). These commonalities are important to keep in mind, the more since both are agitating against much more
prominent and policy-influential management theses.
Yet the differences are substantive and useful to pinpoint. While political ecology is embedded
in political economy, poststructuralism and critical theory, revolves around concepts like
discourse, power and class, and focuses on discursive and material struggles and inequality
of benefits, interactive governance is embedded in public administration, system thinking
and sociology, and is interested in how systems work and how to optimise governance capacities to deal with complex societal systems. Secondly, both approaches have emerged
in different contexts: political ecology—while hard to pinpoint a single origin—has been
pioneered by researchers like Eric Wolf and Piers Blaikie working in the ‘developing world’.
Interactive Governance theory originates from the work by Kooiman (1999) and others
working on public administration, building on experience with mostly European governance
systems. Finally, both approaches also differ in their understanding of human nature: while
for political ecology humans are continuously engaged in struggles over power, Kooiman’s
interactive governance view has been described as follows:
“Overall the authors seem to assert, almost as a matter of faith, that if all the participants
are adequately enlightened as to the larger picture, and fully appreciate every other participant’s place in the interactive dynamic, over time they will, through an iterative series of
compromises, eventually and mutually come to the ‘good’ governance that is held out as the
ideal. Thus, a fundamental assumption of the inherent ‘goodness’ and ‘rationality’ of human
nature is implied, one suggesting that in the right conditions humans will subordinate their
individual self interest for sake of the collective good. On this view Rousseau may smile
down from the cosmos, while Hobbes, stridently dissenting, may roll over in his grave.”
(McGoodwin 2007: 592).

Political ecologists like Davis and Ruddle (2012) agitate against the humanistic world view
imbued in interactive governance thinking: “all [the qualities of co-management] seem
eminently virtuous and progressive. Unfortunately, there are devils at play” (ibid.: 247).
While for IG scholars governance interactions are about creating societal opportunities and
solving societal problems, for political ecologists interactions may also have distorting and
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disempowering effects. At the very least, political ecologists are interested in whose problems and opportunities are (implicitly) at stake in the first place. “Concepts such as social
class, wealth appropriation, power, and exploitation are notably absent throughout the new
governance literature, with the defining economic, political and social relational attributes
and outcomes of marine resource commodity pricing and market structures and processes
rarely mentioned as determinant of poverty and powerlessness” (Davis and Ruddle 2012:
248). For political ecologists meaningful social change is a matter of political struggle rather
than the result of an apolitical process of developing adequate governance systems. This is
not to say, however, that the IG framework—wide reaching as it is in scope—would be unable
to capture these concerns. Yet its analytical power lies more in the realm of understanding
institutional mismatches, incompatible values, and defunct instruments and organisations,
rather than in the realm of understanding the reproduction of marginality.
The strengths of political ecology include its critical analysis, its ability to disentangle
systemic perversities and disclose more and less hidden power structures. Yet, according
to some, this is simultaneously its weakness: “the tendency of political ecology scholarship
to offer critiques but few solutions has limited its appeal” (Armitage 2008: 19). It is indeed
unclear what political ecologists propose as alternative in the case of fisheries management,
apart from confronting ‘apolitical ecologies’ and breaking down neoliberal ideologies and
resulting practices. The rather cynical stance embedded in this world view does not easily
facilitate engaging with or anticipating constructive processes, therefore missing potential
avenues for meaningful change through constructive interactions.
Sometimes people do sacrifice self-interest for the common good, sometimes win-win
situations can be explored through collaboration, and sometimes government- or private
actors are interested in improving conditions for the marginal. Drawing from my fieldwork,
both within the TNA, in the Sri Lankan Fisheries Ministry, among the trawler owners in
Tamil Nadu, among academics, clergy and NGOs there have been genuine concerns about
the plight of north Sri Lankan fishers. To understand why these concerns have not translated
in meaningful change is an empirical question for which we may or may not use the political
ecology toolbox. Yet dismissing the potential in the first place by understanding marginalising outcomes as an inevitable outcome of political structures and power asymmetries may
also be misleading.
The question now, is whether interactive governance and political ecology are potentially
complementary or inherently contradictory: does one have to choose or can both be
combined? Both approaches have fundamentally different ontologies, orientations and vocabularies and both are also developed with different goals in mind. The field of political
ecology is focused on a robust and politically explicit problem analysis, problematises systems and tends to seek more radical and transformative forms of change. IG is concerned
with building a better governance system for a given problem at hand, more reformist in its
orientation and not necessarily critical of the systems that it studies. Despite these vital dif-
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ferences, I belief there is both a conceptual and political argument for achieving an arranged
marriage. Politically, given the value I attribute to the common elements in both approaches
(see above), taking an either-or approach may be costly in terms of creating divisions in a
valuable research and policy agenda that is already marginal in the first place. Conceptually,
I think of three possible mutually reinforcing trajectories.
First, I can imagine a productive political ecology analysis of governance discourses and
practices, as well as a governance analysis of political ecologies. Such an exercise, however,
would not bring the two approaches much closer. A potentially more productive second avenue is looking at marginality as an outcome of particular governance practices. What we
are interested in is how through governance practices, some actors manage to accumulate
benefits at the expense of others. While from a political ecology perspective such socially
unjust outcomes may be the result of historically grown asymmetrical power relations and
political processes, from an interactive governance perspective it may also be the result of
inadequate capacity, vision, participation, knowledge, institutional design, or cross-scalar
institutional linkages. In this sense, both theories hold a complementary diagnostic power.
Both theories provide lenses that allow for engaging with a certain parts or interpretations
of reality, and combining both may provide complementary explanations. Third, at the normative level, both appeal to a certain form of social action. Whereas political ecology looks
out for more radical forms of mobilisation to confront power embedded in legal systems,
discourses and practices, interactive governance rather calls for enhanced interaction that
may help to overcome mismatches and enhancing governability. For interactive governance
to work—in this normative sense of building a governance space for interaction, collaboration, deliberation and problem solving—various minimum conditions apply at different
levels of scale. While IG theorists are keen to acknowledge this (hence the notion of limited
governability), insights derived from political ecology may be useful to understand why such
interactions may often not lead to the type of change to which it aspires. I hope that, without
ignoring the inherent tensions between the two, this thesis has demonstrated possibilities
for engaging with both in mutually reinforcing ways. In the next section I provide some suggestions for furthering this research agenda.

8.4.2 Implications for the study of and engagement with the
world’s small-scale fisheries
This thesis started out with a problem statement identifying rampant inequalities over
access to natural resources, in particular in relation to small-scale fisheries. Chuenpagdee
and Jentoft (2015), identifying the challenges in small-scale fisheries governance, argue that
small-scale fishers, who account for over 90% of the fishing people in the world, are frequently impoverished, vulnerable and marginalised, and bear the brunt of all that has gone
wrong in fisheries management over the past few decades. This suggests that the marginalisation of small-scale fishers as I have discussed for northern Sri Lanka is by no means an
exception. To what extent does this mean that I can extrapolate observations and lessons
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learned in the context of this South Asian transboundary fisher conflict to the plight of other
small-scale fishers or even other small-scale resource users in other parts of the world?
Arguably, the transboundary dimension, the post-war context, the authoritarian nature
of the post-war Sri Lankan regime and the debilitating national and bilateral ethnic politics are somewhat extreme and possibly unique to the Palk Bay setting. In addition, not
all small-scale fishers are marginal and some are in fact highly successful and generate
sizable incomes, like in some Norwegian fisheries (Jentoft 2014b). Yet for the millions of
small-scale fishers with a less fortunate fate, I believe that insights derived from this Palk
Bay study carry considerable validity. Whether small-scale fishers face the imposition of a
marine protected area in one’s traditional fishing grounds, dispossession of one’s coastal
lands by opportunistic entrepreneurs, miss out on fish quota allocation schemes, see their
well-functioning institutions overruled by overambitious or ignorant administrators, or
face the intrusion of mysteriously flagged ships into their fishing grounds, there are similar
mechanisms at work. Such fishers often figure as pawns in higher level political calculations,
are deprived of effective political representations, are part of communities in which different manifestations of marginalities intersect, and have limited options to resist. I therefore
conclude with four concerns for empowering small-scale resource users and advancing the
study of their governance.
1) Match societal concern with adequate terminology
Fisheries management over the past few decades has been predominantly instructed by
bio-economic modelling, combining objectives of conservation and economic rationality.
Many scholars, mostly from the social sciences, have agitated against this dominance of
top-down and technocratic modes of governance for both intrinsic and instrumental reasons. The result has been a range of proposed alternative approaches, including ecosystem
based management, integrated resource management, co-management, community based
management and interactive governance. These approaches have often put social justice
concerns—defined as the “redistribution of and access to material resources and political
power” (Gaventa 2014: 153)—centre stage.
Interactive governance has significantly contributed to this re-imagination by suggesting
diversity, complexity and dynamics and scale to be crucial characteristics of fisheries that
pose challenges for those trying to govern. It suggests taking these features as point of departure for governance, rather than as annoying features that are difficult to deal with and
therefore need to be simplified. This has created an approach that looks at fisheries as a
system with multiple linkages and interactions between various nodes, thus providing a
“holistic and integrative analyses that transcend sectoral approaches typically employed
by fisheries management discourse and practice” (Chuenpagdee and Jentoft 2015: 3). The
elegance of interactive governance theory is its ability to locate weaknesses in a system and
make suggestions for the improvement of both governance capacity and governance quality.
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Yet, for those concerned with social justice for small-scale resource users, the question is
whether governance theory provides the adequate analytical and discursive tools to lay bare
processes of marginalisation. My concern is the discourses underlying these new governance
approaches do not invite systematic attention to the mechanisms of marginalisation. In other
words, the justified concern with why and how fisheries governance should be different does
not automatically help to understand why access inequalities have been perpetuated in the
first place. The normative jargon of inclusion, responsiveness, participation and interaction
has found increasing use by both academics and policy makers concerned with fisheries, in
order to counter the technocratic management heritage. Yet, this governance jargon is of
little help to reveal why marginality prevails as it too easily blinds for winners and losers and
the marginalisation of less-powerful actors. This brings me to the second point.
2) Ask the question ‘governance for whom’?
Based on extensive literature review on importance of fisheries to poverty reduction, Béné et
al’s (2016) suggest “that a greater emphasis and more evidence are required on the distributional aspects of benefits, recognizing differentiated access and entitlement to fish resources
across a range of scales” (Béné et al. 2016: 187). Mapping distributional aspects of resource
benefits requires both to a particular set of group-based disaggregated metrics, as well as a
different language and framing. Understanding access in terms of disaggregated outcomes
then inevitably invites for the political question for whom governance is working, rather
than whether governance is of high or low quality, good or bad according to a particular
normative standard. To this purpose, Ratner et al. (2013) recently developed a potentially
relevant set of questions to start with: who is represented, who makes decisions, and who is
accountable to whom?
This concern moves beyond interactive governance theory alone. The same goes common
property theory, access theory and empowerment, which are often used to study fisheries
settings in apolitical ways. For example, studying how fishing communities regulate resource
access should not only look at institutional effectiveness, but should be more sensitive to
social outcomes by adding critical evaluation of who eventually benefits and why. Adding
the simple and straightforward question ‘governance for whom’ in any governance analysis
may force researchers to be more politically explicit.
3) Keep looking outside the fisheries box
Previous chapters have gone at length to demonstrate that marginality and access of smallscale fishers is relational, in the sense that it is the nature of relations between fishers and
other actors that (re)produce their marginality. As these relations are societally structured,
inequalities over access to natural resources are produced in conjunction with other structural inequalities, like class, caste and ethnicity. This implies that marginalisation of a fisher
community cannot be understood in by looking within the fishing sector alone.
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This observation also has implications for development interventions aimed at empowering small-scale resource users. Efforts for empowerment are likely constrained when the
production of marginality originates at national or international scale levels, for example
when geopolitical relations or international imperatives dictate national policies, or when
citizenship rights at national level are undermined. In such contexts empowerment cannot
be successful at local level, and actors need to be strategically mobilised to counter disempowering structures at the relevant level of scale, likely outside the fisheries domain.
4) Appreciate the Janus-headed nature of governance interactions
The argument that access is relational and marginal access an outcome of a system of relations arguably aligns well with interactive governance theory: in the end relations are about
interactions. The ‘interactive’ in interactive governance denotes primarily a positive type of
relation. The assertion that doing things together may be better than doing things alone, for
example denotes a constructive type of engagement. Yet, whereas for Tamil Nadu trawler
owners their political relations have allowed the continuation of their cross-border fishing,
the repressive or silencing nature of north Sri Lankan fishers’ interactions with their elites
have produced their marginalisation. Interactions can thus both be constructive in the sense
of facilitating learning, mutual responding, information sharing, problem solving, but they
can equally be destructive in the sense of dispossessing, extorting, and threatening. Looking
at both types of interactions in governance processes may be important to make fisheries
governance more attentive to structural forces driving the (re)production of marginality.
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Epilogue
While midway 2014 my research period ended, the transboundary fishing conflict obviously
continued to evolve. I therefore finish this book with a review of significant developments
that occurred from mid-2014 to the end of 2015.
I started this book with a note on the ‘rainbow revolution’ of January 2015. President
Sirisena had come to power resulting—amongst others—from the substantial support by the
minorities, including the Sri Lankan Tamils91. The new administration had been quick to
re-establish ties with India and the ‘west’, contrary to the Rajapakse regime’s compulsion to
work with the Chinese administration as primary partner. In India, with the regime change
from Congress to BJP in 2014, and the absence of Tamil parties in the BJP lead government,
the Indian centre had become less tied to Tamil Nadu’s sentiments regarding the Palk Bay.
What has been the effect of these regime changes and new bilateral relations on the situation
of the fishers in northern Sri Lanka? I close this thesis with providing a few inconclusive
answers to this important question.
On the Sri Lankan side, first and foremost, with the fall of the Rajapakse regime people in
the North, and for that matter also fishers gained more breathing space for discussion and
dissent. Some security restrictions and checkpoints were lifted, the military Governor of
the Northern Province was replaced by a civilian one and the obnoxious fear for betrayal
allegedly decreased. Then on March 24th 2015, Sri Lanka hosted a new round of bilateral
fisher-to-fisher dialogue. The outcome of the dialogue was similar to earlier occasions: Tamil
Nadu trawler owners pledged to stop trawling in three years, restricting themselves to 83
days per year for the time being, and refrain from trawling in coastal zones. Both Sri Lankan
fisher leaders, after taking the Indian proposal to their constituencies, and the Sri Lankan
government rejected this proposal. In May 2015, fishers from Jaffna and Mannar declared
that they had lost trust in negotiated settlement through dialogue with the trawler owners
and had lost interest in further pursuing the avenue of compromise. According to them, the
Indian trawler owners had simply always used negotiation settlement as a tactic to buy more
time to carry out the illegal fishing activities within Sri Lankan waters 92. Yet, from a different perspective, the enormous media attention surrounding this dialogue—whatever their
meaningless outcomes—again powerfully exposed the Tamil Nadu policy makers and general public in Tamil Nadu to the fact that the trawlers caused enormous harm to Sri Lankan
Tamils. In the words of a close observer: after this dialogue “it was no more taboo to blame
the Tamil Nadu fishermen, especially trawlers for the [Palk Bay] problems” 93.

91 It is estimated that Sirisena won 81% of the minority’s vote and 45% of the Sinhala vote, which implies that about
38% of his votes came from minorities (Jeyaraj 2015).
92 Minutes northern Fishing Community & Civil Society Dialogue Vavuniya 16th May 2015.
93 E-mail conversation V. Vivekanandan, 11 August 2015.
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Second, the hitherto silent TNA has become a little more active and vocal on the issue in
Colombo, meeting occasionally with fisher leaders and arguing for their plight in parliament 94. It had also been at the initiative of the TNA, that the bilateral fisher dialogue was
followed up by a meeting—the first of its kind—between President Sirisena, fisher leaders,
TNA politicians, the Navy and relevant officials on April 2nd 2015. The meeting’s minutes
breathe a remarkable atmosphere of openness, joint commitment and concern. After the
meeting the president ordered the Navy to arrest Indian trawlers who entered Sri Lankan
waters 95. In the subsequent weeks the number of arrests indeed increased temporarily, yet
their early release—like usual—created doubt as to what extent the Sri Lankan government
was really prepared to confront the Indian government on this thorny issue.
On the same day that the Court of Appeal dismissed a writ petition by fisher leaders,
demanding the Attorney General’s office to arrest and prosecute Indian trawler owners on
the basis of the Fisheries Regulation of Foreign Fishing Boats Act of 1979 rather than for
violating the Immigration and Emigration Act of 1948. The petitioners’ hope was that this
would allow for ending the pointless catch-and-release conundrum and allow Sri Lankan
authorities to confiscate gear and boats, and to prosecute trawler owners under Sri Lankan
law, while securing the immediate release of the relevant crew 96.
On September 23rd, Jaffna fishers staged a new mass protest against the Indian trawlers,
being outraged about the intrusions, yet simultaneously making the typical statements that
both governments should not expect this conflict do drive a wedge into cross-country Tamil
solidarity (TamilCNN 2015). Significantly, leaders who had been opposing each other in
earlier years along political and other lines of division, had collaborated in this protest.
Optimists could interpret this as a sign that the divisive politics of pre-2015 were losing significance. The sustained efforts by fisher organisations, media, NGOs and universities and
concerned individuals to shift the nature of the debate, the definition of the problem and the
conception of ‘what is normal’ also have had effect. For example, while in 2011 the destruction of hundreds of nets went unnoticed by any authority or media outlet, the destruction of
a net from a single fisher late 2015 received major attention (Ramakrishnan 2015).

94 In April 21st it filed a petition in parliament, and in a parliamentary debate on October 9th it took a strong and
unambiguous stand about Indian trawlers.
95 It should be noted here that prior to the regime change, the previous Sri Lankan Fisheries Minister had been
increasingly proactive in arresting Indian trawlers, and in confronting Tamil Nadu and the TNA with their hypocritical
silence. This arrests of Indian trawlers came to a halt in the immediate aftermath of the regime change, probably to
appease relations with India (Steve Creech, Personal communication).
96 “The Attorney General’s (AG) counsel reiterated the sovereignty of Sri Lankan waters, the various rights under
various acts, bilateral agreements and international accords and accepted the petitioners’ argument that it may more
be appropriate to prosecute Indian fishers under the Fisheries (Regulation of Foreign Fishing Boats) Act No. 15 of 1979
than for immigration violations—and that this would subsequently be considered by the AG’s office, but held that it was
not the duty of the Court of Appeal to instruct it to do so. This argument was accepted by the Court, which thus duly dismissed the petitioner’s appeal. (email communication with Steve Creech, 6 April 2015, reproduced with permission).
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In the meanwhile, in India also various significant developments took place. By the end of
April 2015, the new Minister of External Affairs Sushma Swaraj told fisher leaders from
Tamil Nadu who met her in New Delhi that it was time they stopped fishing in Sri Lankan
waters. “Ms. Swaraj is said to have ‘categorically’ stated that negotiating the release of
arrested fishers with the island nation was getting increasingly difficult, as Sri Lankan Tamil
fishers were badly hit by excessive trawling” (Srinivasan 2015).97 In this new context, according to insiders: “despite its tough position on the Indian fishermen’s ‘traditional rights’ in the
‘historic waters’, and also over the Katchchativu issue, the Tamil Nadu government seems
to have acknowledged the long-term inevitability of the need to diversify and encourage
deep-sea fishing in a big way” (Sathya Moorthy 2015). Another reason for the Government of
India to take a harder stand against Tamil Nadu may have been the increasing risk for being
charged with Illegal Unreported and Unregulated fishing in Sri Lankan waters, which could
potentially lead to an export ban (as had happened—ironically—to Sri Lanka in 2014). The
pressure from Colombo, Delhi, the media and possibly even the TNA on Tamil Nadu to act
had probably never been higher.
A few months later, in August 2015 news came out that behind the scenes the Tamil Nadu
government was working on a scheme to replace the trawlers in the Palk Bay with deep
sea fishing boats and gillnetters, for which it had applied for major funds to the Central
Government 98. While transferring the entire Palk Bay trawler fleet into a full-fledged tuna
fleet is arguably an unrealistic undertaking, and potentially replacing one problem with another, it is nevertheless a sign of significant movement. This has resulted in the somewhat
ironic situation that while Tamil Nadu politicians in public firmly proliferate their discourse
on ‘traditional fishing rights’, reclaiming the island of Katchchativu and the illegitimacy of
the IMBL, behind the scenes a different scenario is unfolding. For the Indian trawler owners
and workers the potential phasing out or replacement of trawlers will create new winners
and losers. Despite the enormous amounts budgeted, India’s poor record in compensating
victims of forced replacement or relocation schemes may cause justified worries especially
among trawler workers.
In conclusion, the wind appears to be slowly blowing in a different direction, one that is—at
least on paper—accommodative to the north Sri Lankan fishers. Despite these promising developments, Indian trawlers, and increasingly also smaller Indian boats with monophilament
nets, continue to frequent Sri Lankan fishing grounds. Given the complex intertwinement of
the Palk Bay fisheries with local, national and bilateral politics, and the marginal representation of north Sri Lankan fishers in these politics, their ability to freely access the Palk Bay
in the future remains uncertain.

97 It is fascinating to read the comments under this article, which are remarkably sympathetic to the Sri Lankan
fishers. Similar articles a few years ago had rather be followed by a storm of protest-comments accusing the author
betraying the plight of innocent Tamil Nadu fishers.
98

V. Vivekanandan, personal communication, Jan 2016.
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Appendix I: List of interviews and relevant meetings
Category

# interviews

# unique respondents

Fishers

51

40

Fisher leaders

83

32

Fish traders

14

12

Clergy

12

7

NGO and UN people

33

16

Goverment officials and politicians

27

20

Army and Navy officers

8

8

Academics

23

8

Others

7

7

Total

258

150

Meetings with fisher leaders

16

Interviewee

Date of interview

Place of interview

RESEARCH period 1
ZOA director (NGO)

21/12/10

Colombo

Prof. Ruhuna university

10/12/10

Matara

ZOA officer (NGO)

21/12/10

Jaffna

Fish trader Anai Seafood

26/12/10

Navanturai

Fisher group in Mathagal

27/12/10

Mathagal

Prof. University of Jaffna

28/12/10

Jaffna

REINCORPFISH project opening workshop

17–21/01/10

Jaffna

FISHMARC director (Indian NGO)

22/01/10

Jaffna

Assistant Director Mannar

25/01/11

Mannar

Fisher leader Talaimannar

25/01/11

Mannar

NAFSO director

14/02/11

Negombo

Jaffna Fisheries Federation President

15/02/11

Jaffna

Meeting with about 100 fishers and Minister

16/02/11

Point Pedro

JICA workshop on fisheries

19/02/11

Jaffna

Fisher leader Gurunagar

21/02/11

Gurunagar

Assistant Director Fisheries Jaffna

21/02/11

Jaffna

Jaffna Fisheries Federation President

22/02/11

Jaffna

Velanai Fisheries Union leaders

22/02/11

Jaffna

Sandillipai Fisheries Union leaders

1/03/11

Mathagal
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Prof. University of Jaffna

2/03/11

Jaffna

Valikamam west fisheries cooperative union leader

2/03/11

Chulipuram

Karainagar fisheries cooperative union leader

3/03/11

Karainagar

Kayts fisheries cooperative union leader

4/03/11

Kayts

Fisheries meeting organised by NAFSO

6/03/11

Vavunya

De facto leader Vadamarachchi North

8/03/11

Imparuddy

Prof. University of Ruhuna

8/03/11

phone

Point Pedro Fihseries Cooperative Union leaders

9/03/11

Imparuddy

KKS/Myliddi Fisheries Cooperative union Leaders

9/03/11

Imparuddy

Fisheries department officer Jaffna

10/03/11

Jaffna

ZOA officer (NGO)

11/03/11

Jaffna

Fisheries meeting organised by NAFSO

14/03/11

Negombo

Fisheries meeting organised by NAFSO

15/03/11

Negombo

Jaffna Fisheries Federation President

17/03/11

Jaffna

Assistant Director Fisheries Department

18/03/11

Jaffna

Palikuda fisheries cooperative leaders

22/03/11

Palikuda

Lecturers University of Jaffna

23/03/11

Jaffna

Path Foundation (think tank:) Seminar on the Palk Bay

24/03/11

Colombo

Fisheries department official

25/03/11

Jaffna

Jaffna Fisheries Federation President

26/03/11

Jaffna

Prof. Univeristy of Ruhuna

27/03/11

Jaffna

Mannar Fisheries Cooperative Union leaders

28/03/11

Mannar

ZOA officer, Mannar

28/03/11

Mannar

Parish Priest Pesalai

29/03/11

Pesalai

Fisher leader Talaimannar

29/03/11

Mannar

NAFSO Director

30/03/11

Negombo

FISHMARC director (Indian NGO)

4/04/11

Chennai

5/08/11

Jaffna

RESEARCH period 2
Jaffna Fisheries Federation President
Parish Priest Mathagal

7/08/11

Mathagal

FCS president Karainagar plus NAFSO director

7/08/11

Karainagar

Meeting Northern Prov. Fisher Alliance

8/08/11

Jaffna

Group of fishers Karainagar

5/09/11

Karainagar

FCS president Karainagar

6/09/11

Karainagar

Group of fishers

7/09/11

Karainagar

Crab trader

7/09/11

Karainagar

NAFSO (NGO)

9/09/11

Jaffna

Fisheries Inspector Karainagar area

9/09/11

Karainagar
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Group of fishers

10/09/11

Karainagar

Fisher

11/09/11

Polykandy West

Trawler owner

11/09/11

Valvititurai

fisher leader Vadamarachchi North

11/09/11

Imparrudy

Fisher leader Mathagal FCS

13/09/11

Mathagal

Fisher leaders Vadamarachchi North

13/09/11

VDM North

NAFSO (NGO)

14/09/11

Jaffna

Vice president FCS Karainagar

15/09/11

Karainagar

Fisher

15/09/11

Karainagar

FCS officers Mathagal

16/09/11

Mathagal

Group of fishers

17/09/11

Achiuveli

Fisheries Inspector Vadamarachchi north

17/09/11

Polykandy east

Fisher Leader Vadarachchi North

17/09/11

Point Pedro

CEDEC, NGO/clergy

20/09/11

Colombo

Group of fishers

28/09/11

Mathagal

Fisheries Coop Federation President

29/09/11

Jaffna

Federation meeting; most Jaffna Union leaders

29/09/11

Jaffna

FCS Union president VDM East

29/09/11

Jaffna

FCS president Karainagar

29/09/11

Karainagar

NAFSO NGO

30/09/11

Jaffna

Rajeswaran, office bearer FSC

2/10/11

Mathagal

Fisher

2/10/11

Mathagal

Group of fishers

3/10/11

Karainagar

Leader Gurunagar trawlers

4/10/11

Gurunagar

Sandilipai Fisheries Inspector

5/10/11

Mathagal

Karainagar fisheries cooperative president

6/10/11

Karaingar

Fisheries Federation president

7/10/11

Jaffna

Boat owner mathagal

7/10/11

Mathagal

Prof. University of Ruhuna

15/10/11

Matara

Fisheries Ministry official, history of cooperatives

4/11/11

Colombo

NAFSO NGO

4/11/11

Negombo

Navy Captain and Navy Deputy Commander

8/11/11

Kankasanturai

boat owner/fisher

8/11/11

Karainagar

Former secretary Mathagal FCS

9/11/11

Mathagal

FCS president Karainagar

10/11/11

Karainagar

Fishers Karainagar

10/11/11

Karaingar

Parish priest Mathagal

11/11/11

Mathagal

oppositional fisher Karainagar

12/11/11

Karainagar

FSC president Karainagar

12/11/11

Karainagar
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Fisher leader/TNA politician

13/11/11

Mathagal

NAFSO organiser Kilinochchi

14/11/11

Jaffna

Fisheries Federation president

15/11/11

Jaffna

CARE officers (NGO)

15/11/11

Jaffna

Former Assistant Director fisheries Jaffna

15/11/11

Neliadi

NAFSO officer

17/11/11

Jaffna

NAFSO officer

18/11/11

Mannar

Mudalali Talaimannar Pier

18/11/11

Talaimannar Pier

Fisheries Union leader, Mannar

20/11/11

Mannar

RESEARCH period 3
REINCORPFISH midterm workshop

26–29/01/12

Chennai

Daily coversations on the beach

9–18/02/12

Karainagar

5 meetings with FCS president

9–18/02/12

Karainagar

FRP boat owner/day labour

9/02/12

Karainagar

Sardine tapping workers

10/02/12

Karainagar

Fish trader for Anai Seafoods

10/02/12

Karainagar

Fish trader

10/02/12

Karainagar

Sivagourudi FCS president

10/02/12

Karainagar

Navy officer Karainagar

11/02/12

Karainagar

Fish trader sivagaurudi

11/02/12

Karainagar

Sardine net owner; father and son

11/02/12

Karainagar

Various fishers

12/02/12

Karainagar

Ex-migrant, turned fisher

12/02/12

Karainagar

boat owners Karainagar

12/02/12

Karainagar

One of the main Kalankadi fishers

13/02/12

Karainagar

informal opposition fisher leader, Karainagar

13/02/12

Karainagar

Karainagar Velalar landowner

13/02/12

Karainagar

NAFSO officer

14/02/12

Karainagar

boat owner

14/02/12

Karainagar

Army lieutenant Karainagar

14/02/12

Karainagar

Boat owner

15/02/12

Karainagar

Navy guard Karainagar

15/02/12

Karainagar

boat owner

16/02/12

Karainagar

Army guys Karainagar

16/02/12

Karainagar

fish worker

17/02/12

Karainagar

boat owner

17/02/12

Karainagar

FCS president Vadamarachchi North

19/02/12

Point Pedro

Various fishers

19/02/12

Point Pedro
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FCS general manager Munai

20/02/12

Point Pedro

Fihser

20/02/12

Point Pedro

Various fishers

20/02/12

Point Pedro

Fisheries Federation leader Jaffna

23/02/12

Jaffna

Various fishermen

28/02/12

Pesalai

former president FCS

28/02/12

Pesalai

fish trader

29/02/12

Pesalai

fishers

29/02/12

Pesalai

Group of fishers

1/03/12

Pesalai

General Manager FCS

1/03/12

Pesalai

former Parish Priest

1/03/12

Pesalai

various fishers

1/03/12

Pesalai

Fisher

2/03/12

Pesalai

NAFSO local organiser

2/03/12

Pesalai

small mudalali/fish trader

2/03/12

Pesalai

Big Mudalali/fish trader

2/03/12

Pesalai

Parish priest Pesalai

3/03/12

Pesalai

Fisher.

3/03/12

Pesalai

ZOA officer from Pesalai, NGO

3/03/12

Pesalai

Big Mudalali

3/03/12

Pesalai

Muslim businessman Pesalai

5/03/12

Pesalai

Fish. Cooperative Union Mannar leader

5/03/12

Mannar town

Jaffna university prof.

6/03/12

Jaffna

boat owner Karainagar

6/03/12

Karainagar

Fisher leaders VDM north

8/03/12

Point Pedro

Grama Niladari Muunai

8/03/12

Point Pedro

Group of fishers

8/03/12

Point Pedro

President FCS Munai

9/03/12

Point Pedro

Manager FCS Munai

9/03/12

Point Pedro

groups of fishers

10/03/12

Point Pedro

Manager FCS Munai

10/03/12

Point Pedro

Fisher

10/03/12

Point Pedro

IDP fisher from Palaly

10/03/12

Point Pedro

Parish priest Munai

11/03/12

Point Pedro

Jaffna University academic

12/03/12

Jaffna

RESEARCH period 4
REINCORPFISH workshop, joint reflections on progress

5–7/06/12

Cape Town, South Africa

NAFSO officers

3/09/12

Negombo
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Prof. Ruhuna University

4/09/12

Colombo

Fisher leader NPFPAlliance

4/09/12

Colombo

FCS president Karainagar

8/09/12

Karainagar sangam

President Rural Fisheries Organisation Jaffna

9/09/12

Anaikotai

Kalankadi fishermen

9/09/12

Karainagar

Informal Leader Imparrudy

10/09/12

Gunam lodge

Informal leader Vadamarachchi north

10/09/12

Gunam lodge

Assistant Director Fisheries Jaffna

10/09/12

Jaffna town, office

Manager FCS Munai

11/09/12

Moonai

Jaffna University scholar

11/09/12

Point Pedro

Jaffna University scholar

11/09/12

Jaffna

President St. James society, Nachchikuda, Kili

12/09/12

Nachchikuda

Data collector Pesalai

13/09/12

Pesalai

Former FCS president Pesalai

13/09/12

Pesalai, sangam office

Leader Rural Fisheries Organisation Mannar district

14/09/12

Mannar town

MFARD, coordinating secretary

29/09/12

Colombo

Jaffna activist/journalist/academic

30/09/12

Jaffna

New Fisheries Coop Federation President Jaffna

1/10/12

Jaffna town

Jaffna activist/journalist/academic

1/10/12

Jaffna town

Jaffna University academic

3/10/12

Jaffna town

Meeting in Jaffna with clergy and academics

3/10/12

Jaffna town

NAFSO community manager

4/10/12

Negombo

MFARD, Minister’s advisor

4/10/12

Colombo

MFARD, coordinating secretary

4/10/12

Colombo

MFARD, Coordinater National Fisheries Federation

4/10/12

Colombo

Indian journalist

11/10/12

Jaffna town

President NPFPAlliance

12/10/12

Jaffna town

NAFSO director

12/10/12

phone

Human rights activists Jaffna

13/10/12

Jaffna town

TULF member, TNA insider

14/10/12

Jaffna town

Jaffna University Academics

15/10/12

Jaffna town

Professor University of Jaffna from Karainagar

16/10/12

Karainagar

Leading member of the Tamil National Front

16/10/12

Jaffna

CEPA (NGO)

19/10/12

Colombo

CEDEC officer

20/10/12

Colombo

Panankaddaikoddi FCS president

21/10/12

Panankaddaikoddi (Mannar)

General Manager FCS

21/10/12

Panankaddaikoddi (Mannar)

Secretary Mullikulam FCS with NAFSO organiser

22/10/12

Mannar town

Assistant Director Fisheries Mannar

22/10/12

Mannar town.
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prof. Uni of Jaffn

22/10/12

Mannar

Group of fishermen

23/10/12

Teastall, Pesalai

Group of three fishermen

23/10/12

Pesalai beach

fisher

23/10/12

Pesalai

Father st mary’s church

24/10/12

Pesalai

Talaimannar FSC leader

24/10/12

Pesalai

Data collector, Pesalai

24/10/12

Pesalai

Protestant Church father

25/10/12

Peeslaai

Officer Pesalai FCS

26/10/12

Peeslaai

Secretary Pesalai FCS

26/10/12

Peeslaai

Navy officer (leuitenant)

27/10/12

Thalvapadu, Mannar

Australian NGO worker, Mannar

28/10/12

Mannar Town

EPDP officer, coordinating secretary

2/11/12

Jaffna

Jaffna University Academic

4/11/12

Jaffna

NPFPAlliance president

6/11/12

Jaffna

Church Pastor

6/11/12

Point Pedro

Fish trader Point Pedro

7/11/12

Point Pedro

Fishermen point pedro

7/11/12

Point Pedro

FCS vice president

7/11/12

Point Pedro

fish trader

8/11/12

Point Pedro

general manager Munai FCS

8/11/12

Point Pedro

Navy leuitenant

8/11/12

Point Pedro

Lawyer Point Pedro

9/11/12

Point Pedro

Parish Priest Munai

9/11/12

Point Pedro

Former vice president FCS

9/11/12

Point Pedro

President Munai FCS

9/11/12

Point Pedro

Informal leader Vadamarachchi North

10/11/12

Imparrudy

NAFSO meeting with most fisher leaders attending

11/11/12

Vavunya

Assistant Director Fisheries Jaffna

12/11/12

Jaffna

Navy commander, Rear Admiral

13/11/12

KKS

NPFPAlliance chair

14/11/12

Jaffna town

Church Father Kayts

15/11/12

Jaffna town

Alliance Francaise Jaffna

16/11/12

Jaffna town

ITAK/TNA members

16/11/12

Jaffna town

former Director MFARD

20/11/12

Colombo

NARA officer

20/11/12

Colombo

NARA officer

20/11/12

Colombo

TNA Member of Parliament

22/11/12

Colombo

Big Mannar Business man

22/11/12

Colombo
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ZOA officers

23/11/12

Colombo

Dutch Ambassador

26/11/12

Colombo

Jaffna Fisher Cooperative Federation president

26/11/12

Jaffna

Indian fisheries NGO director

26/11/12

Jaffna

Jaffna Fisher Cooperative Federation president

27/11/12

Jaffna

Meeting in Federation office with most Alliance leaders

28/11/12

Jaffna

Church father

28/11/12

Jaffna

REINCORPFISH meeting and fisher demonstration

29/11/12

Jaffna

1/01/13

Matara

RESEARCH after 2013
REINCORPFISH workshop Uni of Ruhuna
REINCORPFISH workshop Jaffna University: fisher
leaders and clergy

21/01/13

Jaffna

Indian journalist

8/01/14

Colombo-Jaffna

Jaffna academics

8/01/14

Jaffna

UNDP officer

9/01/14

Karainagar

Karainagar FCS leader

9/01/14

Karainagar

NAFSO staff

11/01/14

Jaffna

Alliance chair, and Mathagal cooperative president

11/01/14

Mathagal

Jaffna activist/journalist/academic

11/01/14

Jaffna

Jaffna Fish. Coop. Federation president

12/01/14

Imparuddy

General manager FCS Munai

12/01/14

Moonai

Fisheries leader VDM north

12/01/14

Polykandy

Alliance meeting, most fisher leaders and NAFSO

15/01/14

Jaffna

Palk Bay Conference. Gathering of about 30 stakeholders

17–19 Jan 2014

Colombo

MFARD official

22/01/14

Colombo

MFARD official

22/01/14

Colombo

Fisheries leader Karainagar

1/10/14

Karainagar
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Appendix II: Household survey

PALK BAY FISHERIES HOUSEHOLD SURVEY
UNDERSTANDING OBSTACLES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN POST WAR RECOVERY FOR
FISHING HOUSEHOLDS IN THE PALK BAY.
Jaffna, Kilinochchi and Mannar Districts
February 2011–August 2011
This household survey is undertaken jointly by the University of Jaffna and the University of
Amsterdam as part of the Research Project REINCORPFISH: providing space for small scale fisheries
in the sustainable development of fisheries in South Africa and South Asia.
Contact details:
Dr. A.S. Soosai
Department of Geography
University of Jaffna
Tirunelveli
Tel nr: 0750436334
Assoysa@gmail.com
Interview guidelines
Make sure that your respondent notes the following issues:
• This research is conducted by the University of Jaffna in cooperation with the Amsterdam University from the Netherlands.
• The goal of the study is to get an insight in the fishing households in the northern Province, in the
details of their fishing methods, and the obstacles they are facing after the war.
• The study is carried out in the area that covers the coastal stretch between Point Pedro and
Talaimannar.
• The information provided here is strictly confidential and respondents names will not be published
or shared.
• Respondents can refuse to answer particular questions, if they find them inappropriate.
• Respondent are free to ask any further information about the research to clear their doubts
• The interview will take between half an hour and one hour.
You have taken a sample from those households of the GN list, which are indicated to be fishing households. Still, it might occur that the family is not engaged in fishing (anymore). Therefore, before you
start the questionnaire, you need to go through the following questions.
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1. Is there any person of this household involved in direct fishing?
Yes (cont. to question 2)
No (you can thank the people, and go to the next
household)
2. Could we speak to the head of household?
Yes (cont. to question 3)

No (cont. to question 4)

3. Is the head of household a direct fisher?
Yes (start questionnaire)

No (cont. to question 4)

4. Is there any other household member available who is an active fisher?
Yes (start questionnaire with him)
No (cont to 5)
5. Can we come back at a later moment?
Yes, at …………………………

No (you can thank and leave)

During your interview try to speak as much as possible with the particular person who you selected for the
interview. However, it is sometimes unavoidable that other household members join the ‘conversation’. In
such occasions, try as much as possible to get the final answer from the particular respondent.
Interview Details
0.1 GN Number

0.2 GN division

0.3 District (please tick)
Jaffna / Killin. / Mannar

0.4 Village name

0.5 Respondent’s name
0.6 Date (dd/mm/yyyy)
0.7 Interviewer name

Section 1: Basic Demographics
1.1 Gender (don’t ask, just observe)
Male
Female

1.2 What is your age?
………….. Years old

1.3 What is your level of education? (please tick)
1
No formal education
6
2
Uncompleted primary education
7
3
Completed primary education
8
4
5

Incomplete O levels
Completed O levels

1.4 Where are you born?
Village
District
…
…

9
10

Completed A levels
National college of education
Higher technical college / vocational
training.
University education
Other, ……………………………………..
………………………………………………….

Country
…
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1.5 Could you provide the following details of the
R household members? a t e eo e
usua
ve n t e ouse )
Nr
ender
Age
ducation level
e at on to t e Occupation
use nu ber ro
nterv e ee
d,
e et
1
M/F
2
M/F
3
M/F
4
M/F
5
M/F
6
M/F
7
M/F
1.6 re you married?
Yes / No

o

1.7 ow many Children do you have if any?
…

1. If children left the house (1.5 and 1.7 not the same) please indicate also their details
Nr
ender
Age
ducation level use Full name
Occupation
nu ber ro
1
M/F
2
M/F
3
M/F
1.

or how long are you living now in this place?

1.10 What is your Religion?

For …. Years (please tick)

Muslim / Christian C / Christian non C / Hindu / Other nl

Section 2: Current ishing activity
2.1 Do you own any boat?
Yes / No no to
)
2.1a Which of the following boats do you own and how many of them?
Boat type
ow many?
I M (inboard engine) boat (incl. trawler)
…
O M plastic boat (F )
…
O M plastic vallam
…
Kattumaram with O M
…
Kattumaram without O M
…
ooden Vallam/ ooni with O M
…
ooden Vallam/ ooni without O M
…
Other
…

2.2 Do you always use your own boat for fishing or sometimes also go on other’s boats? (please tick)
I always use my own boat(s) (cont. to question 2.4)
I mostly use my own boat, but sometimes I go on someone else’s boat (cont. to question 2.3)
Most of the time I fish on someone else’s boat, but sometimes use my own (cont. to question 2.3)
I usually don’t use any boat for my fishing activity (cont. to question 2.4)
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2.3 If you fish on someone else’s boat what kind of boat?
ick
ick
I M (inboard engine) boat (incl.
Kattumaram without O M
trawler)
O M plastic boat (F )
ooden Vallam/ ooni with O M
O M plastic vallam
ooden Vallam/ ooni without O M
Kattumaram with O M
Other ……………………….

2.4 Do you own any nets?
Yes / No
2.4a Which of the following nets do you own and how many of them?
Nr.
et net / iragu valai
Cast net / viichuvalai
ill net crab / Nandu valai
each seine / karavalai
ill net sardine / uudai valai
rawl net / illuvaivalai
ill net … / Arrakottian valai
rap and cage /Kanavai pattai/miin kudu
ill net shark / uraavalai
Hand line / kaitundel
ill net skate / irukkuvalai
mall purse seine / vidu valai
ill net mullet / Mural Valai
ig purse seine / surrukku or aila valai
rawn net / awl kudu or rawl valai
Other ……......

Nr.

2.5 ow could you describe your fishing activity? (please tick more answers possible)
I use my own boat and own net
I bring my own net on someone else boat and get my share
I fish on my own boat, but use the nets from someone else.
I fish on a boat owned by someone else and get a share of the catch
I work as a labourer on a boat for a fixed salary per trip/day
I don’t use a boat for my fishing activity
Other
……………………………………………………………….
2.6 What are your main target fishes (tick ma 3)
ick
ick
rawn / rawl
Cuttle fish / kanavai
Crab / nandu
kate / irrukkai
ea Cucumber / Attai
ardine / oodai
agoon fish / Otti, Ora, irali or
other lagoon fish

ock fish / Kall meen
Mullet / Mural
araw / aarai or katta
eer / Aarakula or Anjala
Chunks and shells / anku and matti
obster / singi
Other
……………………………………..

[If the respondent indicated he uses different boats / nets ((see question 2.3), answer the following questions
for that type of fishing done most of the time. Explain this to the interviewee]
2.7 sually how many days of the week do you go fishing?

….. days per week

2. What time do you usually leave to the sea? (please tick) this and ne t uestions are not fully
clear in the amil version. lease make it more easy to read
4 to 8 am (early morning)
4 pm to 8 pm (late evening)
8 to 12 am (late morning)
8 pm to 12 pm (early nighttime)
12 am to 4 pm (afternoon)
12 pm to 4 am (nighttime)
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2. What time do you usually return to the shore? (please tick)
4 to 8 am (early morning)
4 pm to 8 pm (late evening)
8 to 12 am (late morning)
8 pm to 12 pm (early nighttime)
12 am to 4 pm (afternoon)
12 pm to 4 am (nighttime)
2.10 What is the distance to the coast of your fishing grounds?
2km
10 20km
2 5km
More than 20 km.
5 10km
2.11 Do you migrate in particular seasons to another landing centre to do your fishing? (please tick)
note t s s on about
rat on, not about an k nd o d s a e ent)
Yes
No
2.11a If yes to which place(s)
Village
District
…
…
…
…
2.12 What is the value of your catch of one fishing trip on a average day? (please tick)
s ared, t en on t e va ue o
s are o t e at
ess then 500 s
2001 5000
500 1000
More than 5000 s.
1001 2000

t e at

s

2.13 ow many liter of diesel or kerosene do you use for one fishing trip? ( lease tick)
None
20 29 liter
1 9 liter
30 50 liter
10 19 liter
More than 50 liter
2.14 o whom do you mostly sell your catch
1. On the auction to anyone who offers the highest price
2. o the Cooperative ociety or Union
3. o any trader who wants to buy my catch
4. I sell it myself to people in the village and around
5. o particular traders on whom I depend
6. o my amathi
7. omeone else is selling my catch.
he following two uestions are only for boat owners (2.1 is

S)

2.17 What was the value of your catch on your last fishing trip. (please tick)
t en on t e va ue o
s are o t e at
ess then 500 s
2001 5000
500 1000
More than 5000 s.
1001 2000
2.1 What where the costs of your last fishing trip?
Fuel
s. ……
abour
s. ……
Other (ice, food, cigarettes etc.)
s. ……
emarks on section 1 and 2, if any (don’t ask)
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Section 3: isheries Cooperative Society
3.1 re you a member of a isheries Cooperative Society? (please tick)
Yes
No
3.1a If no why not?
3.1b If yes what is the most important
reason to be a member?
3.4 I’m now going to read some statements regarding your fisheries cooperative society and would
like to know your opinion on them. Could you indicate to what e tent you agree with these statements
(1 don’t agree at all 5 fully agree).
Issue
1
2
3
4
5
Don’t know
1.
ithout the FC I would get a lower price for my fish.
2. My FC gives a voice to our fishing problems to the
politicians.
3. My FC is functioning very well
4. eing member of the FC is useful for getting loans to
buy fishing equipment.
5. his FC is successful in accessing benefits from N Os
and the overnment
6. If I would not be a member, it would not be possible to
fish in this area
7. I feel more safe and secure in my fishing activities
because of my membership to my FC
8. his FC is important for the marketing of my fish.
9. If you are not a board/committee (ask oosai for amil
word ) member, you have nothing to say here.
10. he fisheries union (samasam ) is not so important for
my fishing activity
Section 4: ousehold Characteristics
4.1 Is this house owned by someone in your family?
4.2 Do people in your household own any land? ( apart from
the land where this house is build on )?
4.3 Did your household receive dry rations somewhere
during the past ten years?
4.4 Does this household receive dry rations at this moment?
4.5 Does your household possess the following items?
4.12.1 Any motorised vehicle ( ike/ cooter/car/tractor) In
the tamil version delete bicycle Here only motorised bike
4.12.2 Fridge
4.12.3 elevision

Yes / No / don’t know
Yes / No / don’t know
Yes / No / don’t know
Yes / No / don’t know

Yes / No / don’t know
Yes / No / don’t know
Yes / No / don’t know

4.6 part from fishing what are the other sources that are contributing to your household income?
(please tick)
None ont to
)
emittances
overnment job
hop keeping
Farming
Other, i.e.
abour work
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4.7 ow much of your total household income comes from fishing related activities?
More the 75
25 49
50 74
ess than 24
Don’t know
4. Do you have any family members living abroad

Yes / No

4. Could you may be tell us how much you usually spend per day on personal e penditures i.e.
alcohol cigarettes etc
100 s s
201 400 s
100 200 s
400 s
emarks on section 3 and 4, if any (don’t ask)

Section 5: pinions on fishing problems
5.1 Being a fishermen is not always easy. Could you describe the two top problems that people are
facing here which keeps them from being/doing well? s t s trans atab e
not,
kee s t e
ro
av n a de ent and a
e
1)
2)
5.2 I’m now going to mention a list of issues that may be problematic to your fishing activity. Could
you indicate how problematic you find these issues to your fishing practices? rovide a score from 1
(no problem at all) to 5 (big problem)
Issue
1
2
3
4
5
Don’t
know
1. ack of anchorage and boat repair facilities
2. ack of access to proper marketing channels
3. Availability fish resources in your fishing grounds
4. he price you get for your fish
5. Indian trawlers fishing in your fishing grounds
6. rawlers from urunagar and esalai ( amil says
aasayoor ) fishing in your fishing grounds
7. Fishermen from outh ri anka fishing in your fishing
grounds
8. resence of migrant fishermen in your village
9. resence of nearby army and navy
10. ack of access to loans to buy boat and gear
11. he system of fishing passes and tokens
12. eople using dynamite for fishing
13. he presence of High ecurity ones.
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Section 6: pinions on Indian trawler fishing
o
e ou d ke to ask a e uest ons on t e nd an s er en s n n t e a k a
6.1 Is your fishing activity in any way affected by the Indian Yes / No / I don’t know no, ove to
fishermen fishing in S waters?
se t on )
6.2 In which way are you affected? sk t s uest on o en on’t ake an su est ons or ans ers,
but ve t e and ask ke s t ere an ot er a ou are a e ted ) ore ans ers oss b e
a) oss or damage of nets
d) oss of resources/declining catches
b) Damage of my boat
e) hysically affected
c) oss of income (or other financial
f) oss of days I can fish
argument)
g) Other
no a or b n t e rev ous uest on, ove on to
6.3 What appro imately is the value of your lost/damaged nets/boats? …………….. s.
6.4 ave you ever made any complaint to the police about these losses? Yes / No
6.5 During the last two weeks of pril and ay Indian trawlers are not Yes / No/ I don’t know
venturing to the seas because of a ban. Do you increase your fishing
activity during this period?
6.6 ow much do you agree with the following statements don’t a ree at a
Issue
1 2 3 4
1. he Indian fishers are my brothers and we are all tied by
the same sea
2. I don’t care that Indian fishermen are crossing the
boundary as such, only their trawl net that is the
problem.
3. In the past, we had good relations with the Indian
fishermen, but now we have become enemies.
4. Indian and ri ankan fishermen could peacefully fish in
the same waters provided that they would use the same
gears and equipment

u
5

a ree)
Don’t know

Comments for section 5 and 6, if any (don’t ask) (put separate from previous question)

Section 7: ffect of the war
7.1 ave you been displaced at any time during the war?

Yes/No

no o to

)

7.2 Could you tell us about your movements during the war time: when you moved and
to where and when you returned? ake one ro or ea
ove t e don’t ant to te
e a t v a e, t at’s , but ou a et a ro ate area, e d str t
Year
Displaced or moved from (village, Displaced or moved to
district, country)
(village, district, country)
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7.3 Did your household stay together during the war time?
7.4 ave you lost any of your family members during the war period?

Yes/No
Yes/No

Section : ob Satisfaction and well being
.1
If you would have the opportunity would you shift to a ob Yes/No / don’t know
outside fishing?
.2
If yes please specify
what kind of ob
.3
If you would have the opportunity would you advice a young
person to enter the fishing profession.

Yes/No / don’t know

.4
If you have children do you foresee a future for them outside the
sector?

Yes/No / don’t know

emarks on section 7 and 8, if any (don’t ask)
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Appendix III: Fishing activity and catch data question sheet
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Appendix IV: Fisher income data
Table V.1 Fisher incomes in three selected villages in northern Sri Lanka.**

Fuel costs

Depreciation ***

Gross
income
per boat

LKR

LKR

LKR

LKR

8,012

1,115,269

245,370

102,500

766,899

2.4

321,326

7,234

1,081,136

233,775

102,500

744,361

2.4

314,581

229

7,473

1,192,445

243,620

102,500

1,007,825

2.4

416,839

213

6,719

998,379

229,495

102,500

665,884

2.4

273,116

PP1

159

8,750

1,040,195

260,090

107,500

672,105

2.1

324,678

PP2

64

8,356

842,730

160,869

107,500

573,861

2.5

231,752

PP3

77

7,954

876,370

115,160

107,500

653,210

2.2

295,500

PP4

174

11,425

900,180

306,480

107,500

485,700

2.1

229,507

Pes1

192

214,378

3,834,053

1,218,562

125,000

2,490,491

5.6

444,899

Pes2

235

331,575

4,802,640

3,409,733

125,000

1,267,907

7.7

165,688

Pes3

143

4,662

713,845

459,102

60,000

194,743

2.1

93,424

Pes4

190

174,825

3,363,318

1,185,424

125,000

2,052,894

5.5

373.977

Boat
owner

Nr of
trips

Catch
volume

Catch
Value

trips/year

KG

Kar1*

226

Kar2

216

Kar3
Kar4

No. of
fishers

Income
per
fisher**
LKR

Source: based on monitoring of 12 FRP boats during April 2012–March 2013. Source: own data collection.
* Kar = Karainagar; PP= Point Pedro; Pes=Pesalai.
** For justification of calculations see section 3.3.6. For the purse seiners in Pesalai (Pes1, Pes2 and Pes4) the data do
not represent actual incomes since mudalalis take all revenue and pay fishers a share dependent on the catch.
*** This represents a very conservative estimate based on table V.2
Table V.2 Depreciation estimates for three villages (Source: personal communication Prof. A.S Soosai and validation
with fishers).
Duration
(years)

Amount
(LKR)

Depreciation
per year

Karainagar

Point
Pedro

Pesalai

FRP boat

10

175,000

17,500

1x

1x

2x99

OBM 25 hp

10

350,000

35,000

OBM 15 hp

10

300,000

30,000

OBM 9 hp

10

250,000

25,000

1x

Sardine/Arrakottian net
(1–4 inch)

6–7

200,000

30,000

2x

Ray fish net (18 inch)

10

300,000

30,000

Purse Seine net

10

250,000

25,000

Total depreciation costs
per boat (LKR)

1x
1x

1x

1x
1x
1x

102,500

107,500

125,000

99 For Pesalai we need to count two boats for the purse seining practice, which requires two boats surrounding
schools of fish.
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Appendix V: Complementary publications and outreach
Complementary aCademiC outreaCh (peer reviewed)
Scholtens J. & Bavinck M., 2014. Lessons for legal pluralism: Investigating the challenges for transboundary fisheries governance. Current Opinion in Environmental Sustainability, 11, pp.10–18.
Stephen J., Menon A., Scholtens J. & Bavinck M., 2013. Transboundary dialogues and the ‘politics of
scale’ in Palk Bay fisheries: brothers at sea? South Asia Research, 33(2), pp.141–161.
Scholtens J. & Bavinck M., 2013. South Indian Trawl Fisheries—assessing their governability. In Bavinck
M., Chuenpagdee R., Jentoft S. & Kooiman J. eds. Governability of Fisheries and Aquaculture:
Theory and Practice. Dordrecht: Springer, pp.177–200.
Sathyapalan, J. Srinivasan .T & Scholtens J., 2011. Overcapitalization in a small scale trawler sector:
a study of Palk Bay, India. In: Chuenpagdee ed., World Small Scale Fisheries Contemporary Visions. Delft: Eburon Academic Publishers, pp.51–61.

popular and poliCy outreaCh
Amarasinghe O., Kadirgamar A., Scholtens J. & Kadirgamar N., 2016. Briefing Paper: Towards a Solution of the Palk Bay Fishing Conflict. Unpublished policy briefing.
Kadirgamar A. & Scholtens J., 2015. Breaking the Deadlock: Resolving the Indo-Lanka fisheries conflict. Unpublished Policy Briefing.
Scholtens J. & Kadirgamar A., 2014. No Country for Small Fishers, Opinion Editorial, The Hindu (India), 4 Nov. 2014. Available at: http://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/no-country-for-smallfishers/article6561568.ece
Scholtens J. & Kadirgamar A., 2014. Lankan fishers entangled by global powers, Sunday Times (Sri
Lanka), 9 Nov 2014. Available at: http://www.sundaytimes.lk/141109/sunday-times-2/lankan-fishers-entangled-by-global-powers-126407.html
Scholtens J., Stephen, J. & Menon A., 2013. Between the devil and the not so deep blue sea. The broker
online. Available at: http://www.thebrokeronline.eu/Articles/Between-the-devil-and-the-notso-deep-blue-sea

outreaCh at ConferenCes and seminars
Scholtens J., 2015. Facilitating Change from the Bottom up? Researching and engaging with civil society efforts to accommodate a cross-border fisheries conflict. NWO/CCMCC workshop, Nepal.
April 2015.
Scholtens J., and Soosai A.S. 2015. Post-war recovery amidst Indian trawler intrusions—analysing an
impossible struggle. Colombo University Conference on the Palk Bay conflict. 21 January 2014.
Scholtens J., 2014. Are fisheries really manageable? Lessons from the Indo—Sri Lankan fisheries conflict. India-EU Workshop on Coastal Zone Management and Impact on Society. Kerala, India.
November 2014.
Scholtens J., 2014. Limits to Governability of Transboundary Fisheries: lessons from South Asia
World Congress on Small Scale Fisheries, Merida, Mexico.
Scholtens J., 2013. Post-war fishermen struggles for livelihood: Lost in ‘Tamil versus Sinhala’ dichotomies and politics. BASAS conference 5 April 2013, University of Leeds.
Scholtens J., 2013 Post-war fishermen struggles for livelihood Lost in ‘Tamil versus Sinhala’ dichotomies and politics. Sri Lankan Roundtable 25 April 2013, London School of Economics.
Scholtens J., 2013. Do Fishing Rights Matter? An inquiry from post-war northern Sri Lanka. Presented at People and the Sea conference 26–28 June 2013, University of Amsterdam.
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Scholtens J., 2012. Post-war fights for rights and livelihood: a collective action analysis of fisheries cooperatives in northern Sri Lanka. International Geographical Congress, Cologne 26–30 August.
Scholtens J., 2012. Fighting for Rights and Livelihood; the struggle for collective action among north
Sri Lankan fishermen. CERES Summerschool 2012, Amsterdam.
Scholtens J., 2011. As if it were collective action. An analysis of Fisheries Cooperative Struggle in
northern Sri Lanka. Presented at Sri Lanka round table, Zurich, 23–24 November 2011.
Scholtens J., 2011. Link bond bridge and rule. A analysis of bottom up governance efforts of Sri Lankan fishermen. Presented at MARE People and the Sea VI conference June 2011.
Scholtens J., 2011. An analysis of north Sri Lankan fishermen’s struggle to reclaim their fishing
grounds CERES Summerschool 2011, Utrecht.
Scholtens J., 2011. Conflict and Cooperation over Contested Fish Resources. Seminar University of
Vavuniya, Sri Lanka, April 2011.
Scholtens J., 2011. Understanding the Palk Bay fisheries conflict from an Indian perspective Pathfinder Foundation, Colombo, Sri Lanka, 24 March 2011.
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And Acronyms

Abbreviations and acronyms
BOA
CCD
CDC
CFC
CM
CoCooN
DFAR
EEZ
EPDP
EPW
FAO
FCS
FRP
GN
GS
HSZ
IG
IMBL
IUU
JWG
LTTE
MDB
MEA
MFARD
MoU
MPA
NARA
NGO
NFF
NPC
NPFPA
NWO
OECD
PM
RFO/RFS
SG
SLA
SLFU
SLFP
TNA
UN
UNCLOS
UNHRC
UNHCR
UNOCHA
UTHR(J)

Boat Owner Association (Tamil Nadu)
Coastal Conservation Department
Civic Driven Change
Ceylon Fisheries Corporation
Chief Minister
Conflict and Cooperation over Natural Resources (NWO Research Program)
Department of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
Exclusive Economic Zone
Eezham People’s Democratic Party
Economic Political Weekly (Journal)
Food and Agricultural Organization
Fisheries Cooperative Society
Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic (boats)
Grama Niladari (village level government officer)
Governing System
High Security Zones
Interactive Governance
International Maritime Boundary Line
Illegal Unregulated and Unreported fishing
Joint Working Group
Liberation Tamils of Tamil Eelam
Multi Day Boat
Ministry of External Affairs
Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources Development
Memorandum of Understanding
Marine Protected Area
National Aquatic Resources Research and Development Agency
Non Governmental Organisation
National Fisheries Federation
Northern Provincial Council
Northern Province Fisher People’s Alliance
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Prime Minister
Rural Fisheries Organisation/Rural Fisheries Society
System-to-be-Governed
Sri Lankan Army
Sri Lankan Fisheries Unity (pseudonym)
Sri Lankan Freedom Party
Tamil National Alliance
United Nations
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
United Nations Human Rights Council
United Nations Refugee Agency
United Nations Organization for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
University Teachers for Human Rights (Jaffna)
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English summary
Introduction
Why are transboundary fisheries, and the conflicts that affect them, so difficult to govern?
What explains the inability of vulnerable fisher populations to access fishing grounds in spite
of the availability of clear access rights? What are the opportunities and limitations for civil
society networks to support marginalised fishers in regaining access to fishing grounds? This
dissertation attempts to answer these pressing societal questions.
Globally natural resources are subject to struggles for access amongst competing users. Histories of colonialism, modernisation, globalisation and liberalisation have changed the way
in which natural resources are appropriated and utilised; those most dependent on natural resources for their food security and livelihoods are frequently pushed out (Sowman
and Wynberg 2014; Bavinck 2014). In this dissertation, I highlight the condition of a fisher
population in post-war northern Sri Lanka whose access to fishing grounds has been structurally compromised. Decades of civil war in Sri Lanka (1983–2009) shattered the north
Sri Lankan fisheries sector by destroying equipment, restricting operations, and displacing
populations. Capitalising on the war-induced vacuum that occurred, the trawler fleet from
the neighbouring Indian state of Tamil Nadu, expanded and became increasingly dependent
on north Sri Lankan fishing grounds. After the war, restrictions were lifted, yet fishers in
the Northern Province were not able to regain meaningful access to their fishing grounds as
trawler intrusions continued.
In this dissertation I draw mainly on interactive governance theory (Kooiman 2003),
political ecology (Peets and Watts 2004; Robbins 2012) and commons theory (Ostrom 1990;
Agrawal 2003). My research, however, departs from two observations. First, despite unambiguous national, bilateral and international laws and agreements stipulating that fishing
fleets have no right to operate in other nations’ waters, and despite pervasive coastguard and
navy forces, about 2000 Indian trawlers continue to operate in large numbers in Sri Lankan
waters. Second, despite the damages imposed on the north Sri Lankan fishers, who represent a quarter of the total population in the area, their collective mobilisation against these
trawlers has been minimal. The overall research question guiding this dissertation therefore is: How is northern Sri Lankan fishers’ marginal access to Palk Bay fishing grounds
(re)produced and contested and what does this imply for civil society efforts to improve
multilevel transboundary fisheries governance practices?

Research methods (Chapter 2)
Data for this research were collected through a mixed methods approach during four fieldwork periods (total 13 months) in Sri Lanka in 2011–2013. Research methods included 200+
open interviews with fishers, fisher leaders and key-informants, participant observation for
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prolonged periods in three case study villages, a household survey (N=999), registration
of catch data over a one-year period from twelve boats, continuous engagement with selected fisher leaders and newspaper monitoring. The research was embedded in a larger,
NWO-funded project with the acronym REINCORPFISH. The project gathered a consortium
of Dutch, Indian and Sri Lankan universities and activist NGOs aiming to contribute to a fair
and sustainable system of transboundary fisheries management in the Palk Bay and support
small-scale fisher groups in reclaiming access to fishing grounds. The action-research nature
of this project (2010–2016) implied that I conducted research in north Sri Lanka, while also
participating in the project consortium’s efforts to support north Sri Lankan fishers. Despite considerable complexities of undertaking research in a post-war authoritarian context,
the mix of qualitative and quantitative, micro-level and macro-level, action- and reflectionoriented research proved valuable for gaining complementary and multilayered insights.

Transboundary fishing conflicts (Chapter 4)
While fisheries conflicts may eventually involve competition over resources, analytically
it is more productive to investigate conflicts from the perspective of their spatial, technological and institutional incompatibilities. Conflicting parties clash over material interests
regarding who can fish when, where, what and how. But typically they also refer to different
socio-legal systems and provide competing justifications and perspectives on what is ‘fair’.
While fisheries conflicts are often understood either as a conflict of interest or a conflict over
rights, I suggest that these two perspectives can be combined. The larger the disconnect
between people’s perspectives on what they consider fair and people’s actual ability to gain
benefit from resources, the larger the potential for conflict. A transboundary dimension adds
complexity, since competing parties cannot refer to a single institution or authority to handle
conflicts, and because fisheries issues become intertwined with bilateral politics. I point out
in chapter four that the dynamics of the Indo-Sri Lankan transnational fishing conflict needs
to be understood in relation to 1) the history of ethnic strife and the debilitating impact of the
civil war; 2) the specific geography and history of Tamil minorities in the South Asian region;
3) the post-war ethnic politics that undermine north Sri Lankan fishers’ agency and 4) the
nationalist politics in Tamil Nadu which successfully frame transgressing trawler fishers as
victims of Sri Lankan Navy aggression rather than perpetrators. I argue that these mechanisms together undermine the ability of Sri Lankan fishers to access fishing grounds in the
Palk Bay. My dissertation thus demonstrates that transboundary fisheries conflicts cannot
be fully understood in fisheries terms, but only by revealing their embeddedness in regional
political and historical geographies of ethnicity and nationhood.

Governability assessments and marginality (Chapter 5)
I employ the concept of governability (Bavinck et al. 2013; Jentoft and Chuenpagdee 2015)
to understand why the Palk Bay transboundary fisheries conflict is essentially ‘wicked’ and
resistant to simple governance solutions. Analysing the Palk Bay fisheries system through
a governability lens, I identify six issues that limit the Palk Bay’s capacity for and quality
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of governance: 1) the mismatch between the scale of governance practices and the scale
of the problem; 2) the high level of institutional fragmentation with limited constructive
cross-linkages; 3) the incompatible problem images at both sides of the Bay; 4) the power
asymmetries between Sri Lankan and Indian fishers, between India and Sri Lanka; and between north and south Sri Lankan interests; 5) the deep politicisation that links the fisheries
issues to higher level ethnic and geopolitical conflicts; and 6) the path dependency of the
trawl sector which makes it hard to develop feasible alternatives. Interactive governance
and the governability concept prove particularly powerful in their appreciation of and engagement with the complexity and dynamics of the issue. I also note, however, that governability assessments may not be the most adequate tool for explaining the reproduction of
marginality, i.e. why north Sri Lankan fishers lose out systematically. The reason for this is
that governability assessments: a) are deeply embedded in an apolitical perspective, which
is concerned with improving governance without sufficiently asking the question for whom;
b) frame power and politics as ‘a dimension effecting governability’, which is too detached
to be able to really expose or confront power relations; and c) tend to attribute governability
problems to system characteristics which too easily conceal the harsh implications of power
inequality and abuse.

Access and collective action (Chapter 6)
Chapter 6 subsequently furthers an understanding of how unequal access to transboundary
commons is reproduced and contested. It does so by providing an empirical account of the
thwarted and often half-hearted attempts of small-scale fisher organisations in post-war
northern Sri Lanka to reclaim access to the Palk bay and contest encroachment of an Indian
trawler fleet. While Indian trawl fishers’ have no legal rights to operate in Sri Lankan waters,
their superior technology and political agency constitute effective mechanisms for maintaining access to its rich fishing grounds. North Sri Lankan fishers are not only deprived
of such technology and political agency, but have also been unable to collectively challenge
this status quo. Reasons for this include: a) post-war political repression by the Sri Lankan
state, b) the post-war erosion of, and political interference in fisheries cooperatives, and c)
fishers’ inability to articulate and politicise their Tamil identity due to cross-border Tamil
nationalist sympathies. This inability to challenge the status quo has forced fishers into
cynical frustration and the quiet adjustment of fishing gear, fishing timings and locations to
the reality of trawler intrusions.
Theoretically, I contend that for understanding marginality in common pool resource settings we need to make two conceptual shifts. First, my research has shown that resource
access is not so much a matter of having adequate rights, but rather a matter of a wide range
of relations between resource users and a range of actors and organisations at various levels
of scale (Ribot and Peluso 2003). Second, I argue for a shift from studying collective action
aimed at fostering local institutions for resource stewardship (e.g. Ostrom 1990) towards
studying contentious collective action aimed at contesting mechanisms that (re)produce
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access inequalities (e.g. Tarrow 1998). If higher scale actors and/or drivers shape the allocation of natural resource at the local level, we should not assume a ‘sovereign community’
engaged in self-governance, nor that such collective action would be primarily geared at resource management (Agrawal 2003). Fisher efforts aimed at countering dispossession and
addressing demands for social justice require political, not managerial engagement. Struggles for resource access are thus not only struggles for legitimate property rights, but also for
influencing the mechanisms of access through processes of collective action.

Civil society led change from below? (Chapter 7)
As mentioned above, my research was embedded in the REINCORPFISH project, which
aimed to support fishers in northern Sri Lankan to (re)gain access to their fishing grounds
and to facilitate the development of a new framework for fisheries governance in the Palk
Bay. Guided theoretically by the notion of bottom-up governance the project consortium
engaged in three concrete activities besides research: a) the facilitation of transboundary
dialogues between fishing groups from both countries; b) the development of a unified fisher
organisation in northern Sri Lanka; and c) an advocacy programme to put the plight of north
Sri Lankan fishers on the Sri Lankan and Indian political agendas. Chapter 7 points out
that over time these efforts became entangled in Sri Lanka’s polarising post-war politics,
charged ethnic tensions, military swagger, and conspirational allegations. While the advocacy campaign did prove successful in strengthening the profile of north Sri Lankan fishers
during post-war years, the consortium’s limited ability to empower fishers and contribute
to a resolution of the transboundary conflict invite an exploration of the project’s underpinnings. I demonstrate that for contexts with transboundary stakes and post-war repressive
authoritarianism, the spaces of engagement for non-state actors are too limited to facilitate a
genuine process of bottom-up governance. Yet, civil society networks may nevertheless be of
vital importance in providing fishing communities with access to national support networks
that are able to identify opportunities if and when they arise.

Conclusions (Chapter 8)
The reproduction of marginality of north Sri Lankan fishers is multi-causal and multi-layered.
Most directly, it results from encroachment of technologically superior Indian trawlers on
north Sri Lankan fishing grounds; this has devastating socio-economic consequences for
the north Sri Lanka’s fishing population. Yet, this space for transboundary trawler fishing
can only be understood in the context of the history of civil war, the debilitating post-war
repression by the Sri Lankan regime, the geographies of ethnicity and nationhood and the
contrary interests of Tamil nationalist politics, which together have made north Sri Lankan
fishers into political orphans, deprived of elite groups interested in championing their cause.
Technically the problem is located in the overcapitalisation and lack of management of the
Tamil Nadu trawler fleet. Yet this is in fact a political problem; after all, in the current political context of Tamil Nadu, proposals for restructuring the Tamil Nadu trawler fleet can
count on enormous political backlash due to its interlinkages with transboundary ethnic
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politics. Given the political nature of the problem, the challenge is to build up pressure on
the Tamil Nadu government in order to expose the hypocrisy of simultaneously championing the cause of Sri Lankan Tamils ánd providing full support to the trawl sector that
devastates Sri Lankan fishing grounds.
Theoretically, I propose that in order to further the understanding of and engagement with
marginality of small-scale resource users we need to explore a meeting ground between interactive governance and political ecology. While these fields are fundamentally different in
origin and conceptual orientation, I argue that accommodation can be facilitated by three
analytical shifts in resource governance studies. First, while many scientists applying governance theories to natural resources settings have clear social justice concerns, I suggest that
the usual terminology of inclusion, responsiveness, collaboration, participation and interaction appears inadequate to uncover processes of marginalisation. While useful to counter
technocratic resource management approaches, understanding how governance practices
entail the production of inequality, dispossession and ‘winners and losers’ may be more suitable to understand why marginality prevails. Second, understanding marginality requires a
shift from questioning whether governance is of high or low quality, towards understanding
the disaggregated outcomes of governance practices. This shift can be guided by a focus on
the question: “governance for whom?”. Third, in governance studies interactions typically
have a constructive connotation in the sense of contributing to learning, mutual responsiveness, information-sharing and problem-solving. However, (governance) interactions can be
equally destructive in the sense of dispossessing, extorting and threatening. Appreciating
the Janus-headed nature of interactions in governance processes may be important to make
fisheries governance studies more attentive to structural forces driving the (re)production
of marginality. Finally, this thesis has demonstrated limits to a sectoral approach for understanding access dynamics, since resource access is determined by relations between fishers
and actors in other societal domains. Since these relations are socially structured, inequalities over access to natural resources are produced in conjunction with other structural
inequalities, like class, caste and ethnicity. In consequence, the marginalisation of a fisher
community can never be understood by only looking inside the ‘fisheries box’.
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Introductie
Waarom zijn grensoverschrijdende visserijen, en de conflicten die daarmee gemoeid zijn,
zo moeilijk te beheren? Waarom zijn kwetsbare vissersgemeenschappen niet in staat om
toegang te krijgen tot visgronden zelfs wanneer zij beschikken over duidelijke visrechten?
En wat zijn de mogelijkheden en beperkingen van maatschappelijke organisaties om gemarginaliseerde vissers te ondersteunen om hun toegang tot visgronden te herstellen of te
verbeteren? Dit proefschrift poogt deze prangende vragen te beantwoorden in een mondiale
context waarin miljoenen kleinschalige vissers steeds meer in de knel komen te zitten.
Natuurlijke hulpbronnen zijn wereldwijd onderwerp van strijd over toegang tussen concurrerende gebruikers. De geschiedenissen van kolonialisme, modernisering, globalisering en
liberalisering heeft de manier waarop natuurlijke hulpbronnen worden toegeëigend fundamenteel veranderd, waarbij zij die het meest afhankelijk zijn van natuurlijke rijkdom voor
hun bestaansverwerving en voedselzekerheid vaak zijn weggedrukt (Sowman and Wynberg
2014; Bavinck 2014). In deze dissertatie richt ik me op de situatie van een vissersbevolking
in het naoorlogse noord Sri Lanka, wiens toegang tot visgronden structureel wordt ondermijnd. De drie decennia durende burgeroorlog in Sri Lanka (1983-2009) heeft de noord Sri
Lankaanse visserijsector verscheurd door vernietiging van boten en netten, zware restricties
op de visserij, en gedwongen migratie van burgers. Het vacuüm dat hierdoor ontstond in
Sri Lankaanse wateren werd dankbaar opgevuld door de zich snel uitbreidende trawlervloot
uit de naburige Indiase deelstaat Tamil Nadu. Na de oorlog werden de visserijrestricties
voor noord Sri Lankaanse vissers opgeheven, maar desalniettemin bleken zij niet bij machte
te zijn daadwerkelijk toegang te krijgen tot hun voormalige visgronden als gevolg van de
binnendringende trawlers.
Mijn onderzoek start met twee opmerkelijke observaties. Ten eerste, ondanks de weinig
ambigue nationale, bilaterale en internationale regelgeving en overeenkomsten die vaststellen dat visserijvloten in principe geen rechten hebben om in wateren van andere landen
te opereren, en ondanks de nadrukkelijke aanwezigheid van kustwacht en marine, blijkt een
vloot van 2000 Indiase trawlers in staat om structureel in Sri Lankaanse wateren te vissen.
Een tweede opmerkelijke observatie is dat de noord Sri Lankaanse vissers, die een kwart
van de bevolking uitmaken in het betreffende gebied, nauwelijks tot collectieve mobilisatie
komen tegen deze Indiase trawlers, ondanks de enorme schade die zij ondervinden van
deze buitenlandse vloot. De leidende onderzoeksvraag in deze dissertatie is daarmee:
Hoe wordt de marginale toegang van noord Sri Lankaanse vissers tot de Palk Bay visgronden ge(re)produceerd en bestreden, en welke implicaties heeft dit voor pogingen van
maatschappelijke organisaties om multi-level grensoverschrijdend visserijbeheer te bewerkstelligen? In deze dissertatie bouw ik voornamelijk voort op de theorie van interactive
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governance (e.g. Kooiman 2003), politieke ecologie (e.g. Peets and Watts 2004; Robbins
2012) en de theorie van de commons (e.g. Ostrom 1990; Agrawal 2003).

Onderzoeksmethoden (hoofdstuk 2)
Data voor dit onderzoek zijn verzameld door een ‘gemengde methoden’ benadering
gedurende vier veldwerkperiodes (in totaal 13 maanden tussen 2011 en 2013) in Sri Lanka.
Onderzoeksmethoden bestonden onder meer uit 200+ open interviews met vissers, visserleiders en sleutelinformanten, participerende observatie in drie dorpen, een enquête onder
visserhuishoudens (N=999), gedetailleerde registratie en analyse van vangstdata van
12 boten gedurende een periode van een jaar, continue samenwerking met visserleiders
en het monitoren van digitale lokale kranten. Het onderzoek was ingebed in een breder
NWO-gefinancierd project met het acroniem REINCORPFISH. Dit project werkte met
een consortium van Nederlandse, Indiase en Sri Lankaanse Universiteiten en NGOs, die
zich gezamenlijk tot doel stelde om a) een bijdrage te leveren aan een eerlijk en duurzaam
systeem van grensoverschrijdend visserijbeheer in de Palk Bay en b) kleinschalige vissers
te ondersteunen in het claimen van hun visgronden. Dit actieonderzoek, dat in totaal liep
van 2010 tot 2016, impliceerde dat ik tegelijkertijd onderzoek uitvoerde in noord Sri Lanka
en tevens deelnam in de pogingen van het consortium om de belangen van deze vissers
te ondersteunen. Deze mix van kwantitatief en kwalitatief, micro-niveau en macro-niveau,
actie- en reflectie-georiënteerd onderzoek bleek zinvol om gelaagde inzichten in het visserijconflict te verschaffen in de moeizame onderzoekssetting van het naoorlogse Sri Lanka.

Grensoverschrijdende visserijconflicten (hoofdstuk 4)
Visserijconflicten hebben gewoonlijk een duidelijk element van concurrentie over hulpbronnen. Analytisch is het echter zinvoller om conflicten te bestuderen vanuit de vaak
onverenigbare ruimtelijke, technologische en institutionele spanningen tussen visserijgroepen. Conflicterende partijen botsen gedeeltelijk over materiele belangen die
samenhangen met wie waar kan vissen, wanneer, wat en hoe. Vaak refereren beide partijen
echter ook naar verschillende wettelijke systemen en hebben ze strijdige perspectieven op
wat rechtvaardig en eerlijk is. Hoewel visserijconflicten veelal worden begrepen dan wel als
een conflict van materiele belangen, dan wel als een conflict over rechten, stel ik dat deze
perspectieven prima gecombineerd kunnen worden. Hoe groter het spanningsveld tussen
datgene wat vissers vanuit hun rechtssysteem beschouwen als rechtvaardig enerzijds, en de
mate waarin vissers daadwerkelijk in staat zijn hulpbronnen te exploiteren, hoe groter het
potentieel voor conflict. De aanwezigheid van een internationale maritieme grens tussen
de strijdende partijen voegt daar een laag complexiteit aan toe, aangezien de verschillende
partijen geen beroep meer kunnen doen op een eenduidige institutie of autoriteit, en omdat
visserijproblemen in een dergelijke context snel verweven geraken in bilaterale politiek.
In hoofdstuk 4 zet ik uiteen dat het visserijconflict tussen India en Sri Lanka begrepen
moet worden in relatie tot vier historisch-politieke factoren: 1) de geschiedenis van etnische
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strijd en burgeroorlog in Sri Lanka; 2) de specifieke geografie en geschiedenis van Tamil
minderheden in Zuid Azië; 3) de naoorlogse etnisch gedreven politiek in Sri Lanka die de
agency van Tamil en Moslim vissers ondermijnt; 4) de nationalistische politiek in Tamil
Nadu die het probleem van grensoverschrijdende trawlers framen als een probleem van onschuldige Tamil Nadu vissers die worden lastig gevallen door de (Singalese) Sri Lankaanse
marine. Deze factoren zijn gezamenlijk verantwoordelijk voor het feit dat Sri Lankaanse
vissers nauwelijks effectief kunnen opereren in de Palk Bay visgronden. Deze dissertatie laat
daarmee tevens zien dat visserijconflicten niet alleen een visserijaangelegenheid zijn, maar
enkel kunnen worden begrepen door hun inbedding in de regionale politieke en historische
geografie.

Governability assessments en marginaliteit (hoofdstuk 5)
Ik maak vervolgens gebruik van het concept governability (Bavinck et al. 2013; Jentoft and
Chuenpagdee 2015) om te analyseren waarom het visserij conflict in de Palk Bay een wicked
problem is, en daarmee weerstand biedt tegen simpele en eenduidige oplossingen. Door het
toepassen van een governability assessment framework worden er zes factoren geïdentificeerd die zowel de capaciteit als de kwaliteit van visserijbeheer in de Palk Bay beperken:
1) de discrepantie tussen het schaalniveau van het governance systeem en het schaalniveau
van het eigenlijke probleem; 2) de hoge mate van institutionele fragmentatie met het gebrek
aan constructieve connecties tussen instituties; 3) de onverenigbare framings aan beide
kanten van de Palk Bay van wat eigenlijk het probleem is; 4) de machtsongelijkheid tussen
Sri Lankaanse en Indiase vissers, tussen de Indiase en Sri Lankaanse overheden, en tussen noord en zuid Sri Lankaanse belangen; 5) de diepe politisering die het visserijconflict
verstrengelt met etnische en geopolitieke conflicten op een hoger schaalniveau; en 6) de
pad-afhankelijkheid van de trawler sector die het ontwikkelen van realistische alternatieven
bemoeilijkt.
Voorts blijkt dat de theorie van interactive governance en governability bijzonder geschikt
is in het ontrafelen van de institutionele complexiteit en dynamiek van het visserijconflict.
Tevens wordt echter duidelijk dat deze theorie niet goed in staat is om de reproductie van
marginaliteit te verklaren, namelijk waarom noord Sri Lankaanse vissers systematisch aan
het kortste eind trekken in het conflict. De reden hiervoor is dat governability assessments:
1) voornamelijk gericht zijn op het verbeteren van governance processen zonder expliciet
nadruk op de politieke vraag te leggen ‘verbetering voor wie?’; 2) macht en politiek worden
gezien als algemene factoren die ‘van invloed zijn op governability’, hetgeen te generiek
is om de aard en gevolgen van ongelijke machtsrelaties te specificeren; en 3) geneigd zijn
om governability problemen toe te schrijven aan systemische eigenschappen, hetgeen te
gemakkelijk voorbijgaat aan intentionele machtsuitoefening en misbruik.
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Toegang en collectieve actie (hoofdstuk 6)
Hoofdstuk 6 gaat dieper in op de vraag hoe ongelijke toegang tot grensoverschrijdende
commons wordt gereproduceerd en betwist. Dit doe ik aan de hand van een empirische
analyse van de moeizame pogingen van kleinschalige visserorganisaties in noord Sri Lanka
om toegang te krijgen tot de Palk Bay en om weerstand te bieden tegen de binnendringende
Indiase trawlers. Indiase trawlers mogen dan wel geen rechten hebben om te opereren in
Sri Lankaanse wateren, hun superieure technologie en politieke agency blijken buitengewoon effectief om illegaal toegang te behouden tot Sri Lanka’s rijke visgronden. Noord Sri
Lankaanse vissers zijn niet alleen verstoken van dergelijke technologie en politieke agency,
ze zijn ook niet in staat om tot collectief verzet te komen tegen deze status quo. Dit kan
worden verklaard door a) de naoorlogse etnisch gedreven repressie van de Sri Lankaanse
staat; b) de naoorlogse erosie van en politieke inmenging in visserijcooperaties; en c) het
onvermogen van vissers om hun Tamil identiteit te articuleren en politiseren als gevolg van
de transnationale Tamil nationalistische sentimenten. Dit onvermogen om zich te verzetten
tegen de status quo dwingt vissers in een cynische frustratie en stille aanpassing van visnetten, vistijden en visgronden aan de aanwezigheid van de Indiase vloot.
Ik concludeer dat voor het begrijpen van marginaliteit van kleinschalige gebruikers van
natuurlijke hulpbronnen er twee conceptuele verschuivingen nodig zijn. Ten eerste laat
dit onderzoek zien dat toegang tot natuurlijke hulpbronnen niet zozeer een zaak is van het
beschikken over adequate rechten, maar meer een kwestie is van relaties tussen vissers
en een scala aan actoren en organisaties op verschillende schaalniveaus. Ten tweede pleit
ik voor een verandering van het bestuderen van collectieve actie gericht op het creëren
en onderhouden van lokale instituties voor het beheer van natuurlijke hulpbronnen (e.g.
Ostrom 1990), naar het bestuderen van collectieve actie als een strijd gericht op verzet tegen
de mechanismen die ongelijkheden in toegang (re)produceren (e.g. Tarrow 1998). Wanneer
actoren of instituties op hogere schaalniveaus bepalend zijn voor de allocatie van natuurlijke hulpbronnen op lokaal niveau, dan is het weinig zinvol om te veronderstellen dat lokale
kleinschalige gebruikers kunnen functioneren als een ‘soevereine gemeenschap’ gericht
op zelfbestuur en dat hun collectieve actie voornamelijk gericht zou zijn op het beheer van
natuurlijke hulpbronnen. De strijd om toegang tot natuurlijke hulpbronnen is daarom niet
alleen een strijd gericht op het verkrijgen van legitieme eigendomsrechten, maar evenzeer
een politieke strijd gericht op het collectief beïnvloeden van het bredere scala aan mechanismen die toegang bepalen.

Verandering gedreven van onderop? (hoofdstuk 7)
Het onderzoek voor dit proefschrift was ingebed in het REINCORPFISH project, dat doelde
op het ondersteunen van vissers in noord Sri Lanka om hun feitelijke toegang tot visgronden
te herstellen, en uiteindelijk ook op het faciliteren van de ontwikkeling van een nieuw duurzaam en eerlijk visserijbeheer in de Palk Bay. Theoretisch gedreven door de notie van
bottom-up governance werkte het projectconsortium bestaande uit academici en activisten
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met drie concrete activiteiten: a) het faciliteren van grensoverschrijdende dialogen tussen de
vissersgroepen van beide landen; b) de ontwikkeling van een sterke overkoepelende visserijorganisatie in noord Sri Lanka; en c) het opzetten van een campagne om de belangen van
noord Sri Lankaanse vissers op de Indiase en Sri Lankaanse agenda te plaatsen. Hoofdstuk
7 laat zien dat deze pogingen verstrengeld raakte in Sri Lanka’s polariserende naoorlogse
politiek, gespannen etnische relaties, verregaande militarisering, en aantijgingen van samenzwering. Hoewel de mediacampagne succes had in het versterken van het profiel van noord
Sri Lankaanse vissers op nationaal niveau, vraagt de beperkte mate waarin het consortium
in staat was om daadwerkelijk bij te dragen aan het een oplossing van het visserijconflict om
een reflectie op de uitgangspunten en aannames van het project. Dit hoofdstuk laat zien dat
in een context van grensoverschrijdende geopolitieke belangen en een autoritair-repressief
regime, de ruimte voor maatschappelijke organisaties om te opereren te beperkt is om een
veranderingsproces van onderuit te bewerkstelligen. Desalniettemin kunnen netwerken van
maatschappelijke organisaties, zelfs in deze context, cruciaal zijn voor het verbinden van
marginale gemeenschappen met supporters op nationaal niveau die in staat zijn adequaat in
te spelen op politieke openingen te identificeren wanneer deze zich aandienen.

Conclusies (hoofdstuk 8)
Concluderend kan gesteld worden dat de (re)productie van marginaliteit van noord Sri
Lankaanse vissers een scala aan oorzaken heeft op verschillende niveaus. In eerste instantie
is het een directe consequentie van de binnendringing van technologisch superieure Indiase
trawlers in noord Sri Lankaanse visgronden, met vernietigende sociaaleconomische gevolgen
voor de noord Sri Lankaanse visserijpopulatie. Deze relatieve vrijheid voor de grensoverschrijdende trawlers kan echter alleen worden begrepen in de context van de recente
burgeroorlog, de repressie van het naoorlogse Sri Lankaanse regime, de regionale geografie van etniciteit en de tegengestelde belangen van de Tamil nationalistische politiek. Deze
factoren gezamenlijk hebben Sri Lankaanse vissers tot politieke wezen gemaakt, verstoken
van elite groepen die hun belangen willen bepleiten. Uiteindelijk kan het probleem worden
gelokaliseerd in de overkapitalisering en inadequaat beheer van Tamil Nadu’s trawler vloot.
Hierin ligt echter een diepere politieke oorzaak besloten: in de huidige politieke context
van Tamil Nadu is het ter discussie stellen van de grensoverschrijdende praktijken van de
trawler vloot gelijk aan politieke zelfmoord, omdat het wordt geframed als toegeven aan
belangen van ‘Singalees’ Sri Lanka. Gegeven de politieke aard van het probleem, ligt de uitdaging erin om voldoende druk op te bouwen op de Tamil Nadu overheid en de hypocrisie
bloot te leggen van enerzijds de harde retorische politieke steun aan Sri Lankaanse Tamils
en anderzijds de volle steun aan de trawler sector die iedere mogelijkheid voor economische
ontwikkeling van diezelfde groep ondergraaft.
Om de reproductie van marginaliteit van kleinschalige gebruikers van natuurlijke hulpbronnen beter te kunnen begrijpen, concludeer ik dat we een conceptuele ruimte moeten
creëren op het grensvlak van interactive governance en politieke ecologie. Hoewel deze
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theorieën fundamenteel verschillen in herkomst en conceptuele oriëntatie, zou ik willen stellen dat een dergelijke ruimte gecreëerd kan worden door drie analytische verschuivingen in
studies aangaande de governance van natuurlijke hulpbronnen. Ten eerste, hoewel wetenschappers op dit gebied vaak expliciet oog hebben voor sociale rechtvaardigheid, lijkt de
daarbij gebezigde terminologie van insluiting, responsiviteit, collaboratie, participatie en
interactie niet adequaat om marginaliseringsprocessen bloot te leggen. Hoewel deze terminologie haar dienst heeft bewezen wat betreft het tegengaan van technocratische top-down
management benaderingen, ligt de uitdaging hem juist in het begrijpen waarom en hoe
bepaalde governance praktijken ongelijkheid en uitsluiting produceren, en zowel winnaars
als verliezers kennen. Ten tweede, het begrijpen van marginaliteit vereist een verschuiving
van vraagstellingen betreffende de kwaliteit van governance in het algemeen, naar het begrijpen van de mechanismen achter de ongelijke uitkomsten van governance praktijken.
Deze verschuiving kan worden geleid door de vraag: “governance voor wie”? Ten derde, in
governance studies hebben ‘interacties’ normaliter een positieve constructieve connotatie,
in de zin dat interacties bijdragen aan leerprocessen, wederzijdse afstemming, het delen van
informatie en het oplossen van problemen. Echter, deze interacties kunnen evengoed destructief van aard zijn, bijvoorbeeld wanneer deze interacties worden gekarakteriseerd door
uitsluiting, afpersing, en bedreiging. Het is van belang om de tweeledige aard van interacties
in governance processen te onderschrijven, hetgeen cruciaal is voor het begrijpen van de
structurele factoren die marginaliteit reproduceren.
Tot slot heeft dit onderzoek uitgewezen dat een sectorale benadering niet adequaat is voor
het begrijpen van de mechanismen van toegang tot natuurlijke hulpbronnen, omdat deze
ook bepaald worden door de relaties tussen vissers en actoren in andere sociale groepen.
Aangezien deze relaties sociaal geconstrueerd zijn, wordt de ongelijkheid in toegang tot
natuurlijke hulpbronnen gecreëerd in samenhang met andere structurele ongelijkheden
zoals klasse, kaste en etniciteit. Het is om deze reden dat marginalisering van een visserijgemeenschap niet kan worden begrepen door enkel ‘naar binnen te kijken’ en een blik buiten
de sector onontbeerlijk is.
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